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Abstract

For millennia designers lrave been using sketclres to communicate all'angements of objects

in space. Since the Italian Renaissance, in the West, this was formalised as the perspective.

Most recently, architects' halid-drafted sketches are increasingly being replaced by 3D

compufer modelling. The 3D computer-generated perspective extends the humble sketch by

adding a photographic realism. Both rely upon the notion that a perspective is perceived

intuitively by the lay-person and practitioner alike. While most of the literature reviewed in

this thesis extols the virtues of perspective as a mediurn for communicating spatiality, little

mention is made of identifying the r"ole perspective plays in informing how perspective

communicates spatiality. Its underpinning scientific ontological celtainties are generally

taken as given. HoweveL, whether perspective is how designers actually see theft design

visions is unclear. Moreover, whether designers' familiarity with perspective vision affects

how they cltoose to communicate spatiality is equally unclear. As such, this thesis addresses

the role of pelspective in communicating design. It uses the latest iteration of perspective

technology, the real-time 3D virtual environment (3DVE) as a vehicle. A series of

pedagogical case studies in the use of 3DVEs is explored. The case studies are founded on

exercises with design students as participants. The participants concretise their thoughts in

text using online chat whilst exploring various 3DVEs rernotely located from each other.

The net result of this investigation is that perspective is only one of many methods the

palticipants in this study used for comrnunicating spatiality.

The thesis is structured about six chapters. Chapter 01 introduces the research goals,

research question, rnethodology and thesis structure. Chapter'02 provides a literature review

which mounts the case for the ubiquity of an intuitive perspective in design practice and

theory since the fifteenth-century Italian Renaissance to contemporary 3D computer

rnodelling. Chapter 03 outlines and justifies the use of a constructivist methodology for

teasing out the issues laised in this inquiry. Chapter 04 provides an explorative and detailed

analysis of three case studies that all revolve around the role ofperspective in

communicating spatiality between remotely located design-student palticipants using online

chat to exchange ilfonnation. Chapter 05 discusses the results of the case studies, providing

sorne preliminary insights. Chapter 06 concludes the thesis, It principally draws upon the

literature review and the discussion chapter to provide a conclusive view on the efficacies of

perspective in communicating spatiality by the participants of this study.
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Preface

Having completed a Masters of Regional and Urban Planning, and having had time to

contemplate the content of its thesis whilst in practice before I started this 'Masters' thesis, I

came to the conclusion there was more to my investigations that remained unanswered. My

Masters thesis was about challenging the way conservation reports use the analogy of the view

from across the street as typical for determining the effect that massing of new construction

had on the overview of historical facades in front of them. It included a case study of the

Rundle Street East Fruit and Vegetable Market facades - in a historically, culturally and

socially significant precinct of the city of Adelaide, South Australia. I used panoramas to

demonstrate that we see much morc than the limited 25 degree field-of-view (FoV) indicative

of a photograph cited in the McDougal and Vines (1985) conservation report. In my

'Masters', I set out to extend this concept. More particularly,I wanted to investigate how a

real-time navigable 3DVE might further assist in creating a more holistic experience of the

spaces under review for professionals and layperson alike'
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l.0Introduction

This chapter discusses what the thesis is about, why I chose to pursue this study, and the gap I

identified in the literature. It outlines the setting within which the study is situated, the

background to tlie study, the research question to be addressed, and the thesis' broad

objectives. It then summarises the methodology adopted, key outcomes, and the organisation

of the thesis.

1..1 The Role of Perspective in 3D Virtual Environments

The use of computer-generated three-dimensional (3D) visualisations to promote design and

planning issues arising from urban development proposals is becoming increasingly

commonplace in architecture, engineering, and planning alike. It is also a key feature of

developer's proposals. This helalds a shift from their manually constructed equivalents.

Computer-generated 3D visualisations include still images, and 3D animations. While still

images offer a static impression, 3D animations provide a dynamic experience of a

development proposal. Most recently, some work is also progressing in the use of real-time

3D virtual environments (3DVE). 3DVEs are used to take the viewer on a journey through the

space of a design proposal in real-time, for which they are in control of the journey's path' In

design pedagogy, the increasing emphasis on 3D visualisation as part of the decision making

process in architecture, engineering, and planning is reflected in the inclusion of 3D

modelling, animation production, and most recently, 3DVEs in the curriculum' As such' its

inclusion in practice and pedagogy has attracted much interest from practitioners and

academics alike. To-date, much literature has been published on this area, and whole

conferences cleclicated to addressing the various issues it raises. However, few publications

address what is the core technology that underpins these media types - the projective

geometry of linear perspective. Moreovet, just how the images generated by 3D visualisations

are recognised as leal spaces is not well understood. Even less so, is the effect this may have

on how the spaces depicted canbe understood.

The core perspective technology of 3D visualisations has its origins in the perspective

formulations of the fifteenth-century Italian Renaissance. Perspective in this era arose as a

consequence of a number of rnitigating factors, least of which the conditions were such that a

mathematically constructed method for organising the optic field could be formulated'

Accompanying this formulation of a mathematically constructed optic field of view was a

contemporaïy ideology of the time that emphasised the ernpirical observation of facts over a

prior reliance on religiosity and its inherent faiths to explain natural phenomena. This shift to

15



the objectivisms of a scientific empilicism underpinned and was demonstrated in the

perspective view. Today, the same objectivity of the scientific method supports and is

reflected in the comrnonly accepted veracity of the computer-generated perspective view

The widely accepted scientific objectivity and veracity of the perspective view is an important

attlibute of contemporary uses of computer-genelated perspective. As such, it continues to

operate within an ideology that predates it by more than six centuries. Despite this obvious

connection with the past, few historians pay much attention to the contemporary use of

computer-genefated perspective. Similarly, few authors on the use of 3D computer-gener.ated

visualisation in design practice and pedagogy pay much attention to the historical or.igins of
the core perspectivai technóiogy which underpins it, As the perspective of a real-time 3DVE

is the latest and most accessible fonn of perspective construction (in terms of the per.spective

confols: field-of-view and centrc of proìection), it lends itself to a study of the effects and

affect ofperspective on the perception ofits virtual spaces contained.

While 3D computer-generated imagery has infiltrated nearly every form of design

communication in the architect's practice, Iittle is know about how its core perspectival

technology is perceived or the effect it has on what or how design can be communicated. The

increasing emphasis on 3D design visualisation in the design curriculum heralds a shift away

from hand-drawn spatial tepresentations to their computer-generated equivalents, Most

recently, the reai-time navigation and exploration of shared 3D virtual environments (3DVE)

provides a medium for what could be refered to as 'immersive designing'. But what is it that

the designers are immersed in, and how does this effect the way they communicate their

design ideas, if at all?

The growth in interest in the latest perspective technology - 3DVEs - tends to focus on

hardware and software issues, and notions of immersion and presence. The role of perspective

in these environments is lalgely assumed to be neutral and intuitive. What we know is that the

eÍìergence of perspective as a communicative rnedium for spatialising design ideas has had a

profound influence on architectural practice since the Renaissance. Indeed, it could be said

that the notion of archítecture as a distinct practice - distinct from construction, art, and

engineeling - atose as a consequence of the language of design founded on the perspective

and its associated dlafting conventions. Today's computer-generated perspective is no less

effective in inculcating a sense of control over one's environment by being able to record and

T6



manipulate its spatialised representation than the Renaissance perspective did' The real-time

3DVE further extends this notion by allowing one to take control of the very perspective

controls. How this affects design communication between collaborating designers is unclear,

hence worthy of i¡vestigation. With the increasingly common inclusion of computer-aided

design, animation, and real-time 3DVEs in contemporary design curriculums (the latter being

the focus of this thesis) it is timely to investigate the underlying perspectival technology and

its effects on design communication.

1.3 Contribution to the field

The increasing use of computer-generated 3D visualisation in practice and pedagogy is

circumstantially framed by the ideology that underpins this technology' As the advent of

fifteenth-century perspective heralded a significant shift in thinking and practice which

continues to this day, it is important to understand what bearing this has on its contemporary

use. 3D computer-generated visualisations are often used as sulTogate environments for their

physical countetparts (real or imagined). This is supported by its apparent veracity' Just how

these environments are perceived, physiologically, and intellectually/culturally, is not well

understood. This thesis goes some way towalds addressing this issue' It makes its most

significant contribution to the field in adopting a constluctivist methodology to conduct its

investigation. In particular, it provides insights into the social context of how real-time 3D

viltual environments afe perceived and understood by a group of design students in a

pedagogical setting.

1.4 Settins

The case studies described in this thesis are contextualised by their pedagogical setting. The

case studies are derived from part of a course on Virtual Technologies within a Digital Media

Masters program. The case studies refened to occurred in2O02 and 2003. There were thirteen

students and three teachers involved across the two years I na series of pedagogical exercises

using 3DVEs and online chat.

L.5 Research Ouestion

As a part-time member of the teaching staff in an architecture t'aculty at the time of this study,

by necessity I tailor.ed my investigative study to the context of how design students navigate

and interact wìth the perspective of 3DVEs. Hence, the primary resealch question that this

thesis sets out to address is:
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How do design students navigate and interact with the perspective of a real-tinrc

3DVE?

To investigate the key researclr question, pedagogical case study exercises were conducted

with design students. The literature review that precedes the case studies is used to identify:

. how perspective relates to a 3DVE;

¡ what the irnplications based on its historical origins are; and,

o what all this has got to do with architectural representation in 3DVEs.

The key gap found in tliis literature review was that overall there is little investigation of the

core perspectival technology used in 3DVEs and how it is perceived,

The case studies were structured in a manner that addressed the spatial concepts

communicated by design students navigating and interacting with 3DVEs in a pedagogical

setting. The use ofpedagogical exereises encouraged design students to do what design

students do - work with objects creating spatial relationships (of course, they do much more

than this, but this was the part I was most interested in). The exercises used did this by

comparing: the communicating of physical construction with its virtual corollary; plans with
navigation of their virtual extrusion; and, shared object manipulation in a 3DCVE with how it
can be communicated.

1.6 Methodoloey in Brief

The methoclology employed to investigate the research question used a par.ticular-ly novel

apploach' Games were used as a motivation fol engaging participants in the exercises. The

study included masters students of digital media as participants in a series of educational

game-like exercises. The qualitative research conducted sought interpretations of the social

situations which arose in these exercises. The exercises wele designed to build on each other

The exercises used to fonn the case studies were part of a teaching progïam. As the settings

were social by nature, a constructivist method was used which let me 'listen' to the

participants' reasonings . The participating students learned new ways of framing and

coopelating within collaborative virtual design spaces. The game-like exercises took place iri
both physical and virtual environments. The virtual games environments, including the chat

application, were developed specifically for this research.
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1.7 Key Outcornes

The literature promotes the notion that perspective is an all-pervasive organising schema for

recording and comrnunicating spatial relationships in design. In the fom of interactive

3DVEs, it is refe¡ed to as providing a rnore intuitive medium for exploring three-dimensional

spaces than more traditional methods. This thesis investigates the efficacies of perspective as

a spatial communicative medium by encouraging participants to describe their interactions

with the perspective of 3DVEs using online chat. What was found was that while pefspective

is a strong feature of their communications, many other spatial comrnunicative modes

emerged which, in some cases, were more efficient than using perspective cues alone' Key

among these was the extensive use of two-dimensional planning terms to communicate three-

dimensional forms and design moves.

1.8 QreariÊa!þq

This thesis includes this introductory chapter, a literature review chapter, followed by a

chapter outlining a methodology for conducting a series of case studies, which are described

in a case-studies chapter, and subsequently discussed in a discussion chapter. It concludes

with a summary and final analysis of what was achieved in this study with some notes on

possible future directions.

The literature review chapter is organised into two sections' It introduces the use of 3D

computer visualisation in practice and pedagogy and it addresses the issue of the use of 3D

visualisation in practice and pedagogy. This last section focuses specifically on the latest

iteration of 3D computer-generatecl perspective - the real-time 3D virtual environment' It

emphasises the application of 3DVEs in pedagogy. Most recently this technology is being

used to explore and expand upon design collaboration. As such, this section also addresses the

social dimension of the use of collaborative real-time 3DVEs in pedagogy' The key outcome

frorn the literature review chapter is that perspective and its incumbent ideology has had, and

continues to have, a plofound influence on how Space can be represented, perceived, and

articulated.

Following the literature review chapter, the methodology chaptet frames the case-study

research using Guba and Lincoln's (1989) constructivism. It discusses my emphasis on social

understandings of the media within pedagogical settings' The key emphasis in the

methodology chapter is on understanding the social context of the study and how this
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influences the way spatial concepts could be communicated in the case-study exercises used to

collect the raw data for this research.

The chapter that follows the methodology chapter analyses the case study data. It does this by

critiquing the chat logs collected from the case-study exercise communications. The key

outcome from this process is that the chat logs tend to frame the communications in

unexpected ways that lead to a variety of spatial cornmunications rather than those associated

with perspective framing alone.

In the next chapter I discuss how the case-studies were used to investigate how students of
l^-.i--,-_ t- -desl$r navlgate and tnteraci with the perspective of various 3DVEs. The outcomes of these

discussions are concluded in the final chapter,

The final chapter summarises the implications from the discussion chapter and the gap

identified in the literature review chapter. It makes its conclusions in a reflective rather than

prescriptive manner in the spirit of the constructivist study undertaken.
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2.0Introduction

This chapter contains a brief review of the literature lelating to perspective, concepts of space,

and the use of virtual envilonments in architecture pedagogy. It is organized in a series of

discrete sub-sections addressing specific, yet interconnected, issues alising from the main

research question. The principle purpose of this literature review is to tease out the theoletical

issues sunounding the role of perspective in a 3D virtual environment (3DVE).

The perspective we are most familiar with today arose in the fifteenth-century Italian

Renaissance. Throughout recorded history artists have often been the first to adopt new

technologies and challenged their assumed normal practices. This is no more evident than in
rl-^ ----:^^-- ^-...,.. l--- - -- - -l - ¡ I /t , . 1file atüsaii eilgrrieeis wÌto ir-r<-rk up the geometriseci perspeciivai construction methocis of the

early Renaissance and refined it until it not only simulates the world around us but creates its

own reaiity. Containeri in theil images are the detailed recordings of cultural practices and

technological advances in the medium itself.

Pelspective has had a profound affect on how we represent the world around us and how the

world can be viewed. As Mcluhan (1997 , p369) reminds us, words may bring the universe

into existence, but visual media has shaped the "content of people's imagery, . . . their

behaviour and their views." Today, technological media are staples or natural resources much

like cotton or oii with equaliy profound social organising implications. Any "society whose

economy is dependant upon one or two major staples...is going to have some obvious social

-- -¡ - | ¿.paftei-ns c'I orgalllsaf.rott as a lesuji" (Mcluhan, 1997,pi6l). Accorciing to Gombrich (i912)

and Mcluhan (1997) the cunent, almost ubiquitous, use of perspectival technologies to

alticulate modern Western society - in particular, television - now threatens to elode all other

cultures. Coyrte (1995), or the other hand, claims, how these technologies present themselves

- their interfaces - are less significant and influential than theil content or proglams. Yet,

according to Hiern (1995), it is the artist who has revealed, and continues to reveal, the

meaning of our interplay with new technologies; and, fol Morse (1998, pl81, p196), it is the

"artists who foreground 'interaction' and 'life' as metaphols.., [making] the links and fissures

between the material and the virtual pelceptible". "The artist is the only person able to

encounter technoÌogy with irnpunity" (Mcl-uhan, 1997,p159).

Frotn these statentents, it would seem only the artist can stand outside the prevailing par.adigm

long enough to provide the necessary clitical insights to its effects and affects. ln the

representation of space through various media, artists themselves create their own
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representation paradigm only to be dismantled by successive generations of artists and

movements - a continuous process by which society is able to re-articulate its contemporary

spatial ontology.

There are two sections to this literature review. In the first section I discuss the role of

perspective in architectural practice and pedagogy. The second is a short review of conference

papers relating directly to the use of 3D virtual environments (3DVEs) in architecture

pedagogy. This was included to gauge the awareness in this community of researchers of the

role of perspective in 3DVEs. This chapter concludes with a summary overview'
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2.1 Perspective in Architecture Practice and Pedaqogv

2.1.1 Perspective in Practice

A rising reliance on computer rnodelling in the last decade as a decision-making tool in

architectulal visualisation of urban infrastructure sees architects, planners, and developers

base their decisions on the agreed instrumentality of perspectivai space as, Fanofsky's (i99i)
metaphor for, a 'window on reality'. 3D computer-Aided Design (cAD) systems now

automates perspective constluction first systematised in the Italian Renaissance.

Prior to the widespread use of 3D CAD, as a2D drafting tool, CAD systems largely replaced

the pre-existing drafting paradigm in the design documentation industry. That the use of 2D

CAD lalgely replicated traditional dlafting, a distributed, fragmented process, rather than

extend its potential, as Levy (7991, p9) points out, it "reaffirmed traditional values rather than

fcreated] a ltew paradigrn"l. In a sirnilar rranner, the introduction of 3D solid modelling in the

computer-aided design of architecture has tended to pelpetuate a pre-existing perspectival

paradigm where form continues to be the focus of attention2. This adds currency to the culture

of pragrnatism evident in computing generally (Coyne, 1995). The cunent wave of accessible

cornputing is pragmatically oriented, displaying an open optirnism about technology. It falls

within a long tradition of rationalism since the rise of the scientific method.

This pragrnatism is manifest in the role 3D CAD plays in governments' urban and regional

planning sÍategies. Local, State, Fedelal and International issues related to the use and

development of land and resources ate incleasingly being modelled on computers to increase

the apparent ease to which the data contained is understood, This data is increasingly taking

the form of 3D rnodelled urban elevelopments. Such models can be used to producc still

images, animation, oi' i'eal-iime rravigablc 3D virtual environments.

While the ability for these 3D cornputer visualisations to "ac[ as a sun.ogate for the actual

experience of the proposed development" is questioned by Iævy (1995, p24), the greater

rFoIPerez-Gomez 
and Pelletier' (1997,pp'377-78) the "seductive manipulatio¡s of viewpoints and delusions of

thlee-dilrensionality, . . . [in CAD is] still little lnore than an efficient 'rnechanism of composition' . . .. [It has]
contlibtlted next to nothirtg towald destructuring the lregernony of panoptic space and pr.óposiug u .oì.
meaningful aud palticipatot.y urban space."
= Corln'ary to Pet'ez-Golnez and Pelletier''s claims, r'ecently we ale seeing sorne CAD pr.ojects extended by
patatnetric programrnirlg ct'eating new fol'urs not possible using manual dr.afting methods alone, such as: Frank
Gehry's (1997) non-olthogonal, absh'act, fi'ee-form Guggenlrcint Museunr, Bilbao; Nicholas Gril¡shaw and
Parhrels' (1993) palarnetl'icâlly-detelmined, sweeping-arched, Ternúnal ctt Waterloo,Londo¡; pr.of. Mark Burry
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accessibility and acceptance of mathematically accurate 3D CAD and computel simulation

has, nevertheless, led to its increased appearance in many types of planning, architectural, and

development dispute resolutions. Such simulations follow mathematically derived rules

ploviding phenomenally "accurate descriptions of proposals and fsimulations ofl the impacts

they might cause" (Decker, 1992, pI43). This assumes, however, that the mathematical

representation matches ow perception. Disputes are often a contest between urban planner's

aesthetic notions of creating spaces for human experience and developer's economic

rationalisations. It may, instead, be that these representations ale used to fornt rather than in-

form our perceptions.

Visual simulations are increasingly used to clarify projected development outcomes. Images

used include hand drawn sketches, photographs, photomontage, and 3D computer modelled

renderings among others. The methods used to argue on both sides legally, centre on the

documents tendered. These documents describe spaces as a combination of abstract notions of

how space is organised. Traditionally this representation of space can take many fotms:

o orthogonal projections, such as plans and elevations;

o perspectiveprojections;

o physical, scaled models; ancl

¡ sectional analyses.

How these are presented impacts the way we perceive the development in its urban context.

Our field of vision (FoV) represents a hemisphere of 180 degrees (Catpenter, 1991) (see

figure 1).

Fieure 1. Hulnan field of vision compared to that of a 50mm camera.

tAl'ltRA = 25degrees F0V

HUI''1AN VlSl0N = lB0degrees F0V

andassociates'(1918-2004)CAD-wisereverseengineelingofbuiltandunbuiltpartsof AntonioGaudi's
Sagrada Fanúlia, Batcelona, and so on.
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This includes our peripheral vision, but we tend to focus on objects within a smaller 5O-degree

range (see figure 2a). This means that a simulation based upon a telephoto-lens photograph

(see figure 2c) nay be too narrow, excluding part of the project's environmental context

(Sheppard, 1989). Conversely, a wide-angle lens may make the development appear smaller

than it leally is (see figure 2d).

Human eye (a); standard camera lens (35 mm camera with 50 mm lens) (å),' telephoto lens (35 rnm
camera with 115 mm leus) lc),'wide-angle lens (35 Íun calnera with 25 mrn lens) ld).

Figure 2. Cornpatisons of the field-of-view of the eye and carnera lenses (Sheppar d,1989, p67).

b c d

---/,\^-4)

Central area
ol acute vision

Binocular
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The physical scaled model approximates best our experience of space, as it is a scaled

substitute for the real space - proposed or existing. A physical scaled model is not, however,

always the most accessible, appropriate or convincing method of representing space. A

perspective projection, on the other hand, can begin to evoke a sense of 'being there'. But

even a perspective projection (with rectilinear lines traced to a finite number of vanishing

points) is not a 'tl'ue' repl'esentation of how we 'see' our visual space.

Architects, planners, and developers using valious computer visual sirnulation techniques to

clarify projected development outcomes may impact the way we perceive the development in

its urban context. Decker (1992) identified five types of contputer generated visual simulation

o ftnage manipulation at the pixel level;

o Geometric or vector models containing geometric definitions in Cartesian space used

to create graphic representations of a proposal in perspective or other;

. Digital rnontage, a vector model positioned in front of a photoglaph, oriented and

scaled to match perspective and scale-dependent clues in the photograph;

o Animation, or computil walk-through; and

o Mathematically driven or scientific visualisation, usually animated, and numerically

controlled.

The problem with rnost of these is that it cannot be assumed that the layperson has been

previously exposed to this mode of viewing. Such rnathematically accurate computer
26



modelling, and the use of animated sequences to incotporate the perception of motion through

space as an 'as leal' visual immersion tool relies on some prior exposure to this type of view

that is otherwise an illusion. This comes from a prior-acculturation to viewing perspectival

spaces frorn a very early age through print media, TV, animation, and film' In urban

visualisation, computer animations or still visualisations are used to act as surrogates for the

proposed development. These computer visualisations use projected geometry to accurately

portr-ay three-dimensional 'scenes'. The computer monitor, projector or printed image is in this

sense, a modern extension of Panofsky's 'window onto reality' (Elkins, L994)'

A key feature of this 'window onto reality' for urban visualisation is the ability to adopt a

particular 'point of view', In most cases it is the viewpoint that the developer wants to

promote - the one that shows the development in its best light. Architects also use this 'point

of view' as a common goal in their design narratives. It is used to identify a particular

position, either physical or imaginary, in a perspective image. This position can be adopted by

others. In planning, conservation plans use the notion of a point of view extensively to make

recommendations on how developments in historically sensitive precincts should proceed.

The perpendicular view of a facade "from across the street rather than oblique views, [is

oftenl chosen for simplicity and clarity" (EEMCP, 1987) (see figure 3)'

projected geometries, in particular representations of perspectival geometries, are considered

useful in helping architects, planners, developers, and laypeople alike, to analyse visual space

based on the apparent unity perspective applies to each object in a scene related by distance

alone. No object can appear larger than any other without occupying its 'corect' place in

relation to all other objects. This reliance on perspectival constructions to unify space is used

to help contextualise streetscapes. In historically and culturally significant ulban precincts

where historic fabric must be retained
to reardeterminingforbuilding facades ofdomi¡rance development llì Histolically and Culturally

al'evrewsSectional tollì conselvationused vlewlngtheshowplans perpendicularprefemed relationship
3. Sectional views used conservattolt 1
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perspective is used to assist in the unified identification of what is desirable about a

streetscape as a whole.

Rather than a holístic view (a view that includes what is contained in one's peripheral vision),

however, a manually drafted, photographic or computer-generated perspective shows only

what lies inside its frustum. MoLeoveL, by identifying the centre of projection for an image

using vanishing lines, the Frustum effectively focuses our attention on the object at the centre

to the demise of its potentially greater context. Objects are perceived as objects in relatiott to

each other rather than a $'eater context. This is what Ivins (1915) identifies as the most

important principle of perspective - the relationship between objects and how they are

represeni.ed, For Latour (i986), the power of this reiationship between objects and their.

t'eplesentation in perspective is how architects, planners, and developers are able to control

space through its geometrisation.

For example, in conservation reports the camera is often cited as indicative of the human

viewing experience. But, as discussed, the camera often only captures a small part of our

viewing range. Alternatives include the use of 180 degree panoramic projections (Sheppard,

1989), the Virtual Reality CAVE, Head Mounted Displays, and so on. They better incorporate

tl're notion that our spatial experience relies also on peripheral vision up to a 180 degree field-

of-view, howeveL, while the mechanisms for providing total imrnersion in a convincing

Viftual Reality environment using stereoscopic vision are already available, they also rely on

the same ortht-rgonal perspectivai aigorithrns useci in most 3D visualisation; their pictorial

accuracy is predicated on the same insûumentality of the mathematically manually

constructed perspective first formulated in the early Italian Renaissance.

Similarly, panoramic images, generated both by photographic methods and renderings of
computer models and their combination ale simply large perspective images which rely on a

curved viewing plane. Available since the nineteenth-century, such panoramas use a

curvilineal perspective technique to generate the 'conect' relationship between viewer and

image depicted (see Figure 4),
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Figure 4. Diorama display for visually correct using multiple vanishing point perspectiverÍtmersrolì
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a 180o Tield
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The problem with the use of photography, 3D computer-modelled renderings or manually

drafted perspectives for urban development decision-making is that their guidelines typically

assume the viewer is placed at the correct location for adopting the centre of projection

(sheppard, 1989; Levy, 1995; Richens, 1999; Decker, I992;E.;F,lly'rCP, 1987)' Apart from the

use of a panorama (and even this has its top and bottom cropped), these guidelines assume

that what we look at is, 'in-essence', a flattened segment of a sphere in our focal range; that the

remainder can be ignorecl; what falls within the region is what is important3' However, our

peripheral vision is crucial to our experience of space. Attempts to ameliorate this apparent

anomaly in the representation of 3D space on a2D surface include curvilinear perspective, the

diorama, and photo montage, among others,

Hockney's (2001) explorations with photomontage and other fotms of visual tepresentation,

to incorporate the peripheric elements, curvilinear perspective and the diorama go some way

towards the recovery of this full 180 degree 'experiencc of space'. However, while a two-

dimensional surface is relied on to signify the space under study, the limitations of its ability

to convey the 'experience' of how we 'live space' (move through it, engage with it, describe

it, in our everyday lives) r'emains. Hence, as long as architects, planners, and developers

continue to search for new ways to simulate the 'experience' of their designs, perspective will

play an important role.

2.L.2 Perspective in PedagogY

Architects learn theil practice of using perspective as a paït of a long history of architectural

education since the late eighteenth century, The role of perspective representation is an

' Today t¡e all pervasive tìature of projective geometry aud its associated 'window' is not contined to tbe realm

of developrneni visual simulation pèrspective álone. It is manifest also in the effectiveness of technologies such
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integral part of this education, It has been a palt of the architect's practice for at least two

centuries priol to this. Since the late eighteenth-century, perspective, and later mathematically

precise plojective geometly, has been taught in design schools (such as the Ecole

Polrytechnicltte, Beaux Arts, Baultctus etc) as the pre-eminent method for mimicking 'nature',

or rnore precisely 'reality' (Blackman, 1998). The use of grids and axes, precise decimal

nteasufelnents alld so ol1, became the 'obsession' behind all modern design endeavours to

follow. Apart frorn a brief, but enduring, exploration of the infinitudes of axonometry, a

practical knowledge in perspective construction became a design aim in itself (Perez-Gomez

and Pelletier,I99T).

T)^-^-^^+1.,- ^L:^-- t- - -t 11r çrùP('ur-rvtr uuusttucLlull IS Ilol- tlle SOle Oomaln OI tne arcnltect, hOWeVef. By the mid

nineteenth century school-age children were being taught how to draw simple solids in

perspective' This can be seen as an impoltant step in the acculturation to perspective as a

modem way of 'seeing'. Although, there were many examples of perspective images in

illustrated books before this. According to the architecture historians Alberto Percz-Gomez &
Louise Pelletier (1997 , p304) our (Western) contemporary notions of a Descartian 'objective

space' emerged from the descriptive geometry taught in the early design schools. MoreoveL,

"perspective theory was the invisible hinge systematising... lthe geometrical] projections"

being taught and initiated the episternological model for the acquisition of a scientific truth

that made possibie the Inciustriai Revolution, photography and cinematography, panor.amas

and dioramas, CAD and VR.

It could be said that perspective found its quintessential expression in the mid-nineteenth-

century photograph; that the advent of the photograph led to the epistemological dominance of
perspective as a way of 'seeing' and representing the world in a scientific manner. This was

then later challenged by the extremes of impressionism and pointillism, and in the twentieth-

eentury, by cubism, futurisln, and eventually abstract expressionism (Damisch,1994;

Gombrich, 2000;Petez-Gomez and Pelletier,IggT). Marcel Duchamp's ear-ly twentieth-

century explorations in non-mirnetic indexical representation is an example of an alternative

reversible geometrical projection through his deliberate use of shadows and anamorphosis.

His work highlighted the ambiguity between perspectival illusion and reality (Tu m,(191g)

colnes to mind). It called for a new fortn of partícípatiort from the spectator. No longer a

passive observer of the all-revealing perspectival realism of the photograph, his work

reinvigorated allegories of the rnedieval iltual. Yet, most recently, the computer, and its

as radat', infi'ared imaging, lase| sensors, and three-dirnensional ccrnputei graphics which all depend on the sarne
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efficient 3D rendering algorithms, has re-established perspective as the dominant

contemporary visual media (Foley etal,2}}2;Manovich, 1993; Romanyshyn, 1992).

The emergence of computer-mediated 3D virtual worlds is the latest extension to the growing

range of perspectival media forms. These 3D virtual-world cyber-spaces assume for their

visual efficacy a theory of perception that is derived of Descartes' (1596 - 1650) simple three-

way axial space. The mathematical accuracy of these 3D virtual worlds can be seen as a

reification of the eighteenth-century epistemological perspectivism - a visual culture of

revealing geometric depth in images of nature leading to the establishment of natural laws,

and scientific observation as tlæpre-eminent method for making sense of the world around us

(Perez-Gom ez andPelletier, 1997; Kemp, 1990; Kubovy, 1989; Romanyshyn, 1992).

Today's 3D computer graphics can also generate unnatural, abstract objects' Typically, in the

3D visualisation of the sciences, aLts, and nature studies, we see regular geometric solids

floating in a spatial void including metaphoric moleculal structures' mofe grounded

architectural renderings, topographical 'landscapes' formed by meshes or voxels in GIS, and

complex matrices of columns and rows of variable data in data visualisation, to name only a

few (Tufte, 1997; Dodge and Kitchin, 2001). All of these rely on the user's prior-acculturation

to this type of viewing to be able to interpret the three-dimensional perspectival spaces

depicted. This use of perspective as a method for viewing a three-dimensional space has

dominated Western visual culture since the Renaissance (Panofsky, 1991). However, few

proponents of architectural visualisation, who adopt a core 3D component as their main

gr-aphic user interface, question the premise by which they asSume that their 3D interfaces are

universally understood.

2.1.3 Section Summary

In this section I described how architects use a variety of methods for representing their design

ideas (sketches, elevations, plans, sections, details, and perspectives), and where perspective is

still a prominent method for communicating three-dimensional relationships on a two-

dimensional surface. However, our natural vision includes a 18O-degree hemisphere and this

is difficult to simulate in traditional formats, including the panorama. Despite this and other

anomalies, the photograph, computel-simulated 3D scenes, or their combination are often still

promoted as sutrogates of what we see and/or relate to in our urban environments (such as in

logistics of pelception (Manovich, 1993).
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conseryation reports, and planning and development proposals). The embedded notion of a

'conect' viewpoint in these visualisations supports a particular ideology. Central to the

ideology, the perspective image tends to dominate because of its combination of a perceived

accuracy and scientific underpinning ontology. Perspective representation has been a large

part of the architect's formal education since the eighteenth-century. It introduced the notion

of a perspectivist epistemological ontology based on the verisimilitudes of perspective as

scientific fact to the everyday practice of the architect,

This section argues that there appears to be a largely unchallenged acceptance ofthe veracity

of perspectival imagery in the everyday activities of the architect, planner, or developer. I
suggest that there is an implied ideological position adopted where perspective is useci for

dispute resolution, simulation, and visualisation. This might be better understood if the

historical orìgins of perspective were better known. In turn, this may lead to the investigating

of alternative visualisation schemas. This is addressed in subsequent work published by this

author.
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2.2 Perspective in 3DVEs

Z.2.lThe Role of Perspective in 3D Virtual Environments

At the beginning of this chapter I started out by discussing the 3D visualisation of urban space

and how architects, planners, and developers increasingly rely on these visualisations in their

decision making. But perspective is not just a method for representing three-dimensional

space on a two-dimensional surface, it arose at a time when making sense of the world was

being actively pursued in a rigorous and scientific manner. Philosophical, religious, and

spiritual reasonings for existence and the universe were being replaced by methodical

scientific experimentation and factual explanations. Perspective was instrumental in

establishing not only a method for scientific recording of observable events but the notion of a

'colrect' scientifically verifiable 'point of view'. This profoundly affected the thinking of

subsequent philosoplrers, scientists, and artisans alike, The combined scientific veracity of

perspective and artists techniques for representing the world in an increasingly 'realistic'

manner provides the cues for their 3D computer graphic algorithmic corollaries' Just how

influential perspective has been on our notions of how abstract space is construed in the latest

manifestation of an abstract space - cyberspace. Cyberspace, and more importantly the 3D

virtual world - how it exists, how we interact with it, and how it is that it has evolved out of

other cyberspaces (the telephone, cinema, the internet, and so on) alludes to the notion of the

3D virtual envilonmend (¡pW) and its role in architecture practice and pedagogy. As such,

this final section links back to the first bringing together the role of perspective with 3DVEs

in architecture pedagogy and research which prepares the way for its use in practice by

architects, planners, and developers,

The underlying message that emerges from the literature review up to this point is that

perspective has had a profound affect on our ability to describe, conceptualise, and think about

the world around us. The arguments addressed so far suggest perspective has affected our very

sense of being in the universe. As such, its ideology should figure strongly in any discussions

of perception of 3DVEs in architecture visualisation and pedagogy. The remainder of tis

section is dedicated to identifying this in the collection of conference papers reviewed.

a The te.m 3DVE is more comprehensive than 3DVW. Although, 3DVWs are described in the plevious section

as i¡cluding a myriad of forms, in the context of architectural practice and pedagogy the telln 3DVE is more

appropriate - it allows for the discussion of the sorts of object manipulations in virtual euviromnents that

designers might be mote farniliar with in their physical forms.
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In a leview of the literature on the historical origins of perspective it is worth noting that few

of the historians cited pay much attention to the implications for the contemporary extension

of the perspective paradigrn by 3D virtual environments (3DVEs) (see subsequent work

published by this author for that review). A brief review of the leading architectural CAD

conference literature (eCAADe, CAADFutures, ACADIA, CAADRIA, and so on) was

conducted here to address this apparent gap, The review focuses on the pedagogical

application of 3DVEs. It reveals that, despite my prediction that perspective ideology should

figure prominently in this discussion the contemporary extension of the perspective paradigm

by 3DVEs is addressed in the literature, yet few authors pay much attention to the historical

origins of perspective and its implications for 3DVEs. Nor does either genre address directly

the roie theories of visual perception piays in uncierstanding how such perspectival

tecltnologies are intetpreted in the first instance. Hence, the purpose of this review must be to

bridge the historical origins of perspective - its theoretical underpinnings within the bloader

art and architecture theory, and notions of visual pelception as it relates to the notion of

perspective as physiological fact or convention (see subsequent work published by this author)

- with the implications for this in contemporary 3DVEs. Not a comprehensive review - it only

includes those papers which refer to the pedagogical use of 3DVEs, as this is the basis of the

case studies that form the second rnajor part of this thesis.

Of the papers reviewed only those of Yang (2001) and Hoon et al, (2003) explicitly refer ro

the historioglapbical work of Perez-Gomez and Pelletier (1997), Gombrich (2000), Damisch

(i994), anci Hockney (2001). However, neither paper delves into the theoretical issues

espoused by these authors in any detail. Yang simply makes the point that while traditional,

manually drafted, perspectives foìlowed the lead of the Mastels in the Quattrocento until

recently, now digital modelling makes it that much easier to achieve the same results.

Sirnilally, Hoon et al use Hockney as an entry point to bridge history with the present but

without any critical discussion or theoretical positioning,

If we now turn our attention to theories of visual perception we find a similar lack of reference

to recognised primary authors in the field (such as Wertheimer, Kohler, Koffka, Helmholtz,

Mam, and Gibson, among others). Although Tweed (2001) does provide an interesting

proposal for irtcotporating Gibson's (1979) theories of ecological optics into practical

architectul'al education, it does not involve 3DVEs, hence has not been included here; and,

Donatlr et al (1999 , pa57) refer to propr ioceptive cues "caused by movement in real space and

interaction with the designed [3D] environment", but only as a cursory issue never really
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addressing the effects this rnight have on the contprehension of 3D spaces. We need to look

outside the usual architectural groupings to find any serious attempts to address 3DVE

visualisation and its relationship to accepted theories of visual perception. For example, Slater

et al (1996) discuss Gibson (1979) in their investigation of notions of 'presence' in a 3DVE'

However, Gibson is quickly abandoned in favour of a more cognitive approach. Indeed, the

cognitive approach was typical of most of the material reviewed.

Despite the lack of an underpinning theory of visual perception, or perhaps because of it, the

most often used term when referring to comprehension of 3DVEs is that it is 'intuitive'. The

problem with describing comprehension of a 3DVE as intuitive is that it assumes that it can be

taken for granted as truthful, factual, or real; that no reasoning is involved; and, that it is

second nature. Nevertheless, whether this is the case or not is difficult to determine. It is my

contention that the reason comprehension of a 3DVE appears to be second nature is because

we have become so acculturated to its norms through cinema, TV, photography, and so on;

that we do not consciously question our comprehension of it. This is what the case studies

later in this thesis address.

Contextualised within the notion of intuitive navigation of 3DVEs, the review also reveals

little discussion of the inherent problem of moving from 3D sketching to 3D virtual

modelling. This suggests it is an unproblematic transition. Rather than refering to primary

theories of visual perception, Kevin Lynch's (1960) Tlrc Image of the City is a popular work

cited fot his notions of spatial perception. For example, Charitos and Bourdakis (2000, pI67)

refer to Lynch in their claims that mental pictures of the world are "used to interpret

information and to guide action and legibility" in 3DVEs. Later, I will come back to the

influence Lynch's work had on discussions of spatial perception in the literature.

Despite the inference that Lynch's 'pictures' would be in perspective the word 'pelspective' is

never used to describe the representation of 3DVEs, other than as a rhetoric term to describe

the user's point-of-view. Many (such as Huang, 2003; Alvarado et al, 2000; Strehlke and

Engeli, 2001) try to develop their own theories of spatial perception without ever mentioning

the visual perception theorists or the correlation between perception of a perspectively

represented world and the real world (as if they were the same; that pelspective

comprehension is visually automatic). Alvarado et al (2000) canied out a comparison of

spatial perception between different forms of architectural representation. They exposed
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5. Alvarado et al's stud-virtual

students to a virtual model of a building using either a Head-Mounted Display (HMD), PC

monitor, or to the actual building (see figure 5).

They claim their results show no difference between the various media and its physical form.

The biggest diffelence was in understanding the spatial organisation of the building and its

surtounds: lowest for the HMD virtual and highest for the actual visit. "Apparently, the

irnmateriality of digital environments weakens the spatial organisation more than properties of

elements" (Alvarado et al, 2000, p153). Strehlke and Engeli's (2001) version of visual

perception in immersive environments implies learning to swim. They refer to motion as

essential for understanding depth in a digital space. This parallels Gibson's (1979) ecological

view, although he was not cited directly, Both cite immersion as a key factor in the

'intuitiveness' of their 3DVEs.

Immersion in a 3DVE was a key factor in most of the studies of perception reviewed.

Common terms used to describe immersion included: 'convincing', 'inside', 'imrnediate',

'transparent', 'being there', 'through the window', 'immersive', and so on. These same terms

could be applied to the viewing of a traditional perspective. This suggests that, although no

direct reference is made to a tladitional perspectival viewing, if the illusion is 'real enough'

then immersion should be intuitive.

Retulning to intuitive, it is worth noting that this has been a popular term to describe the

visual perception of pelspective since the time of Descartes. Nevertheless, and despite not

referring to perspective as the underlying technology of a 3DVE, many of the case-study

exercises uncovered in this review were created to test the direct applicability for design

students to improve their spatial comprehension using more intuitive immersive 3DVEs rather

tlran hand-dlawn perspective. For example, in Roberts' (1999, p442) Vinual Site Plaruting,he

outlines a corìmon claim wheleby a 3D realtime interactive VE system is developed to help

design students better understand three dimensional design issues (see figure 6).
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6. Roberts' 1999 Virtual Síte in VRML.

These systems aïe developed to address perceived "difficulties encountered by students in

using ftraditional 3D] CAD which... [is otherwise] seen as insfficiently intuitiv¿ to allow

effective use" (Roberts, 1999, p442, nty itatics)'For Achten et al, (1999, pI70, my italics)

such systems dre "a tool for intuitive, interactive and realistic evaluation of (non-)existing

three-dimensional environments," In practice, Klercker (i99S) ciaims that the 3D

visualisation these systems provide similarly helps overcome the illiteracy of the public to

standard architectural drawings, including the perspective; that they can experience a 'whole'

environment - not just a flaitened image in a drawing; and, that this brings the project 'alive''

According to Stappers et al (2001, p1.26), "often lthose] less trained in reading construction

drawings,. . . benefit frorn experiencing the design in a 1:1 immersive [3D] simulation'"

Achten etal(1999,pna)aremoreemphatic:theyclaimthat,"inallcases,representing..'

abstract sets of data in a three dimensional immersive environment is. " helpful for

understanding them better." Petric and Maver (2001 , pl77 , nry italics) argue 3DVEs provide

fof "a very immediate and real impression of being'in' .. 'la] building' " ' [And for the

designer.,l the intntecliacy andverisimilitude of the experience... fcontributes] to the design

decision-making process." Moreover, in a later report, they claim "immersive virtual reality

systenrs allow the user,.. to 'step through' the window [a reference to Panofsky's window?]

and... enter the virtual world" (Petric and Lindsay,2003,p838, nry italics). Knight and Brown

(2003) claim their.interface to a 3D virtual world was effectively transparent.'lhey claim

'presence' in an immersive 3D VE is like 'being tlære.' On the other hand, Vasquez de

Velasco et al (2001, p330, nty italics) claim that design students are losing the "ability to

produce [the] quick contincing perspective sketches that are so crucial in desk critiques, in

schematics, and in the design process" due to the proliferation of these 3DVEs. Despite' and

including, Vasquez de Velasco et al's claims, none of these authors question the perceptual

mechanisms of their 'intuitive' 3DVEs, They assume, uncritically, that the core perspectival

media is essentially transparent and universally accessible, hence deserves no special

attention. Indeed, there is no attempt to equate the perspectival nature of the 3DVEs discussed
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with their manually drafted origins. Even Vasquez de Velasco et al make assumptions about

the unproblematic transference of the manual method by its computer-generated corollary.

This is because, as Roberts (1999,paa! advocates, the'fullyimmersive' systems (such as the

HMD and CAVE) are supposedly a natural, "more effective educational delivery mechanism

than,. . the unnatural interface of mouse and keyboard." He suggests we have become so

reliant on 3D visualisation as a tool that we no longer need to question its universal

accessibility. I claim this has only come about via an acculturation to perspectival media.

Strojan and Mullins (2000) go further, arguing that immersive 3DVEs eliminate the separation

between machine and user, This is contradicted by Roberts (1999, paal in a later. statement.

Ro'oelis' assumpiions about how easy it is to work in his 'intuitive' 3D environmel)ts are nol.

so straightforward: "In teality, moving objects within a 3D space proved to be more complex,

as it is ciitticuit to judge in which plane objects are being moved." James Gibson (Ig:g)
would algue that this is because one has to abstract the motion through Cartesian planes of

action fLoln one's lived space. Despite Roberts' admissions, it is still a common conclusion of
many authors that the problem lies with the tool's interface not the concept; that there is a

pressing "need to investigate the development of a [mole] simple tool that could assist

students in their understanding of the three dimensional built environment" (Roberts, 1999,

pa45)' Many then go on to describe the features of just such a utopian system. Whereas, I see

tl-re probiem is in the eoneept of manipulating objects in an arbitrary three-axes spatial system

in tlre first instance. Particularly when one has to select an axis to move along (such as in a

CAD system). In oiher wotds, abstract Cartesian environments ale not the same as the lived

space that Lefebvre describes, hence not inttLitive.

Concunent with claitns that people can more easily "understand the consequences of a design

when... confronted with a VR model" (Achten et aI, 1999,p173) are justifications for

development of such systems as educational and supporting "the undelstanding of VR in the

[commercial] design process" (Achten et al, 1999, p172). Klercker (1998) and Stappers et al

(2001) discuss the CAVE as ploviding for just such an intuitive, fully imrnersive

environment, for the uninitiated. They subscribe to the notion that representation of abstract

sets of data in three-dimensional immersive environments is helpful in understanding them

better'. However, this does not always hold. For example, in terms of multi-dimensional

information visualisation it is difficult to imagine how a three-dimensionalisation of Minard's

gt'aphic of Napoleon's 1812 march into Russia would provide more information than the six
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dirnensions of information that Minard covels (distance, numbers of soldiels, direction,

location, time, and temperature) (see figure 7).

On the contrary, apart from producing a series of seductive images (what Tufte (1997) calls a

visual confection) much would be obscured (by hills and no direct graphical comelation

between Minard's dimensions in any single view) (see figule 8)'

Moreover, claims, such as Achten et al's (1ggg,pI74), that, as "architectural design is spatial

by nature,... [then] Virtual Reality should, ,. be the natural medium for developing it," negate

the differ.en t types of information traditional perspective drawings, plans, elevations and so on

can pfovide (as espoused by Gombrich and Edgerton). Although Achten et al may not see

traditional representation media being completely supplanted by 3D modelling, the ploblem is

one of ernphasis. Nevefiheless, their claims that the uninitiated are able to understand a 3D

impression better than drawings makes sense if we consider they would be more exposed to

such imagery through fihns, TV, the press and so on, than architectural drawings' This also

Fi 8. Thlee-dimensionalisation of Minard's
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lends weight to the notion that drawings following conventions, hence, not so easy to decipher

by the layperson. Indeed, Stappers et al (2001) suggests that a 3D walkthrougli could be even

mot'e easily accessible by the layperson if it followed the nal'r'ative structure of commercial

lnovies or the galnes genre. Thus furtheliug the underlying premise of tny thesis that a prior-

accultut'ation to contemporat'y forrns of perspectival media is necessary before it ca¡ be fully

cornplehended.

Despite this, or perhaps because of their deep affinity with the media, Sí.ehlke and Engeli

(2001) clairn that Architects want to work in immersive 3D environments. For Strehlke and

Engeli (2001), designing is a function of the leplesentation of pelception, and that this is

aÌways personai anci subjective. In the case of collabolative environments, their solution to the

dilemtra of how to present this with 3DVEs is to provide another abstract 3D data-space

visualisation which shows the collaborators' connected design decisions (see figure 9).

They argue it provides a substitute cultural (design) naruative. Paths in the depicted 3D data-

space somehow allows 'the author to guide the reader's perception of space.' But this

contradicts their earlier claim that design perception is personal and subjective hence not able

to be guided by another's. Moreover if an ctuthor-reader relationship must be established then

lhis fllrthcl'clroûêefe thcf tha i-t-'.{"^- iô ,.^+ ;..r,-.:}:,,^ tr --..^+ L^ ,-^^ r i -tù r¡¡ur L¡¡v ¡¡rev¡r4vu ¡ù rruL rltrutLrvu. rI lltubt uc tgau allu LnuS uomprenenoed,

and open to interpretation. Like poetl'y, uovels, paintings, drawings and so on, which also

provide for immersive environrnents, they must also be read.

While Strehlke and Engeli claim theil database visualisation stimulates design per.ception,

Suwa et al (1998, p457) make tlie same claim about drawing. "sketches serve as a physical

setting in which design thoughts are constructed on the fly." Sketches provide for perceptual

stimulatiolr which leads to fully visualised imaginations. This is something neady all the

visualperception theorists would agtee on. Indeed, Brielges a-nd Cbar.itos (1997) see -?DVEs as

9. Strehlke and abstfact 3D data connected decisionssFi

Iüt
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an extension of such traditional architectural representation. They describe 3DVEs in terms of

the traditional representational model:

o precedent;

. metaphor;

¡ 'containing elements'; and,

. 'signs and symbols''

Like Achten et al (1999), Bridges and Charitos (1997, CDrom) also claim that "virtual reality

may be... the ultirnate medium for producing representations of architectural designs'"

However, their further claim that it is the "only technology capable of simulating the

exper.ience of being and moving within a designed environment" tends to discount the

imaginations designers envision before committing their designs to a representation medium'

whether on papeI, or digitally. According to Flanagan (2001, p214), this emphasis on visually

mediated d.igital technology in architectural practice now tends to be at the "expense of

traditional symbolic, schematic, design processes." Vasquez de Velasco et al (2001), in their

search for a connection between traditional methods and computer graphics, also identify this

trend and reeommend using sketching in conjunction with 3D CAD to promote students'

ability to sketch. They use quick preliminary sketching of a 3D model on the screen to help

students prediôt views in the model before 'going there'. For Vasquez de Velasco et al (2001,

p330), while students are "increasingly facile with [3D] digital media, they seem to be losing

ground in the use of tladitional drawing skills." In the past, they claim, students' practice of

analytical drawing techniques, including 'convincing pelspectives', helped them visualise and

tepresent design ideas - to exercise their "ability to imagine, and to draw what. ' ' [they]

imagine" (Vasquez de Velasco et al,20OI, p331). They seem to be arguing that drawing may

be a more intuitive mechanism for representing the imagination than cuuent 3D modelling

practices. This contradicts what most authors are reporting. Indeed, according to Proctor

(2001, p198), "in architectural culture, drawing has provided the process through which visual

awal.eness is developed, validated, and shared with others." He does not see drawing going

away. His method appears to agree with Vasquez de Velasco et al's (2001), complimentarily

combined, dlawing and CAD. Proctor sees time spent working with 3D modelling,

particularly with wire-frame modelling, as having the propensity for improving freehand

drawing skills. Schnabel and Kvan (2001, p476), on the other hand, voice the more common

claim that 3DVEs provide the "immediate feedback to... users, which is not possible within

CAD or traditional [(manual drawing/drafting)] design media,"
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This brings us back to Stlehlke and Engeli's (200I, pl13) statement that "to be able to design

three-dimensional spaces in an immersed way has become a desire among architects working

with CAD tools." Do they mean: without CAD tools architects cannot design in an immersed

way; or', only architects working with CAD tools want to design in an immersed way? To

answer this we first need to addless in more detail the notion of immersion. Immersion in a

3D VE has come to refer to the experience of 'being in' it. But the notion of immelsion as an

experience has been around for a long time, such as: Wertheim's (1999) discussion on Dante's

Divùrc contedy; Lefebvre's (1991) discussion on theatrical space; and, Levy's (1995)

surrogate urban simulation experience. AII tend to refer to naratological immersion rather

than visual immelsion p er se. Part of the promotion of immersion and its specific connection
¿^ tnIfE- -!-,--- Lio jl-lvjjs sieüis itolil iio'rit-rns oÍ-'presence.' Knight and Brown's (2003) reference to presence

as like actually 'being there', as distinct from 'being in tlrere', is covered in the work of Slater

et ai (i996). Siater et al (I996, pl65) define immersion as an "objective description of what

any palticular [3DVE] system provides. Presencef, on the other hand,] is a state of

consciousness. . . consistent with behaviours that would. . . foccur] in everyday reality in sirnilar

circumstances."5 Hence, imrnersion and presence in a 3DVE tefers not to the nanatological

construct of the scelìes depicted and the viewer's journey through them but rather a visually

mediated experience contingent on the dissolution of proprioceptive stimulus by convincing

(realistic, pelspectival), graphics alone.

To understand this lequires some knowledge of the different theories of visual perception (see

for example those cited in see subsequent work pubiished by this author). Frorn Slater et al

(1996) and othels' work (Petric and Maver, 2001; Oxman and Streich, 2001; Proctor, 2001),

we see there is an emerging trend towards studying the implications for visual perception in

3DVEs. HoweveL, while all these authors address the field in different ways, none contribute

to a gleator undelstanding of the visual perception of the root technology - peïspective.

Instead, almost all cite secondary authors of visual perception, such as Eastman (Lg75),

At'nheim (I974), and Laseau (1980) who subscribe to the cognitive model. The problern witl.r

the cognitive model, in this instance, is that it uses dlawings to describe drawings as like

seeing. Fol example, Proctot (200L, p193) algues that, "understanding the innate functions of

the eye and mind ([in a Gestaltisrlike manner]) is a precursor to formulating how the eyes and

5 A problem with Slater et al's definitions is that they rely ou a random selection of people to test their ir¡mel.sio'
theories, but ttrey are selected frorn within a group of students, univelsity colleagues, and so on. As such these
people ale rnost likely to have had a pliol knowledge, indeed auticipation, of the technology to be tested. This
tneaus tlrey aÌe already subject to a posilit,e plior irnpression of the expelience. We are lefi wonderi¡g if prese¡ce
wouldbeexperiencedbythosewiroentelsuchexpelirnentswith anegatittepriorimpressionof thetechnoìogy.
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visual skills of an architecture student may be trained'Ì; and, Oxman and Streich (2001) see

learning in design as the acquisition of the cognitive ability to represent design knowledge,

manipulate its representations, and, regarding the content of design leaming, design learning

is in the processes and media which contribute to it. Quite apart from the question of just how

one could 'üain the eyes of an architecturs student', the cognitive model is still not how we

,see','We experience the aesthetics of an image in a cathartic manner which does not occur on

the retina. Unlike the 'designing with 3DVEs' advocates, the teaching of hand-drawn

perspective does not pretend or explicate the notion that the results emulate or replicate how

we actually see the world - it is merely seen as a tool with an illustrative pulpose. Despite

this, there may be merit in following Proctor's Gestalt model for the moment - at least as a

means for making sense of architectural schematics. He claims, schematic absttactions are a

bridge between perception and thinking. According to Laseau (1980) "sketching and drawing

is a principle means for looking. Drawing is the act of abstracting from perception but its

effectiveness is a function of skill" (Proctor on Laseau, 1980; 2001, pL97)' What he is saying

here is that when we draw we are compelled to analyse what we 'see,' hence 'look' at, and

that this may reveal the cognitive process in action. In this manner the cognitive model may be

useful,

In another example, Proctor (2001) uses digital processing of images to reveal what he calls

'the abstractions of perception,' Following Amheim's (1974) cognitive theory of visual

perception, whe¡eby objects are sensed as colour-filled outlines, he suggests the digital

manipulation of images can help reveal the perceptual abstractions that we manually construe

in our architectural conventions. In other words, when we draw, isolating edges and so on, a

software filter (such as the Find Ectges filter in Photoshop) can do this automatically to a

scanned or digital photo. The filter simulates the artistic convention which gives rise to the

effect. What this Leveals, however, is not a proof for Arnheim's theory but identification of an

architectural drawing convention in manual drawing, This is where the cognitive model

obfuscates what is instead a chosen convention.

Clearly few of these authors address the notion of the visual perception of the core

per.spectival technologies they employ. While they try to make sense of the various transitions

between traditional architectural representation and the construction of 3DVEs, they do so in

order to promote the perceived efficacies of 3DVE over tradition. The danger may be that in

t6e process there is a loss of spatial understanding. What drawings offer that a 3DVE does not

In other words, part of the expelience of a profound presence surely relies on a positive engagement with the

þ
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(yet) is an agreed syrnbolic language common among designers. This is despite arguments to

the contrary suggesting 3DVEs offer a more transparent, intuitive entry to the architect's

irnagination by the uninitiated, This is most pronounced in the increasingly important role

gtaphic communication plays in the architect's evelyday collaborative practices. An exciting

development in architectural design collaboration is the employment of 3D collaborative

virtual environments (3DCVEs). Although in its infancy, this form of design collaboration is

finding increasing use in design pedagogy as a method for exploring design collaboration in

general.

2.2.2 Collaborative Virtual Environments

Thele lias been an exponential growth in interest in the role of design collaboration - an

cccenfinl ¡ñrrn^neñf nf or'¡hifa¡t,rrol ^r.^r'i^-Ó \IIL^t ,{^^.:-- ^^ll^L^-^¿.i^- --.^-.iJ^- :^ rr--¡sr PrqvL¡vu ' rr r¡41 uwùrËrr uull4u\Jld.Ltuil I,lUvlugs IS ulg

social exchange of ideas. It is in the exchange of ideas that collaborators must articulate their

spatial concepts. They do this verbally, with gestures, textually, and graphically. Early studies

investigated design collaboration which involved file transfers, meetings, telephony, text

tnessaging via fax and email. With the advent of 3DVEs, studies of design collaboration now

includes this medium. Computer-generated 3D visualisation has been a commercially viable

method for architectural representation since the late 80's yet the use of 3D rnulti-user VE's is

still in its infancy. As such, mcsf research in the use of 3D collaborative viriuai euvii'oirirrenis

(3DCVEs) is conducted between research institutions which include student participants and

incotporates a pedagogical cornponent. What the 3DCVE provides is the opportunity fcr a

shared design vision in a real-time interactive perspectival environment.

The more prominent, and in some cases ongoing, remote digital design collaborations include

o Kumarnato-Kyoto-MlT collaboration project (Mitchell et al, l99g);

. Virtual Design Studios (a genelic term used by Russell (2000), Schnabel and Kvan

(2001), Matsumoro er al (2000), Proctor (2000), Maher.and simmoff (1999),

wojtowicz and Burelski (1998; 1999), strojan and Mullins (2000), and orhers);

¡ Atelier (Kolarevic et al, 1998);

¡ E-Talier (Russell and Forgber., 2000);

. Space Pen (Jung et al, 2001);

technology!
6 Tlte cornplexity of a building is such l.hat collabol ation is an essential eleme¡t of a¡y architectur.al project. It
ilrvolves a larger number of disciplines, operators, and plofessionals tban other indusirial processes.^Buildrngs
at'e cotnplex and lequire nunlel'ous separate components which must be integrated into a whole which is also
unique from building to building.
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. Virtual Campus (Maher, 1999);

o VRAD (Donath et al,1999);

o CoCoMa (Colajanni et al, 1999); and,

. 3DCollab (Wyeld (2005 ; 2006), Prasolova-F øtland (2006))'

Their 3DCVEs incorporate multimedia visualisation for: 3D conceptualisation, design

synthesis, design presentation, desktop publishing, animation, internet and hypermedia

authoring.

From a review of these 3DCVEs it was concluded that most authors state the pedagogical

benefits of 3D digital design collaboration as the same for students and clients alike. This is

used as a justification for its inclusion in the curriculum. To prepare pre-professional students

for practice, collaboration skills are essential. But more so is their ability to visualise in 3D'

The benefits to the client are twofold: as discussed earlier, there is a common presumption

among the authors reviewed that clients, uninitiated to architectural representation

conventions, gain more of an insight into the design process or product via its 3D

visualisation; and, once in practice, students ffained in the use and execution of 3D

visualisation tools are better able to make this facility available to their clients.

Ear-ly design collaborations (described by Mitchell et al, 1998; Wojtowicz and Butelski, 1998,

1999; and Maher, 1999) were, however, less interested in visualisation per se and more on

supporting the socialising that underpins collaboration. Over time, however, as multi-user

3DVEs have been increasingly introduced, socialisation has since been de-emphasised' It has

been replaced instead with discussions about software and hardwale performance. This is

something Strojan and Mullins (2000) found in a similar review in 20007' For example,

Kolarevic et al (1998), suggest a common design language is generated by the 3D modelling

program used (in Kolarevic et al's case it was Sculptor); that the software 'supports the direct

composition of spaces'. Their focus on the common design project, rather than the group of

people collaborating, suggests designing which is detached from the designer' In such cases,

? Their .,review of VDS in recent eCAADe and ACADIA papers indicates that.., most emphasis [is placed] on

t¡e communicatiou techrology employed. Research is often most concerned with setting up the eDvironment

which facilitares the studio. iLe difficulties in simulating real-time design learning situations in VDS can be

compared to earlier years of CAAD research in design education, where most ernphasis was placed on the

medium itselfl' (Strojan and Mullins,2000, p51). My review expands on this to include other conferences and

journals but it essentially reports similar findings. "Most evaluations of the effectiveness of techllology focus ot.t

ihe technology itself- its costs, its complexity, and its feasibility in particular circumstances, rather than

examining the effectiveness of technology as a tool for learning" (Strojan and Mullins, 2000, p52). Despite this

claim, they too focus on the shortcomings of the technology: "is the putpose of VDS only tlre asynch'ronous

i¡tercha¡ge of wol.k prepared in separate locations or is ...design education furthered? If [so] . '.how will the

irurate weakness in commu¡icating... be overcotne?" (Strojan and Mullins, 2000'p52).
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we frequently see a spatial database used, (similar to that described by Strehlke and Engeli

(2001) which shows the linking of decisions between collaborating partners), and a digital

pinup board, (similar to that described by Wojtowi cz (1994)), Such sysrems rend ro objecrify

the collaborative efforts, rather than facilitate idiosyncratic behaviour (Kolarevic et al, 1998).

If such a goal is explicit from the outset then it is not surprising that, as Donath et al (1999,

p457) notes, "synchtonous exchanges and communication with other participants, . . fis not

central to a project's] success." Visual verisimilitude has taken the place of social interaction

Strojan and Mullins (2000) claim this is now typical of remote collaboratjon exercises.

Revisiting the notion of social interaction, and in the context of these remote collabor.ation

exercises the eariier discussion of the spatiai concepts of viltual immersion and presence by

Slater and others, the 3DCVE has been extended by Clark and Maher's (2001) notions of a

virtual 'place'. Clark and Maher (2001) demonstrate the potential of real-time design

collaboration within a multi-user'3DCVE in an educational setting. Their ehallenge was to

offer an envilonment that creates a sense of place where designing can occut, Couched in

terms of the 'situatedness' of design, a term coined by Gero (1998; 2003) on Bartlett (Ig32)

and Dewey (1957), the virtual place in their 3DVEs provides for a design 'context'8.

However, while the context of the virtual design place is discussed, the context of the 3D

interface and its concomitant perspectival ideology is not. Following Jonassen's (Lg94)
"constructivism[, which] asserts that we learn through a continual process of building,

interpreting and modifying oul own representations of reality based upon our expedences with

reality" (Clark and Maher on Jonassen , 1994;200I, pI93), their design 'place' is one kind of
reality' But where is this reality situated within the 'reality' of the 3D scenes depicted and the

apparatus which is necessary to support it? Like the constructed reality of the 'place' Clark

and Maher would like us to accept, another reality is constructed in the viewing of, and

interacting with, the incumbent perspectival technologies. Within the positivist paradigm that

tends to pervade information technology in general, Clark and Mahel's (2001, p193) clairn

that "the Virtual world is an ideal three dimensional environment to develop a consí.uctivist

virtual learning environment where students are provided with a sense of place and context,

and are able to explore, build and share their learning experience," there is a reliance on a

wholesale cultural acceptance of perspectival technologies as neutral media.

As a socio-spatial concept, 'place' is difficult to define. There aïe many notions of space -
those of Lefebvre, Lacan, Rornanyshyn, Gombrich, Leibniz, Gibson, Mitchell, Heirn,

3 Gero's (1998; 2003) sittlaLedness tefers to the colìtextual environnrent which suppor.ts tbe design pl.ocess
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Damisch, and Perez-Gomez and Pelletier, among others' But place is not just space, it is a

socially mediated space. Design collaboration occurs in socially mediated spaces' Henqe,

Clark and Maher's paper taises some important issues for spatial concepts in general:

. The notion of a visually mediated 'place' (on a computer monitot, in a 3DVE);

. The efficacy of social connections via 3D virtual technologies; and,

. The role of perspective in these'

If we consider that virtual immersion, pfessnce' and place, are all terms which have their

physical-world corollaries then place is possibly the most difficult to define - virtual or

physical. More palticularly, a visually mediated place is difficult to define' Here we come

back to the rnost-cited secondary author on spatial perception - Kevin Lynch (1960)'

According to Lynch (1960):

c place is where social interaction occurs. (This can be between individuals or simply

the reflections of an individual);

o In reflecting, place is remembered through images;

c Connected to and forming pa-rt of place is the legibility of the environment

sunounding it and the paths that lead up to it;

. Place is not a space but an experience; and,

o Place forms part of a collective memory or discourse of a community,

All these concepts Lynch describes - social interaction, reflective imagery, paths' exþerience'

and discourse - are supported by collaborative 3DVE's. Hence, it follows that a sense of

'place' could occurin a 3DCVE. For Oxman (2001, p357), the underlying technology for

3DVEs, the web, has tregun to "provide a lcvcl and intimacy of interaction between

distributed design collaborators that is unique". However, Cuff (1991, pzaQ (cited in

Mitchell, 1998, p9ì)reminds us "the most overarching observation is that the larchitecturall

production of places is a social process'" Here Cuff is referring not only to the physical

production of spaces in the urban context but the importarce of a place where design

collaboration can occur - to take place. Similarly, the early design collaboration projects of

Mitchell, Wojtowicz, and Maher all valorised the importance of social interaction in their

discussions on design collaboration. The question remains then, whether the technology really

suppofts the pr-oduction of places, or whether the filtering of social interaction through the

r:educed view of a 3DCVE prevents it. According to most of the papers reviewed, few authors

regard curTent computer-supported collaborative workplace (CSCW) technology as able to

facilitate the level of intimacy required to overcome the obvious lack of human contact' This

is despite Oxtnan's earlier comments.
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2.2.3 Tlne Social Dimension in Remote Collaboration

But why is the technology available not able to facilitate the intimate social contact required

for meaningful collaboration to occur when compared to traditional physical contact? The

answer rnay be found in the emphasis by CSCW researchels on the technological capability

over socialisatiotl of the various systems used. For example, while early remote collaboration

ploject studios (Wojtowicz et al,1995; Maher et al, 1995) attempted to "emulate actions and

intel'actions traditionally found in place-based studio work,. . . frustrations and innovations

occutred when in-compatibilities were found between the existing collaborative technologies

and" traditional methods (Mitehel! et al, 1998, p86). Unlike Strehlke and Engeli (2C01) and

Kolalevic et al's (1998) objectification of designers' actiolls by their matrix-like data-base

vistlelicrìtinn eeflrr r'êrî^fê ¡nllo}lnroti^- -ff^*r- ^^-^:l^..^r ¿L^ .!i--a^rr- -- r .vv¡¡suvrsr¡v¡r vr f u¡ Lù vurlJlLJ[/IçL¡ LlrE tlll.trllcutual powgr ol

collaborative design communities... resided in the interactions between participants rather

than in the display of individual actions" (Mitchell et al, 1998, p87, nty itatics). An imporranr

feature of these systems was the incorporation of face-to-face communication. Although it
was often later abandoned by collaborators in favour of simple file tr.ansfer and so on (this can

be attributed to the increased social farniliarity over time between the various participants

facilitated by the initial personalised content). Gavin (2000) used face-to-face to initiate her

coll;rhnretion cvetcicec hrrf car¡c hor crr¡¡lo.t. ^,,i^1,1,, ^L^..r^- !r-^^^ -- - ,-vsr usJù ¡!v¡ ùLuuw¡rrù vurer\rJ d.u4lruull rrtgsc petsollal¡slng lgatures ancl

focused on the project at hand. Russell (2001) makes a similar observation in his collaboration

exercises clairning students rarely utilised the facilities a.¿ailable tc them for cross-pollination

(see figule 10).

Tl-re few exchanges that did occur could not be considered collaboration in the fullest sense

Students tended to work on the information alone; that students wer.e never ,wjth' 
another

student to discuss the wolk. Tho email, newsgloups, and chat sessions were "not enough to

10. Russell's collaboration environment or virtual studio.I

r¡
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sustain any kind of spontaneous discussion. This was in contrast to the physical design studio

where spontaneous discussions are the norm and indeed, could be considered as essential to

the design studio expefience" (Russell, 2O01, p234). Drawing on Cuff's (1991) ethnography

of an architectural practice, Mitchell et al's (1998) earlier, socially-oriented collaboration

project, identified the coresponding prevailing practices and rituals in the system they had set

up. These were "loaded with symbolic meanings that expressed the value-laden culture of the

office.... [Although] power struggles and design roles were more difficult to concretely

decipher" (Mitchell et al, 1998, p89). This is what Johnson (2001) talks about when he

discusses the focussed and unfocussed actives described by Heath and Luff (1996)e' The

importance of face-to-face interaction in collaboration is in the way it unintentionally conveys

important content and context information contributing to gÏoup cohesiveness and

effectiveness. Despite the apparent need for more 'personalised contact', later attempts have

abandoned face-to-face contact (Clark and Maher, 2001) or found it to be largely redundant

(Gavin, 2000). 
'Whether this is due to the perceived efficacy of the introduction of intuitive'

real-time 3DVEs as distinct from asynchronous file transfer, or simply the emphasis on the

technology over real collaborative outcomes is not clear. Mitchell et al (1998, p89) noted this

early on, arguing that with the increasing "use of computers for design work and to build solid

dishibuted design communities with telecommunication technologies, ' ' ' [we have]

unexpectedly lost, as a side effect, much of the camaraderie and expertise sharing among

designers working in a common physical studio environment'" It seems, simply improving the

technology in an attempt to better replesent the design process only serves to highlight the

lack of social connectedness. This is something Romanyshyn (1992) identified as a desperate

attempt to connect using technology, only to be further removed from the goals of social

cohesion. Indeed, despite Oxman's (2001, p358, my italics) earlier comments about the

unique intimacy the Web affords, she, nevertheless, laments the fact that such technologies do

not appear to "suppolt the creative thinking in design collaboration, the way designers do'" ln

other words, while it may provide the potential for a social environment it may not support the

way collaborating designers think. Perhaps this only occurs in the passive tlansactions that

Johnson identified earlier'

e Heath and Luff (1996) pLovide an example of this in their descriptiorr of two railway workels and the sorts of

infounation wlich passes passively between themwhen they are able to overhear each other's telephone

conversations. 
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It is these passive ttansactionsl0, that Johnson (2001) claims much of curront design education

ignol'es, and Schon (1983) argues is critical to the socialisation process, that the technology is

too coarse to support. Hence, in an era which is increasingly reliant on online education

rnodels it is important to understand what aspects of the education process might be

compromised by such technologies.

What none of the authors' work reviewed in this section addressed directly was how the

participants in their exercises pelceived or interpreted the perspectival spaces they

encountered, More particularly, none of the remote collaboration design studios analysed the

communications between participants for instances of the constructed spatial realities their
l-..r^,-- -Ll - '¿1r¡rtclacrlull wltn tne varlous lmlnersrve technologles must invoke. Here I detect what I
consider to be a gap in the literature and studies of 3DCVEs. This and my review of the

historicai origins of perspective and its implications for 3DVEs formed the investigative

framework fol the pedagogical case studies that follow.

2.2.4 Section Summary

In this section I discussed how few authors on the use of 3DVEs in architecture pedagogy pay

much attention to the historical origins of the perspectival technologies and the inherent

ideologies thnf ltndprnin lhem l\Ínct hicrn*i.-" ^- tL^ ^+t-^- L^.^J -^.,Iir+r^ ^¿¿^-¿:- --e- -- a'rvr! ¡¡¡urv¡¡4r¡ùr v¡r rrrw urrrvl rr4rru, PdJ rttuç i1'ltE:lluull tu ulg

implications for the contemporary extension of the perspective paradigm by 3DVEs. Indeed,

neither the histolians nor the 3DVE authors pay much attention to the theoretical

underpinnings to the visual perception of pelspective.

Most 3DVE authors describe the participants' experiences of their experiments in navigation

and interaction not as a spatial mentally-constructed reality but as intuitive. The 3DVEs ar.e

used to assist students in making better sense of the spaces depicted in a plan, or to overcome

the illiteracy of the public about the normal conventions of architectu¡al drawings. This relies

on notions of presence and immersion in the perspective of a 3DVE.

The recent exponqntial growth in the role of design collaboration plovides an opportunity to

investigate notions of the role of perspective in design communication practices in a 3DCVE.

'n OtL". passive commuuications that contri-bute to the collaboration experience include: acoustic, visual, and
olfactoÌy (such as the brewing of coffee signalling a bleak etc where seiendipitous convel.satious can contribute
to the ovel'al1 ploject success).
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However, this is not addressed in the literature. I address this apparent gap in rny pedagogical

case studies that follow this chapter.
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2.3 Chapter Summary

This chapter discussed the role ofpelspective in architecture visualisation and pedagogy,

concluded with a section on other reseaLcher's attempts to investigate the role of the latest

perspective technology - the 3D virtual environment - in architecture pedagogy. From this,

tlre net thrust of this literature review can be detemined as: while. a key component of

architectut'al expression is contained in the prelirninary documentation that comes before

construction comlrences, and central to this is the 'design visiou', and while various media

lend thetnselves to lepresenting this vision, the linear perspective remains a rnost popular

form. Moreover', the historical origins of perspective suggest that, embedded within this

illustlative style is a particular ideology - the epistemological ontology of a scientific method

which has increasingly pervaded our very way of existence in the West since the fifteenth

century. Most recently, with the advent of 3D computer graphics (3DCGs), the laborious

manual construction of architectulal design has largely been automated. The computer-

genet'ated perspectìve image, nevertheless, shares the same (if not greater) ideological irnpact

of its Renaissance inspired origins, The key protagonists identified in this review who

promote the notion that perspective not only represents a new way of seeing the world but l-ras

fundamentally changed the way we are able to relate to the world around us include Læfebvre,

Panofsky, Wartofsky (see subsequent work published by this author), Romanyshyn,Perez-

Gomez and Pelletier, Wertheim, and Hockney. While others reviewed are less emphatic in

their reverence for the affectiveness of perspective to effect a world-view, those listed above

hold that perspective has had a profound affect.

Like Panofsky and Wartofsky, Lefebvre sees the rise of perspective as symbolic of the

society's culture it appeared in. More than this, he sees Alberti's grid-wise division of the

scopic field leading to the commodification of space in general - the dividing up of, and thus

production of, space, Rornanyshyn and Wertheim see perspeetive as eentral to the incessant

lnarch of technologtcal progress since the Renaissance and its incumbent spiritual and social

distancing effect. Perez-Gorn oz and Pelletier identify perspective as the hinge that articulates

alchitectural design and documentation practice as we know it today and its constructive

realm. Hockney's view is mole prosaic, he refers to the altificial construction of pelspective

by rnechanical means leading to profound illustrative realisms.

The sunr of these views, and ìn the absence of an equally profound counterpoint, is that

perspective should feature highly in any investigation of perception of the latest iteration of

pelspective technology (and the media I chose to use in my investigations) - 3DVEs - a¡
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emerging media in architectural design pedagogy. As such, the last section was provided as an

insight to see if this was the case with other researchers in this field. Interestingly, what it

shows instead is that while the historians may have largely ignored the role of perspective in

3DVEs the architecture visualists who use 3DVEs have also largely ignored the historical

origins of the core perspectival technology. And both genres only give passing reference to

theories of visual perception of a perspective. This provided me with the impetus to pursue

this line of investigation further. In the next chapters I will describe the methodology I used,

the case studies investigated, a discussion about the outcomes of those case studies, and

finally some conclusions.
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3.0Introduction

This chapter discusses the methodology developed for investigating the research question. The

key goals of the research adopted was to engage participants in a series of meaningful,

interesting, new, and novel educational exercises recording and interpreting their reflections

and spatial conceptualisations. This chapter also discusses the research arena in light ofits

adaptation of both quantitative and qualitative research methods. A particularly novel

approach in this research was the use of games as a motivation for engaging participants in the

exercises. Also discussed here is: the design and implementation of the viitual games

environments used, and the justification for using VRML as the chosen scripting language to

implement these games; the justification for using online chat as both a communicative

mechanism between participants and to record that communication for later interpretation;

and, the cinterfaces developed for the multi-user environments used.

3.1 Research Arena

The research study described in this thesis included undergtaduate students of architecture and

masters students of digital media as participants in a series of educational exercises. The

student-participants were engaged in meaningful, interesting, tasks where they could 'reflect

in action' (in Schon's (1983) terms) in a group setting. As both an educator and researcher the

opportunity arose to embed these exercises in the curriculum as a part of my own teaching

development (always with the students' knowledge). In this way the researcher could observe

design students doing what students do - explore new media. My goals were always to both

leam from my teaching experiences and assist the students, on whom my research also relied,

to lealn through the lesealch process. Although the research and learning goals wcrc different

they were not opposed to each other. Indeed, they complimented and in some ways directed

each other. Where the teaching curriculum called for a particular arca to be addressed this also

set the parameters for how a particular research question could be addressed. This, combined

with the playful approach to each exeLcise, appealed to participant-students such that,

although they were aware/infolrned that their actions would be recorded, it was not seen as a

disincentive to engage in the task. On the contrary, where undergraduate students might tend

to express disdain at being 'used' to 'test' a new cumiculum direction, the nature of the game-

oriented exercises and their close alignment with an already established teaching program

meant these Masters students tended to actively seek a greater role in directing possible

strategies for advanced outcomes. This is sornething Biggs (1999) refers to as students

actively taking control of their own learning. Indeed, Biggs (1999) identifies that student

participation in the self-learning process is needed to accommodate the increasingly diverse
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needs of students, suggesting some scope for serious consideration for research-oriented

learning within future teacliing pl'oglams.

While these exercises wele always intended to be couched in terms of a qualitative case-study

l'eport, they could be viewed as supporting a quasi-experimental methodology. Indeed, this

was attempted in an earlier draft of this thesis, However, the risk in any quasi-experimental

study is the difficulty in justifying the lesult in either a qualitative or quantitative manner.

Hence, under the premise that this research is primarily quantitatively oriented, the quasi-

experimental approach was abandoned in favour of a more naturalistic method. This

incorporates a case study reporting style which better reflects its social outcomes. Although

some quantitative elements remain.

The e.xercises also offered an opportunity to reflect on and evaluate my own teaching

effectiveness. The use of a qualitative rather than quantitative methodology in this research

both supported the research needs as well as providing a vehicle for evaluation of teaching

and learning practice in general. The qualitative research conducted sought interpretations of

social situations. Until recently, using computers in design as a social situation has attracted

little resealch on its qualitative outcornes.

The results of general school-conducted student surveys showed that ilr all cases ihe use of

these research exercises within the teaching cuniculum was well received. This tends to

indicate that there is a place for this type of combined education-research in the cumiculum.

This does, however, liinge on the efficacy of its delivery and on the deliverer as discussed in

more detail later.

3"2 Identifyine a Suitable Methodolosical Approach

To identify a suitable methodological approach to rny own study I researched how others had

approaclied sirnilar tasks. From the many I uncovered the three outlined here influenced my

approach, within a pedagogical context, in the following ways: the exercises I used needed to:

. engage my participants in meaningful, intereÍ;ting tasks;

¡ motivate my participants to 'reflect in action'; and,

. encoul'age them to communicate - engage them in group rather than as individuals - in
^ -.:--.--^t i^^i^- ^¿--li^ ^^L-!----4 vr¡ rLl4r u('slBlt ùLuutu strttrllF,,
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3.2.L Example Methodologies

While much has been written about the emerging field of collaborative digital designing

(Mirchell et al, 1998; Wojtowicz, 1995; Maher, 1995) clearly defined research methodologies

are rare. Of particular interest and relevance to this research were the methodologies outlined

by Richens and Trinder's (1999) use of Quake to establish a forum for publicly exploring

design altematives for a new building on campus at Cambridge; Suwa et al's (1998) digitally

recorded investigation into reflecting on the role of sketching in design practice following

Schon's (1983) 'reflection in practice'; and, Gero and Maher's (1996) discussion of the

cognition of design at the Sydney Key Centre for Design Computing. None of their methods,

however, offered a template for the research outlined in this thesis. Nevertheless, their

experiences influenced and provided a frame for establishing the rules for my own

rnethodology.

In Richens and Trinder's (1999) Exploiting the Internet to Improve Collaboration between

(Jsers and Design Team they describe a multi-user collaborative online design space using an

open internet design forum and how this assisted the design development of a new building in

the Camblidge university grounds. They note that "thorough-going 3D design was quite

unusual in architectural" practices of the time (Richens & Trinder, L999, p3), The design

brief, used as a basis for their exercise, required the architect to be fully conversant with 3D

modelling and all its associated logical extensions. One outcome of their research revealed

how "design tools... [are] personal to an architect" (Richens & Trinder, 1999, p3). Hence, a

preconceived methodology was not something easily dictated to the client by the researchers.

Richens and Trinder's aim was to investigate the efficacy of an online Virtual World to

facilitate design decisions between client, architect, and user. In order to facilitate the easy

access and letrieval of dynamic information, Richens & Trinder's (1999, p5) first intention

was

to build aweb server to proivide on-line access to a conxprelrcnsive library of design

information, linked to a bulletin board for gathering feedback. The second...to

ntonitor the effictiveness of such a system,, and study løw it is used in practice to

improve contmunication between client and design teant'

A vsrsion <tf Quuke was usecl io riispiay a walktiirough. The provision of a 3D walkthrough

generated in 3D Studio using a VRML viewer was discussed as a later option. The web sil.e

proved as problematic as it was helpful in conveying information. For example, a strategy was
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needed for dealing with the issue of private-public release. It needed to combat questions of

confidentiality and control by the architect, Hence, the particular circumstances sunounding

the use of a public website detelmined the parameters of what could be evaluated about it.

Riclrens & Trinder (1999, p15) suggest, "the overall usefulness of the site is best judged by

the quality of the discussion it developed."

Their approach helped establish a motive for engaging in a three-dimensional virtual world by

design plactitionels. Here I could see a vehicle for investigating notions of how the

perspectival media used influenced design decisions. I have used a similar format, substituting

practitioners for students of design (due also to my overalching interests in pedagogy). In both

my use of students and their use of practitioners, the. provision of a realistic project assisted in

participants applying themselves to the tasks in an appropliately cornmitted manner leading to

more meaningful outcomes than if an artificial survey or ad hoc demonstration were used

instead. Also, Richens and Trinder's refe¡ence to judgeme.nts on the 'quality of discussions'

solicited by their visualisation tool hinted at a sociologically-oriented qualitative approach that

appealed to my desire to work in a naturalistic setting. Just how Richens and Trinder analysed

these discussions was not made clear, however.

The researclr topic for Suwa et al (1998), in their paper Macroscopic Analysis of Design

Processes Baserl on a Sclænte for Coding Designers' Cognitíve Actions, is the role of freehand

sketches in early conceptual design processes. Using Schon and Wiggins' (1992) research,

their hypothesis was that freehand sketches are "the essential medium for designers to make

leflective couvelsation with their own ideas" (Suwa et al, 1998, pl). Moreover, they argued

that sketches play two irnportant roles in design processes: re-ínterpretation andunexpected

cliscovery:

o Re-inter?retation involving ". . . associating depictions in sketches with abstract

concepts, functional issues, or meanings"; and

o Unexpected discovery "externalising a set of ideas on paper forcing spatial

organisation and specificity...which in tum...may lead to new discoveries in an

unexpected way.. .driving exploration of new design ideas...- a key to creative

problem solving" (Suwa et al, 1998, p2).

Suwa et al's aim was to investigate the importance of sketches in the initial design process by

assessing participants' reflections on their ability to assist in problerr solving. Suwa et al

divided previous protocol analysis methods into two categories: process oriented and content
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oriented. Process oriented analysis focused on a general taxonomy of problem-solving.

Content oriented analysis focused on cognitive interaction with the designer's own sketches.

They proposed a coding scheme of observing video/audio protocols to gain a generalised

categorisation of design motions:

The task gíven to participants...was to design an art museum in a given site.

Participants were provided with a list of fuu.ctions to be arranged in the site, the

diagram of the site with its dintension and orientation specified. They worked on the

task for 45 minutes while sketching on sheets of tacing paper. Their sketching

activities were videotaped. After the design task, they rentembered and reported what

they had been thinking of or attending to in drawing each stroke of their sketches.

They were asked to report while watclting the videotape of their sketclùng activities,

as tlrc videotape was expected to serve as visual cues for rementbering (Suwa et al,

1998, p3).

While I was inspired to consider the videotaping of students drawing, I also felt it was an

unnecessary complication in what I was trying to investigate - observing students interacting

with perspectival media. Instead, simply completing a dtawing task, anel then analysing the

results, fitted within my requirements of investigating students interacting with perspectival

media in its most basic form - the sketch. It was not so much their actions that I was

interested in as their reasons for producing a particular outcome. This did not require video-

recording - an informal discussion sufficed (all students were interviewed individually and as

part of a subgroup at some stage in the study).

Nevertheless, like Richens and Trinder, Suwa et al's provision of a convincing ntotive and

reason for engaging in the exercise - remote collaboration and the art museum project - gave

participants a purpose in the exercise, hence, they were unaware of its otherwise artificial

concoction. Suwa et al's method requires participants to record their thoughts after their

actions in an atternpt to concretise the design process. Cues derived from watching a video

tape whilst they lecord their actions and Richens and Trinder's suggestion to analyse recorded

discussions provided the impetus for me to include the use of an online chat facility in my

research methodology for my participants to similarly record and leflect on the process of

designing in a virtual environment.

The aim of Gero and Maher's Virtual Design Studio (VDS) was to investigate the potential

for design collaboration in a distributed virtual environment both as an adjunct to existing

practices (in this sense it is similar to Richens and Trinder's aims) and as a new paradigm in
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its own right. Gero and Maher's (1996) paper, Current CAAD Researclt at tlte Key Centre of

Design Contputing, University of Sydney, outlines the Key Centre's attempts to establish a

better understanding of the design process. This is done using a computational analysis of an

architect's design motions. Amongst their goals was to "...aid human designers through the

introduction of novel methods which have no human counterpart" (Gero and Maher, 1996,

p1). They used a computational approach to consider the "..,role and application of computer

technology in undelstanding design... [and a] cognitive approach considering fonnal models

of human designers" (Gero and Maher, 1996, pI). Their computational approach attempts to

model some aspect of the design process in assisting the process. The two areas covered ale

automating and aiding the design process. Typically projects included some aspect of both.

Four paradigms of investigation were proposed: case-based reasoning (CBR), evolutionary

theory, a virtual design studio (VDS), and, design fixation, Of interest to this research is the

use of a viltual design studio and engaging multiple participants within it.

The Vitual Design Studio (VDS) is essentially an electronically distributed workspace. It is

enteled vìa the internet and/or video conferencing. It provides the potential for synchronous

access to design spaces using rnultiuser software in 3D real-time, The VDS allows for

rnultiple participants with rnultiple views both literally and intellectually. In general, Gero and

Maher's approach to design cognition, using computer database retrieval and three-

dimensional Virtual World visualisation, provides for an envilonment which begins to

resemble the modern digital designer's suite of tools. Their use of a 3DVE was palticularly

intelesting. Here was a r¡ethod whereby I could investigate the role of perspective in design

while my participants were immersed in the tool itself. While their research centred on the

designer's cognition in terms of design moves (in Schon's (1983) sense), this was not directed

at investigation of cognition of the perspectival media itself. This thesis goes some way

tou¡ards addressins fhis san. Althorrsh it does not address cosnifion directlvÒ ' --' o''t -"Þ" -- -'

What I gleaned rnost pertinently from these example projects include, from:

. Richens and Trinder, the engaging of palticipants in meaningful, interesting tasks;

. Suwa et al, the plovision of a means and motivation for 'reflection in action'; and,

. Gero and Maher, the notion of engaging multiple, rather than single, participants

through a Virtual Design Studior l.

11 It is wolth noting, ltowevel', that tlìe type of motivation that the researcli participants (ie students in this case)
was viewed differently to Suwa et al's method. For example, in Suwa et al's case, participants felt that they were
contl'ibuting to au actual process within the profession, whereas fol the students it was fi'alled as a game. With
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3.3 The Research Approach

The three components identified from the example project methodologies (engaging

participants in meaningful, interesting tasks; reflecting in action; and, multi-user scenarios)

were combined in a pedagogy-research research arena that tended to emphasise the social

dimensions these activities encourage. Hence, a qualitative evaluation of case-based research

was deerned best suited to achieve the desired outcomes of this research. Nevertheless, the

various components necessary to implement a case-based evaluative procedure still include

elements of both quantitative and qualitative research. Quantitative analysis was applied

where, at times I observed from afar and descriptive surveys were conducted. Qualitative

analysis applied where I: conducted in-depth interviews; participated in what I was observing,

such as their involvement in online chat conversations; used case studies; and, conducted

ethnographic social investigations ofparticipants' rules and behaviour as they saw it.

3.3.L Participant Observation

A methodological framework which accepted myself as a participant observer (Hammersley,

1983) was adopted to legitimate my role and plesence in the exercises. The ethnographic

methodology used hele was in the tradition of an interpretive ethnography, rules inherently

encompassing meaning (Douglas, 1973). All of the exercises both contained rules and allowed

for rule making by participants. As researcher-observer and researcher-participant, I derived

meanings from the subsequent narratives generated. I incorporated both wide (macro-scale)

focus and nanow (micro-scale) focus in the summation of results, At the micro-scale I was

concerned with single events, self-reflection, and transformative outcomes. At the macro-scale

I was concerned with overall outcomes such as how the results compared with predicted

outcomes based on the analysis of the literature.

3.3.2 Case Study Design

At the core of the research were the design, implementation, and review of a series of

exercises which sought to throw light on the research question. The exercises were designed

to build on each other. They were devised sequentially - later exercises being formed on areas

that appeared interesting and important from the outcomes of earlier exercises. All of this was

circumstantially couched in terms of the pedagogical requirements of the teaching proglam.

How these exercises were constructed reflects my methodology (see section: How the

Constructivist Case Studies were Conducted, and Tools Used in the Case Studies).

assessmelìt attached to it, they still approached the tasks seriously, however, I wouìd expect their responses to be

different when compared to how tlrey might approach the task if they wele trying to please an actual clìent.
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3.4 To Pursue a Positivist or Constructivist Study?

Before I could fonnulate a consistent methodology for rny investigation I needed first to

identify the context of the technology undel investigating. Hence, I can state that this thesis

takes as core to its cenÍ'al argument that, as the rules for constructing a geometric perspective

arose at around the same time as there was a general shift to the proposition-test-observe-

recold-theory or law process we identify as the scientific method today, and; that

geometric/rnathematical perspective construction is similarly 'testable', then perspective

construction and the scientific method are inextricably linked. Moreover, what is of interest to

this thesis is not to test wliether perspective construction and the scientific method are

inextlicably linked but to investigate this within the socio-cultural and historical conditions

which gave rise to it. Hence, if we accept the premise that the scientffically constructed reality

of perspective and its incumbent ideologies are caught in a self-referential cycle or

tautologyl2, then it is more appropriate to analyse its affect on design students, and their

interactions with perspectival rnedia by investigating the constructed realities //zis 'throws up'

(in Winograd and Flores (1988) on Gadamers' (1975) terms of the unpledictability of any

social investi gation).

3.4.1 Positivism or Constructivism?

^ 
^ --^.^l ^¿¿l-^ L^-:----:--- ^Cõl-^,-t^,-^ ,-----l- -t --,-L-,-- - --l---r:-. -ILt f¡1,5 Irur.su ar Urtr ugBrlillrilB ur \-llaljtsr L, r|rlclt ul uuilttiillljUl¿rly evaluauoil ul ulc usg ()l

cornputing in design practice is pragmatically oriented (Coyne, 1995). It displays an open

optirnism about the technology which falls within a long tradition of positivist rationalism

since the rise of the scientific method. As such, evaluating the use of computing technology in

educational settings presents a problem. Learning outcomes are often guided rnore by their'

socio-cultural and historical contexts than the positivist rigid pre-formulated and objective

fi'amework that a scientific investigation can capture. Hence, I deemed it appropriate to

evaluate educational outcomes by investigating the context of my participants, and the content

of what they are engaged in, in specific real-world activities. More particularly, it was tlie

consttucted lealities that they expressed in their chats, interviews, and so on that encouraged

tne to adopt the constructivist methodology among the various qualitative methods available.

This was furiher influenced by the fact that all cases are pedagogically framed. Hence, Guba

l2 Within the positivist paradignr is the notion that scientific rnethods ale neutral, value-free, objective
observatiotrs of natural phenornena. These clailns rest on the perfolrnance of indepenclenr ernpirical tests wliich,
it.t turu, l'ests on the existence of a separate observatioual and theoretical lauguage, the lesults of which are 'facts'
that detelurine the tl'uth or falsity of a pr:oposition. This is otherwise a tautological, or cilcular, argument (Guba
and Lincoln, 1989).
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and Lincoln's (1989) pedagogically-oriented constructivist investigative methodology was

employed.

Guba and Lincoln's (1989) constructivist approach does not preclude a positivistic scientific

methodology. Rather, it sees the latter as merely one construction among many for perceiving

and making sense of the world around us. It seeks instead to provide a pluralistic overview of

the transformative outcomes of the participants' engagement with their learning. This

engagement, by necessity, includes a pragmatic analysis of the technology used.

3.4.2The Problem with Scientific Positivism

Initially I explored a positivist position but found that I naturally gravitated to what the

participants of my studies were saying and doing rather than what any numerical results could

provide alone. For example, as a proof-of-concept exercise I reconstructed Edgerton's test for

the universality of perspective construction by (his college students and) my undergraduate

design students (see subsequent work published by this author). I constructed a statistical

analysis which included data such as gender, ethnicity, and wealth. It compared the results on

the ability for students to rank their own sketches of a box from most to least realistic. The

statistical analysis was largely inconclusive whereas the comments and justifications the

students gave for their ranking order provided greater insight into what they thought was

'realistic' and where they had gained the ability to make this judgement.

An example of how this greater insight sheds new and different light on the topic, that a

traditional statistical analysis does not, occurred when one student said the reason he had

drawn the box the way he had was not because that was how he had imagined it in his mind's-

eye but because what he imagined was that which he had been taught how to draw a box

realistically. This sort of personal information would normally be discarded in a positivist

study. On the other hand, I felt it added weight to my argument about the influence of

acculturation to perspective and so chose this methodological approach henceforth to tsase out

other issues suruounding how design students read, interpret, and imagine perspectival spaces'

From this, we can say that the problem with scientific positivism is that it uses a methodology

which strips what is being investigated of its context, It does this in pursuit of generalisable

results. In othel words, it is too dependent on formal quantitative measurements to pick up on

the other issues that may otherwise influence outcomes, It is a very rigid and robust

rnethodology. In the scientific paradigrn:
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" It follov,s tlmt wltat cannot be nteasured cannot be real. . .. I Science pronúses ] to
provide us v,itlt infornntiort about the way things really are...Iclainüng] certain

authority Ior trutlt] tlmt is ltard to resist.... IHence,] anytlùng being et,aluated that is

supporterl by positivistic (scientific) evaluatiott is [usually] locked in as the right thing

to do" (Guba and Lincoln,1989, p37).

It is this strict adherence to its palticular methodology, however, that often prevents the very

scientific discovery sought from occuring, For example, "in late 1967, Jocelyn Bell, a

research student at Carnbridge radio astronomy laboratories, noted the persistent appearance

of a strange section of [what she called] 'scruff' on the ¡ecorded output from apparatus

designed to produce a sky survey of quasars" (Latour and Woolgar, 1986, p32). It was her

natut'al inquisitiveness and not a strict adherence to procedures (which would have meant she

should ignore this anomaly because it was not what she was looking for) that ultimately led to

the discovery of quasars.

More particularly, much scientific inquiry occuls in these laboratory-like settings, and while

such settings may improve their internal validity, in terms of external validity, results from

one laboratory can only be reasonably generalised to another laboratory. Thus, within the

positivist paradigrn internal and external validity are transferable (Guba and Lincoln, 1989).

For the coustructivist, on the other hand, the various shifts in scientific thinking are not so

much a prog'ession in thought but simply multiple ways of interpreting natural phenomena -
equally valid within their own socio-cultulal framework. Hence, acts of scientific perception

rnay simply be constituted by the prevailing social forces of the time (Latour and Woolgar,

1986).

Much of scientific and mathematical investigation relies on inductive logic. But the problem

with induction is that it can lead to obvious anomalies. For example, we can infer universal

statements frorn singular statements but it is not logieal to presume that having seen any

number of white swans, that all swans are white. We see this in Edgerton's assumed

universality of perspective as a visual metliod because his college students could 'construct a

recognisable picture in less than an hour' (see subsequent work published by this author). It

only needs one student who is not able to complete the test to negate the logic in Edgerton's

al'gument. Indeed, in my reconstruction of this test, I found it was not that it was a natural

ability, but how the students had been taught how to dtaw perspective. Nevertheless, in turn,

this does not mean that anyone who has been taught how to draw in perspective can draw a
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recognisable picture, and so on, ad infinitum. According to Popper (1992), the problems of

inductive logic are insurmountable. Far from being strictly valid, inductive inference can only

ever achieve a degree of reliability or of probability. Hence, scientific statements can only

provide degrees of probability within the upper and lower limits of truth and falsity, invoking

an endless stream of justifications.

While it is possible to establish a tradition which is held together with strict rules, such as

scientific endeavour, do scientists ever remain within the boundaries of this tradition?

Feyerabend (1997) suggests it is in the breaking of the boundaries that discovery occurs. Far

from providing objective analysis of the world around us, he appears to agree with

Romanyshyn's (1992) 'perspective as thought grammar' (see subsequent work published by

this author) and Tufte's (1997) 'scientific illustration both informing and is informed by the

illustrator' on the point that scientific language is not merely an instrument for describing

events (facts, states of affair)l3, but that it also shapes events; that its "'gÍamrrra/contains a

cosmology, a comprehensive view of the wolld, of society, of the situation of man which

influences thought, behaviour, perception" (Feyerabend, L997 , pI6Q.

Kuhn (1996) describes this shaping of thought as a paradigm shift. For example, when our

perceptions about the world around us are altered by profound new ways of thinking such as:

where Lavoisier saw oxygen, Priestly had seen dephlogisticated air; light as wave or light as

particle; where it was once believed that that the reason why water rises in a pump was

because nature abhors a vacuum, this was dispelled by the work of Galileo's vacuum pump; or

when Giotto introducecl a new depth to his paintings, and so on, we may experience a

paradigm shift. Whether the way we see the world changes when there is a paladigm shift (as

described by Talbot, Romanyshyn, and Edgerton) - that we live in a different world - is open

to debate, however. Nevertheless, familiar things are seen in unfamiliar ways. This shift in

petception is succinctly demonstrated in the duck-rabbit Gestalt illusion (see figure 11). A

farniliar thing can be seen in two distinctly unfamiliar ways. For example, in the Edgerton test,

when the students realised that what they imagined was not pure but how they had been taught

to imagine, at fitst they felt angry, cheated, that their imagination was being manipulated by

their education. It is this flip-flopping (like the duck-rabbirduck Gestalt shift) that

distinguishes a paradigm change. Both views are valid. For example, Tycho Brahe's precise

observations in the sixteenth centuly were not used to reject earlier data, although theories

attached to this data became untenable. Instead, building on Brahe's data in the seventeenth-
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century, Kepler showed that the planets moved in elliptical orbits around the sun. This further

refining of Brahe's data did not require a paradigm shift as such. The basic belief system

rernained untouched. However, instead of thinking about causal relationships Kepler saw

functional relationships; rather than think of the gravitational pull of the sun causirtg tbe

planets to stay in orbit, the radii of theil orbits, their periodicities, and masses were seen as all

related functionally as a system (Guba and Lincoln on TLavet's, 1980; 1989). This could be

cornpared to the way perspective does not cause one to see a 3D scene rather it is based on the

functional relationship between the symbolic nature of the representation, one's cultural

background and their ability to detect light variations.

Figul'e I 1. Hulnan Gestalt duck-r'abbit illusion succinctly demonstrates a shift in perception.

New paradigms force people to make transformations in their thinking. It is the sudden

changes, like the Gostalt switch, in undersianding that permits a new solution - a new

paradigrn to be born or intuited. In this sense, paradigms determine areas of experience too.

While the cases I describe in my thesis do not include a paradigm shift as such, they do

demonstrate a transition to a deeper understanding of a technology and its potential

application in a group setting. The outcomes were, nevertheless, profound enough for both

participants and teacher to transform prior understandings of what the technology could be

used for and to become a new essential component of the curiculum.

3.4.3 How Constructivism Extends Scientifïc Discovery

The constructivist method sees the various shifts in scientific thinking not so much as a

progression in thought but simply multiple ways of interpreting natural phenomena - equally

valid within their own socio-cultural framework. Hence, a study which allows for rnultiple

views may see the way Bell discovered quasars as interpretable in a number of ways by

different sociologists. For example, those interested in: noms might enquire how it was

comlnunicated within the universality of scientific norms, in other words, was it rephrased or'

t3 Language is both a vehicle for voicing and shaping ideas. In this sense, we cau say Rornanyshyn sees

pelspective as a language which both l'epresents and shapes ideas.
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left out all together and why; and, the social-circumstance researcher might look at what

equipment was available at the time which led to the discovery that gave it a special

significance. Indeed, under different circumstances the discovery may have been missed or not

occurued at allla. From these different approaches the technical events behind Bell's

observations may help reveal that the act of perception that occurred was constituted by the

prevailing social forces at the time rather than any strict adherence to scientific rigour (Latour

and Woolgar, 1986).

Mo¡eover, for Lakatos (1976),if we accept the logic of discovery as a heuristic exercise then

it is the heuristic style which highlights the counterexamples that lead to discovery,

emphasising the problem-situation; the logic which gives birth to the new concept. Indeed, the

Hegelian (1969) concept of the heuristic contends that mathematical (or scientific) activity is

essentially a human activity. Hence, it follows that certain aspects of scientific endeavotr can

be studied by psychology and others by history. Mathematical or scientific activity, howevet,

alienates itself from the human activity which produces it, It is an autonomous activity

developing its own dialectic. It is simply the role of the mathematician or scientist to obey the

dialectic of their ideas,

Within Lakatos' central importance of the autonomy of the products of human intellectual

endeavour is Popper's (1992) notion that we discover rather than invent intellectual problems

Furthermore, within this notion of Lakatos' product and intellect, and Popper's discovery and

invention, is Feyerabend's (1997) thesis that scientific procedures cannot be understood

i¡dependently of their use. In other words, discovery is a product of the history, social, and

personal idiosyncrasies of those who produce itls. Hence, reflection on the sociological

conditions sumounding scientific discovery are crucial to understanding its methods.

la Altel.natively I algue that it would not have been noticed except that it was against the backdrop of scientific

precision. Which is the opposite to scientific precision or objectivity against the backdrop of social chaos or

subjectivity.
ls Westel'¡ scie¡ce is but one science aìnong many, While, at oue titne, other cultures had technologies which

wel'e far i¡ advance of those of the Westenl scientific world, today scientifîc methodologies dominate new

discoveries. According to Feyerabend (1997), this is mostly due however to the colonisillg power of Western

nations to impose their ideologies thar any inherent superiority in their methods. In this manner, it has ceased to

be simply an instrument of reseat'clr and has, instead, become a tool for political oppression. "Every act of

science...[is] also a political act, one that...[structures] power relationships in a particular way and...[serves] to

maintain t|em as tbe status quo.... Positivisrn...breaches.,.ethics and political agency by virtue of its realist

ontology and its episternological claims of objectivity and value-freedom" (Guba and Lincoln, 1989, ppl18-119)'
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For example, where the sociological process is at play includes how scientific discoveries are

actually reported. A statement such as: "X observed the first optical pulsar, can be..,

[seemingly] undermined by use of the following forrnulation: X thought he had seen the firsr

optical pulsar, having stayed awake thlee nights in a row and being in a state of extreme

exhaustiotl" (Latour and Woolgar, 1986, p2l).Here we see the injection of Geertz' (19'75)

'thick description' into the inquiry providing a richer meaning and context to the discovery.

Such thick descliptions help contextualise the discovery and give us an insight into the

processes that led up to it and reasons why it may even have occuned.

3.4.4 Constructivism as a Naturalistic Method

s¡uvuuorvrr 4uvu! rvrulrfrrlw u!ùuuvvrJi 4tt\l lluw çul¡ùuut/LIvlùIll ('Àtgllus lts

positivist origins emorge two types of investigation: etic and emic. Etic investigation favours
l^L,^¿i--^..--^i..^ri-,- -1r--,1 -. .- t- /t , ¿ 11LreuuuLrvE Pruuuçtrull ur lrluePell(lellLly [eStaDle OeSCI'rptlOnS Wnefe tne auotence Valldatlng the

conclusions is drawn from a community of fellow observers (the positivist approach). This is

distinct from the emic process which favours the emergence of phenomenologically informed

descriptions of social behaviours where the audience validating the conclusions is drawn frorn

the participants themselves (the naturalist or constructivist approach) (Latour and Woolgar,

1e86).

^ 
^ *L^ -.^^^^-.^L J :,- rl-:- -lAs ihe i'esearch i'epoÍied iiì tilrs iilesls was cleliveci from what rhe participants saici, their

judgments, and my intetpretations of their constructed realities, it relies on the emic process.

With its emphasis and setting in pedagogy, the Guba and Lincoln's (1989) constructivist

method was chosen among those available. In Guba and Lincoln' (1989, pr2-13)

consfuctivist methodology - a form of 'ethnomethodology' - "thel'e is no reality except that

created by people as they attempt to 'rnake sense' of their suuounds" Hence, by its vely uatur.e

it must follow an emic investigatory method. The constructivist methodology dlaws much of

its naturalistic emphasis from the ethnographie practice of "...representing the social reality of

otbers through the analysis of one's own experience in the world of these others.... [It is

imprecise and unfocused. It questions] previously unquestioned epistemological assumptions

on which cultural representations Íest" (Van Maanen, 1998, pix-x). These different, often

conflicting, epistemological assumptions give rise to contrasting paradigms such as the

(perceived) dichotorny between quantitative and qualitative lesearch methods. Case-studies

are often implemented in the latter. Instead, according to Hamrnersley (1992), we are not

faced with a fork in the road, but rather the research process is more like finding one's way

through amaze. Bearing this in mind helps the researcher correlate the various field gathered

data into a meaningful multi-faceted epistemological frarnework.
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3.5 How the Case Studies were Conducted

The constructivist study reported in this thesis relied upon literary and rhetorical devices to

establish a 'cultural portrait' in Van Maanen's (1988) terms. In the 'new journalism' style of

the 1960's, the kinds of literary and rhetorical devices that are used makes the various case

studies read like a novel or short story with scenes, expositoly passages, and personalised

dialogue. This assists the creation of a series of vicarious experiential journeys where the

reader gets to 'walk in the shoes' of the individual participants. These literary devices are used

to excite the reader both intellectually and emotionally. The read."u enters the mind of the

characters directly as in the novels of Wolfe, Fielding, Dickens, andBalzac. This is derived

from the three main devices:

. scene-by-sceneconstruction;

o recording of the dialogue in full;

. use of first (participant's) and third-person (researcher as narrator);

Due to the distancing from participants through the use of chat to record their conversations,

references to gestures, habits, manners, and customs (normally an included feature of the new

journalism style of writing) is minimalised. Structural corroboration in the 'stories' contained

in the case studies was established by triangulation thus reducing the uncertainty of my

interpretations (described in more detail later). As the evaluatot, I had to negotiate a consensus

on the multivariate meanings behind consû'uctions that the actors (or participants) formed to

'make sense' of the situations they found themselves in. These value-pluralistic consfi'uctions

were inextricably linked to particular physical, psychological, social, and cultural contexts,

The ethnographer Mary Douglas (1982) describes a methodology for developing an 'inclusive'

framework which deals with cultural bias and the problems of comparisons that may arise in

such a study by suggesting that the communication systems used provide a vehicle for value-

laden meanings. Moreoîer, embedded within the lules I established for the exercises and

those the participants co-opted are the inherent meanings Vthey wish to comrnunicate. In other

woLds, as the evaluator, I recognise that the part I played was a larger role than simply that of

a technician gathering information. I had to orchestrate the negotiation process, which was

core to the evaluation. As an evaluator, I was a subjective pafiner and a stakeholder in the

creation of the data; evaluation data was "simply another construction to be taken into account

in the rnove toward consensus" (Guba and Lincoln, 1989, p45).
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What my constructivist inquiry did was to expose the correlation between the participants'

and tny own constructed realities and a common-sense experience of reality. In broader terms,

while we all experienced a physical world that was similar, the 'stuff' of our realities was

different. The stuff of our realities was what we made sense of the physical world. This

included social constructs which were utilised to make sense of the physical world and impose

an order on it. For example, the applications that I developed for this study were programmed

on a physical computer in my office. It took up room. It was the same computer used

throughout the four years needed to complete the exercises. It was provided by the institution

where I worked. The participants could not 'know' about, or understand my 'construction' of

tltis cornputer in my life until they were required to interact with it in my office - only then

did they become part of the constructions and reconstructions surrounding it. Indeed, the

relationships needed to be chronicled as ourjoint 'constructions': values, beliefs, fears,

understandings, and so on. In other words, it was not the physical reality of the computer, its

context. or the events sunounding it, that were of interest, but the meanings we attach to them

- the stuff of our constlucted realities.

3.5.1 The Triangulation Process

Triangulation occuned after having had time to review the chat logs for each exercise

conducted and I facilitated a short forum with the class as a whole, This allowed me to clarify

--^^-:--^ -l^^.^^l f-.^.- ¡L^ ^L^¿ l^^^ T ^--^,^--^) ^-^ ^ --,- l- ------ll-- - !l: : ! |rilç4iltilËù gre(trrtru rrurrr Lllr/ çrr4r rugù. r pr9P¡1lgu i1il aBgilua - usu¿llry uuuiluuB IIry lluflulles

about meanings - and cycled the querying until agreement or disagreernent or the various

possibilities fol understanding seemed to have been exhausted. This followed an iterative

process similar to that explessed in figure 12.

Figule l2 Triangulation process in diagramrnatic folrn.

(Q) tvty Question

(I) My Interpretation

¡
I
I

I

I

I

(A) Thei¡ Ansrver

(C) Their Clarificatiou
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Triangulation involved:

. My question (initially prepared in advance from chat log analyses);

¡ Their answer;

. My interpretation of their answer (requiring reconstruction in my mind);

. Their clalification of my understanding, and so on, until consensus was

reached or possibilities exhausted or agreements and disagreements were

noted,

3.5.1.1 Example of Triangulation

The second form of triangulation was the follow-up clarification forum. The following

example includes a chat log that addressed a situation of momentary confusion (palticipants

have been given aliases to protect their identities):

(Q) I initiated the dialogue by asking the Question Mary, "...did you mean that the x-

axis was directed out of the screen?"

(A) Her answer was: "I thought Bob was looking at the same [auangement ofl blocks

as me but [I] knew he was looking at [a] screen so [his] blocks should be flat [or from

above. Then].., I got confused between his 'y' and mine."

(I) My Interpretation was: ",..so, you were looking at your blocks from the front?"

(C) Clarification: "No, above."

(Q) Here I start the cycle again: "...but then there shouldn't be a problem."

(A) Her response: "Oh yeah, [but at the time].,. I [still] thought they [were] below."

(I) My new interpretation: "...so, did you mix up what you could actually see [(an

elevated rather than planar view)l with what you thought Bob was looking at [(a planar

view)l?"

(C) Her clarification: "I suppose so.,.. I was kind of looking at the blocks on the table

[(with Bob's x,y screen overlayed y up)] and couldn't understand why [he wanted to

put] blocks under the x,"

While it is difficult to relay the clarity achieved in the actual presence of the interviewee here

in text (which includes nuisances, tacit communications, gestutes, and so on), it was clear at

the time that what Mary meant was that for a moment she had juxtaposed a top-down view of

Bob's virtual blocks against an elevated view of her own physical blocks.
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Measures of Research

3.6.1 Issues of Data Credibility

Like an anthropologist or ethnoglapher, the constructivist is concerned with describing and

understanding human nature. I used triangulation to test my emergent irnpressions (like in an

impressionist ethnography) until I was satisfied that my interpretation was valid. It was a kind

of investigative new 'Journalism, in which 'truth' ... [could] be elicited from partial and even

reluctant sources by processes of cross-checking, triangulation, and re-cycling until

convergence ... [was] achieved" (Guba, 1978, pI3).

Mole specifically, the constructivist paradigm, sometimes also called the intelpretive,

henneneutic, or qualitative paradigm, sees its product or evaluation as also an agenda for

negotiation. Episternologically, within the constructivist paradigm, it is the interactions

between the observer and what is obselved that cleates what emerges from the inquiry.

Methodologically it uses a hermeneutic /dialectic process to create newly constructed realities

These construction s are irúerpr"etations based on experience, some of which are tacit. In this

mannel', "what there is that can be known... [cannot be separated from] the relationship of the

knower and the known" (Guba and Lincoln, 1989, p88).

A constructivist evaluation should include the followiug steps:

o Identify the full auay of stakeholders;

o Elicit the emic constructions frorn each stakeholder;

o Provide a context and a methodology;

o Generate consensus within and between goups;

¡ Establish and mediate a forum for negotiation to take place;

. Ðevelop a case study report which provides na¡rative accounts or vicarious

experiences;

o If needed, recycle the evaluation.

The risk in conducting a constructivist inquiry is inherent in the fi'aming of case studies -
what to include ol exclude.

Constructions elicited should be self-sustaining, grounded in the hermeneutic cycle, and the

tnost informed and sophisticated constructiol possible (Guba and Lincoln, 1989). A grounded

construetion must meet cel'tain critelia: it musty't and,,uork, and have relevance and

ntodifiabili4L. A constructivist should provide "a vicarious experience of the situation
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allowing readers to 'walk in the shoes' of the local actors" (Guba and Lincoln, 1989, p223)'

Although evaluation data is not generalisable, it "may, however, extend experience

vicariously, serve as a metaphoric springboard leading to new insights, or simply add

information" to existing understandings (Guba and Lincoln, 1989, pZI6).

3.6.2 Satisfying the Conditions for a Constructivist Inquiry

Groat and Wang (2002) identify Guba (1981), and Guba and Lincoln's (1998) measures for

dete¡rnining research quality as relating to the naturalistic paradigm. Whereas the positivist

paradigm adopts an 'objective' research methodology, the naturalist paradigm adopts a more

'holistic', emancipatory, methodology. Hence, the research methodology I used mostly

addresses key standards from the naturalist methodology'

Most aspects of my lesearch methodolog y appear to satisfy the conditions of Guba's (Guba in

Groat and Wang, I98I;2002,pp37-38) naturalistic (constructivist) inquiry including: "the

assumption that generalisations are not necessarily possible in all instances; the understanding

that a research design may emerge as the resealch proceeds; and, the belief that the researcher

and the respondent influence and are influenced by each other." For example, in determining

'cledibility', triangulation in conferring results was used. Participants agreed as a group on

defined outcomes related to self-imposed criteria which was reinforced by my explicit

questioning. For example, when I was interviewing a participant about their reflections on the

exercise conducted the previous day, they mumbled their mild embanassment at having been

found cheating. Their ordinarily confident responses to my questions were replaced with down

cast eyes and a quieter voice. As it turned out, they had not "cheated" as such but simply

imposed some rules outside those of the exercise (see Chapter 04 for a more detailed

overview).

Criteria was established by consensus with the whole group. Decisions regarding the quality

of outcomes in relation to the criteria was then confirmed by both individual participants, the

participant group as a whole, and confilmation of my interpretation of those decisions sought

from the group, thus completing the triangulation. 'While central to the conduct of these

exercises was their insertion into an existing teaching program, the positive response, by both

students as palticipants and staff alike, hinged very much on me. In the first instance, this was

to engender support, and, in the second, demonstrate its value as a learning tool. Hence,

'transferability' to other settings may be questionable. The tools used are not widely available

and were customised for this study. Other tools could be substituted, but it is not clear if this

would unduly influence the outcomes. The capturing of the thick descriptions (in Geertz'
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(I915) sense) within the case studies will assist others' assessment of transferability to otlier

settings. A clear 'audit trail' of documents and the process by which data was collected,

analysed, and interpreted supports the 'dependability' of this inquiry (see Appendix E 1-11).

The research makes clear the epistemological basis of the study regarding both the notion of

perspective as a couvention and its affect on students design decisions,

Having established the grounds for satisfying some of the quality standalds witliin the

constluctivist paradigm, what remains is Guba and Lincoln's (1998) 'eroding of ignorance'

standard. The cases are highly structured in their format and layout for tbe goals of this thesis

but, as part of the teaching program the exercises they describe also respond to pedagogical

goals. Hence, my interpretations are holistic by nature. They take into account the overall

subject aims as well as those of the specific exercise. They discuss the mix of students,

including explicit thick descriptions of individual palticipants, Thus, enough information was

gathered to establish the overall make-up of each group, Nc part of any of the exercises

discussed in this thesis had been used in the teaching program prior to this investigation

period. Hence, it is thoroughly 'historically situated'r6 by virtue of its novelty and that most of

the data collected includes gender, ethnicity, and economic status. In this sense, any criticism

that the work does not conform to a pre-established 'signature style or theoly' is dissolved in

the circumstances of its embryonic and/or trailblazing nature (Groat and Wang, 2002), thus

satisfying Guba and Lincoln's (1998) 'eroding of ignorance' standard.

3.7 Summary on why Constructivism was Chosen

The constructivist method was chosen over other types available because it allowed me to

work in a natural envilonment as a teacher and make research observations that led to

discoveries without disrupting the pedagogical aims of the exercises through the need for a

laboratory setting. The three ex-ample studies discussed at the beginning of this chapter

provided the motivation for a study which had a core pedagogical component that engaged its

participants with meaningful tasks, reflection in action, in a multi-user environment. The

participants were design students and the exercises used to form the case studies were part of

tl-re teaching program. Hence, by necessity, my approach needed to be as a participant

observer, This pt'esented a ploblem however, because most studies in computer related fields

do not usually address the social dimension. I needed to decide if I was going to follow a

qualitative or quantitative study. More specifically, a positivist or constructivist study. The

pt'oblen with the positivist approach is it does not include the participants as active lnembels

l6 
See previons l'efelence to 'situatechless'
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of the structuring of the study itself. As students in a positivist study they would be at risk of

being sirnply 'subjects'. I wanted my participants to be part of the form of the study as a

pedagogical goal also. As a teaching exercise the study was situated in a natural setting not a

laboratory. Hence, it would be difficult to control. Unlike the positivist approach, the

constructivist method let me 'listen' to the participants. In this sense, it extended any potential

scientific discovery by including its social context. Therefore, in broad terms, the choice was

between an etic or emic study. I chose emic because it inculcated the participants at evely

step. As a type of ethnography the study provides a vicarious experience for the reader

through its use of literary 'real-life' rhetorical devices in its style of writing. It captures the

reader's interest, relaying the constructed realities of the participants and evaluator alike.

Finally, the way I conducted the study meets Gloat and Wang's research quality measures for

a constructivist study. Importantly, by establishing a practice of research concunent within the

teaching prog{am, this research also created the conditions for a 'transfonnational response' to

lesearch related teaching in general. As a teacher, I felt this was an important outcome for my

students.

3-8 Tools Used in the Case Studies

With my reasoning for the use of a constructivist methodology established, this next section

discusses the design ofthe cases. It includes an overview of:

o the pedagogical benefits of using game-like exercises as a motive for engaging design

students in research;

. how the virtual environments were designed to support the games used in the

exercises;

o a justification fol using VRML as the preferred software development platfotm, and

the various interfaces developed; and,

o a justification for using online chat to record the communication between participant

players, and how the chat system developed for this study functioned'

It concludes with a brief summary of the topics discussed in this section.

3.8.1. The Pedagogical Benefits of Using Game-Like Exercises as a Motive for Engaging

Design Students in Research.

Games were used as a motive for engaging participants' attention in the various pedagogical

exercises. As a teacher, the game-like exercises used in this research attempted to redress,

through their emphasis on problem solving skills, what Schon (1983, p-vii) describes as

Universities' comrnitment to a particular epistemology that ".,.fosters selective inattention to
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practical competence and professional artistry." In other words, while much in the curriculum

is directed towards ensuring students are exposed to, and assessed on, their understanding of

the core requirements in the professions, attention is often diverted from the actual problem-

solving skills which are necessary for their application. h this manner, the use of game-like

exercises and their associated 'play' ensured participation in the game and resulted in the

exercising of the sorts of problem-solving skills necessary gained fi'om deep learning which

leads to transformative outcomes (Biggs, t999). For example, in the multi-user 3DVE

exercises participant-students learned new ways of framing and coopelating within a

collaborative vifiual design space. They discovered they were able to extend a 'virtual

architecture', whereas its physical-world corollary is fixed. Student-participants were

empowered to explore spatial concepts through game-play in a CAD environment in ways

which they may not have had the skill, hence confidence, to do so in a traditional paper based

design studio.

Games promote reflection-in-action (in Schon's (1983) terms): they are useful for enhancing

specific skills in a structured yet playful environment; they can contain nanatives not

dependent on logic; they remove the mysterious; they are a contest dependant upon agreed

t'ules and goals - a contrived social system with prescribed space and time boundaries; and

game rules order conduct (cheng, 1999; Bower, 1974; caillios, 1961; Dewey, 1957).rn a

game there is palticipation and sharing in a common experience. Playing a design galne, one

explores paths of choices and actions available in the game (Woodbury ,200I). Games require

space to be played out. Successful games cleate their own sense of 'place' - a place where

play proceeds. Where multiple players gather, place ernelges; rules are agreed upon and are

applied requiring fine judgment (Swartz on Bourdieu , 1997). Games allow one to suspend

their disbelief, and games plovide a stluctured basis for learning,

Different types of games were used in this study. The common differentiation between them

was the number of playels involved. There were three levels of game playing, those requiring

t a single player: the introduction of a VR component into the History and Theories

course (although this particular case study was not used to support the thesis);

. two playels: where two par-ticipants wele physically separated whilst working on a

common goal, communicating with each other via online chat; and,

' multiple players: where multiple players interacted with each othel in a multi-user

viltual environment.
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The last category can be traditionally defined as a type of game where either a teatn wins or an

individual wins. Unlike in a traditional game setting, however, in the games described in this

research players relied on each other for their individual success. Although not working

together as a tearn, nor pitted against each other, they all had a similar goal. The games were

structured such that individual success could be expected by the players. Indeed, mere

participation guaranteed success. As a pedagogical exercise, assessment criteria was based on

participation and reflection. Hence, participation could be considered a measure of success'

The expectation of success is something Biggs (1999) identifies as facilitating deep learning

outcomes.

The game-like exercises took place in both physical and virtual environments, In the physical

environment, both 2D sketching and 3D model making were used. In the virtual environment

four levels of interaction in a browser interface were included:

. single-user interaction with predefined objects;

o multi-usernavigation;

o multi-user navigation and manipúation of preelefined objects; and,

. multi-user navigation and construction of a virtual environment whilst collaborating

with remote partners.

To achieve the goals of these systems a means was needed for 'exploring' and manipulating

objects in 'real-time'. While CAD systems are good at the defining and static representation

of 3D form, and the production of static images to be linked in an animation, at the time of

these exercises, available CAD systems were not good at the shared real-time interaction

needed. Hence, the open-source, easily-scripted, real-tirrte ittteractive 3D virtual environment

VRML was employed. It was chosen because it satisfied all the conditions outlined above.

To familiarise the students with scripting in VRML, a short course was conducted plior to the

exercises, VRML scripting was introduced in a series of short seminars. They included

discussion about the game construction elements incotporated in the exetcises, such as:

o the interface;

. use ofjava;

. use of vrml; and,

¡ how a client/server model works.

Some basic construction in VRML followed the seminars.
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Overall, the garnes demonstrated fun, negotiation, a limited view of the overall process, trust,

group dynarnics, and rule-based design in its clearest form.

3.8.2 Design and Implementatio¡r of tlle Virtual Games Environments

Tlie virtual garnes envilonments, including the chat facility, were developed specifically for

this research. This was because existing systems (Quake, FonnZ,IRC) were either too

cumbersome to opelate efficiently on the existing network, were cost-prohibitive, did not

support the functions required (such as recording of online chat, multi-user real-time

navigation), ol were not flexible enough to be customized for each exercise (the insertion of a

base model such as the Barcelona pavilion, abstract avatars, Heads-up Display (HUD)
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World and online chat intelface using Java, VRML, and CGI (hosted on the school's server

running Apacire) provicieci the fiexibiiity and contloi sought whiist rnaintaining rire ro'busrness

and general accessibility of a genelic web interface such as Netscape and Cosmoplayer.

3.8.2. 1 Justification for using VRML

VRlviL offered benefits to this study beyond its easy scripting ianguage, java flexibility, and

suppol't for multi-user functionality. The plimitive rawness of its solid modelling, sans

shadows and reflections, tended to separate the visual code from its content, as Gombricli

(1972. p91) suggests:

TIæ easier it is to separate tlrc code from tlrc content, the ntore wé can rely on the

innge to conututnicate a particular kind of inþnnation.... IBy filtering] out cert.ain

kinds of information and to encode only those fea.tures that are of interest to the

recipient, ...a selectitte represetxtation that indicates its own principles of

selectiotz...Iis] ntore infornmtive than...Iarealistic] replica.... Leonctrdo daVinci's

ancLtotnical stuclies are early exantples of deliberate suppression of certain featw'es for
the sake of conceptual clarity.

VRML does this more so than the realisms of traditional CAD animations or even computer

games (such as Quake). This was necessary for the raw conceptual clarity sought in this

research.

VRML allowed the participants to focus on the forms generated and their method of

generation rather than the inherent realisms of the more elaborate CAD packages they were

used to. Its 'rawness' r'elied less on chiaroscw'o tricks and lnol'e on tbeir recognition of simple

colour-filled surfaces cornpiled to represent objects in a void. It thus, compieted the

Euclidean-Alistotlean-Descartian concept of pure geornetry in a three-dimensional void-space.
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In a sense, it represented the pure dynamic of a mathematically precise perspective (without

shadows and so on).

The real-tinte abiLity to navigate virtual space in VRML offered the opportunity to

dynamically manipulate the perspectival controls of viewpoint and field-of-view' Real-time

navigation of virtual space allowed the participants to go 'places' which the rendered still

images and controlled frame animations of CAD programs do not. When it came to nanating

their design actions, viewing a traditional animation of a computer model might give me an

insight into their design, but it was a controlled insight - they contlolled what I could see' The

real-time virtual worlds, on the other hand, let me wander off the path. I could say 'what is '

over there?' and go there to see for myself. I, the receiver' was thus 'empowered''

Where Richens and Trinder's (1999) use of Quake (a popular high-end 3D computer game

played on a PC) provided a more realistic environment than VRML, it suffers from a lack of

rapid prototyping. Furthermore, I considered the realism of Quake would provide a distraction

from the core investigation - the role of perspective, not chiarosculo, in 3DVEs. Nevertheless,

Richens and Trinder's choice indicates a perceived need to fully immerse pafiicipants in an

interactive environment which was not restricted by its 'frame', Although they did not address

the affect it had on one's sense of space as a result of interacting in a real-time perspectival

environment directly, it seems they intuitively chose this method rather than others available

to them because of its ability to give a richer spatial experience. However, a 3D model from a

CAD package and importing it into Quake Arena is not a straight folward process. Many steps

are ¡eeclecl before one can navigate the proposcd design in a meaningful manner. This places

considerable limitations on the development cycle time from concept to visualisation

adj ustment and re-importation.

To overcome the difficulty in providing a rapid visualisation environment - transfering CAD

models into suitable environments for real time navigation - what I needed was a real-time

navigable virtual-environment programming or scripting language protocol that supported a

distr.ibuted multi-user interactive environment. While there are a number of languages which

suppolt this function (directX, OpenGL, various game engine SDKs, and so on), they suffer

fi.om varying degrees of suppolt and platform dependence. In any distributed environment one

finds differing performance on differing platforms. The language needed to be platform

independent and useable on machines with varying performance characteristics.
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I chose tlre Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML) because, as a scripting language that

runs above JAVA, it was essentially platform independent. Furthermore, the base VRML

specification suppolts scripting to JAVA classes and as such supports sockets, hence,

networked multi-user capabilities. Much work has been advanced by the Sony Research Labs

in creating stable multi-user interactive environments based on VRML. Furthelmore, the

VRML language is text based. In other words, files created for viewing in a VRML browser

can be opened by any text-based editor. There is no proprietary license over the language and

most VRML viewers are Freeware (CosmoPlayer, Blaxxun, Cortona, and so on). Because the

language is open and able to be edited in any text editor, this meant the researcher and

researchees could gain an understanding of the code's structure very quickly. Based on JAVA,

VRML proveci to be sttaighttorwarci and easily comprehensible using common terms and

lecognisable procedures/declarations. Where VRML differed from other CAD languages was

its openness. Moteover, most CAD programs support exporting VRML forrnatted files. In

turn, this meant modeling could occur in a known CAD environment, with models

subsequently transferred to a VRML browsel for interactive viewing. VRML offered the

transfer protocol sought for transforming CAD models into navigable real-time virtual

'worlds'.

In summary, VRML was chosen as a visualisation medium over others, primarily because of

its sirnplicity and openness, as it:

. structured instances in a visual mode;

. coped with complexities thr.ough its simplicity;

. represented form more clearly by removing the distracting niceties of reflection,

shadow and fixed-sequence animations associated with traditional CAD;

o is an htelnational standards organisation (ISo) supported format; and

o allows vrsualisation of objects which CAD packages export as VRML models as a

plefened file transfer protocol (oxrnan, 1999; Jozen et al, 1999; Do, 2001).

Nevertheless, VRML can be sluggish if the scene contains too many polygons, and, typical of
most multi-user Virtual Worlds, it is difficult to find a sustaining motive for its engagement

apart from being forced do so for glades, being part of a pre-existing single interest

comtnunity, for game rewatds, or when it is used as palt of a commercial p¡actice.

3.8.2.1.1 VRML as a Single-User Interface

The single-user interface used in the first case study employed a VRML script incorporating

predefined objects with plane sensors and a Heads Up Display (HUD). The plane sensors
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allowed for movement of the objects in the x-z plane. The HUD was used for inserting and

removing objects fi'om the scene. The overall interface was executed through the

CosmoPlayer plugin for Netscap e 4.7 .Pafücipants executed the application by activating a

hyperlink on the course web page. The HUD used switch sensors attached to the objects

displayed to insert and remove identical objects in the scene. It did this by executing the

VRlVilfromString command embedded in a JavaScript function within the parent VRML file'

Once executed, the HUD switch then toggled the newly created object's visibility and plane

sensor. In this manner, it appears to the user that the object can be removed and replaced at

will. Once inserted, the object's plane sensor allowed it to be moved around. The main

CosmoPlayer navigation controls include: walk, examine, pan, and zoom (see figure 13).

Collision detection ordinalily prevented users from passing through objects. Although, some

of the navigation controls negated this effect, and holding down the shift key whilst

navigating meant the user could override the other controls and pass through objects'

3.8.2.L2 VRML as a Multi-User Navigation-Only Interface

The multi-user navigation-only interface used a server written in Java to suppoft multiple

avatars and navigation in a predefined scene only. Unlike the single-user interface, in this

interface objects could not be manipulated. However, participants could see each other as an

avatar. Predefined avataïs were assigned by the server as individual participants executed the

application by activating a hyperlink on the course web page. The interface was executed

through the CosmoPlayer plugin for Netscape 4,7. Navigation controls were the same as for

the single-user interface including collision detection functionality (see figure 14).

13. iuterface.
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Figure 14. Multi-user naviqation-onlv interface
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explicitly allowing their transform values to be shared across multiple browser.sessions. The

application was accessed by activating a hyperlink on the course web page. Users were

represented by an avatar that was assigned by the application's server. The standard

CosrnoPlayer controls were used, Manipulation of the objects was the same as that for the

siúgle-user interface without the HIID. The difference here was that all users could

rnanipulate the same objects and see when others manipulated them too. A toggle switch was
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created (both sensols use the mouse cursor to activate their functions) (see figure l5) (see

subsequent wolk published by this author for an overview of the code developed for this

application).

3.8.2.2 Justification for using Online Chat

The online chat channel mediurn was instrumental in forcing participants to interpret their

tlroughts through a textual medium, tbus, translating their tacit knowledge i¡to text. The
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recording of their reflections helped also in its interpretation - it helped them to frame their

problems (Schon, 1983). Furthermore, it enabled the participants to reflect upon their own

knowledge, which was concletised by writing it down (Polanyi, 1967)' Founded on an

interpretive ethnography, the observation methodology - use of a chat log - was germane to

its textual production (Atkinson, 1990).

Face-to-face conversations expose countless things about the other person over which one has

no conscious confiol. When reading text, on the other hand, everything seen is a product of a

person's mind. Face-to-face conversations rely on what Godwin (1998) describes as sensory

bandwidth. When film makers such as Woody Allen or Steven Spielberg produce black-and-

white movies they are attempting to nanow the bandwidth - to focus the message. Sirnilarly,

video in comparison to a 70mm movie is generally appraised more for its production value

than for its content, This follows Mcl-uhan's (1995) adage that the 'medium is the massage'.

The idea that too nmch data, or over use of bandwidth by a movie, is demonstrated by the way

whole novels can fit on a single floppy disc. Yet the movie versions of these novels, often

regarded as inferior to their texts, require much greater storage space. From this we can see

how text can convey more message with less bandwidth. kr particular, online-text creates

"complex webs of metaphors and allusions that deliver vast cognitive bandwidth over

minimal informational bandwidth" (Godwin, 1998, p44).

Online chat was chosen as the medium for establishing dialogue between researcher-

participant, and participant-participant for three reasons. Firstly, it engaged participants in the

problem space in a way that eliminated most other distractions - a telephone conversation,

tape recording, or participants being in the same room, would have allowed for nuances in the

spoken word or facial expressions which would be difficult for the researchet to record.

Secondly, chat fo¡ced participants to concretise, in Polanyi's (1967) terms, their thoughts by

writing/typing them down, They had to think deeply about how and what they needed to

communicate. This meant, in most situations, richer, more meaningful communication

occuned. The researcher also was compelled to couch his comments in terms of what best

described the situation he wanted to convey. At tirnes this proved doubly difficult as, for many

of the participants, English was a second language. Thirdly, by recording all conversations as

text, the reseal'cher's task of collating the vast volume of field data collected was made easier,

as I could analyse the chats at a later date. It was thought this would be more efficient and less

prone to elror than the alternative proposed by Suwa et al (1998) - the transcription of video

or tape-recorded conversations.
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A key component of this part of the research methodology was also the way participants

engaged in what Schon (1983) calls 'reflection in action' whilst chatting online, This occun'ed

when they were thinking "about what they were doing while doing it. Reflecting on past

ploblern analysis helped frame a current problem,... [By becoming aware of framing a

problem they also becamel awale of the possibility of alternate ways of framing" (Schon,

1983, pp275-310). Participants were framing and leframing the design problematic in a

collaborative atmosphere communicating possible solutions by chat. When they reflected-in-

action they did not keep means and ends separate as in a scientific investigation, but defined

thern intellectively as if framing a problematic situation. Exercising with design moves,

pat'ticipants played "a game with the situation in which.. . [they were] bound by considerations

relevant to the three levels of exercise-exploration, move testing, and hypothesis testing"

(Schon, 1983, p153). As such, participants struck up a reflective conversation with themselves

and their co-participants. They reflee ted-in-action on the "construction of the problem, the

strategies of action, or the model of the phenomena, which had been implicit in., . [their]

moves" (Schon, 1983, p79). Drawing and talking are parallel ways of designing, and together

rnake up what Schon calls the language of designing. Hence, the combination of modelling

and chatting was used in this research to strike up a convelsation between collaborating

designels.

3.8.2.2.1 How onlitte Chat Functioned

Most Internet Relay Chat (IRC) channels provide a common format including a nominated ID

('name') and a chosen 'themed' chat room. One entels the current session, scrolls through the

conversation to see what has been typed recently, enters the conversation, or proceeds to a

private adjunct conversation. Participants get removed after a predetermined time if they do

not participate.

Convelsations on commercial chat ehannels (such as worlds.com) relate mostly to anarchism,

sex, 01'music and make extensive use of jargon. Unbridled passions flow easily. Tenitoriality

is evident in the cloistering of palticipants, and the acronyms and emoticons used. Hence,

some participants ale sirnply ignored or excluded from the conversation.
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The CGl-sclipted online chatl7 facility used in this research was isolated from the mainstream

internet. As such, it could be run in the background while participants focused on the task at

hand. They could leave it for a time and come back to it - look over the last few sentences and

join in - without rnissing anything. Where more than two participants and the researcher were

logged on at the same time, participants could generally conduct multiple separate

conversations with different participants or indeed multiple conversations with the same

participant, all at the same time. This was both facilitated by the main chat intelface and the '

ability to move to private chat 'rooms'. The use of acronyms made conversations flow more

easily and added an element of surprise, further engaging participants. Unlike the associated

Virtual World, which demanded all of the participants' attention (as does the telephone to a

lesser degree, prohibiting multi-tasking), chat could be left for some time, only to come back

and find one's place, quickly regaining the thread of conversation (see figure 16).

3.8.3 Summary on Tools Used

This section discussed the tools used in the case studies. It opened with a brief ovelview of the

pedagogical benefits of incorporating games as a motive for engaging the students in the

exercises. I discussed how games as a motive helps students develop problem solving skills

leading to deep learning with transformative outcomes. Different types of games were

employed in this combined pedagogic/r'esearch study. They included: single, double, and

rnultiple player games. The players worked together towards individual outcomes' I then

discussed the types of environments developed for the games. The students were tequired to'

familiarize themselves with VRML and java scripting at an introductory level of

understanding befole attempting the games. This gave them a more comprehensive

appreciation of the types of environments they would encounter and why I used the tools I did.

My justification for choosing VRML was because of its ease of use, sct'ipting, and graphic

l7 U¡like VRML multiuser Virtual World client-server applications, for which the raw code is not generally

available on tlre intemet, CGI online chat scripts ale readily available act'oss the iutemet for editing and
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rawness. I hoped its graphic lawness meant the students would not be distracted by the

niceties (shadows, textules, shading and so on) of the CAD environments they wel'e more

used to. Moreover, its rawness provided a visual clarity that meant I could assume that the

results of thejr explorations would be more about the 'perspectiveness' of the space than

clriaroscuro illusions per se.

A detailed account of the actual environments developed was plovided. It incluáed the

features of the single-user, multi-user navigation-only, multi-user object-manipulation, and,

multi-user object-manipulation remote collaboration, enviLonrnents. This was followed by an

overview of why chat was used instead of taping or videoing; how it forced participants to

concretise tlreir thoughts and made it easier for me to collate the data collected. Unlike the

VRML interfaces, the chat interface was familiar to all the participants. Hence, it did not

require a detailed explanation to the participants or in this section. Collectively the tools

eleveloped build on eaeh other and help define clear shifts in their functionality. In tuln, this

helped me to use thern to address specific research questions.

3.9 Chapter Summarv

I chose to use a constructivist methodology for rny study because it was to be conducted in a

'natural environment'. My pletensions towards a democratic study demanded that my

participants were inculcated at every step along the way. This, I felt, was important in the self-

directed learning pedagogy that I support in my teaching, My teaching was also the natural

environment from which I would derive much of my research data, Hence, I saw my research

as part of rny student-participants' learning outcomes also. The case study reporting style

reflects this capturing ofreal-life episodes in its use ofconversational style literary devices.

This also completes the dernocratic study style by inculcating the reader through their

vicarious immersion in the unfolding narratives of the e ase studies as they ate told by myself

and through tiie voices of the participants.

The study used inclusive game-like learning environments. The games were used to promote

problem-solving skills in a risk-free experimental environment. Part of the overall democlatic

approach included introducing the students to the background technology used to develop the

tools of study. This demystified how tliey were developed thus fostering a deepel engagement

with how they could be used. It also overcame the anticipated disdain students ordinarily

express when forced to work with 'inferior' techirologies. However, once they understood

customizing, hence it was rìot deemed necessaty to include an analysis of the code used hele,
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why I chose VRML - mostly for its visual clarity - it was not raised as an issue. Its visual

clar.ity was explained in broad spatially exploratory terms, and how this was crucial to

understanding spatial concepts beyond the artistically realistic world-scenes they were more

used to creating in CAD. It also made the necessary staging of the various garne-like exercises

clearer. At no time, however, did I explain what outcomes I expected from these explorations.

Indeed, the nature of the study is such that I had no clear idea of what to expect - only that a

particular issue related to a specific research question was being investigated. What the issues

and the research questions were was not discussed.

As a teaching and research exercise the remote collaboration exercises were designed to bring

into sharpest relief their combined aims. When the students helped their remote partners they

were in effect performing the role of teacher, As Biggs (1999) identifies, learning occurs

through teaching - students need to know their 'stuff' well to be able to teach others, Finally,

the use of chat both helped the participants to concretise their ideas, and me to collect those

ideas in a systematic w4y.

In the next chapter a series of case study exercises are described, Where possible (within the

constraints of the pedagogic aims) each exercise builds on an issue raised by the previous

exercise, Collectively, they map out a progression in spatial conceptualisation fi'om simple

manipulation of objects in a VE, a shared VE, to remote collaboration in a VE'

:
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4.0Introduction

This chapter contains the rationale, aims, recording of experiences, and analysis of the three

core case studies that underpin this thesis, It sets out how and why these case studies were

conducted, their pedagogical settings and outcomes. Each case study builds on understandings

from the previous. Together they provide a lich source of analysed data which is discussed in

more detail in the chapter that follows this.

4.0.1 Overview of Stakeholders

The three case-study exercises described in this chapter formed part of a course on Virtual

Technologies within the bloader scope of a Digital Media Masters program. The Digital

Media Masters progïam focuses on experiencing and understanding the practices of using

Digital Media in design and other professional areas within the scope of architectural or

design practice. This includes: working in a design office; learning how to use new kinds of

digital media: CAD, GIS, VR, QTVR, DVD;reviewing and developing skills in image

making, desktop publishing, web page making and other areas, and discussions of the role of

digital media in urban modelling and planning, landscape architecture, and product design'

The Virtual Reality component, discussed in part here, inûoduced students to: coding for

Virtual Worlds in VRML; navigation in a virtual world; and interaction in a multi-user virtual

wor.ld; navigation and interaction with shared objects in a virtual world. These components

form the basis for the series of case-study exercises which follow,

4.0.1.1 Participants

The exercises were conducted in2002 and 2003, There were thirteen students and three

teachers across the two years (four students in 2002, and nine students in 2003)' AII students

had English as a second language. There were five female students and 8 male students. They

all came from privileged backgrounds (see table 4'1).
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Table 4.1, Distribution of student participant backgrounds, their observed personality traits

and prior digital media experiences.

'Masters' architectut'e
student, above-average'self
taught'digital media
expenences

Inquisitive, actively
engaged

Australia38-
39

MTheodor'2002-03
Senior LecturerDistracted, engagedAustlalia-45MDean2003
ProfessorDistracted, engagedUK-50MTony2003

Graduate arclritectul'e
student, average'self
taught'digital media
experiences

Inquisitive, active,
dish'acted, applied

Lrdia27MArrn2003

Graduate architecture
student, average 'self
taught' digital rnedia
expenences

Bright, lazy, cheeky,
disiracted

hrdia21MPeter2003

Graduate architecture
student, avelage 'self
taught' digital media
expenences

Bright, talented,
cheeky, applied

India29MDenis2003

Graduate architecture
student, average 'self
taught' digital media
expenences

Bright, talented,
dedicated, diligent,
applied

India30MJack2003

Graduate architecture
student, above average 'self
taught'digital media

Brighi, tJiiigeni,
applied

\(J1cälvrT,.^,,rruytnn2

Graduate al'chitecture
student, above average 'self
taught' digital media
experiences

Bright, talented,
dedicated, diligent,
passive, engaged

China29MJohu2003

Graduate music student,
above average 'self tauglrt'
digital media experiences

Talented, artistic,
diligent, distracted

Singapore28MRod2003

Graduate architectule
student, above avcrage 'self
taught' digital media
expenences

Bright, talented,
diligerit, active,
pushy, arrogant,
opinionated

Indonesia32MTrevor2003

Graduate architectul'e
student. limited digital
media experiences

Diligent, brash,
engaged

hldonesia30FHelen2003

G¡aduate architecture
student, limited digital
media experiences

Bliglrt, active, bt'ash,

applied
Sri Lanka32FSally2002b

Graduate architecture
student, limited digital
media experiences

Bright, dedicated,
diligent, inquisitive,
qulet,

Clina28FJulie2002b

^,- s
\JI aquatg ar çIlil.üuIurc
student, average'self
taught' digital media
expenellces

Srnart, pusliy, lazy,
cheeky

CoÌombia21l\/fBob2002a

Graduate architecture
student, average 'self
taught' digital media
expenences

Smart, inquisitive,
applied, engaged

Indonesia28FMaly2002a

Prior Digital Media
Experience.

Personality TraitsEthrücityAgeMÆAliasCohort
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Of the three teachers, there was Dr Dean Bruton (diÏector of the Digital Media Masters

program), Professor Antony Radford (head of school at the time) and myself. Dean and Tony

played only a minor role in the second case study, with minimal impact on the overall

outcomes. On the other hand, I, the author of this thesis, was a participant-observer in all the

case-study exercises. As such, my views, experiences, and conclusions form an integral part of

the overall findings in these case studies.

4.0.1.2 Anonynùty

To preserve the anonymity of the various participants in these analyses their names have been

replaced with aliases. My name, and those of the other teaching staff have not been replaced.

4.0. 1.3 Researcher Profile

I am aCaucasian, Australian-born, male researcher who was 38-9 at the time of the study. I

hold two undergraduate degfees in Architecture, both with Honours, and a Masters of

Regional and Urban Planning. I had no formal training in digital media. My digital media

knowledge is as a self-taught 'code-hacker', sufficient to have worked as a CAD manager in a

large architectural firm, and be part of a small group of IT consultants to local government in

remote areas of the State of South Australia (developing websites, interactive CDrorns, GIS

database installations and so on).

My interest in 3D modelling was sparked by work as a work-experience junior architect in a

medium sized fim. In 1995, with a staff of fifteen this included one CAD draftsperson' He

was employcd on a specific job which specified digital drawing production. He was ttsing

AutoCad to replicate what many others in the office were producing manually. I couldn't

understand why he didn't model in 3D and produce 2D drawings from the model. I conducted

some research into this concept in my own time and discovered early development in the

vi¡tual reality markup (or modelling) language (VRML).'While only in its infancy at the time

my thoughts regarding simple 3D modellin g fo 2D plans was transformed to interactive real-

time 3D environments, I quickly modelled some of the proposals in the office but the

principals of the firm were not interested in following this as a design and documentation

method. To me, it seemed an innately more logical process for the architect than what I could

see going on around rne in that office. More than a decade on, the reality of this vision is far

from realised. Hence, part of this study was always going to be an investigation into the

efficacy of this method for practise.
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As with most studies of this nature, the scope has been narrowed beyond the point where

whether the notion of a real-time 3D interactive design platform for architects is feasible

could be addressed in this thesis. However, I did enter this study with the notion that 3D

viltual euvilonments could be an innately logical rnethod for design and documentation in the

architect's practice. What it was that was innate or logical was not clear though. It occuned to

me that a prior understanding of perspective imagery was usually refemed to as a given,

intuitive, or not in need of explaining (rnuch as my subsequent literature review reports).

Hence, I adopted my knowledge of interactive 3DVEs and (by the time this study was started)

extensive ability at scripting in VRML, to the case studies described here to investigate if tliis

were the case. Along tlre way I have not lost sight of the basic premise that 3DVEs are

perspective by nature and that they would reveal this as a fundamental function in the way my

pat'ticipants used and described their experiences with them. However, in the 'doing' of this

thesis I have discovered there is much more to the communication of spatial concepts than the

question of perspective's intuitiveness, Those discoveries ale e ontained in the following

analyses.

4.0.2 General Overview of the Case Study Settings

The settings for each case study were slightly different. In almost all cases participants wete

^h.,.i^"11., oan¡¡nraÄ ^-l ^^"ll ^-1,, ^^*-,,-:^^*^...:¿L ^^^r- ^.r---- --:- ---r' | , ryilJo,v4r¡J rvP4r 4rvu 4rru uuuru urr¡J (,\Jrrrrrlulllçdtn wtUl gault ut-ilcl vla oIIllllc çIta[ qurlng lne

collaborative phase of the exercise. Typically the facilities used included the terrninal in rny

office, a teminal on the next floor down in the staff library, and a third tenlinal two floors

below rny office in the digital media Lab. In case study 02, two staff office terminals on

different levels, and the Computer Science's Computer Assisted Virtual Environment

(CAVE) were also used. The layout for the digital media masters pro$am included two

sepalate computer labs on the same level, Lab A and Lab B. both labs included HP PC Intel

ZGHz, with 256 RAM, and a 20GB hard drives installed. For the case studies 01 and 03, Lab

A was chosen because it was physically separated fi'om Lab B where most students had their

pelsonal spaces set up. This rneant Lab A could be used in isolation without interference from,

or distulbance to, the other students during an exercise session. In the second case-study

exercise, fot' the 2003 cohort, with nine students, three teaching staff, and only five tenninals

available students were grouped in pairs. This rneant thele were at least two students at each

tenninal at the same time. All students were active in the second case-study exercise at the

same time. In the first and third case studies, students worked in pairs but at separate terminals

and only two students were actively involved in the exercise at any one time. The two

teaching staff Lrsed theil own terminals.
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4.0.3 How to read the Chat dialogues

All the chat dialogues are included in the appendix E. The excetpts used in the analysis of the

following case studies come from those dialogues. Reading the chat dialogues as a whole or in

part is not a straightforward task. There are many instances where more than one conversation

is running concunent (see chat excerpt 0'1)'

Chat Excerpt 0.1

Tony: Need to be a touch typist - otherwise people disappear while you're talking to them

Tony: I'm following theodor

theodor: that's t¡ue - it comes with practice

Peter: Lunch Time guys !!!!!!

Jack: well the wall is just a screen not structural

Tony: Where's lunch - in this world or the other one?

Jack: n i think there is a mistake in ur model

Peter: in me BAG

Helen: hahahaaha (DMM, 0'7 105 103, I I :30- 1 3 : 10)

A topic may be broached at one stage of the chat and before a thorough response is

forthcoming a new topic is begun. This can be confusing when attempting to fead the chats

retrospectively, However, during the exercise sessions this did not seem to pose a problem

because participants could maintain a mental thread of the various conversations and respond

with the appropriate pointers. When reading the chats in retrospect the reader should look for

these pointers. The most common pointer was to identify the participant by name one was

directing their question to of expecting a response from (see chat excerpt 02)'

Chat ExcerPt 0.2

l5 theodor: Rod how will you communicate your arrallgement?

0

15 Rod: ok
I
15 Rod: send snaPshots to Tt'oY

2

15 Rod: can he see me?

3

15 Rod: TroY cau u see me?

4
15 Troy: no i can't see u !!

5

15 theodor: you calì't send snapshots to each other!

6

15 theodor.: Troy does not have a webcam! (DMM, 16105103, I l:30 - 13:50)
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7

While I was involved in the chat exchanges and contributed to the ensuing discussions, I tr.ied

not to direct actions or responses other than when I felt a conversation thread which was

pertinent to my research could be further teased out by continuing the conversation. It was at

these times that I encouraged the relevant chatter to elaborate further (see chat excerpt 03).

Chat Excerpt 0,3

theodor: Helen i noticied you at'e loking at the model from above

Helen: yes

Lheodor: does this lnake it difficult to move the pieces?

Helen: it's casier for me (Ðlv{lvl, i5/A5/A3, I l:30 - 13:50)

The chat logs folm the raw data for analysis in the case studies that follow.

9

4

9

5

9

6
o

7
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4.1 Case 0L: Phvsical versus Virtual Obiect Assemblv

4.1.1 Introduction

According to neural network theorists (Gordon, 1989), how we distinguish physical objects

from virrual objects (those depicted in a picture) follow similar physiological conditions to the

recognition of outlines and filled in differences with shades of colour providing cues for depth

in perspectival images; a mechanical action; in Gibson's (1979) ecological optics the same

occlusions and invariants occur in pictures as they do in the physical world; and the cognitive

scientist Gregory (1966) claims we need to 'learn to see', hence we also need to leam to read a

perspective. In this first case study I am investigating how students of design communicate

spatial concepts when performing similar tasks in virtual or physical environments. Hence, the

various visual perception theories come into play in this study. To address this, participants

were required to perform a similar task using either physical blocks or virtual blocks' The

analysis of the number of possible grammatically correct permutations of an Australian

Federation villa provides a vehicle for exploring the differences between performing the task

in the physical world and a virtual world. My task was to detect how they communicated their

design moves.

4.1.2 Why a Federation Villa?

In Radford's (1994) paper Local Arcl,ritectural Language and Contextualism, he discusses the

gïammar of suburban housing in a particular street in Adelaide. Consisting mainly of typical

1900's Australian Federation villa style houses, their pattern-book derivations represent an

almost complete collection set of built pennutations (see figure 17). Their grammar or

features considered as a whole within a recognisable design language provide a lexicon for

investigating further possible and desilable permutations. In this exercise the syntax

developed by the an'angement of individual pieces comes together in a topological way

represeltative of a 'block grammar'. This was used as a motive for exploring the con'elation

between its physical and virtual understanding (see Figure 2). The 'block grammar' theme

was chosen among other possible themes because it appeared to contain an easily achievable

outcome and was a simple collection of discrete objects able to be lapidly modelled in most

CAD software. It also has considerable aesthetic value as an exercise (an important

consideration for a teaching program wanting to retain relevance and interest)' It is also an

easily determined practical task.
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4.1.3 Pedagogical Aim

The pedagogieal aim of this exercise was to introduce students to a form of remote

collaboration ol cooperation (a secondary pedagogical aim was to provide a cursory

introduction to shape grammar).

4.1.4 Research Aim

The tesearch aim of ihis case study was to recolci how students communicate spatial concepts.

4.1.5 Setting

Participants wolked in pairs and were located in different rooms on the 3'd and 5tl' levels of a

5-storey building, the researcher was in another rooln on the 4tl' level, They could only

communicate via an online chat screen. h 2002 there were only two students (1 male and 1

f'ernale) and the ressarcher. The three of us were located at different terminals in different

rooms on the third and fifth levels of a five-stoley building. We could only communicate with

each other via an online chat interface. In 2003 thele were five students (4 male and I female),

two staff members (both male) and the researcher. Participants could chose from one of the

two separate installations in offices on the 3'd or 5tl' level, and either the physical or virtual

'kit-of-parts'.

The pairs were required to detemine the maximum possible pelmutations for the 1900's

Australian Fedeiation villa desclibed by Radford given either a physical or virtual kit of parts.

They were shown both at the beginning and asked which they would prefer to work with. One
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participant worked with the physical kit-of-parts while the other worted with its 'virtual'

countelpart (see Figure 18). Both participants were required to cooperate in reaching

consensus on how many permutations were possible.

The rules for constructing the villa fonns were:

. Ther-e can be no more and no less than four rooms surrounding a central corridor;

. All rooms must be completely covered by a roof; and

o Verandahs should be placed where appropriate.

With the physical kit-of-parts, participants could turn the blocks ovel', smell, (taste), feel them,

and eventually assernble the various shapes on a masonite base plate - sliding verandahs up to

room blocks with extended gables or hip blocks over the main rooi thus completing a

'house'. The virtual kit-cf-parts did not alÌow participants to turn over, smell or feel the

blocks. They could, however, rotate or roll their view to see 'under' or 'behind' the blocks and

their assemblages. They could also zoom in on the spaces created, thus, view them at a one-to-

one scale. 'Clicking' on the representative blocks on the Heads-Up Display (H[ID) panel

triggered, larger, movable, blocks to 'appear' in the virtual world (see Figure 18). By using the

plane sensor associated with these blocks, participants could move, but not rotate, the blocks

in the x-z plane. Blocks could pass through each other allowing for possible configurations

outside that prescribed by the rules or possible with the physical blocks alone'

4.1.6 Assessrnent Criteria

Students weïe assessed on their individual contributjon to the joint exercise. The criteria used

to determine their grades included:

18. Block kir of

a) Physical woodeu blocks. b) Abstract virtual blocks' c) Screen grab ofvirtual blocks
interface with Heads-Up DisPlaY

inN

lql¡are 'rÞ¡

rilil
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Was the student able to reach consensus with their partnel on how many permutations

are possible?

Did the student establish a common protocol for communicating their ideas across the

chat channel?

Did the student contribute directly to their own learning by creating effective,

progressive screen-grabs or web-cam shofs which thev then reflected unon?----J -^.'-'

For each criteria the possible lnarks ranged between:

0=no

1 = with help

2 = without help

3 = expertly

4.1.7 Method

A series of steps or stages were incorporated into the exercise and subsequent analysis of the

data collected. Three participants (including myself were located in separate rooms. As well

as following the chats as they proceeded I took brief notes on my preliminary assumptions of

what I could glean from the chats. At the conclusion of each exercise I asked two pre-prepared

questions using the chat interface:

o Describe youl experience of working with the physical/virtual model and how this

might compare to that of the other's work with the virtual/physical model.

o How do you think you would have seen things differently if you were working with the

virtual/physical model instead of the physical/virtual model?

I met with the participants immediately following completion of the chat exercise. This

enabled me to ask further questions to clarify points raised in the chat sessions. Sometimes

this required yet further clarification, In such cases a subsequent meeting was organised either

the sarne day or at least on the following day. Hence, feedback triangulation took place within

the chat environment, straight after the exercise and in the following days. This took three

forms: the student-student chat conversations, the student-teacher chat and interview

conversations, and the student-teacher-student chat and interview conversations (see example

of Triangulation section in Chapter 03).

a

o

a
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4.1.8 Participant?s Experiences Recorded in the Chat Logs

The following chat log excerpts were exftacted fr'om the full chat logs from the 2002 and2003

sessions contained in the appendix E. While many of the same issues were raised by both the

2002 and,2003 cohorts and recorded in their chats, the 2002 cohort's chat logs seem to contain

the richest detail. Hence, the2002chat log is used extensively in this analysis with 2003 chat

log excerpts inserted as counter points or to demonstrate similarities across the two cohort's

experiences. The various partnerings are shown in table 4.2

Table 4.2Table showing physical and virtual blocks partnerings'

DenisAnn2003

PeterDenis2003

JohnJack2003
Rod2003

TrevorHelen2003

BobMarv2002

Virtual blocks partnerPhvsical blocks partnerYear

4. 1.8. 1 The Chat Dialogues

Immersed in the task, participants spent most of their time trying out all possible

permutations. Rather than seeking an orderly solution, they tended to try different 'designs'

assumi¡g the possibilities would be quickly exhausted thus arriving at 'the' solution (see

figure 19(a)), However, getting oriented with the virtual and physical blocks emerged as the

key problematic to achieving their design cornmunications for both the 2002 and 2003 cohort'

For example, in chat excerpt 1.1, Helen (from the 2003 cohort) was explaining to me the

difficulty she,was having moving the virtual blocks around - they seemed to 'disappear'.

Chat Excerpt 1.1
89 Helen: but it's difficult to move it
97 theodor: why are they difficult to move Helen?

92 Helen: [I] dont know
93 Helen: sometirnes i lost them

94 Helen: so i have to find it (DMM,30104103, 12:14)'

Duri¡g this part of her session, Helen emailed me a screen-grab of what she could see in front

of her. From the image, I noticed she had the view tilted, so she could look at the blocks from

above (see Chat Excerpt 1.2).

Chat Excerpt 1.2
91 theodor: Helen i noticed you are looking at the model fi'om above

98 Helen: yes
gg theodor: does this make it difficult to move the pieces?

100 Helen: it's easier for me

101 Helen: ... i can see all of . .. [the pieces] (DMM' 30104103, 12:16)'

Not only did it appear to be easier for her to move the pieces around from above but she could

more easily see the 'layout' from above and visually plan for her next move' The2002 cohort
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similarly adopted this 'above view'. They used it to get an overview of their designs, But

orienting themselves about either the virtual or physical blocks was still problematic for both

cohorts, The first strategy they tried included forming a letter from the alphabet. For the2002

cohort, ít was the letter 'H' (see Chat Excerpt 1.3)

Chat Excerpt 1.3
8 Bob: it is like a leuer H (DMM, 7/512002, 11:25).

Still in the designerly mode, use of the letter 'H' seemed to prompt exploration of new rules,

not a pafi of the initial prescriptive set. For example, there emerged the pelceived need to use

a verandah block to cover'holes'left over fi'om designing the Villa in a 'H' shape (see Chat

Excerpt 7.4aand figure 19(b)).

Chat Excerpt 1,4a
30 Bob: did you cover the holes fieft between extended roorns] with verandahs?

(DMM, 07 105102, ll:34).
Sometimes this caused confusion. It was not always clear what orientation the other was

refening to. This is where itelating the various moves became crucial to a final design a_ction

(see Chat Excerpt 1,4b).

Chat Excerpt l.4b
39 theodor: so you ale talking about the l-l rnodel and about filling the gaps so it

sbould be like l=l? (DMM, 07105102, I 1:20- 13:10)

The 2003 cohort also investigated shape as an orientation strategy (see Chat Excerpt 1.5), But

it did not seem to prompt any fulther exploration of the shapes formed.

Chat Excerpt 1.5
385 Denis: trow inr going Lo use the square on the left and the lectangular on the right

to create an l-shape (DMM, 30104103,13: l6).

19. Assembled blocks.

'H'configuration using the virtual kit. Note the'hole,
left over between the extended the gables forming a
'H' configuration.

A Federation Villa assembled from the wooden
blocks ol physical kirof-parts.
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However, prior to this, they did debate what the 'real' goal was for the task I had set them.

One pair suggested the task was about creating a vocabulary, set of rules, and language from

the visual information as a method for communicating their design ideas (see Chat Excetpt

L6a).

Chat Excerpt 1.6a
24g John: maybe Theodor... [wants] us to create a language to describe what to model

250 John: like vocabulaly and rules

275 John: we should change the visual info into human language, like text

216 Jack: yes, but how do we [do] that?

271 John: it would be better if it is in Chinese (DMM, 30/04103, 13:02)'

Most of these meaning-making explorations about the task tended to return to the core issue

of finding a communicable set of rules or guidelines. While this was mentioned by all

partnerings, most did not actually establish any rules (see 2003 Chat Excerpt 1'6b).

Chat Excerpt 1.6b
160 Rod: we have to establish some rules then

John: maybe we should setuP some rules first

Denis: theo is there a rule for how the roofs sit next to each other?????

(DMM, 16/05103,11:30 - 13:50)

On the other hand, those that did formulate rules tended to focus on an orientation rule' This

was consistent across both the 2002 and2O03 chat logs analysed. For example, in Chat

Excerpt 1.7, Bob chose to pulsue a centralised y-axis strategy.

Chat Excerpt 1.7
35 Bob: let's trY this one

31 Bob: put the large ones, on y axis, underneath x axis

38 Mary: undemeath x axis?

48 Mary: tlre x axis is looking at you?

49 Mary: at your computer monitor? (DMM, 7 1512002, 1 1:41)'

But at first this seemed to be confusing for the partner with the physical blocks' Bob then

attempts to explain to Mary what he meant (see Chat Excerpt 1'8).

Chat Excerpt 1.8
50 Bob: let me exPlain [it to] You
5 1 Bob: up[per] right corner y axis with the large one

52 Bob: down right corner x axis with the large one

54 Bob: left dowu corner -y axis with the large one

58 Bob: and left upper corlìer -x axis with the large one

62 Mary: i am confused

75 Mary: ...[does] y axis mean along the conidor ?

I 6 Bob: yes along the coridor (DMM' 7 1512002' I 1:55)'

Mary was still confused until Bob revealed the y-axis was actually aligned with the corridor -
a cenffal and fixed feature of the Federation villa meta-design. In the 2003 cohort the corridor

was similarly chosen as an otientation stt'ategy (see Chat Excerpt i.9)'

Chat Excerpt 1.9
433 Peter: statt by placing the corridor
434 Denis: u place 4 rooms in cornbinations and tell me and then ill recreate the here

101.
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Peter: place it in tl.re middle of the floor plate
Deuis: done
Denis: doue
Peter: now place two squal'e on either side of it
Denis: then?
Denis: we'r'e supposed ti have 4 rooms lìot 2
Peter: done?
Peter: ok i shall add anotlre¡ two
Denis: fine so 4 squares on all 4 corners
Peter: take two rectaltgular shapes and add them to either side of the corridor
Peter: yup four squales
Peter: two on either side of the coridor
Denis: yeh done
Peter: cool
Denis: 4 squares are l'eady
Peter': now lets put a loof over these
Denis: uow which roof r u using?
PeLer: lets put the big roof
Denis: ok
Denis: done
Denis: lets tly sornething else now (DMM, 30/04/O3, 13:59).
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orienting their subsequent designs. They re-focussed on trying different designs.

4. 1. 8.2 Reflective Dialogue

Within the chat environment, and at the end of each session, I asked prepared questions of my

captive audience. The first of these was to ask each partner "what difference do you think

there is between working with the virtual blocks and the physical blocks?" In the 2003 cohort

Jack described how they felt and Jolin described being confused (see ChatExcerpt 1.10)

Chat Excerpt 1.10
233 Jack: in physical model you can feel the change
236 John: it is a little corrfusing (DMM, 30104/03, 12:57).

Tlte response to the same question for the 2002 cohort solicited a more considered response

(see Chat Excerpt 1.11).

ChatExeerpt 1.11
233 theodor': and Mary i rvant you to describe your experience of working with the

plrysical model and how tlús might cornpare to Bob's wol'k with the virtual model.
236 Bob: ...it [would be] better to have a code [(strategy)] first to communicate [our

ideas such as whichl ...axis [we ar-e wol.king on]
237 Maly: it is really nice working with the physical model, but [the] first time was

difficult fol.me to under.stand Bob's commalld with the axis
238 Mary: i aglee with Bob, [it would have beeil berter ifl we had [the] sarne

perception about [an] axis code [before stating]
242 Maly: Bob started to use the term axis in l'elation to xyz etc but this got confusing
243 Bob: it is not confusing!
244 Mary: yes lit is Bob] becoz you didn't mention it the ñrst time, about the y axis
245 Mary: is it along the corridor or not?
247 Mary: yes! [it is Bob, because] ...you cau see the axes in tbe v¡ml screen
248 tlreodor: what axis can you see in the vl.ml screen Bob?
249 Mary: but you have to imagine i didn't work with vrml screen!
251 Bob: it is clear that this is a 3D rnodelling tool [and] all 3D modelling tools wor.k

under [the sarne] axis language
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252 Bob: and moreover i like it because it was a real time animation or rnodelling

253 Mary: but if we work in form z [(a different, uon-real-time, cAD modelling

package)1, it has different axes (DMM, '71512002, 12:49)'

Their reflections tenito suggest it was easier to ascertain the axial relationships with the

virtual blocks than the physical blocks. Despite John's explessions of confusion, the

consensus across both groups was that it was easier to get oriented in the virtual environment

than using the physical blocks'

4.1.9 Chat Dialogue AnalYsis

The day following each session, I organised an interview to clarify issues raised in the chats

that had not been addressed during the session. With most of the participants from the 2003

cohort present, I asked them why they spent so much of their time trying different design

permutations rather than discussing an orderly solution, or working it out on paper fist' The

overwhelming response was that they "didn't think there were [going to be] many different

designs so... fit should be] quick to find the solution." Nevertheless, it is interesting to note

that they considered the possibility that there was a solution - albeit a design solution'

However, that they were not concemed that they did not find this solution was indicative of

the 2003 cohort's overall superficial engagement with the exercise. Indeed, chat excetpts 1'6a

and b seem to demonstrate how they thought that somehow the 'real' purpose of the exercise

was hitlden.

The 2}O2cohort, on the other hand, pursued a design solution more exhaustingly. They

seemed to be more seduced by the colour and infinite scalability of the virtual blocks, and the

tactility, smell and noise of the physical blocks, to see the task as anything but a design

exercise, It did not occur to either cohort that it was simply a mathematical problem - solvable

on paper

4. 1.9. 1 S elf-Intposed Rules

The designerly approach to the task by both cohorts often masked their ability to stay on task'

Their design-priority saw, new, self-imposed rules emerge which were not a part of the

prescribed set, For example, there emerged the perceived need to use a verandah block to

cover 'holes' left over from designing the Villals (see Chat Excetpt t.4a andfigure 19(b))'

18 Iu fact, my use of the phrase "verandahs should be placed where appropriate" proved to be a source of

confusion - 'appropriate' meant something different to individual participarts.
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Their perceived need to cover the holes left over from one of their designs revealed also a

strategy for communicating their design ideas - the use of the letters of the alplrabet as a form

generator. In the 2002 cohort it was the letter 'H' (see Chat Excerpt 1.3), and in the 2003

coholt it was an 'L' shape (see Cliat Excerpt 1.5). In neither cohort, however, was the use of

alphabetical shapes pursued at length. Instead, other strategies were tried. In 2003, one pair

suggested the task was about creating a vocabulary and set of rules from the visual

itlformation (see Chat Excerpt 1,6a). However, this was also not pulsued at length.

4' 1.9.2 Gettirtg Oriented in tlze Design Space of the Virtual and Plrysical Environntents

Getting oriented was cleally a pliority fcr ccmrnunicating their design idcas. When Ifelen

(from the 2003 cohort) ernailed rre a screen g¡ab of a problem she was having with

'-.-i-"I^tj-^ Ll^^l-^ :.. +t.^ ,,:-.,,^l ^--.i-. /-- - ^t -L trrrqr¡rpur4l¡rrö urwv\ù rll Lltç vrrLu4r çllvllullllltrllt" \scc \-ilat.E)(cc)lpt l.l,r, I nollceo lrom tng

irnage she was viewing hel blocks from above. When I asked her the next day, at the

organised intelview, why this was so, she answered it was easiel to "woLk out what's going on

and move [the blocks]." This above view was both a design and orientation strategy. From

above she could see the layout of the blocks and the shapes they formed.

ln the2O02 cohort's Chat Excerpt 1.7 Bob attempted to embed a Cartesian coordinate system
i- hì" ,l-";^ñ ^^**'...;^^r:^,-^ D^L -,.r.L^ ..i^---i-- ^ c;,-.--1 r ,rrrr,¡¡ù uuù¡è;¡r vur¡rruurrIv4Lrrrtlù..rJUU Pur r.uc vrcwtilB illIII|y along Ine y-axls (mg y-axls ls tnat

coordinate vector which has its default direction pointing out of the screen in a typical CAD

program). Bob was trying to negotiate a strategy with his paltner for 'getting spatially

oriented'. Following this, I noticed that, for the remainder of the 2002 cohort chats, Bob

tended to lead the conversation, design, and orientation strategy. In terms of orientation,

whether his domineering personality meant his partner slavishly followed his instructions, or

his confidence came fi'om 'knowing' which way was up because the virtual blocks were

circumstantially framed by a 3-coordinate axial system is not elear. However, his orientatio¡

stl'ategy wr¿s followed by his partner. For exa¡nple, in chat excerpt 1.7, when Bob typed, "put

the lalge ones, on [the] y axis," Mary appealed to straightaway recognise the y-axis

orientation and asked "undelneath [the] x axis?" This suggests there was an above and an

underneath for the y axis divided by the x axis. This should make sense, as, ordinarily the two

axes bisect each other on a plane (see figure 20(a)).
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However, Mary appeared to be confused by Bob's further reasoning. on the next line, where

she says, is "the x axis... looking at you,... at youf computel monitor?," did she mean its

vector direction was out of the screen? Figure 20b and figures 2la and 21b demonstrate that in

no instance can the default x-axis point out of the screen. That she was simply confused was

confirmed in the interview organised the day after the exercise.

From the interview, it appears Mary had rnistakenly conflated her physical leality with that of

her imagined 'Bob reality' (not Bob's actual reality - for Mary cannot possibly ¡know' this -

but her constructed reality of what she 'imagined' Bob's reality to be)' The fact that she chose

to refer to the y axis as having an above and undenteath appear to be terms more familiar to

lær (physically-oriented) environment. She could not see what Bob was seeing' and Bob could

not see what she could. Hence, she needed to interpret Bob's instructions in tenns of her own

(physical-world-oriented) reatity, Mary had to imagine what Bob was looking at (his screen)

and overlay this with what she thought Bob could see on his screen' As Mary was looking at

her blocks from above this also meant that Bob was looking at his blocks from above' In other

words, Mary inmginerJBob looking from above at his blocks. His blocks would thus be tilted

up appearing in the same plane as his screen. Hence, his screen represented a sudace in the x-

y plane. Furthermole, although her eyes were not positioned at right angles above her blocks

(the blocks wele on the table below her at elbow height) this is how Mary 'saw' them in her

'mind's eye' (see figure 2lb) (as mentioned earliet, this looking or 'seeing' from above

occuned also in the 2003 cohort (see Chat excerpt 1.2))' Juxtaposing the tilted-up image that

she irnagined Bob was seeing with what she could actually see (her blocks closer to elevation

than plan), then, for Mary, "beneath the x axis" was pltysicallybeneath her table (see figure

2la); and, her comment, is "the x axis...looking at you?," actually meant 'is the screen

looking at you?' (and not the x-axis as such) - which for Bob of course it was (see chat
105
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Excerpt 1'7). For a moment, Mary did not distinguish between the vertical orientation of her

physical world as depicted in figule 2Ia and what she saw in her mind's eye depicted in figure

2lb, and Bob looking from above but having a tilted view in his screen depicted in figur.e 21c.

Flom this short analysis (and subsequent interviews) I can identify the constructed visual

realities or 'visual switches' Mary experienced as:

' for a moment, Mary imagining Bob's blocks (in plan) at right angles to his screen and

her 'seeing' this in her'mind's eye';

' Mary observing her blocks at an oblique angle yet 'seeing' them from above (see

figure 2Ib); and,

o the conflation of the reality of her blocks at an oblique angle - closer to elevation than

plane - and her irnagined screen of Bob's. In other words, she visualised Bob's blocks

from above overlayed with her elevated view (see figure 21c).

Although these events only describe for Mary a molrìent of confusion they still reveal a

nurnbet' of constructed visual realities. All of them relate to 'getting oriented', The confusion

was about whether to orient herself in the physical wolld or her imagination of her partner's

viltual world resulting in a conflation or juxtaposition of the two,

c). Conflation of a) and b).b). Typical 2-dimensional axis
orieutation from above.

a). Typical 2-dimensional axis
ol'ientation in elevation.

v V's screen vieu'

X

P's table vies'

v

X

v
tabletop

Table legs

Turning rny attention to Mary's partner working with the virtual blocks, I found the question I
needed to address was 'why did Bob choose to orient his view around the y-axis?' Why not

some othel orientation? Two t'easons came to rnind: in the first, like Mary, Bob adopted the

familiar r,) axis bisecting each other on a plane in front of him - the y-axis pointing out of the

screen (see figure 20b). In the other, as the instructions state, "thel'e can be no mol.e or less

than four rooms surrounding a central corridor," Bob rnay have simply adopted the corridor as

a starting point because it appealed to be initially positioned along the y-axis. Indeed, in the

subsequent interview, Bob confilrned this: that it was the central corridor that he ,saw, 
as

pointing away fi'om him lengthways and that this was also liow it appeareci by default in the
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virtual environment (see figure 22).Thisfurther reinforced the notion of a 'given' axial

relationship.

Unlike the physical blocks, which are loose and can assume any default orientation out of

their storage container, the virtual blocks start with the corridor 'in place' and running

lengthways away from the viewer (it also includes two fixed chimney stacks typical of a

federation villa but not included with the physical blocks). This is circumstantially along the

y-axis (in fact, it is along the z-axis in VRML, but logicallY, in a CAD program, it would be

along the y-axis (see figure 20b)). It follows then, that, (at least for the participant working

with the virtual blocks) because the virtual environment is inherently both orthogonal and a

constructed Euclidean space, the corridor falls on the y-axis (or z-axis in VRML) and all other

manipulations must proceed from here (see figure 20b). From the2002 chat excerpt 1.8 it

appeal-s that Bob has indeed oriented his axes in accordance with the rules and the default

virrual block orientation - ((z)y-axis) along the corridor) (see figure 23)'

The2002 and 2003 cohorts seemed to arrive at similar conclusions about the role of the

corridor as a logical point of reference for orienting and communicating their design

permutarions (see 2002 Chat Excerpt 1.8 and 2003 Chat Excerpt 1.?). h the case of the2OO2
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cohort, onca Bob had removed Mary's confusion by revealing that the y-axis should be along

the coridor (see chat excerpt 1.8), she seelns to have followed his subsequent insttuctions

with ease.

Howevet, there remains the question: how would the instr-uctions have been communicated if
they had come instead from a dominant partner working with the physical blocks? Why rhis

did not occur in either cohort is not clear. To investigate how this scenario might have

unfolded, I have assembled what I imagined could have been just such a communiqué in the

following imaginary chat excerpt with a fictitious participant (FP) manipulating the physical

blocks instructing their partner with the virtual blocks:

FP let tne explaiu it to you
FP assume the corridor is running away frorn you
FP now add a lectangttlar block, also lunniug away fi'om you, olt the righrhand side of the
cotridor, and to tlre back
FP now add another rectangular block, long-side facing you, in front of the first block
FP next, add another t'ectangular block, running away from you, or short end towards you,
ou the lefi-hand side of the corridor, ciosest to you
FP last, add another lectangular block, long-side facing you, belrind the previous block

The next day I asked an independent participant (not from either coholt) to follow these

instructions with the virtual l¡locks to corrfirm this was a iegitimate set of instructions. It
produced the same outcome as Bob's depicted in figure 23. This, fictitious, chat conversation

is clearly a mole verbose version than the instl'uctions Bob gave for his partner using the

physical blocks. Nevertheless, the real value in this sub-exercise is in the way it exposes the

structural relationships of the previous non-fictitious communiqué. For example, the main

difference between my physical-world oriented instructions and Bob's vir-tual-oriented

countelpart is that the coordination in this case revolves alound the terms: left, right, back,

front, towards, behind, facing, closest, away, long-side, and short-side. In all of these

descriptors the viewer is implied. In some cases this is explicit - away from you, facing you,

short end towards you, closest to you. In others, the viewpoint of a block is coglised in

relation to the self (sornething Piaget and Inhelder (1956) describe as a necessary pre-

condition to being able to 'see' in 3D) - behind, in fi'ont of, to the side of (anotlier block), and

so on' In rny physical-world oriented explanation, olle can identify the visual switches as: self,

object irt relation to self, and blocks in relation to each other. As a sub-exercise it helps also to

expose the underlying dominance of the inherent axial relationship of the vir.tual media over

the physical media. That this scenario had not occuned in any of either the 2002 or 2003

partnerings further suggests that either: every partner that worked with the virtual blocks had a

lnore domineering personality than their counterpart working witli the physical blocks; or, the

rnedia itself engendered the confidence to leacl the exerciseitask. In turn, the perceived

superiority of the virtual over the physical on the palt of the partner working with the physical
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blocks may also be implicated. In other words, the task 'sesmed' much harder to do with the

virtual blocks, hence the person with the physical blocks led by asking cluestiort's, or was

allowed to lead by their partner being passively dominant. Either way, based on their

reflections and my ¡eflections (discussed in more detail later), it tends to suggest the choice of

media influenced the outcomes - especially considering the task is essentially a mathematical

problem (see Chapter 05 for the.mathematical solution).

4.1.9.3 Seeing in 3D, Communicating in 2D

What was of interest to me here was what the spatial experiences captured and communicated

in the chat logs could tell me about how the way the participants' pre-acculturation to

perspective affected their interaction with both the physical and virtual blocks, if at alI?

While most of the communiqués described manipulations in a2D plane their textual

expressions of the 'space of design' tended also to be flattened. Despite the overt three-

dimensionality of this exercise, it was as if the third axis was redundant. There was an

instance of this redundancy of the third axis in Mary's confusion (discussed earlier). It was

only when she tried to communicate her moves, and interpret Bob's instructions, that she

needed to incorporate a 3-axes system, and this led to her confusion. Moreover, Mary's double

image of her imagining of Bob's view from above, conflated with her own clevated view, -
neither of which require a third axis - were all transformations in 2D (see figure 21c). Hence,

it could be argued that the nature of the exercise was inherently 2D - transformations about 2-

axes only. But, the exercise was equally explicit about generating house forms which were

three-dimensional.

Therefore, it seems that, while the insistence on an axial orientation may be a product of the

three-dimensional media, most of the visual manipulation was done in the picture plane which

does not require a perspectival view. In other words, their cognitive actions were

incommensurate with their need to communicate using a 3-axes system. In turn, this suggests

the 3-axes communication system was merely one tool among many that could have been

used. For example, the exercise could have been conducted entirely in 2D, or numerically as a

mathematical exercise. The 3-axes system was simply the tool they were most familiar with as

designers of 3D space, Here it can be suggested that the 3-axes orientation strategy was a

product of their familiarity with perspectival media and documentation and interfaces which

tend to emphasise 3D media. After all, most of the conversation was given over to aesthetic

considerations and not with the best way to find a definitive solution. In other words, they
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were more motivated by visualising pleasing architectural designs than performing the

abstract operations necessary to complete the task. It was only when they were focussed on the

task-oriented descriptions that their design moves needed to be flattened. Here the visual

switclres were between 'pleasing architectural fom' in 3D and 2D pragmatic manipulations of

tlle actual architectonic elements. This does not imply that they did not 'see' depth in the

irnages of their imaginations, rather that the depth information was redundant, suppressed, or

subconscious.

4.l.l0 Overall Outcomes

Flom the. collection of chat ex-celpts analysed in this case study tr can make some preliminary

interpretations of the overall outcomes of the exercise. Central to this is the notion that there
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explorations. From these, two emerge as the most significant:

. The language they used was not graphical (using pictures), although it was visual

(using words to describe pictorial lelationships). It was symbolic and it relied on

pragrnatic and aesthetic considerations typical of design students. (Hence, it would be

interesting to try this exercise with non-design students to see what results this

produces.); and,

. The need for an orientatiorr sitaiegy was preciicated on, at ieast, a two-axis coorciinate

system because:

a) that is all that was needed;

b) they worked in the 'above' mode; and/or

c) all the uìoves were inherently in a two-dimensional plane despite their three-

dimensional form, "Because that's how we work" (DMM, Bob, 2002) This

raises the question "what is the relationship between a planar working method

and the rnarking out of 3D spaee?" (this is addressed in the nexi exercise).

4. 1. I 0. I P erspective Related Outcontes

Their spatial realities were reported and captured in a highly socialised context. This is where

the constluctivist methodology adopted makes its main contribution to the study, in a pluralist

rather than generalist manner. Constructivism recognises the social sphere of designing;

different people provide different results. Hence, it poses more questions than it answers. All
one can hope fol is a more sophisticated understanding about a specific situation taking into

account as many contextual influences as deemed necessaly by the researcher with agreement
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from the participants of the study. I have included here a collection of interpretations specific

to this case study regarding what this case study tells me about the affect perspective had on

the design moves it describes, The key issues raised may or may not be transferable to other

settings. I found perspective appeared to affect the participants' inter-play with the media in a

number of ways.

4. L 10.2 Related to Theories of Perception

participants needed to be able to recognise fhe virtual blocks in perspectival media. Following

Gibson's (lg7g) ecological optics this is not a problem because the same occlusions and

invariants occur in pictures as they do in the physical world; following Gregory's (1966)

notion that one needs to 'learn to see', then clearly learning to read a perspective is central to

understanding what one sees on the screen; but, following Gordon's (1989) neural network

theorists it is a mechanical action that neither needs learning nor is it dependent on similarities

with physical environments. Hence, the question is not so much "whether they need to be able

to recognise perspective media" but the manner in which this recognition occurs. Bob has to

imagine what Mary is 'seeing' and vice versa. Hence, do they visualise in perspective? From

the chat log analyses they seem to visualise in pictures, but whether these are perspective

pictures, in the sense that they are conscious of 'depth' in the image, is not clear' (This

question arose after the students were no longer available for interviewing, so I could not ask

them directly.)

4. 1. 1 0. 3 Axial Relations hips

Most transformations were executed in a 2D framework suggesting perspectival depth is not

necossary. This could be a function of the exercise - predominantly about layered2D

tr.ansformations: rooms around a corridor; and, roof extensions on a main roof. Alternately,

tliat they chose an axial coordinate system to communicate symbolically, would tend to

suggest they were visualising in 3D but acting in2D. Moreover, the axial coordinate strategy

was perceived as easier in the virtual space because, as Bob typed, "all 3D modelling tools

work under [the same] axis language", hence there is an implied coordinate system. This was

consistent between the 2002 and 2003 cohorts. Indeed, both the 2002 and 2003 cohort agreed

that using the corridor as the y-axis made the most sense and was a good strategy. This was

not immediately obvious for the physical blocks. This could be because:

¡ the participants with the physical blocks were not good at spatial organising;
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' the organisational strategy was structured by social norms: a dominant or passive

partner,

o the participant with the physical blocks was working in the space of the objects

whereas the participant with the virtual blocks was rnanipulating the controls of an

abstract machine;

t mY choice of orthogonal blocks - a pragmatic choice because I am (also) aeeultur.ate.d

to such choices; and/or

o the 3-axes system is such a dominant feature of a prior-acculturation to a per-spectival

spatial organisation that alternatives were not consjdered.

HoweveL, my explanation for the redundant depth axis in perspective construction which is

replaced by an ittnat¿ sense of depth, means what a perspective is may need to be redefined.

This is fulthel infemed by my construction of a fictitious participant (FP) conversation, where

FP instructed their partner with the physical blocks on how to construct a form based on Fp's
physical-world manipulations. In this case, an axial arangement is still in place, but it is üot

as objective or detached from the self as in the virtual, This perceived need to organise space

along axes to give it substance is what læfebvre and Romanyshyn suggest one does when one

tries to desctibe space verbally or literally.

4. L I0.4 Related to Perspecîive! Axcs

Finally, whether the communication of design lroves between manipulators of a physical and

virtual collection of blocks, forming the lexicon for a Federation villa gramlnar, is affected

and/or effected by a prior accultulation to perspectival technologies is not clear. On the one

hand' a dominant 3-axes spatial system was dominant in communicating moves, suggesting it
is both effected by a pre-knowledge of 3D geometly and affected due to its dominance over

other forms of spatial cotnmunication. On the other hand, an alternative form of spatial

communication was tevealed in my fictitious conversation - lnore personal, topological and

haptic' Piaget and Inhelder would describe this as a more natural spatial orientation - not

relìant on absü'acted aÏes. It is only when one adopts the axial strategy proposed by the

participarit working with the virtual (perspectively genelated) system that the participant

wotking with the physical blocks makes their design lnoves within the geometry of the

perspective paradigm. That this was so rapidly taken up suggests a readiness and prior

preference for working wìthin the perspective paradigrn (also reflected in cornments about
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wanting to work with the virtual blocks rather than physical because it appears easier to get

oriented, and so on)le.

4.l.Ll On Reflection

I set out to investigate how design students interact with two types of media' I thought' by

giving one student a virtual version of some physical blocks and the other the physical blocks,

and the only way they could communicate was via online chat, that they would have to devise

a strategy for communicating their design moves, I did not know in advance what this would

necessarily 'throw up' (in Guba and Lincoln's sense), other than: I had design students

working with the medium they are most accustomed to, architectural elements' and that they

had to describe their manipulations to each other as they proceeded' The motive for having

them physically separated and using online chat was twofold: firstly, to make the job of

recording their interactions more precise (instead of using a taperecorder which allows for the

possibility of tacit information exchange which is difficult to capture); and, secondly' so they

were forced to concretise their thoughts by typing them. A primary assumption was that the

virtual environment was a perspectival medium and that how theparticipant working with this

medium interacted with it would reveal itself through the exercise. I did not know in advance

just how this would occur or even what to look for. what happened of most significance in

relation to the core topic of this thesis, how students navigate and interact with 3DVES, was

their perceived need to 'get themselves oriented' in the spaces. This was not contingent on the

virtual model, However, the 3D environment of the virtual wolld did act as a trigger to

suggest a strategy. Although, it could also be argued that they would have arrived at an axial

su-ategy without the virtual environment (as suggested by the fictitious chat conversation I

provided earlier), Either way, it suggests that an acculturation to a 3-axes system is prevalent'

I would not have been able to explore these notions without the process of going back and

checking with the students what they meant by particular passages in a chat log, comments at

one of the forums, or subsequent chance meetings. It was this triangulation that gave the study

its depth.

4.1.11.1 Reflecting in the media

I was not the only participant to reflect on this process, Reflection occuned in the media too'

This highlights also one form of the triangulation process mentioned earlier. For example, in

te Futur" research might investigate this further by studying how participants only working with the physical

blocks interact, and how participants only workirrg with the virtual blocks interact'
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chat log 1'12I found a conversation reflecting on perceived irnprovements that could be

impletnented in future cotnrnunication exchanges - the need to exchange images rather than

Just text.

Chat excerpt 1.12
255 Bob: ...to make [it] easier we should be able to send some pics or images... to each

othel-
257 Bob: so we can develop [a] better [uncìerstandiug of what each other sees]
259 Bob: or be clear with the language that we ar.e going to use
263 Bob: I think so because I can see in rny screen all the elements so this make [it]

easieÍ to 'picture' what I want... ald how I want it ...and if sketches could be sent
too

217 Mary: it is nice and easily to uuderstand but can i try work[ing] with vil.tual model
somerirne? (DMM, 07/05/02, 11:20_13:10)

This suggests they wel'e more interested in the 'picture quality' of the exercise, or that they

honestly thought it would make it easier to communicate their manipulations using pictures.

Other examples of reflecting in the media include those captured in Chat Excerpts 1.10 and

1.11.

4.1.12 Relationship to Exercises Conducted by Others

This case-stttdy exercise can be compared to that described by Schurnacher and Radford

(1997) and Schnabel (2003). Schumacher and Radford's Gantes in Virtual Blockland used a

comparative study of wooden blocks and their virtual countelparts in a CAD proglam.

Sirnilarly, Schnabel's MAZE used wooden blocks and their virtual counterparts (in VRML),
including plans representing layers cut through a 4x4x4 (blocks) cubic volume. Where their

exercises differed frorn that described in Case Study 02 was that in neither case were there

separated participants working with the different media only able to comrnunicate using

online chat' In both Schumachel and Radford and Schnabel's exelcises all participants had

equal access to both media types and a survey was conducted on completion of the given

tasks. While these alternate cases were plimarily design oriented, there were similarities in the

experiences by partìcipants of tny Federation Villct, Bktcklancl, and, MAZE. For example, the

contrasting of the Villa's physical and virtual blocks highlighted their differences - racrility,

srnell and soulld, colour and inergability. In a similar lnanner both Schumacher and Radf'ord

and Schnabel's media were differentiated by their physical and virtual properties. Where rny

Federatiott Villa used wooden blocks, Blocklancl refened to Froebel's wooden blocks and a

vocabulary of five simple virtual blocks, and, MAZE used coloured wooden blocks and a 3D

maze-like virtual cube compl'ising numerous smaller cubes. In Blockland, MAZE, and rny

FederaÍiott Villa, the virtual block-elements opened up possibilities that their physical

countelpart could not. In pafticular, some observations by -Schumacher and RadforC paralleled

mine, such as: the infinite spatial lelations created by merging virtual blocks, their ability to
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defy gravity, and gaining views not possible in the physical world, all seemed to open new

avenues of imagination, fun, and discovery. Where Schnabel's maze-like virtual cube differed

from my Fecleratiol Vitta anð, Radford and Schumacher's Blockland, was that Maze came

assembled and could sirnply be disassembled. When asked to speculate on the usefulness to

the task of either 'kit-of-parts', participants from Blockland, MAZE, and my Federation ViIIa

agreed rhat the virtual kit showed more flexibility and assisted more rapid visualisation of

design ideas than its physical counterpart.

Another area where my Federation Villa case study differed from Blockland and MAZE was

in the way the inforrnation was gathered - the use of chat logs, forum, and interviews - both

Blocktand and MAZE lelied on a written survey conducted at the end of the exercise' What

arose from the analyses of my chats, forum, and interviews, and is most pronounced in its

difference from Blockland and MAZE, was the emergent emphasis on an axial orientation in

the virtual spaces by my participants. This was not reported by Schumacher and Radford or

Schnabel. My participants' perceived need to communicate succinctly their spatial

manipulations between each other seemed to rely on first establishing an orientation sí'ategy.

Most of my participants agreed that establishing a communication protocol for orientation was

easier using the familiar xyz axes of a virtual environment than it was trying to find a common

point of reference for the physical kit. This seems to reflect the pre-existing CAD paradigm

that most of my participants came to the task with - their culture of on-screen designing

seemed stronger than that of physical modelling. It could also be argued that the default

orthogonal nature of the virtual blocks influenced the choice of orientation schema'

Nevertheless, neither the physical blocks nor the virtual blocks offered any advantage over the

other in the primary task of determining the maximum number of permutations.

I also noticed that the transition from physical rnanipulation of the blocks to virtual

rnanipulation and vice versa appeared to be seamless (once an orientation strategy had been

agreed to), None of the participants seemed to experience any difficulty in identifying the

virtual blocks as representative of their physical counterparts. Where the physical blocks could

be turned over and felt to detennine their solidity, the virtual blocks were merely their three-

dimensional corollary projected onto a flat screen. Indeed, Schnabel (2003, p378) found that

while his students were able to cornplete the task of rebuilding a virtual cubic volume using

wooden blocks they were just as facile using only the layered 'plans', suggesting this may be

because to "...understand and communicate 3D volumes architects are trained to think and

read two-dimensionally.,. [resulting] in a very particular and 'layered' description of a
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building." This seems to be reflected in my findings also; that participants understood theil 3D

manipulations as a series of 2D 'pictures' - at least this is how they tried to comrnunicate

thern with each other.

4.I.13In Sumnrary

The main issues raised in this case study exercise related to the role of perspective, planar

actions in three-dimensional environments, and the use of Cartesian axes to 'get oriented'.

More importantly, a number of spatial realties emerged which do not seem to r.elate directly to

perspectival cues. Central to this is the notion of planar thinking followed by 3D action. This

is addressed in the next case study.
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4.2. Case 02: Spatial Boundaries in a Multi-user virtuâl world

4.2.llntroduction

The inclusion of others to a shared VE assists one's sense of immersion and presence (Heirn,

1998; Slater et al, 1996; Knight and Brown, 2003). Moving through the spaces, one

recognises the objects contained because many of the visual affordances generated by the

rendered scenes are consistent with one's physical-world expectations (Gibson, 1979)' It is

only on reflection, however, that one comes to realise this phenomenon' In so doing' one may

experience a transformation or paradigmatic shift in the way one understands the media

(Kuhn, Igg6).In the following case study, these concepts are teased out from the analyses of

chat logs and interviews with its participants. Othü concepts raised include the notion of the

codified form of an architectural plan (Oxman et al, i987) extended by its perspectival

representation (Elkins, lgg|),and the emergence of a social space f'ostered by participants'

collective interaction in the 3DVE and online chat (Rheingold, 1994). This case study reports

on the navigation of, and communication between, design students in a shared 3D virtual

world.

4.2.2Why the Barcelona Pavilion?

In Oxman et al's (1987) The Language of Architectural Plans they discuss the 'elements of

plans' for the plans of Mies van del Rohe's 1929 World Exposition Getman Pavilion in

Barcelona.

It is the boundaries which deJine Iarchitectural] space' The nature of boundaries in

architecture is complex. There are nxany types of boundaries front absolute to intplied'

Tlrcy nmy have cliverse qualities in the way they denote the physical edges of space""

A boundary nmy also be implied by such architectural elements as a row of columns' a

change of level or a projecting wall.... Part of the elements of plans, is a denotational

systenxfor the edges of space....Imptied' or transparent boundaries"' Icorttribute] to

tl.te experience of the interpenetration of space (oxman et al, 1987, p13).

Their discussion is couched in terms of a srnall exercise used to identify different attributes of

the plans. In particular, the notion of boundaries. The idea behind their exercise, to explore the

nature of plans, is to identify the absolute and implied boundaries present and the kinds of

space they create. Their exercise is about interpreting 3D spatial chalacteristics from its 2D

representation in the codified fotmat of an architectural plan' As such, it extends the exercise I
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described in the previous section - a comparison of two 3D design scenarios - by including

another standard architectural design medium - the plan.

Unlike the first exercise, in this exercise design students get to navigate a common 3D virtual

environment (3DVE) whilst þeing represented as an avatal that other participants can see.

Students navigate a 3D model of Mies van der Rohe's Barcelona Pavilion. Apart from its use

in Oxman et al's study, the Barcelona Pavilion was also chosen for three other reasons:

o It is a well known architectural icon of early twentieth-century modern architecture,

which the students can relate to;

' Being almost entilely orthogonal in nature (except for the sculptures) it is easily

reconstl'ucted in a rnulti-user 3DVE where polygon counts detelmine performance

smoothness; and,

' As it is the subject of the study in Oxman et al's exercise, hence to be consistent with

the aims of that exet-cise, it follows that the Barcelona Favilion shculd be used herc

also. Other architectural icons were considered (such as Palladio's vlllaRotonda,

Corbusier's villa Savoy, and Murcutt's Sintpsort-lee house) for similar reasons (mostly

orthogonal and well known) but the plans for the Barcelona Pavilion had already been

analysed by Oxrnan et al making it a ready resource fol inclusion in my exercise.

Just how they communicate their experience of navigating the space of a reconstructed

Barcelona Pavilion in a 3DVE with each other is what was of interest to my study.

4.2.3Pedagogical Aim

The pedagogical aim of this exercise was to introduce students to communicating about, and

navigating, a multi-user 3D virtual environment.

4.2.4 Research Aim

The research aim of this case study was to record how students communicate to each other

their expelience of navigating a shared 3D virtual environment.

4.2.5 Setting

In this exercise a multi-user 3D virtual environment was used. Participants could access the

CosmoPlayer interface which suppolted the multi-user real-time 3DVE through a Netscape

browser. An online chat interface was included also. Participants were assigned an avatar alias
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by the 3DVE server. Navigation was actioned by keyboard arrow keys only' Upon entering the

3DVE, all participants were presented with a scaled model of the Barcelona Pavilion' The

model of the Barcelona Pavilion was scaled in accordance with an avatar having an entry

height (eye-height) of 1.5 units. In other words, the volumetric ratios of the original Barcelona

Pavilion should appeff to be consistent with the original physical spaces when compared with

those encountered in the virtual environment.

Inz11zthere were only two students (1 male and 1 female) and the researcher. The three of us

wer-e located at different terminals in different rooms on the third and fifth levels of a five-

storey building. We could only communicate with each other via an online chat interface' In

2003 therewere eight students (7 male and 1 female) and the researcher' Participants could

chose from five separate installations, The five terminals were all housed in different rooms of

the same building. TheY included:

1. A PC in my office on the fifth level;

2. A pC connected to a projector in a colleague's office on the third level;

3. A PC connected to a projector in the media lab A on the third level;

4. A PC connected to a projector in the media lab B on the third level; and,

5. The computer-assisted virtual environment (CAVE) in the computer science school's

lab on level two of the same building'

In 2003 palticipants were organised into four groups of two each' The $oups of two shared a

single terminal. All groups were online in the 3DVE at the same time' Groups could chose

which installation they wanted to palticipate from. Each installation supported at most two

students (except my office where only I was present). In all installations the only

communication with other installations was via the online chat interface. Participants explored

the 'three-dimensionalised' plan of the Barcelona Pavilion' Their task was to communicate

effectively and arive at some consensus about the validity of a bounded space (in Oxman et

al's terms) in a Virtual World'

Befor-e entering the 3DVE they were all requiled to draw a fi'eehand plan of the Barcelona

pavilion. O1it they identified rhe real and implied boundaries (see figure 26 e.27)' They were

required to reach consensus across all palticipants on their identified real and implied

boundaries on the plan. This part of the exercise was conducted in a single room with all

participants and researcher present. They did not use chat and their conversations were not

recorded. I focussed mor.e on the results of their dlawings than on what they said' Although I

did query them on a few points when they were debating and reaching consensus on agreed
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boundaries and the spaces they contained (this is covered in more detail in the Analysis of tlæ

Hancl-Drawn Plans section). The rules for completing the 3DVE component of the task were:

o From inside the 3DVE Barcelona Pavilion identify the 'real' and irnplied boundaries;

. Compare these to those you identified on your plans; and,

o How are they similar or different?

Participants were requiled to reach consensus across all groups on their identified real and

implied boundaries in the virtual environment.

4.2.6 Assessment Criteria

Students were assessed on their individual contlibution to the overall group or class exercise

The clitelia used to detemine their grades included:

- Il/^^ +L^ ^+,.1^-¿ ^Ll^ r- --, I- YY 4ù Lrrs ùLuucrrl aure LU lcaull çOnSenSUS Wltn tne IeSt OI ffle CIaSS On the feal and

implied boundaries in their hand-drawn plans of the Barcelona pavilion?

' Was the student able to reach consensus with the rest of the class on the real and

implied boundaries in 3DVE version of the Barcelona pavilion?

o Did the student contribute directly to their own learning by creating effective,

progressive screen-gr.abs which they then r.eflected upon?

For eacli criieria i"he possibie mar.ks ranged between:

0=no

I = with help

2 = without help

3 = expertly

4.2.7 Method

A series of steps or stages were incotporated into the exercise and subsequent analysis of the

data collected' These steps included: a discussion about Oxman et al's paper; the freehand

dlawing of plans; identification of the boundaries; moving off to the separated areas for the

3DVE palt of the exercise; and, regrouping after'. As well as following the chats as they

proceeded I took brief notes on my pleliminary assumptions of what I could glean frorn the

chats as they unfolded. I then met with all the participants immediately following completion

of the 3DVE exercise. This enabled me to ask furthel'questions to clarify points raised in the

chat sessions. Sometitr¡es this requireci yet further clarification. ln such cases a subsequent

meeting was organised either the same day or at least on the following day. Hence, feedback
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triangulation took place within the chat environment, sffaight after the exercise and in the

following days. This took three forms: the student-student chat-recorded conversations, the

student-teacher chat-recorded and interview conversations, and the student-teacher-student

chat-recorded and interview conversations.

4.2.8 Analysis of the Hand-Drawn Plans

AII participants were required to produce freehand sketches of the Barcelona Pavilion

indicating the various boundaries they found. They were given a copy of the plans to work

from (see figwe24).

The participants identified three types of boundary conditions in the Barcelona Pavilion:

o implied boundary as a row of columns (see figure 25 (a));

o absolute boundary as a wall, screen, or window (see figure 25 (b)); and'

. implied boundary at a convergence of terminated wall/column row (see figure 25 (c))

Note, other combinations of these may also satisfy boundary conditions'
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As a class, in both 20O2 and 2003, students were asked to nominate an exemplar sketch which

encornpassed all their agreed boundary eonditions (see 2002 sketch figure 26, anC2003 sketch

figule 27).Therc were no significant differences between the2002 nominated drawing and

that of the 2003 class.
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Common to both the 2002 and2003 nominated drawings I noted that despite identifying and

reaching consensus on the three types of absolute and implied boundaries described in figure

25, which include the columns, all either ignored the columns, incorrectly placed them in their

analysis of the plan, or indicated them as dots only (not as '+' shaped cross-sections)' When

asked why they had identified 'the columns as constituting an implied boundary but ignored

them in their drawings' the common reply from both the 2002 and2003 cohort was that they

'couldn't see how the columns affected the space.' Hence, they were able to identify a row of

columns as a boundafy condition in the codified folmat of the given plan, but when they came

to indicate them as such on their own plans, they either did not, or de-emphasised their effect'

This may be because when they had to actually visualise the space, and theil presence in it, the

fow of columns did not fegister as a bounddy. This seems to have been confirmed by

Iesponses tô my next question: "what is the row of columns if it is not a boundary?" The

common reply (for both the 2002 and,the 2003 cohort) was, 'it is just one [(single)] thing you

can bump into (not like a wall).' This suggests that there was a shift in their conceptualisation

of the problem. On the one hand, in plan, relationships, such as a row of columns constituting
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a boundary can be founulated. On the other hand, it did not seem to hold when it was mentally

visualised as a 'real' space. How this was interpreted in the virtual space of a 3DVE was

played out in the second part of this exercise - navigation of the Barcelona pavilion in a

multi-user 3DVE.

4.2.9 constraints on Navigating the virtual Barcelona pavilion

While drawing the plans, participants had to irnagine the three-dimensional spaces that the

coded lines of the plan given suggested. The 3DVE, on the other hand, provided an already

modelled space whicl-r followed the coded-volumetrics of the plan. The first required some

crafting skills in intelpreting and prepaling the plans and then irnagining and identifying the

real and implied boundaries. The second required the participants to be able to read the

images on the screen as three dimensional spaces coniaining objecis wiriie simuitaneousiy

rnanipulating the keyboard keys to navigate the spaces. In the 3DVE they did not have to

'imagine' the spaces. The spaces were a given spatial construct.

Navigation of the spaces was restricted by the collision detection node - a function of the

application's programming. The collision detection node prevented the participant's avataï

from 'falling' through the floor, 'flying' thlough the roof, or 'gliding' through the walls. It
also meant that it was possible to 'climb' the stairs and other objecis. The foqt of the stairs

was the default enh'y point for all participants when they filst entered the 3DVE (see figure 14

in Cliapter 03). With collision detection it was also possible to 'sidle' up to the end of a

wall/window/column and gauge its relationship to an adjacent wall/window/column.

Simila'ly, one could fall off the edge of the pool, climb onto, and jump off of, the roof and so

on' With collision detection turned off, it was possible to pass through objects and investigate

the interstitial spaces not normally possible because they were otherwise too naüow to get

between. With gravity turned off, they could fly around, gaining an overall view of the model.

4.2,10 Participant's Experiences Recorded in flre Chat Logs

The following chat log excerpts were almost all derived from the 2002 group, The full chat

log from which this analysis is derived is in appendix 4.1, A3, &4.5, Although both the

2002 and2003 chat logs were analysed, most of those used here as examples were chosen

from tlre 2O02 cl'tat logs because they plovided the richest source of boundary critique. The

2003 chats largely did not add but simply repeated much of what was raised in the 2002 chat

logs. In fact, many examples gleaned frorn the 2002 chatlogs were not discussed in the 2003
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chats. For example, the spontaneous hide-and-seek game (discussed later) only occuned in the

2002 session, why this is so, considering there were more participants in the 2003 session is

not clear. However, this would not account for the lack of a spontaneous game such as hide-

and-seek frorn occutting, Alternatively, their may have been too many competing personalities

for any one to dominate and steer the class into such a side event ' The 2002 chat log was

chosen also because it plovides a continuous narrative that allows the reader to vicariously

join the païticipants' journey of ä shared spatial discovery. What is of interest to this thesis

here is how the design students reconciled their analysis of a 2D planwith its 3D corollary in

a shared virtual environment.

4.2.10.1 The Chat Dialogues

In the 2002 chatlogs I found that personalities seemed to play a part in who led the exercise'

In the 2003 chatlogs it was mostly chaotic, hence no one personality surfaced as dominant

over others. For most of the 2OO2 session, Bob seemed to be playing a lead role in exploration

of the spaces and his partner Mary followed his lead. The only time this situation was reversed

was at the beginning. At the start of the session Mary attempted to lead Bob by suggesting the

default entry - at the bottom of the stairs - was the first boundary (see figure 28). Bob'S

passivity in the first Chat Excerp t (2.t) is contained in his simple 'yes' response to Mary's

suggestion. f{owever, as the narrative of the rest of the 2002 chatlog unfolds Bob's

personality tended to dominate the remaining conversations - Bob initiated conversations and

Mary responded to his promPting'

Chat Excerpt 2,1
3 Ma¡Y: let's start
4 Maly: Bob i think the stair is the ltrst bounda¡ies

5 Bobjust entered this channel

6 MarY: lti
7 Bob: lú Mary i'm at the bottom of the statrs

8 MarY: u tried to Pass me

9 Mary: Bob i think the stair is the first bounda¡ies

10 Bob: yes (DMM, 14/05102,11:30-13:15)

In Chat Excerpt 2.I lvIary was describing the bottom of the stairs as the first boundary. In

2003 thestairs were also described as satisfying one of Oxman et al's boundary conditions' In

this case the expedence of 'climbing' the stairs was expressed as a jerking motion (see Chat

Excerpt2.2).

ChatBxcerPt2.2
362Jack:yesicouldfeelthejerkwheniclimbupordowntlresteps
363 Jack: youallcan trythis (DMM, 07105103,11:30-13:10)

Much earlier in the 20-03 session Jack had expressed his disappointment at not being able to

'peLceive' a change of levels as he navigated the space (see Chat Excerpt 2'3)

Chat ExcerPt 2.3
42 Jack: there is no perception of levels

43 theodor: what do you meall by levels Jack?
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56 Jack: [the] change of levels cannor be felt (DMM, }illo5l03,l1:30-13:10)
Jack seems to be expecting a different experience.

In the 2002 Chat Excerpt 2.4 the terms Bob is using to communicate the pool edge as a

boundary are expressed also in experiential terms.

ChatExcerpt2.4
14 Mary: i walk along the pool
15 Mary: is it a boundal.ie
18 Bob: yes orherwise you carì fall off (DMM , 14/05/02,1 l:30_13: l5)

Like Mary in Chat Excerpt 2.l,Bob seems to be thinking about the boundaries as 'real'

obstacles with physical-world consequences. For example, in Chat Excerpt 2.5 hebeckons

Mary to 'come and... see.., the spaces uncler the roof.'

Chat Excerpt 2.5
30 Mary: where do u want [me] to move now[?]
31 Bob: so corne and lets see to the spaces under the roof (DMM, 14/05102, ll:30-

13:15)

But, in Chat Excerpt2.6 it appears that Bob has shifted his thinking from three-dimensional

ex-perience to using the sorts of tenns I would expect him to use to describing spatial

schematics at the level of a plan.

ChatBxcerpt2.6
4'7 Bob: for me the boundaries are the horizontal planes
49 Bob: the space flows thr.ough the walls
55 Bob: so as I say befole the ltorizontal planes are the principal boudaries
56 Bob: what do you think?
60 Bob: the r.oof and the floor
61 Mary: yes (DMM, t4/05/02,11:30-13:15)

In the next Chat Excerpt (2.7) he switches back to describing experiential spaces. Bob locates

an object - a column - in the cení'e of the space he finds himself in.

ChatBxcetpt2.T
64 Bob: hey guys if you come over where i aln you can see a column in the middle of

a room (DMM, 14/05/02, I I :30_ 13: 15)
The terms 'over llere', 'middle', and 'room' are all experiential tems. He seems to have

gained a sense of 'hirnself in the space. For example, in Chat Excerpt 2.8 Bob beckons Mary
and myself to come over to where /ze is.

Chat Excerpt 2.8
13 Bobl now if you come over [o the corner whel.e i am
74 Bob: and tbe pur.ple wall yes?!'75 Bob: you cau see the column lines up with the end window
16 Bob: you have to be looking the salne way i arn
77 Bob: do you think the way they line up cl.eates a corridor.?
78 Bob: the corum'is an implied bou'dar.y (DMM, 14/05/02,11:30-13:15)

He seems to be relating the objects in the space to himself. For example, in Chat Excerpt 2.g it
is clear his position in the corner enables hirn to gauge the relationship of the column to the

wall tl-rus extending the wall into a 'corridor'. As his chats continue, it becomes increasi¡gly
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clear that Bob was indeed 'getting a feel' for the spaces. Next, he was 'feeling' boundaries all

alound him (see Chat Excerpt2'9).

Chat Excerpt 2.9
86 Bob: there are boundaries everywhere
gg Bob: the windows, the columns, etc the intet'esting thing is how they connect to

each other
90 theodor: what is the connection you are talking about Bob?

91 Bob: [it] is a boundarie but at the same time [it] is related to tlre other space

92 Bob: the walls Yes

93 theodor: how is it related?

98 Bob: the walls project the space making it flow into the other [or adjacent space]

100 Bob: there... [áreiboundarie[s] everywhere but the boundaries interlap with each

other (DMM, 14105102, I I :30-13: 15)

Virtually standing next to Bob in the 3DVE I could determine that, from Chat Excerpt2'9,he

was talking about the way a wall could obscule from view another space, He carried on with

this overlapping and interconnectedness of the discrete bounded spaces and the relationship to

the bounding elements in his next statements (see Chat Excerpt 2.10).

Chat Excerpt2.l0
107 Bob: with your back to the two glass walls you can see the orange wall and the

window beYond

l l l theodor: då you mean (Bob) that the orange wall seems to be extended beyond its

' obvious ends to the other walls?

ll2 theodor: and that this creates a tlew space?

Il4 Bob: a¡d from the orange space the one you are lnext to] now and the other

beyond the window tl.rere is [a] boundary but all of them connected

I 15 Bob: and the one in the back (DMM, 14105102, 11:30-13: 15)

But there was something different about the way he was now describing the spaces' He

seemed to be describing imaginary spaces. I tfied to visualise what he was saying but

struggled to conceptualise it clearly. I tried to stand where he stood but I did not feel I could

see what he wanted me to see.

Next he wanted me to experience the interstitial spaces he had encountered (see Chat Excerpt

2.tt).

Chat ExcerPt 2.11
I 16 Bob: and the littte space between the çolumns and the blue-purple wall near the

stairs?

124 Bob: you need to get really close [to] the gap (DMM, 14105102,11:30-13:15)

From Chat Excerpt 2-,lI itappe;rs that he was experiencing the interstitial spaces as 'gaps'

and 'little spaces' - he was 'getting into' these spaces. He tried to communicate these

'discoveries' to Mary and myself (see Chat Exceryt2'72)

Chat ExcerPt2.l2
146 Bob: this is very interesting you feel inside

147 Bob: this is really a virtual world

148 Bob: the extensión of our consiousness (DMM, 14105102,11:3'0-13:15)

In a Chat Excerpt (2.t3) fi.om the 2003 cohort, this notion of 'feeling' the interstitial and other

spaces was also expressed.

:I
rq

I
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ChatExcetpt2.I3
303 Tony: i was trying to sqeeze between the columns and the wall but I must be too

bie
315 theodor: i think tht Mies' spatial intentions can be felt in tlis virtual space
3 18 theodor': though i am less certain about what is missing until i [can] go to the

original physical space (DMM, 07 /05/03, 1l:30-13:10)

Immediately following Bob's expressions of tactility in the spaces he was exploring he

tliggered a spontaneous game of hide-and-seek for the 20O2 cohort (see Chat Exceryt2.I4).

Chat Excerpt2.l4
160 Mary: i'm here now
l6l Bob: i'm hiding!!l!
162 Bob: see if you can find me!l!
163 theodor: come back
164 Mary: i show u
165 Mary: i saw u
166 Bob: not now!
167 Mary: gotclra(DMM, 14105102,11:30-13:15)

I was also involved in this game of hide-anel-seek_. What I noticed was that, while hiding, it
was difficult to see where the others were and my spatial awareness seemed to conffact. It was

different to the expansive spatial awareness that I felt when moving through the space.

Following the hide-and-seek game, and as we were winding-up the session, Bob expressed a

desire to use the 3DVE as a tool in other design activities. In the last Chat Excerpt (2.15) Bob

reflected on his total immersion and the potential for designing whilst immersed in a 3DVE,

Chat Excerpt 2.15
234 Bob: of coulse we can design and at the same time live the space that we are

creating
235 Bob: I think that showing sorneone through your space virtually is differe¡t from

just having theln look at the screen over youl'shoulder (DMM, 14/05/02, Ll:30-
13:15)

His reference to the 'screen over the shoulder' was about the CAD arrangements he was more

accustomed to using for discussing computer-mediated design issues.

4'2.10'2 Where tlæ 2003 Colrcrt's Experiences Dffiredfront tlnse of the 2002 Colrcrt,s

While many of the experiences the 2002 cohofirepolted were similar to those of the 2003

cohort, there were differences. Where the 2003 cohort's experiences differed from those of the

2002 cohort's was in their expressions of god-like omniscience, and anguish when they

appealed to get 'stuck' in an object in the 3DVE. For example, in Chat Excerpt2.16,

unprompted, Jack explains to me his delight and surprise at being able to see himself (or his

avatar) in the virtual wolld.

Chat Excerpr 2.16
45 Jack: that is not possible in the real wol.ld
46 theodor: Jack what is not possible in the real world?49 Jack: ro see our.self (DMM, 0j/05103,1l:30_13:10)
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Jack had selected the third-person viewing option for his avatar

In Chat Excerpt 2.17 Ihave collected other examples of expressions of omniscience from the

2003 cohort chats.

Chat Excerpt2.t7.
170 Mies: I am God

17l Jack: why can't we walk thru the walls?

172 Mies: I can see all of you from up here

180 Dean: I am inside Helen's head - [but there's ] nothing there!

208 Tony: I'm practising walking on water (DMM, 07105103,11:30-13:10)

By contrast there were no examples of the 2002 cohort expressing feelings of omniscience

The other area the 2003 cohort differed in their reported experiences from those of the 2002

cohort was in their expressions of anguish when 'stuck' in the 3DVE. Getting trapped in

objects - not being able to move in any direction - caused much consternation for the victims

For example, in Chat Excerpt 2.I8 asmall group moved into the pool zone and appeared to

get stuck. In Chat Excerpt 2.I9 the same thing happened to Helen, and this was repeated by

Tony in Chat Excerpt2.z0.

Chat Excerpt 2.18
85 DJ: Game over we are trapped in the pool

l50Jack:pleasehelpmeigotstuck//(DMM,07105/03,11:30-13:10)
Chat Excerpt2.l9
248 Helen: i am in front of You Jack

251 Helen: but i cant move

252 Jack: frozen angel

255 Helen: whaaaaaaa *crYing*

257 Helen: Yeeeeeeeeee
258 Helen: i can move lìow
260 Helen: that'sweird(DMM, 07105103,11:30-13:10)

Chat ExcerPt2.2O
336 Torry: Iln out now scary to get stuck (DMM' 07105/03, 11:30-13:10)

4.2.11 Chat Dialogue Analysis

In the 2003 cohort there were eight participants. The 2003 session was chaotic. In the 2002

cohofi there were three participants which included myself. Tbe 2002 session was more

orderly. However, a clear personality dynamic emerged in the 2002 cohort. In the 2003

session, no one personality surfaced as dominant over the others. In the 2002 cohort, apart

from in the first Chat Excerpt (2.|),Bob's voice tended to dominate the chat dialogue. Bob

initiated conversations and his partner, Mary, responded to his prompting. Whether Bob's

dominance of the 2002 chatdialogue was a function of a smaller cohort when compaled to the

2003 cohort is not clear, However, this did not seem to have a gïeat bearing on my
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interpletation of either cohort's interactions with the spaces, AIthough, there is a

disproportionate recording and analysis of Bob's communications. Nevertbeless, rnuch of

what he raised was also raised by participants in the 2003 session. In fact, I felt Bob raised

rlìore, and more interesting, issues than what was raised in the 2003 session. Hence, the2O0Z

chat dialogue fonns the cole of the following chat dialogue analysis.

4.2.11.1 Gibsotüan Affordances Deliyered by tlrc 3DVE

In tlre first of the2002 cohort's Chat Excerpts (2.1) Mary identified the stairs at the default

entry as the first condition which satisfies one of Oxman et al's 'bounded spaees'. But, while

it appeared that the stairs Mary was refening to were indicated also oll this cohort's

nominated hand-drawn plan as a boundary, the individual steps were not identified as discrete

boundaries. Rathel, on their plan thc bounde'i space was indicaied by a rounci-cornereci

t'ectangle which encircled all the steps as a single contained space (see figure 26). However,

the fact that Bob said "I'm al the bottotn of the stairs" suggests the boundary they wanted to

identify was the external edge of the first step. As such, it follows that subsequent steps

should also satisfy this condition.

This was the first indication that their use of round-cornered rectangles to co'al bounded

spaces on the plan may not cary over to the 3DVE version of the plan in all situations; that

there was the potential for an incongruity between how they had visualised bounded spaces in
plan and how they encountered those same spaces in its 3DVE version. Ther-e use of a round-

col'nered rectangle is a well established code or convention in spatial planning. However, such

'al'eas' are not so easily demarcated in the 3DVE. Maly and Bob almost needed to 'feel, their

way around to identify the boundalies. Hence, whether they identified the first step as a

boundaly due to the apparent tactile feedback from the interaction with the 3DVE (clirnbing

stairs registers as an abrupt change in level which is followed by a series of sudden upward

lnovements as one 'climbs' the stairs) or the initial perception that the stairs constituted a

Fi to the Vil'tual Barcelona Pavilion.28. Er
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boundary based on their prior knowledge of stairs is not clear from the chat log alone. In the

organised interview the day following this exercise, I asked Mary (as she had been the first to

identify the stairs as a boundary) why she thought the stairs were a boundary' She responded

that, at first "I knew straightaway lthat] the stairs is a boundary and then I could see it go up in

[a series of] bumps." This 'bumpiness' or Jerkiness' as one ascends the stails was also

explicated by Jack in the 2003 cohort (see Chat Excerpt 2.2).In both cases it tends to suggest

that they both relied on their prior knowledge of stairs and that the behaviour of the interactive

3DVE confirmed this by reacting in the manner they expected. Indeed, in Jack's case, very

early in the 2003 session he had clearly expected tactile feedback from the 3DVE (see Chat

Excerpt 2.3). When I asked Jack in the olganised interview the day after the 2003 session why

he expected 'a change in levels to be felt' he responded that this was his experience in Quake,

and "it should be the same [here]." That the 3DVE seemed to respond in a predictable or

expectant manner indicates that they were mapping their physical-world knowledge onto their

virtual-world experience or expectations and prior experience with the 3DVE media - such as

Quake. Their experience was mediated by both the perspective tool used for navigating the

steps and the actions it executed in response to their interactions with it. In this sense, the

illusion created of 'climbing' stairs was two-fold: visual, and how it conformed to a cognitive

affordance (in Gibson's terms) of how that visual stimulus 'should' behave when climbing

StalTS

In the next Chat Excerpt (2.4) from the 2002 cohort the terms Bob used to communicate the

pool edge as a boundary seemed to support these cognitive expectations. It reflects the dual

illusion of cognitively confirmecl behaviour attached to the visual stimulus. In expressing this,

he used experiential terms. This is different to the codified terms he used to describe the same

spaces depicted in the plan-drawing component of the exercise. The terms he used in the

3DVE were experiential in the sense that the appropriate codified planning term, 'change of

level', would be less expressive or evocative of an experience than the term he chose: to 'fall

off [a ledge]''0, In Bob's case, here was a glirnpse of how he was thinking. Like Mary in Chat

Excerpt 2.I,he was thinking about the boundaries as 'real' obstacles with physical-world

consequences. Unlike Jack, however, because he chose to use an experiential telm - 'fall off'

- rather than a descriptive tem - 'change of level' - it demonstrates how different this

thinking was to how he approached the task of constructing and analysing his 2D plan. In a

20 Iuterestingly, Jack used the telm 'change of level'. Perhaps this is an instatrce where a term normally used to

describe a syrnbolic rnarking on a plau was l'ealised in a 3DVE, yet describing also a physical-world feature. Its

use is at o¡ce co¡fusing in its conflation across th'ree spatial realities - plan, 3DVE, and physical-world - yet

clear in its intention. Tlús is one of the few examples where all three spatial constructs share a coûìmon term that

also makes sense across all three.
131
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sel]se, with the planning exercise discussed earlier, it was a conscious shift to imagining the

space in three dimensions, whereas with the 3DVE experience he appeals to be already in that

irnaginative 'lnental space'. He was in an 'imaginative realm' where he could make

judgements about liis environment without having to abstract it from a code and apply it to a

fictitious scenario, because it provided appropliate physical-world affordances (in Gibson's

sense). Hence, the 3DVE Barcelona Pavilion was real enough for his imagination such that he

could instead concentrate on the problem-solving task at hand without him having to re-

cognise its content or context. In this sense, where Bob was mentally 'in' the space of the

3DVE, Jack was still rnentally external to the space, analysing the interface. This

diffelentiates the two approaches to both the task and their eally levels of immersion in the

3DVE - both Bob and Jack's recolding of their experiences at a change in level occuned very

early in their respective sessions2l.

Bob's emphasis on experiential rather than Jack's deseliptive terminology was continued in

Chat Excerpt 2.5.In Chat Excerpt 2.5 Bob asks Mary to 'come and see the spaces under the

roof.' His use of the term 'under' implies he is visualising in 3D, For, in the nominated plan,

the roof is indicated by a dotted line and refered to as 'roof over'. The main difference here

is, when looking at the plan he was always above the loof. Hence, using a dotted line to

indicate 'roof over' is incongluous with the way he actually visualised the spaces described

poitrting instead to a convention. It is worth noting that in no cases of the hand-drawn plans

from eithel cohort were the extents of the roof identified as a boundary (see figures 26 e.T.
This may be because the roof line was more obvious as an obstacle in the 3DVE than in the

plans alone. Only in the 3DVE did it present itself as another boundary for creating contained

spaces. The plans, on the other hand, represent flattened two-dirnensional spaces. They imply

height by the fact that a human needs to be able to stand upright under them, But, in-plan the

top is 'open', Bob could'see' into the spaces below. This becomes lnore appalent where,

despite Bob's inclusion of a dotted line for roof-over in his plans, he seemed to have simply

ignored its significance until it was obviated as an actual barrier in the 3DVE.

4.2.11,2 Mental\r Switching between 2D and 3D Spatiat Constructs

Despite the inhelent inaccuracies their codifying of the three-dimensional bounded spacos

implied - depicted on the two-dimensional surface of the plan as a two-dimensional round-

2r It is wolth noting also that, tlrloughout the chat logs Jack recorded, the refer.ence to thejerk he experie¡ced
climbing the stairs, right at the end of the session, was the only time he used a¡ experiential ter¡n. Tùis is despite
his reasoning fol this based on his expeliences in Quake (discussed i¡ rnore detail later).
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cofnered rectangulaï schematic - they still seemed to want to map their expectations of their

two-dimensional mapped boundaries onto their 3D experiences of the 3DVE. For example, in

Chat Excerpt 2.6, where Bob refers to the 'horizontal planes as the principle boundaries', it

appears he has reversed his earlier use of experiential terminology and instead reverted to the

sorts of terms I would expect him to use to describe spatial schematics at the level of the plan'

The horizontal planes he was referring to - the roof and the floor - are just that: planes or

surfaces without depth. These are the same entities that can be deduced from the plans

dir.ectly. The day following this exercise I asked Bob what he meant by this statement. He

responded with: "I wanted to record the boundaries on my plan, so I was" ' flooking at] my

plaÍr.,,In other words, he had his plans next to him and instead of talking about the horizontal

planes in the 3DVE he was actually trying to make a direct comparison with those planes (the

roof and floor in the 3DVE) and his plan. To do this in the 3DVE he would have had to

collapse the three-dimensional space of the 3DVE to its flattened planar form in the plan'

Instead, he chose to look at the plans. 
'What occurred was a shift, from 2D visualisation to 3D

visualisation and back. This mental flip-flopping is a paradigmatic shift (in Kuhn's terms) in

his visualising of the spaces. He appeared to be translating the plans into the 3DVE extruded

version and back again with some facility. However, the translation was neither

straightforward nor without its influence on the original' In other words, moving from one to

the other meant he had to adopt the code of one or lhe other. In this case, the code of the plans

dominated. But, the roof and floor in the 3DVE do have depth. Which is corect? In this

instance, both are coded, one is a schematic code and the other a perspectively visual code'

Although, the latter appears to better describe the actual spaces - volumes, voids, and depth -

than the other. Here, it appears Bob was caught up in his architectural training which forced

him to think through the problem-solving exercise at the level of the plan (this is why he

refemed to the plan directly), yet he had access to a richer visual description of the spaces

depicted for analysis. It is interesting to note that he claims this was the only time he refemed

to his plans directly whilst navigating the 3DVE (this was revealed at the organised interview

the day after the session). Henceforth, he chose to continue his analysis focussing on the

perspectival media alone, clairning "it [was] easier to see the boundaries'" This suggests there

was no direct isomotphic conelation between what was depicted in his plan and what he was

expeliencing in the spaces of the 3DVE. Moreover, that the 3DVE was better fol identifying

spatial boundaries by 'bumping' into them than what he needed to 'imaginel from the plan

alone,
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4.2.11.3 Notions of Presence in the 3DVE

Bob's tulning away fiottr the plan and re-emphasis on the experiential nature of the 3DVE

alone is captured in Chat Excerpt 2.7 .ln it, Bob locates an object - a column - in the rniddle

of his bounded space. The terms he used, 'over here', 'middle', and 'room', are all

experiential teuns. In this case, the last term, 'l'oom', is what he used to describe the bounded

space he found hirnself in. 'Roorn' implies he perceived himself a-s surrounded by boundaries

- ceiling, walls, floor, and so on - in a contained space. To achieve this perception he would

have to have had a sense of 'self', or presence, in the space (see Slater et al (1996) and Knight

and Brown (2003) on notions of presence in chapter 02). His sense of presence in a rooln was

tliggeled by the 3DVE, but his interpretation of the spatial characteristics of the images on his

scl'een as a 'room' was more than merely a space of containment. In Lefebvre's terms, it was a

lived space. Hence, Bob was describing a lived spatial experience contingent on his presence

in a 3DVE. Despite a brief return to the more descriptive terms22 I noted of Jack's approach to

lhe snaces - whete. Roh deccrihec thc clamcnfc nf hic r.^^rîo in ñh¡r E-^^.*+ a o ^^*

walls, a window, colutnn, corner, and so on - this notion of his 'mentally-mediated' presence

in the 3DVE was expressed in increasingly strong terms as the chat dialogue progressed, sueh

as, in Chat Excerpt 2.8, his use of the egocentric 'I'. In the remaining Chat Excelpts (2.8,2.g,

2.I0,2'7I,2.72, and2.74) he uses othel devices to indicate his presence, including: 'project'

and 'flow'; 'back to the wall'; 'need to get really close'; and, 'you feel inside'.

Bob's sense of presence in the 3DVE was most clearly expressed in his use of the egocentric

'I'' For exarnple, when Bob beckoned Mary and myself to come over to where he v¿as in Chat

Excerpt 2.8 his use of 'I' in the context of the construction element corner places his 'self'

firmly in the space of the 3DVE. Similarly, his use of the term 'coridor' in the same chat

excetpt indicates his experience of a lived space. Moreover, Mary and I were witness to his

presence in the space beeause he beckoned us as if we were actually 'there', with him in the

space, His presence in the space was rnediated by both the perspectival view that he controlled

and the social interaction he could engage in (because there were cthers in the space willing io

communicate with him). His presence was also due to the social interaction extended by the

22 It was duling this brief letuln to the non-lived, descriptive spaces, of his 3DVE experience that I ¡oticed from
his earlier chat (Excerpt 2,7) rbe way he located the colulm iu the centre of his rooln as just a¡other object not
effecting a boundary as such, tends to viltdicate his (and most other participants') earliei stauce on the columlls
not effecting a spatial boundaly when he was analysing his hand-drawu plaus. Although, this could also be
becattse when lle visualised the columns frorn the plans he was sirnilarly not mentally 'pr.esent' in the space and
hence had no direct experience of how tlre coluulr effects a boundary as such. However, in chat excer.pt (2.g) he
contl'adicts this same position refen'ing explicitly to a column as an implied boundar.y. Heuce, within á very short
sclipt he seelns to be both expeliencing tlre space as a pelsonal mentally-mediated lived space and as an
extel'lralised descliptive space much like a plan, orrly in 3D. The former is contingent on liis se'se of pr.ese'ce,
the latLel' tnet'ely couventional identification of specific elernents in a spatial setting.
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chat communication, hence he also had a presence in the chat environment (this is a form of

presence beyond what slater et al and Knight and Brown describe).

The notion of his pr.esence in the space of the 3DVE was further cemented when he implied

that the objects in the scenes bore a relationship to him personally' For example, from Chat

Excerpt 2.8 it was his position in the corner that enabled him to gauge the relationship of the

column to the wall thus extending the wall into a 'cottidor'. His presence'was implied in this

relationship in the way he wanted Mary and myself to join him in the correr and experience

the same spatial relationships he was able to deduce from it. What was interesting also about

this case was that it demonstrates how he had to imagine the column extending the end of the

wall and the column. Referring back to my earlier discussion about his reluctance to identify

the column as part of an implied boundary in the planning exercise, here, at first, I thought he

was trying to folce the issue, out of a sense of duty to identify columns as an implied

boundary. This would have been because it was simply part of the rules of the exercise and

here was a convenient example he could use. However, as he continued, it became

increasingly clear that Bob was indeed 'getting a feel' for the spaces, and whát constituted a

bOundary was contingent on the level of 'presence' he perceived in the space' and he was

indeed convinced the columns did imply a boundary condition after all' This was a marked

shift from the position he maintained in relation to the columns on the plan. In the next Chat

Excerpt (2.9)he was ,seeing' implied boundaries all around him.

4.2.11.4'Feeling'the Spaces of tlæ 3DVE

seemingly surounded by implied boundaries, Bob requested Mary and myself to join him'

First in the corner, then with our 'backs' to the wall, and finally to get 'really close to the gap'

between a column and the purple wall. He wanted us to experience what he could see'

Vir-tually standing next to Bob in the 3DVE, he described the interconnected spaces he could

see. He was telling us about the way a wall could obscure from view another space' When we

,walked' up to and looked around it, the space we had just left behind supposedly flowed into

the next - the same wall and its alignment with another beyond created a new bounded space'

In other words, following Bob's reasoning, there was no need for a column or other wall' the

end of a wall itself could be imaginatively extended to, or overlap, the space beyond'

He continued with his descriptions of the overlapping and interconnectedness of the discrete

bounded spaces and their relationship to bounding elements in Chat Excerpt 2.10. But there

was something diffelent about the way he was now describing the spaces' His spatial
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characterisations appeared to be different to both the coded form in plan and the general

realisation of an extruded plan (how one sees a plan in 3D in one's imagination) as discussed

earlier. Now the spaces Bob was describing were not spaces I could see for myself. It was not

always possible for me to adopt the sarne position as Bob to be able to 'see' the spaces he was

refeuing to. Now he was describing his own imaginary spaces triggered by the cues he got

from the bounding elements in the 3DVE. I tried to visualise what he was saying but struggled

to conceptualise it clearly - I felt I needed to be where he was to be able to see what he could

see but could not. Despite this being a key feature of the whole perspectival paradigm, even if
I did stand where he stood, it did not seem to guarantee I could see what he did. It was not

sufficient to trigger the same irnaginative visualisations he was having.

This introduces a new concept - the notion that the 3DVE was not able to communicate

imagined visualisations, only realised imaginations as actual spaces in the 3DVE. This is

oelhaps whe.re a plan appears superior. As Gornbrich (19g2) notos, a diagiainmatic

representation such as a plan encodes a particular kind of message; that once the conventions

are known it is more easily communicated to the initiated (see see subsequent work published

by this authol for a more detailed discussion). The 3DVE, on the other hand, did not appear to

have a clear communicative convention attached to its use. Hence, while the itnagery was

consistent, design intentions appeared different for Bob and myself. It was not a convenient

mechanism fol'communicating a cornrnon vision. After analysing this particular chat log I
came to the conclusion that, one way for me to understand Bob's intentions would have been

for hirn to indicate in plan what he was talking about. This, an agreed representational

cottvention, is a common Ianguage we could have used. However, even this well-established

method may not have provided me with the depth of his insight - for this, I would still need to

re-visualise his 2D rnarkings as 3D space. This is both the dilemma and facility of perspective

and its concomitant schematic accompaniments (plans, elevations, sections, etc). They may

have helped Bob communicate his architectural vision in a coded, schematic form, but not the

vision itseìf. In other words, despite proclaiming to simulate a reality, the simulated reality

one normally experiences when observing codified plans, elevations, sections, perspectives,

and so on, is differently imagined from individual to individual. It could therefor.e be argued

that in this case the pet'spectival media used here did not help communicate any more

information than a plan alone could. In this sense, the extruded-plan-as-perspective in the

3DVE vetsion of the Barcelona Pavilion was simply an extended schema with its own visual

code (something Elkins (1994) argues in Chapter 2) peculiar to each individual; not the

universally accessible simulation of a physical leality so many authors argue (see the views of
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Edgerton (1991) and others in Chapter 2).Iargue that what differentiated the 3DVE

perspective from its planar form in the plan was simply.its ability to provide for a digitally-

mediated experience of the plan in three dimensions instead of two' How this extends the

schematic code of the plan was exposed in Chat Excerpt 2' 11'

In Chat Excerpt 2.1 1 Bob refened to the interstitial spaces as 'gaps' or 'little spaces', From

this it appeared that the interstitial spaces of his plan could not be explored, tepresented, or

coded, rather they needed to be experienced - as gaps or little spaces. It is in Bob's

descriptions of the interstitial spaces he discovered in the 3D model that I noticed him move

farther away from his earlier two-dimensionalisation of the spaces as horizontal planes to the

imaginary spaces beyond - what could be simply deduced from what he could see in the

3DVE - to 'getting into' the (interstitial) spaces. It was this shift in conceptualisation that is

when it seemed to dawn on Bob that what he was experiencing was quite profound. (Different

to drawing the plans and then mentally visualising the spaces depicted.) This prompted him to

communicate his 'discoveries' with the rest of us, such as in Chat Exceryt2'12'

His use of evocative phrases in Chat Excerpt 2.12 such as 'yotfeel inside' and, it is like an

'extension of our consciousness', were similarly expressed by the 2003 cohort' For example,

in Chat Excerpt 2.13 Tony describes the sensation of 'squeezing' between the columns. In the

same Chat Excerpt I reflected on how I 'felt' I could understand what Mies' design intentions

were from my experience navigating the 3DVE velsion of his Barcelona Pavilion23'

Collectively, this indicates both our level of immersion in the spaces and increasing

farniliarity with being immersed in the 3DVE.

4.2. 1 1. 5 Ptaying Virtual Hide-and-Seek in the 3 DVE

It was Bob's seemingly profound immersion in the spaces of the 3DVE, his plesence and the

way his feelings of presence facilitated his ability to topologically map out the space-forming

boundaries around him, and the very storytelling about this experience, that caused him to feel

compelled to narrats his discoveries to Mary and myself. His 'euphoria' seems also to have

triggered the next event to unfold - a spontaneous game of hide-and-seek; a game that hinges

on the concepts of presence and immersion in the 3DVE (see Chat Excetpt2'14)'

23 Although, on reflectio¡, and after having completed this analysis of all the chat logs, I realise this was a natve

statemelìq that the design intention I was referring to could lìever come close to Mies' actual vision, In fact, I

alluded to this in my provisional statement which immediately followed the earlier statement, 'that I could not be

sure until I had actually visited the physical pavilion.' (Although the 'actual' pavilion is itself a reconstruction,

¡ot the or.iginal) (It wouìd be interesting for future research to complete this task and compare my impressions)'
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The faci that Bob thought of liide-and-seek arrong the many different games possible was not

surprising. It resonates with Maly and Bob's primary task of identifying boundaries. After all,

in a gatne of hide-and-seek one needs a boundary to hide behind! This garne was a succinct

leminder of the level of immersion that we all experienced. Fol Bob, Mary and rnyself, having

become familiar with the spaces, we wele atternpting to use orrr spatial knowledge to 'find a

place to hide' and to find the pelson hiding (see figure 29). Finding a 'place' to hide was

colttingent on the forrning of our individual spatial lnemories as well as our combined social

interaction (see the work of Lynch, Cuff, Tversky, and Doulish on spatial melnory and its

connection to sociai interaction in Chapter 02).

At one stage, whilst hiding in this game of hide-and-seek, I noticed not only co¡lcl I not see

whete the others were but my spatial awareness seemed to contract to an intemalised mental

space. This was different to the expansive spatial awareness that I had felt when moving

through the space, This spatial contraction was as much to do with my withdrawal from social

colltact (a necessary condition of 'hiding') as it was about my static position in a confined,

hidden, space. The mentally contracted spatial experience that accompanied these actions was

like being immersed in a telephone conversation. In a telephone conversation, one's sense of
their ímmediate physicai environment seems to contract, encompassing only the sphere of the

conversation - in a Gestalt-hke internalisecl nrental space. When I asked Bob, the next day at

tlre ot'ganised interview about his experiences in tho hide-and-seek galne, he indicated that he

felt a similar cotttraction in spatial awareness. This spatial reality was also similar to what

most of the participants recorded as feeling when they were imagining the spaces of their

hand-drawl plans. Here then was a new spatial construct. The conscious awareness of a

contt'acted spatiality. From the expansiveness of the 3DVE expelience to the closed

concentl'ated spatial experience cf either imagining the spaces of a plan or hiding irr arr

enclosed space of the 3DVE.

Figure 29. The Hide and Seek game, Fouud!
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4.2. t 1.6 The 3DVE Design Exploration Experience contpared to cAD

The various stages the journey of this exercise took for Bob culminated in him expressing a

desire to use the 3DVE as a tool in other design activities. In Chat Excerpt 2.15 Bob reflected

on his total immersion and the potential for designing whilst immersed in a 3DVE. In this

final chat excerpt, he compared his 3DVE experience,with the more typical 'over-the-

shoulder' critiquing of CAD design (a metaphoric reference also to the over-the-drawing-

board critique). He considered the 3DVE potentially a more efficient tool for sharing his

design ideas. He was speculating on how the tool that he had just spent the last hour exploring

could be used as a real-time design tool, Both Bob and Mary agreed that being able to cluster

in a corner of the 3D Virtual'World, and know that everyone else was in exactly the same

location and looking the same way you wel'e, meant you knew they were looking at the same

thing, They postulated that this may be a better way of collaborative design discussion than

having a co-collaborator looking over your shoulder at a monitor displaying a CAD model. Or

worse, if the co-collaborator is remote, with only a CAD model to look at, the level of

synchronous communication was seriously diminished. Instead, the act of virtually moving

from location to loeation 'within' the design was a clearly coordinated, 'shared' experience,

This is despite my earlier frustration that simply being able to adopt the same location as Bob

in the 3DVE did not guarantee I could decipher his imagined spaces or design vision. Hence,

for Bob and Mary, the real-time perspectival 3DVE as an 'ideal' design environment seemed

to prevail over what was actually experienced.

4.2,1L7 How tlrc'2003 Cohort's Experiences Dffiredfromthose of the2002 Cohort's

Where the 2003 cohort's experiences differed from those of the 2002 cohort's was in the 2003

cohort's expressions of god-like omniscience, and anguish when they appeared to get 'stuck'

in an object in the 3DVE. While the2002cohort did report both these occuffences, the 2003

cohort,s time in the 3DVE session seemed to be consumed by them. This may also have been

because with so many participants there was little time for them to explore other issues.

The 2003 cohort's expressions of god-like omniscience seemed to permeate much of their

reported experiences of the 3DVE. They seerned to marvel at the 'power' they had over their

virtual wolld and virtual selves. This was only disrupted when, for (them, at the time,)

inexplicable reasons, they got stuck ol could not move in any direction. At times, this was

expressed as feelings of anxiety in the chat dialogue'
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In the first example of feelings of omniscience, in Chat Excerp T 2.16, unprompted, Jack

explained to me his delight and surprise at being able to see himself (or his avatar) in the

virtual world. He had control over his alter ego in the fonn of an avatar. When I asked him tlie

next day at the organised interview how he felt seeing himself in the 3DVE he excitedly

replied "I [am] used [to] this in Quake, but in.., lthe 3DVE] I was with my friends, and its [a]

diffelent[kindoflcontrol,...It'sin[an]architecturalspace[Iamfamiliarwith]....Ifcansee

rnyselfl in the design. " Jack felt empowered by seeing himself in a design space, and

delighted in its architectural familiarity.

Several other examples of these 'feelings' of omniscience wel'e captured in Chat Excerpt2.I7,

such as:

¡ Mies (aka Peter) claiming he was 'God';

o Jack lamenting the fact he could not 'walk through walls'. (In fact, he could, he had

just not )¡et discovered the appropriate control option);

. Mies (aka Peter') announcing he 'could see all,.. from up here'

. Dean's virtual exploration of the 'inside of Helen's head' (the 3DVE has a clipping

plane with one-sided rendering hence once inside an object it appears to be empty and

tlansparent); and,

. Ton! practising walking on water.

All of these expressions of omniscience indicate a fascination with the level of control they

could exercise over their presence in the 3DVE. In the small er 2002 cohort the novelty of this

control was quickly exhausted and the assigned task was instead pursued in earnest. When I
discussed this with the 2003 group as a whole the day after the exercise, the overwhelming

impression I got from thetn was, for most, this was the first time they had explored such

rnedia and were astonished at how 'real' it felt. When pressed further to explain what they

meant by 'real', Peter lesponded: "it was like an out-of-body experience."

Petet's notion of an 'out-of-body' experience was further confirmed when they appeared to

get 'stuck' in an object in the 3DVE. Getting trapped in an object jaued rhem back into the

physical-wolld reality whereupon they fi'antically tried to locate the controls that would set

theln 'fi'ee', or they sought assistance from the other participants, There were many examples

of them getting stuck. The thr.ee that stand out include:

o in Chat Excerpt 2.18, where a small group moved into the pool zone and appeared to

get stuck' (The water levol was below the surounding ground level, so, unlike the
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stairs which are spaced at an appropriate level which can be 'climbed', the pool edge

could not be easily circumnavigated);

o in Chat Excerpt 2.19, where the same thing happened to Helen. (What was interesting

about this case was her visceral relief at getting 'free'); and,

. where this was repeated by Tony in Chat Excerpt 2.20, when he proclaims: 'I'm out

now.... [It's] scary to get stuck.'

In each, their chats betray their feelings of anguish followed by elation at being freed' When I

discussed this with them as a gloup in the organised interview the next day, I noticed that, as

they relayed their various stories of entrapment and escape, their facial expressions showed

mild fear followed by relief. Clearly this was an emotional experience for them. That it was

emotional was confirmed also by the way, following there story-telling there was lots of

nervous laughter demonstrating their embarrassment at showing emotion to each other in a

public forum.

4.2.L2 Overall Outcomes

From this collection of chat excerpts I can make some preliminary interpretations of the

overall outcomes of this exercise. Central to this is the notion that there were multiple spatial

realities the participants visualised when communicating their design explorations' Three

emerge as the most significant, The spatial reality of visualising their design communications:

o at the two-dimensional level of the plan:

o its imaginary 3D extrusion, and

o its 3D extrusion and simulation in a 3DVE;

o in the personal imagining of spaces generated by alignments present in a particular and

personal view from within the 3DVE (not always easily conveyed to others); and,

o in the comparison of these with the more static, less inclusive, CAD environment'

How these rnultiple spatialised experiences relate to the core perspectival technology used is

discussed in more detail in the next chapter.

4.2.13 On Reflection

I set out to investigate how design students report their experiences of working with a plan

and its 3D extruded corollary in a shared virtual environment. I thought, by getting the

students to identify the real and implied boundaries on a plan and then analysing a 3D virtual

space for the same features, and (in the case of the 3DVE) the only way they could

communicate was via online chat, that they would have to devise a strategy for
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communicating their spatial discoveries. I did not know in aclvance what this would

necessarily 'throw up' (in Guba arid Lincoln's sense), other than: I had design students

working with at least one medium they are most accustomed to, architectural plans, and that

they had to descrjbe the boundaries they found in tliese and its 3DVE counterpart. The motive

for having thern physically separated and using online chat was the same as in the previous

exercise. A primary assumption was that the shared virtual environment was a perspectival

medium and that lnw the pal'ticipants worked with this medium would reveal itself tlrrough

the exercise. I did not know in advance just how this would occur or even what to look for.
'What 

happened of most significance in relation to the core topic of this thesis, how students

interact with and navigate the perspective of a 3DVE, was the variation in communicating

spatial concepts between the plans and the shared 3DVE. Three core spatial realities emerged:

that within the code of the plan; that depicted by the 3DVE; and, the imaginatively visualised

mental space, sonewhere in between. This last spatial reality was also different between

visualisations invoked hy the plan and that invoked by the 3DVE. What it tells rne is Lhat rheir

visualising is just as important as the codes used to describe it, be that code schematic or as a

perspective. I would not have been able to explore these notions without the process of going

back and checking with the students what they meant by particular passages in a chat log,

comments at one of the forutns, or subsequent chance meetings. It was this triangulation that

gave the study its depth.

4.2.14In Summary

This exercise demonstrated how the representation of multiple participants in a shared 3DVE

assists the suspension of disbelief necessary to be imnersed in the perspective media beyond

its simple spatial navigation. Hence, on the one hand, the 3DVE provided a per.spectivally-

mediated spatial experience which relied on the user's ability to recognise the spaces and

objects depicted. On the other hand, that this was shared with 'others' represented as avatars

and the chat communication channel increased their sense of immersion and presence in the

3DVE. This tends to support Heim's (1998) increased 'felt quotient of imrnersion' with the

addition of others to a virtual world,

MoreoveL, as a task-oriented exercise, stumbling around in the space, bumping into walls,

falling over steps and so on, participants became more acutely aware of their interaction with

the space and each other over time. It was like learning to walk again. From these interactions

with the space and the objects in it and each other, they were able to reach consensus on the

'real' and implied boundaries which define the spaces within the Barcelona Pavilion. By
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interacting with other participants in a remotely hosted multi-user 3DVE, they often forgot

they were at a computer terminal and instead concentrated on the task at hand. The level of

abstraction did not seem to detract from their experience of being immersed with fellow

participants.

Participants experienced an extension of their 'self'. They were represented by aî avatal in the

three-dimensional Virtual World and an alias on the chat channel. Their shared 'selfs' created,

albeit briefly, a virtual community. According to Rheingold (1994) whenever a gloup of like-

minded individuals gather a community is formed. By entering into this exercise participants

shared Wertheim's (1999) consensual hallucination. They accepted the Virtual World as a

surogate for the real world in Gombrich's (1978) tetms, and in so doing, they not only

invoked a common Cartesian space but also a social space in Iæfebvre's (1991) terms.

In this exercise, participants where only able to interact with each other' In the next exercise

the participants were not only able to interact with each other but also with the objects

contained in the 3DVE. In this exercise participants entered the realm of the perspective

picture 'come to life'. They could control the view in ways that the renaissance artisans could

only do statically. More than this, they shaled the space they subjectively experienced with

others. In Brunelleschi's terms this would have been like being able to iiterally occupy the

position of the reflected eye in his pinhole-mirror demonstration.

In the next exeLcise, this concept is extended to include not only manipulation of the

vicwpoint but the objects contained in the scene - to 'paint the scene', by playing with the

objects of its inspiration. Where Cotan, Velasquez, Vermeer and others constructed elaborate

stage sets for their painterly compositions, in the next exercise the stage sets are constructed

from within the picture-space itself.
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4.3. Case 03: Shared Interaction with Virtual C)biects in a 3I) Collaborative Virtual

Envirorunent

4.3.1 Introduction

Much has been written about collaborating in online environments (see Chapter 02 fot a

comprehensive overview). Most, however, address online environments as a mechanism for

displaying the results of decisions taken. More particularly, until recently, most collaborative

three-dimensional virtual enviLonments (3DCVE) were actually shared 'models', such as

those produced by 3DMax, AutoCAD, Microstation, and VRML file transfers providing for

the manipulation of objects by individual users in an asynchronous manner only. More

lecently 3DCVEs have emerged which support synchronous navigation and object

manipulation, such as the popular ActiveWorlds (AW). However, in AW objects al'e 'owned'

by individual collaborators. They can be copied by others but the original can only be

transformeci by its owner. other interactive 3DCVEs that provide synchronous

communication and object manipulation are beginning to appear in the literature (see Chapter

02). However, at the time this exercise was conducted they were still rare, Where the tool

described in this exercise differs from others was in the way the objects were not created and

owned by individual collaborators, rather they were preformed and shared in a collective

design exercise. As a custorn-built application it allowed rudimentary object manipulation,

avataÍ presence, and access to a CGI online chat interface (see Methodology Chapter for a

more detailed overview of the tools used).

The suit of tools described here allowed for a group of design students to enter an online

3DCVE and collaborate on a single design project with shared objects communicating via

online chat, The motivation fol palticipants to cooperate with each other was the requirement

to jointly assemble a recognisable building. The agent of the self or 'I' would be constituted as

an integral part of a 'we' or holistic collaborative design outcome (Taylor on Bourdjuer,lggg)

Collaboration would entail cooperation and agleements on conduct, In this sense, it extends

the first two exercises by adding the ability to share the 3DVE and the objects contained.

Collaborating in a 3DCVE typically involves multiple players in a netwoïked interactive

medium using avatars as agents to represent each participant. The 3DCVE design space

plovides a 'plaee' for design exchange. The importance of place in a virtual learning

environment is in its provision as the basis for a meaningful and authentic contextualisation

wlrere knowledge construction, collaboration and conversation are facilitated. A sense of
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place enables learners to construct their own learning (Clark and Maher, 2001)' The context of

this exercise was the design and assembly of a virtual pool house. Represented by an avatar,

each participant's role in this game-like pool house assembly exercise was mediated by the

agency and efficacy oftheir avatar as part ofa côllective endeavour. In this exetcise,

investigating notions of privacy was used as a motive for participants to immerse themselves

in a 3DCVE.

4.3.2 Why a Pool House?

The notion of privacy is something that differs from culture to culture. For example, in the

Netherlands people often leave their curtains drawn and encourage the passer-by to peer in; in

Australia we design houses with large windows and open verandahs to capture the sunlight

and view but frown upon intrusions from unwanted glances. In most places around the world,

however, getting changed into a bathing costume is consistently a private affair' Indeed, many

elaborate constructions exist for just this purpose (the beach huts on Brighton beach in

Victoria, Australia, come to mind) (see figure 30).

As such, a private space within a pool house is an easily conceptualised ideal. Aesthetically, it

is appealing also on the grounds that what a pool house evokes is the notion of a small

enclosed space with few design demands. The key elements are: a pool of water to bathe in;

something to sit on; and, somewhere to get changed. The last element raises the issue of how

to design for a private space within the pool house. There are few opportunities within these

criteria for disagreement on a shared design outcome.

4.3.3 Pedagogical Aim

The pedagogical aim of the exercise was to introduce students to real-time online 3D

designing in a shared immersive environment.
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Figure 30. Beach huts on Brighton beach in
costumes (and other purposes) (photograph:

Victoria, Australia, used for changing into bathing

Matt Lauder (200 4), source : www.to taltravel. com. au,
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4.3.4 Research Aim

The research aim of this case study was to record how students communicate their experiences

of collaborating on a single design project in a shared 3DCVE.

4.3.5 Setting

In this exercise a multi-user 3D virtual environment was used. Participants could access the

CosrnoPlayer interface which suppolted the multi-user real-time 3DVE through a Netscape

browser. An online chat interface was included also. Participants were represented by an

avatar that was assigned to them by the 3DCVE application. Participants had full use of all the

navigational devices provided by the CosmoPlaver controls. Upon entering the 3DVE, all

palticipants were presented with a collection of eight different types of construction elements

(see figure 15 in methodology chapter):

. 4 x mauve roof plates;

¡ 3 x grey floor plates;

¡ 1 x blue transparent water element;

o 3 x grey stepping stones;

. 1 x brown low table;

o 4 x tulquoise transparent window planes;

o 4 x mustard wall panels; and.

o 4 x grey cylindrical columns.

In 2002, as in the previous two case studies, there were only two students (2 female) and the

researcher. However, these two students were different to the two students from the first and

second cases in 2002.In 2003 there wele eight students (7 male and 1 female) and the

researcher, All were located at different terminals in different rooms on the third and fifth

levels of a five-storey building, They could only communicate via the online chat ìnterface.

Unlike in the second case study, participants could chose from only three separate

installations. The three tel'minals were all housed in different rooms of the same building.

They included:

6. A PC in my ôffice on rhe fifth level;

1. A PC in the media lab A on the third level; and,

8. A PC in the media lab B on the rhird level;
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In this exercise they worked in groups of two. Within the participating pair, each partner could

chose which installation they wanted to participate from. Each installation supported at most

one student (except my office where only I was present). In all installations the only

communication with other installations was via the online chat interface.Irt2003, once a pair

had completed the task a new pair would start. The application was restricted to three

participants at one time (myself and the group of 2 students). Participants were given typically

one hour to complete the exercise. Participants manipulated the 24 shated virtual objects in

the 3DCVE.

The rules for completing the 3DCVE task were, using the constructiön elements provided,

construct:

. a pool house; and

. a separate private space for males and females to change into swimming costumes;

. use the chat channel to communicate with other users in the scene.

Participants were required to communicate effectively and arrive at some consensus about the

design validity of a 'private space' in a Virtual World'

4.3.6 Assessment Criteria

Students were assessed on their individual contribution to the group exercise. The criteria

used to determine their grades included:

o Was the student able to reach consensus with their partner on the validity of a 'private

space' in a 3DCVE? and;

. Did the student contribute directly to their own learning by creating effective,

proglessive screeh-grabs which they then reflected upon?

For each criteria the possible marks ranged between:

0=no

1 = with help

2 = without help

3 = expertly
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4.3.7 Method

4.3.7.1 Overview of Process

A setÌes of steps or stages were incorporated into the exel'cise and subsequent analysis of the

data collected. These steps included: moving off to the separated areas for the 3DCVE part of

the exercise; and, reglouping after, As well as following the chats as they proceeded I took

brief notes on my preliminary assumptions of what I could glean from the chats as they

unfolded. At the conclusion of the exercise I asked four pre-prepared questions using the chat

interface:

o How irnportant was it to be able to see another avatarlperson in the scene?

o How do you think the design task would be easier ot harder on your.own?

o How did it feel to see objects moving around of their own accord?

. Why was any particular view point bettel than any other for constructing the spaces?

I then met with all the participants immediately following completion of the exercise. This

enabled me to ask further questions to clarify points raised in the chat sessions, Sometimes

this required yet further clarification. In such cases a subsequent meeting was organised either

the same day or at least on the following day. Hence; feedback triangulation took place within

the chat environment, stlaight after the exercise and in the following days. This took three

forms: the student-student chat-recorded conversations, the student-teacher chat-recorded and

interview conversations, and the student-teacher-student chat-recorded and interview

conversations. The preliminary notes, responses to the online questions, issues raised at the

meeting immediately following completion of the exercise, and clarifications from the

rneeting organised the next day, were all used as the basis for the analysis of the chat

dialogues discussed in the Chat Dialogue Analysis section.

4.3.7.2 Stunrnarl, of Exercise Settirtg

Participants were provided with a multi-user 3DVE which included shared objects with a

believable motive necessary for engaging in the exercise. They were represented by avatars in

a networked multiuser scene which included eight different types of shated construction

elements (see Figure 15). All pal'ticipants could see the elements move in real-time as

actioned by any participant. Like the virtual Barcelona Pavilion case-study exercise,

participants could urge each other to occupy their viewing position so that the other could see

what they saw. Participants attempted to identify what, if any, differences there are between

notions of privacy in a viltual environment and a physical environment. Participants had
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access to the same CosmoPlayer controls as in the previous two case studies. With gravity

turned off, they could fly around, gaining an overall view of the model.

4.3.8 Participant's Experiences Recorded in the Chat Logs

As highlighted in the previous two case studies, the 2003 cohort was quite different in its

attitude to the exercise - they did not take it as seriously as the 2002 cohort. For example,

where the 2002 cohort raised an issue of common interest and pursued its possible trajectories

until exhausted, the 2003 cohort tended to only spend a short time on any single issue and did

not attempt to resolve it. One participant from the 2003 cohort commented they were bored,

while others spent much time making jokes not related to the task at hand. It is possible that

they felt under pressure to complete the task in one hour before the next gloup had their turn.

If they felt it was not possible to complete the task in this time then they may have only

approached it with a superficial interest.

Although, all groups in the 2003 cohort did, in fact, complete the task in one hour, the 2002

cohort did not have the spectre of another group coming in after one hour to take their place at

the terminal. Nevertheless, they were able to complete the test in one hour and with more

depth in their conversations and considered design exchanges. No time limit was placed on

the2002 cohort. The fact that they completed the task easily in one hour was what prompted

me to adopt this time frame for the 2003 cohort. Perhaps it was the fact that there was a time

frame at all that seemed to artificially constrain the 2003 cohort's engagement with the

exercise.

Finally, although the 2002 cohort was smaller (only 2 participants), and comprised different

students to those of the previous exercises in2002, they were more critical and inquiring,

hence I chose to focus my analyse on their chats here. Many similar issues were raised in the

2003 cohort and have been included where relevant, but, more, and with more detail' were

raised in2002. for example, where both the 2002 and 2003 cohort's adopted the view from

above, the 2002 cohort discussed this at depth in relation to the notion of the importance of

planning to the design process. The 2003 cohort, by comparison, simply remarked that the

view from above made the task easier without going into detail why this was so. The 2002

cohort that cornpleted this exercise did not do the first or second exercises detailed in the first

and second case studies.

'It

\t

Þ
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Most of tlre following chat log excerpts are derived from the 2002 group. The full 2002 chat

logs are in âppendix E as are the 2003 chat logs. Although both the 2002 and 2003 chat logs

were analysed, the 2002 chat logs provided the richest source of experiential infonnation.

Much of the 2003 chats did not add but sirnply repeated much of what was raised in the 2002

chat logs. The extensive use of the 2002 chat log plovides a continuous chronologically

organised nanative that allows the reader to vicariously join the participants on their shared

design journey.

What is of interest to this thesis here is how the design students reconciled their collaborative

design task entirely within the 3DCVE using the shared props. Emelging from these chat logs

is the dominant effect prior architectural training seems to have had on the way the

participants approached the task.

4.3.8.1 Ot,en,iew of tlte 2002 Colrcrt's Experience in the 3DCVE

Aftel initially investigating the controls, Julie and Sally of rhe2002 cohort started to navigate

the 3D virtual construction space. Investigating the spaces between the'constl'uction elements'

occupied the first twenty minutes, During this time there was lots of laughing. Laughter

seemed to be triggeled by the realisation that there was a presence other then their own, and

objects appeared to move about in a seemingly unpredictable, 'ghostly' manner (my term). At

approxirrately thirty minutes into the task they settled down to the serious work of designing

the virtual pool house. After a short period of quiet contemplation they decided that one

partner should'consffuct' while the other comment on suitably aesthetic constructions.

Interestingly, none of the gloups from either the 2002 or the 2003 cohort thought of working

out design issues on paper - all attention was on the visual space, This, and the head lolling -
lnanoeuvring through space cranking the head as one goes around comers, talking to the

screen only to rcalize others could not hear - was an indication of their level of immersion.

Often a playful tug-of-war erupted between different participants wanting to manoeuvre the

same virtual object. Suddenly Sally discovered the ability to view the overall scene from

above. Julie quickly joined her. Henceforth, they used this 'in-plan', 'above view' or 'god-like'

mode in Abbott's (1932) sense, exclusively (see Figure 31).
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'or'above'mode.3 1. The view from an avatar in the '

This plan, or'god-like'view, seems to have been as much about their architect's learned

practice as it was about control of the embedded 'plane sensor'. Approximately ninety minutes

into the exercise, and after completing the Pool House, they finally began work on the creation

of a private space. The roof elements were moved away to reveal the 'plan' and a vain attempt

was made to satisfy the task requirements. The realisation was reached shortly after that

whatever they tried, notions of physical-space privacy did not apply in a viltual world. One's

presence was always identifiable by communication indicators, such as on the server display,

without having to actually see the other avatar.

4.3.8.2 The Chat Dialogues

The initial phases of the task time was taken up by participants acquainting themselves with

the tool and its functional features, During this time, there was little spatial experimentation at

the 'floor level' of the design space (see figure 32 (a) & (b)).

Figure 32. Virtual construction elements for a virtual Pool House: (a) note the above or 'god-like'
the view at floor levelcavatal at acute to the floor
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Instead, once it was 'discovered' that they could float above the space of the props, this

became the prefened viewpoint. For example, in Chat Excerpt 3.1 Julie alid Sally are

explaining to me why this was good for designing the pool house.

Chat Excerpt 3.1
28 theodor': i uoticed that you are both up in the air looking down
30 Julie: because it is good for des[igning]
3l Sally: we think it's better... [for getting] rhe composition þ.ightl32 theodor: Julie, why do you think it is better for design?
33 Julie: usually we design on plan first
35 Julie: also you can imagine the space you define
36 Sally: yes, kinda like [a] bubble, basic form and composition (DMM, 03/07 102,

13:0 l)
This 'wol'king fi'om above' mode was evident across both the 2002 and 2003 cohorts. For

example, in one case in the 2003 cohort it was lefen'ed to as designing from the 'sky' (see

Clrat Excerpt3.2).

Chat Excerpt 3.2
o^o7 rrçvrl: ...uuatl sËç utcspauc [rroIIU aDOVe

93 Trevor: [this is] plerry good
94 Trevor: for... design[ing] frorn the sky (DMM, 21105103,11:21)

Chat Excerpt 3.3
43 Troy: i am on the top vl
44 Rod:just use 4 walls for the house
45 Troy: os i can see what is going on plan \
14 Troy: lri Rod i am at top
75 Rod: itry to go to the top... good idea
76 Troy: so i can see plan but i can't see section
104 Rod: i m on the elevation view
105 Rod: u go back to the top view (DMM, 16/05/03,12:00-1300)

From the 'above' mode, both the 2002 and 2003 cohorts seemed to be using the props as

cutout shapes moving them around as one does when erasing and making marks on a drawn

plan. Chat Excerpt 3.4 shows that it was not just a preference for working in plan or above but

that the tool was also more difficult to work with at floor level.

Chat Excerpt 3.4
4l theodor: earlier on [I uoticed] neither of you knew about or used the plan view,

instead you navigated at floor level
42 Julie: yes i know, [it is] just an option
44 Sally: we didn't know how to [at first]
46 theodor: do you think tlre expel'ience of working at floor level was diffelent to what

you are doing now?
4'7 Julie: it is hard for you to couh.ol these elernents [at floor level]
48 Sally: definitely, especially when you had to start with the basic fonn from looking

at floor level (DMM, 03101/02,13:06).
Hencefolth, the working or 'planning' from above mode was used extensively. In Chat

Excerpt 3.5 both participants agree that this 'planning' is a critical part of designing.

Chat Excerpt 3.5
1 16 Sally: planning is critical in design, and planning is better when u can see face to

face
I 18 theodol: Sally: do you think the planning you did with Julie was face ro face in a

virtual world?
120 Sally: it is proved here, we can do the planning / design ilì a matter of 10 mins [(on

paper)l as compared to lengthy time [in the 3DVE]
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1.23 theodor: Sally: does this tnean it was easier to plan in a virtual world than say on

paper?

Sally: absolutely no

theodor: Sally: so you think.it is quicker to plan on paper?

Sally: yes

Sally: â lot of communication goeb not [just] in writing, but in body language [too]
(DMM, 03107 102, 13:40).

124
121

128
130

This notion of planning from above was consistent across both the 2O02 and 2003 cohorts' In

the 2003 cohort other architectural drawing convention terminologies also entered the

communications. For example, in Chat Excerpt 3.6 'plan' and 'section' appear; and, in Chat

Excerpt 3.7 'elevation' and 'top view' are mentioned.

Chat Excerpt 3,6
43 Troy: i am on the toP [view mode]

45 Troy: [fromhere] i can see what is going on [in] plan

1 5 Rod: i [will] hy to go to the top [too] , . .. [Peter, this is a] good idea
j6 Troy: ...i can see [the] plan but i can't see [the] section (DMM, 16/05103,12:13)'

Chat Excerpt 3.7
104 Rod: i m on the elevation view
105 Rod: u go back to the top view (DMM, 16lÙ5/03' 12:29)'

While Chat Excerpts 3.6 and 3.7 also demonstrate partners working in different modes - one

above and one below - coordinating their design moves. However, this was quickly

abandoned in favour of extensive use of the earlier above mode.

They used the presence of their partners in the vírtual space to speculate on their design moves

(see Chat .bxcerpt 3.8).

Chat Excerpt 3.8
49 theodor: what about knowing that iomeone else was in the scene with you?

50 Sally: that helps, but the system is difflrcult for the communication to go smooth[ly]

52 theodor: was it important to be able to "see" another avatarþerson in the scene?

53 Sally: i think so

58 Sally: then, you will know what the person is up to, kinda speculate

60 Sally: or see what the person is actually doing, or 'looking' [at] (DMM, 03/07102,

13: l0).
This led to conversation debating the relative merits and validity of designing for privacy in

physical and virtual envilonments (see Chat Excerpt 3.9).

Chat Excerpt 3.9
'76 theodor: so what constitutes a private space?

77 Sally: [to] uot be seen from side ways?, in this context?
'18 theodor: do you agree with this Julie?

80 Julie: I agree [with] SallY

81 theodorrso, how do you know no-one can see you from the side in the virtual

space?

82 Sally: yes

83 Julie: virtual and physical [spaces] a¡e different

84 theodor: ok, how are they different?
85 Julie: in virtual space you... [would be able to] see each other even in [a so-called]

'private'space
86 Julie: but in physical space you can't see [because there are physical ba¡riers

obscuring the viewl
8l Sally: different but similar i would say (DMM, 03107102,13t24)

And a similar debate ensued in the 2003 cohort (see Chat Excerpt 3.10 and 3.11)'
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Chat Excerpt 3.10
48 Heleu: we just [need to] covel the roorn [with a wal] or scr.een in between]
49 Helen: so they cau't see eacir othel'.
119 Helen: it is private because we can't see eaclr other
183 A.nu: I... think so... too! If we ale both... in different roolns we can't see each

other. Thet'e is no direct visual contact.
191 Ann: Alright we were designing the space keeping [the] physical world in mind bur

thele exists nothing like PRIVACY in [a] virtual world.
192 Helen: yes

1,93 Helen: that's true
194 Helen: so what is privacy?
195 Helen: is thele any privacy in tbe real wolld also?
208 Ann: we have sorne lules in [the] Physical world.... Those rules... [ensure our]

PRIVACY [is preserved]
209 Helen: but someolìe can break your lules
220 Helett: so privacy is there, [but only] if we aglee to [obselve] the sarne lules [as in

tlre physical wolldl
228 Ann: [but] you calìuot take it for granted hence,. . . in cybel'space, there exists no

word [or concept] like plivacy (DMM, 16/05/03,13:51).
Chat Excerpt 3.11
63 theodor: have you determined what privacy means in a virtual world?
ó5 joilr: privacy means you cau't see them cirangrng ciothes'i
75 Denis: a firewall is a useful wall iu the virt-ual woirld... these are no good!
83 Denis: i can see you!!lnin cybelspace! (DMM, 14105103,12:35-13:40) (continued

il Chat Excerpt 3.13).

Having established the lules for designing a private space in the physical world they

concluded that it sirnply did not apply to the virtual wolld. As most of the participants in this

exercise were able to deduce the lack of privacy of the 3DVE, they did not feel compelled to

use each other as prompts to check for privacy as tlìey might have in a physical-world setting,

such as in Chat Excerpt 3.12.

Chat Excerpt3.l2
88 theodor: so what does this lnean about privacy in virtual space?
89 Sally: it is more h'auspal'ent in [a] vir.tual world
90 theodor: can there be such a tlúlìg as a pl.ivate space in virtual space?
91 Sally: i don't think so
93 theôdor: Sally: why not?
94 Sally: auythiug linked to the computer/server, satellite is not private
92 Julie: [in this sense,] you can['t] use virtual tools to design space for physical goals.
97 theodor: [so] do you think it matters ifyou can see othel people in the space or ¡ot?
98 Sally: it is good to test whether privacy is really rìecessary
lO4 theodor': Sally: you say it is good to test but you didn't coo¡'dinate the other person

to prove it (DMM, 03107102,13:35).

In fact, only one pair (from the 2003 cohort) used each other to check for privacy. But they

quickly ardved at a similar conclusion - that privacy v/as not possible in this virtual

environment (see Chat Excerpt 3.13)

Chat Excerpt 3.13
65 John: pt'ivacy meaus you calr't see tlrern changing clothes?
66 Deuis: lol, doubt it's that easy to determine
61 Denis: digital voyeurs [(Denis moves l-oof elernent to one side)]
68 John: uorv you can see them changing clothes-from Lhe top
69 John: what happen to the roof?
10 John: why remove the loof?
7 I Denis: just discussing
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72
13
75

76
77

Denis: we don't need the roof
Denis: coz u can look in anyway
Denis: a firewall is a useful wall in the virtual world... [but] these [virtual] walls are

no good!
Denis: i can see you!!! [(John had moved iltto the space to demonstrate)]
Jobn: i can see you [too] [(John is looking up towards Denis who is above looking
down)l
Denis: yeah well I'm not hiding fiike you]
John: now i amin [a] private space [(John moves to the other 'private' space)]

John: can you see me?

Denis: ok ill look for u again
Denis: i can [always] see you... in cyberspace (DMM, 14105103, 13:16).

78
80
8l
82
83

Being 'seen' in the virtual environment extended also to the ghost-like (my term adopted by

the participants) movement of objects - design moves by the other partner could be seen in

real-time, synchronised with their actions. For example, in Chat Excerpt3.I4 Sally could 'see'

the spaces Julie cleated.

Chat Excerpt 3.14
139 theodor: Julie and Sally: how did you feel to see objects moving around on their

own like ghosts?

l4l Sally: interesting for me
142 Julie: yes interesting
146 Julie: you know actually the ghost [is] moved by somebody, and you can see the

design idea oftheirs instantly
147 Sally: yes Julie
148 theodor: Sally: are you talking about how you can move objects or how they seem

to move on their own (that is, when Julie moves them)?
151 Sally: [it is] interesting to see [the] other's instant act

152 Julie: I... [felt I was] lost when I was moving these elements (DMM, 03107/02,
13:44).

4.3.9 Chat Dialogue Analysis

4.3.9.1 TIæ View front Above

From the chat dialogues it is clear there was little spatial experimentation at the 'floor level'

of the design space. Once they 'discovered' they could float above the space of the props, this

became their plefened operating mode. They claimed this 'working from above' mode was

good for design; better for getting the composition 'right', and imagining the spaces defined

as well composed. These are all phrases that can equally be applied to designing in plan on

paper. They seemed to be using the props as cutout shapes moving them around as one does

when erasing and making marks on a drawn plan. Chat Excerpt 3.3 shows that it was not just

a preference for working in plan or above but that the tool was also more difficult to work

with at floor level (discussed in more detail in the Discussion Chapter). Using the view from

above dominated this case study.
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Palticipants fi'om both the 2002 and 2003 cohorts ag'eed 'planning' was critical to designing

(see Clrat Excerpts 3.4 and 3.5). Interestingly, other a-r'chitectural drawing conventiorr

terlrinologies were included also in their spatial communications, such as 'plan', 'section',

and 'elevation' (see Chat Excerpt 3.5 and 3.6). This hints at the influence of their plior

architectural training, including planning on how they approach this task (discussed in more

detail in the Discussion Chapter).

While the use of other architectural drawing convention terms in Chat Excerpts 3.5 and 3.6

demonstrates partners working in different rnodes, the mole extensive use of the planning

fi'om above mode tends to support the case for 'thinking in plan' acting in 3D. This strong

desire to work in 2D or plan mode lirnited their use of the perspectival tool in front of thern. In

turn, it also raised the question: what can this tell me about their perceptions of the tool? My

assumption was that planning was adopted in this case study exercise because it is the way tlle

participants were trained to view design space. As mentioned previously, it was also a

function of the difficulty they encounteled in using the tool to manipulate the props at floor

level. At flool level in the 3DVE, if something is moved, consistent with perspectival

geometry, it appears to get srnaller. This makes it difficult to judge wltere it is in relation to

other objects around ìt - it is simply in front of or behind another object. It is even more

difficult to judge when one is viewing the object at an oblique angle.

The day following cornpletion of the exercise, in one of the planned interviews with both

partners present, I asked Julie, fi'om fhe2002 cohort, what she meant by her oomment in Chat

Excerpt 3.4 that, it was "hard... to control... [the] elements" at floor level? She replied that,

"when I touch[ed] it [it] run [sic] away." This 'runnin g away' is what happens when the angle

between the plane sensor and its actioning plane (x-z) are the salne or close, actions become

exaggerated. In other wotds, the plane sensor works better at an angle to the plane. However,

when I asked Julie's partner Sally the same question she said that "once I got it all arranged

the way I wanted [it] it looked right [at floor level] but not in plan [from above]." This seems

to confirm my first impression that it was both a function of the tool's sensitivity and their

unfarniliarity with this type of view when using the 3DVE to visualise the spaces in a

consistent manner at floor level.

Using the above view, it was clearly easiel to gauge distances between objects because they

could see them all in the same instance. This was further assisted by the other known fact, that

they could only be moved in the x-z plane. Hence, it was also a product of a planar design
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space. Once the participants realised this (that objects could only be moved on one plane and

that they could get an overview from above) they then made assumptions about what the

spaces they created would look like after ananging the props below them before they went

down into the space - to floor level - to check.

Using the view from above, they appeared to be working at the level of the plan without

hatting to visualise the spaces created. They simply knew they would be 'right'. This

confidence seems to have come from the certitudes of the tool itself and apragmatíc

acceptance of its inherent accuracies. As a product of Perez-Gomez and Pelletier's (1997)

'epistemological perspectivism' (its presuppositions and foundations, and its extent and

validity), the participants in this third case study exercise seemed to be accepting the ontology

(the metaphysical nature) of the perspectival spaces they encountered as real and fixed, thus

predictable, It should, and did appear to, support their imaginings of the spaces they mapped

out with props which acted as surrogate plan markin gs24 .I got this impression from Sally's

2OO2 chatcomment, that she could use this 'planning' feature to get a 'better composition'

(see Chat Excerpt 3,1). In the interview organised on the day after the exercise I asked Sally

why she thought working from above helped produce a better composition, She said, "I could

see it in there and it was like a real room so [I knew] it was right," In other wotds, with the

roof elements removed, the layout of the floor plan was obvious. In fact, the slight

convergence of lines receding towards the floor assisted the perception of a space with depth

(see figure 33) - something a 2D plan alone does not do other than as a one-point sectional

perspective. When I asked her partner Julie in the same interview why she thought it made it

easier to 'imagine (necessary to visualise the spaces of a plan) the spaces she defined'

(boundaries defined by conventional markings) from Chat Excerpt 3.1 she said, "the blocks

[(plops)] are in plan and when I moveldl them.. . [they made the] space I want[ed]." The

spaces she was describing were actually pre-inmgined'conect' spaces, In other words, she

didn't need to imagine the space because the tool was acting out her imagination for her. In

fact, in a2003 chat log this was made explicit (see Chat Excerpt 3.15).

Chat Excerpt 3.15
60 Trevor: I think we cau visualise the space[s] without even be[ing] in them (DMM,

21105103, I 1:59).

Here is a new spatial construct: the pre-imagined space as a product of the tool as a dynamic

interactive perspective.

2a I¡ this sense, the props could be seen to act as traditional plan signifiers (wall, window, column).
ts7



Figure 33. View fi'om above with roof elements moved out of tlre way revealing a 'room' with
val cues

Howevet, these pre-imagined spaces were not always easily communicated to their partners.
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convinced she was actually seeing what her partner was. Her allusion to speculation seems to

suggest that simply being able to occupy the other's position in a 3DVE did not guarantee one

will share their pre-imagined 'vision' as such, This is despite the ability to adopt the other's

location being a key tenet of the power of perspective and central to the notion of a universal

order, defined by rules and laws, Instead, it highlights the very personal nature of the mental

constructs used to make sense of the spaces depicted.

4.3.9.2 Notions of Privacy andTranspat'ency inthe 3DCVE

The next major issue to be raised was the notion of privacy. Their notions of privacy and the

relative merits of designing for plivacy in physical and virtual environments was discussed at

length by both the 2002 and 2003 cohorts (see Chat Excerpts 3.8, 3.9, 3,10, 3. 1I,3.I2, and

3.13). Having established the rules for designing a private space in the physical world most

concluded that it sirnply did not apply to the virtual world. They ascertained that the 3DVE

allowed for a non-private overview to be captured because the viewer is extant to the space,

whereas in a physical architectural space it would be difficult to see past the walls to the

overall space because they would be within the space. This exploration of the notion of

privacy exposes their thinking through the virtual media revealing something about physical

spaces they would not ordinarily have thought about. This is what Coyne (1995) refers to as

how VR may reveal new ways of thinking about what 'reality' is.

The notion of an 'all-seen' transparent space was an aftefact of the 3DCVE which facilitated a

global view even when they were immersed in it. In other words, as revealed earlier, the
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'above view' allowed them to look into the spaces much like in a plan, but it was also a view

with some perspectival cues present. Added to this, the apparent cefiitudes of perspective

meant they 'knew' what the spaces they mapped out from above would look like before they

went down into thern because they trusted the inherent certainties of the technology they were

using to be consistent with their expectations. (An example of this is contained in Trevor's

visualising the spaces without being in them (see Chat Excerpt 3.15)). Within this certitude

they were also in total control. They could move any element to reveal the spaces contained -
such as the roof. It follows therefole that they had an awareness of the spaces as 'mentally

transparent spaces' - spaces containing objects without substance. The 3DVE manifested their

pre-imagined view and dissolved any barriers in the way of it. This is quite unlike notions of

privacy in both the view of a plan and its constructed physical corollary. Normal notions of

privacy were not valid with the 3DVE version, the participants could simply move the roof

elements to one side and 'see' in. This also meant there was literally nowhere to hide fiom the

view of the other partner. Hence, Julie was quite right when, in Chat Excerpt 3.9, she said "in

virtual space you... [would be able to] see each other even in [a so-called] 'private' space."

In a sense, this also announces yet another type of spatial constructpeculiar to this case study:

one where an overview is always present - the remembered layout view from above. Yet they

did not need to be in the above view to know it was available. To make sense of this, one can

draw on an analogous correlation between the way one of Piaget and Inhelder's (1956) pre-

perspective infants depicts all the legs of a table and the all-inclusive nature of the 3DVE

overview. Even though an infant may not ordinarily be able to see all the legs of a table at

once, tbey will include them in their drawings because they 'know' they are there. Similarly,

although Julie and Sally could not see everything in every view of a 3DVE they already

'knew' what it was that was obscured because they could shift their view to include them' In

this sense, they were already mentally included.

In broader terms, whele the perspectival image plesent in a 3DVE differs from its mature,

traditionally static, depiction of, for example, a table in perspective, is the way it is extended.

With the traditionally static perspective one cannot go behind the picture to see the missing or

obscured legs, whereas with the 3DVE one can dynamically change the view to find them.

Indeed, I would suggest that a conviction based on one's prior acculturation to the perspectival

norms of a 3DVE is so strong that one does not even need to check if this is true. I saw this

occuning in the way, despite being a logical method, most of the participants in this exercise

deduced the lack of privacy of the 3DVE, hence did not feel compelled to use each other as
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prompts to check for privacy as they might have in a physical-world setting. Such as in Chat

Excerpt 3.1 1 .

When asked at the interview the next day why Sally did not check whetber tbe plivate spaces

tbey had created were actually private she replied, "I made some [private] rooms but I realised

that it didn't matter so we gave up." In other words, no matter what they did their partner

could always find a way to expose them. Privacy in their 3DCVE was a fundameritally flawed

concept and not worth trying to prove. Thus, without conducting an exhaustive testing regime,

the increased ability to verify this in a 3DVE seems to reconfirm this pair's subconscious

acceptance of the perspectivist's epistemological ontology. In fact, only one pair (from the

2003 cohort) used each other to check fol privacy, But they quickly an'ived at a similar

conclusion - that privacy was not possible in this virtual environment (see Chat" Excerpt 3.13)

That tlrey all arrived at a similar notion of the apparent transparency to privacy in the virtual

environment tends to support the 'all-seen' spatial concept - the notion that all spaces can be

known or computed hence do not need to be in-view to be 'seen', 'felt to be present',

'intuited', or'rectl-ised'. Being able to see (rnentally visualise) all spaces at once, even from

within them, tended to conflate the imagined spaces of their 'thinking in plan' with the actual

3DVE design spaces they created. This meant their normal concepts of privacy simply did not

hold in a 3DVE. They resolved that the virtual environment was not good for designing

physical private spaces by virtLre of this 'tLansparency'. In fact, there was (ahnost) always

someone else 'in there' with them and this someone else had the same access to the all-seen

Íansparency of the 3DVE. Where this differs from their notions of privacy associated with a

dt'awn plan is in the manner that a plan is mole closely linked to its physical product and so

contains (ontologically) opaque elements. The 3DVE, on the other hand, stood alone as its

own raison cl'etre. This transparent 'nonspace' of a 3DVE is what Weltheirn (1999) refers to

as a constructed cyberspace (see chapter 2).

4.3.9.3 Design Moves in the 3DCVE

Design moves in the 3DCVE were mornents of shared visual orientation. In Chat Excerpt

3.14, where Julie says, when "you know. .. fthe object was] moved by 'somebody'... [I could]

see their idea instantly", I took this to mean design moves by their partner could be seen in

real-titne, synchronised with their actions. Similally, Sally's claim that it is "interesting to lbe

able] to see ftheJ other's act" or design Íìove, I interpreted to mean, unlike a dlawn plan, Sally

could see both Julie's 'marks' and the spaces she created with them. Here the construction
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elements or props acted as malkings much like their conesponding signifier would be on a

plan. But, the spaces created did not have to be imaginatively visualised. This is because, as

discussed earlier, the 3DVE provided a pre-imagined visualisation of the resultant spatial

anangements. ln other words, without having to imagine their design moves before acting

them out they just transformed the given elements to see what arrangements were possible

(this is similar to working with physical blocks)'

Orienting themselves in the design space, I noticed their use of different views were akin to

zooming. Much like, when one marks a plan one may mentally 'take a step back' to get an

overview of their localised changes at a global scale, in the 3DVE these palticipants were

using, they instantiated this 'stepping back' by zooming out. In one case this was confused

with the 'zoom extents' function in the CAD programs they were more familiar with (see Chat

Excerpt 3.16). Zoom extents was not a feature of the tool I developed.

Chat Excerpt 3.16
62 Anu: how to do zoomextent?
63 theodor: are you talking about the computer monitor ol' a screen eleme¡t in the

virtual world?
64 theodor: Anu you are thinking like CAD (DMM' 16/05/03, 13:10)'

Despite not having access to a CADlike zoom extents function, they did change their view to

encompass different possibilities and the implications their localised changes made on the

global - a kind of zooming. However, when someone else was making the changes they not

only got a different view (to that of a traditional plan and from the other's) but as discussed

earlier, without any agreed marking conventions they could not be sure they were interpreting

the other's actions as consistently as they might do with a plan. The 'above' view afforded a

better chance for a consistent interpretation, but this relied on the other actor also making their

design moves from above too. Hence, two distinct types of design space emelged: the plan

suuogate above view design space; and, the immersed floor-level design space. The first is

closer to, and extends, the traditional plan view, while the latter confounds any consistent

interpretation either frorn the same level or from the same location as its creator. Nevertheless,

in the ostensibly orthogonal environment used in this third exercise the floor-level design

moves could be consistently interpreted from the above view (assuming the props used were

logical),

That the floor'-level view confounds interpretation from anywhere but above suggests that the

perspective image actually loses its unifying continuity when the objects in it are being

transformed. It was in these moments that their vision was disrupted rather than enhanced by
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the other's actions. They seemed to focus on the moving object rather than the overall

cotnposition and then had to re-focus on the newly created 'picture'. This is plesent in Julie's

final chat statement: "I... [felt I was] lost when I was moving these elements" (see Chat

Excerpt 3.14). At the interview the next day I asked her why she felt lost when moving the

objects. She replied, "I forget [sic] where I was.... I moved it and then [I] couldn't find Sally

to see [where] it is, . . . I felt lost until Sally. . . [was] there." This is in contrast to her earlier

statement in the same chat excerpt that, after an object has been "moved by sornebody... you

can see. .. [their] design... instantly," This suggests that the disruption was both visual and

social; that Julie was relying on a connection to Sally's ptesence as part of a socially

contextualised design lnove. Ft'om here I can perhaps confirm the overwhelming core

reflection by all participants that it was as much a social exercise as it was a mechanical

explotation; that they indeed felt a social connection to the resultant design outcomes because

the whole exercise was a highly socialised affair,

4.3.10 Overall Outcornes

Flom the chat analyses three key issues emerge: the working in plan mode; the concept of an

ontologically transparent spatial consffuct; and, the different approach to getting oriented in

the space of the 3DCVE. The working in plan mode included:

. using props as cutout shapes irr plan;

o the overview, view from above, and thinking in plan modes;

¡ this as a function of both their architect's training and the tool's inability to work well

at floor level;

r unlike a plan, there was no need to imagine spaces in the 3DVE;

o assumptiotls about the certitudes of the tool and its incumbent perspective ontology;

. seeing props as sunogate markings;

o the 3DVE created pte-imagined spaces, but these were not easily communicated to

others as a design 'vision';

o the deconstruction of perspective's hegemony; and

r due to their plior architectural tlaining mapped onto the 3DVE spaces, the need for a

new iconic language for describing design moves in a 3DVE.

The ontologically transparent spatial construct centred on the notion of an 'all-seen' view.

Olientation issues were different to those identified in the two previous case studies. The

combined predictable trajectories of the other's avatar and objects meant it appeared easier to

get oriented in the space of the 3DCVE. From these, two main types of design space emerged:
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the from above design space (easier to interpret because it was closer to the working in plan

mode); and, the floor-level design space (which required refocusing, and confounded

interpretation because it was difficult to follow the changes in spatial affangements at floor

level).

4.3.11 On Reflection

I set out to investigate how design students report their experiences of collaborating on a

single design exercise in a shared-obje.ct multiuser virtual environment. I thought, by getting

students to design and construct a virtual pool house with a private space, that they would

have to devise a strategy for communicating their spatial interactions (the only form of

communication between them being the chat channel). I did not know in advance what this

would necessarily 'throw up' (in Guba and Lincoln's sense), other than: I had design students

working in a medium for which they had had little or no prior experience with. The motive for

having them physically separated and using online chat was the same as in the previous two

case-study exercises. A primary assumption was that the shared virtual environment was a

perspectival medium and that how theparticipants worked with this medium would reveal

itself through the exercise. I did not know in advance just how this would occur or even what

to look for. What happened of most significance in relation to the core topic of this thesis,

how students interact with and navigate the perspective of a 3DVE, was the way they chose to

adopt the plan view extensively, their discovery of a ffansparency ontology associated with the

media, and an object-dependent orientation strategy'

The three different spatial realities that emerged included: the plan mode; the transparent

ontology; and, the object-object-screen frame-viewer dependent orientation strategy. V/hat

this told me was that: firstly, the urge to design in plan was a dominant feature of their prior

architectural training and, for the particular style and elements included in this exercise, it

seemed quite appropriate to work in this mode; secondly, the very transparent nature of the

media, as objects without substance, negated any conventional notions of privacy in such

environments; and, thirdly, the shared-object design space with avatars facilitated a different

kind of orientation strategy than that found in the two previous case-study exercises,

Combined, their spatial realities tend to demonstrate the ontological strength of perspectival

media to inculcate a definitive veracity that promoted a certain confidence in their design

decision making. I would not have been able to explore these notions without the process of

going back and checking with the students what they meant by particular passages in a chat
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log, corntnents at one of the forums, or subsequent chance meetings, It rvas this triangulation

that gave the study its depth.

4.3.12In Summary

The pedagogical aim of this case-study exercise was to engage design students in a joint

assernbly project immersed in a 3DCVE; a virtual place for design exchanges to occur; aplace

where they could construct their own learning in a game-like risk-free fun environment. The

motive of the gams was to create a private space in a 3DCVE. To do this they explored

various pool house designs. Conventiotrs for expression in their collaborative designing

invoked garne-like rules, the rules ordeled conduct and a cooperative assembly game emelged

where each participant cooperated with their partner towards a common design goal (Dewey,

i95i). They reacheci the conciusion that physicai-worici notions of privacy cio not hold in a

3DCVE.

The research aim was to record and analyse how they communicated their experiences in the

perspectival space of the 3DCVE. The chat logs I chose to analyse were those that I felt

contained the most enquiring and richest content. Perhaps the strongest argument that comes

out of their analysis and the subsequent clarifying interviews is the planning which occuned

in a 3DVE. Frorn this I noticed, unlike planning on paper, where the imagined spaces trigger

its iconographical code, a 3DVE is a manifestly completely imagined representation of the

same plans. However, there can be significant differences between the imagined environments

triggered by the iconography contained in a plan and its fully realised (virtual) three-

dimensional form. Howevet, wlrere there is little or no scope to change what is depicted in

plan the 3DCVE contains a dynamically unfolding nanative which relies on the interactions of

the viewer. Although both are open to reflective interpretation.

The 3DCVE puts the viewer in control. Thlough this control (and the overtness of privacy as a

game motive) they were able to come to an agleement on the very natule of the mediurn itself.

This insight into the ontological implications for a representational mediurn, ordinarily

thouglit of as sirnulating a solid and real reality, was surprising. It means that the illusion of

solidity of the scenes depicted could be dismantled and exposed as open to more interpretation

than is ordinarily attributed by rnany authors to the media. One can choose to see the solidity

or 'know' that this solidity is a semantic nonsense, or illusion. As Kubovy (1989) points out,

once the illusion is unmasked it no-longer holds the same interest. Similarly, Brunelleschi's
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peep-hole was once an amusing,trick which after being mastered, held little enduring interest

as a legitirnate art form,

4.4 Chapter Summarv

This chapter reported on and analysed the case studies which form the raw data for this thesis.

The pedagogical exercise that form the basis of the case studies moved in a sequential manner

from sirnple physical-virtual object manipulation, through spatial identification on a plan and

navigation of the spaces depicted in a 3DVE, to shared virtual-object manipulation towards a

single design goal. The communications captured in their chat exchanges were analysed in

detail. In the neit chapter I tease out in yet more detail some of the key issues raised. in

particular, those that relate specifically to the role of perspective in communicating spatiality.
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5.0Introduction

The case studies investigated in this thesis raised many issues with regard to the role of

perspective in 3DVEs. Not all were envisioned in the original research question - many arose

in process. This chapter begins with a review of the objectives, questions and premise as

stated at the beginning of the study and my answers to these initial inquiries. In order to

encompass a broader interpretation from the inquiry data uncovered, I next reframe the

research question. This reframing reflects my experience of having undertaken the research.

5.0.1 The Shift in Aim

The original aim of the study was to investigate the role of perspective in real-time 3DVEs.

This was ernbarked upon in the first instance as a critical review of the literaturc relating to

the origins ofperspective, the role ofperspective in architectural visualisation and pedagogy,

and (once an outline for developing a series ofcase study investigations hadbeen established)

a literature review of contemporary studies of how architecture students interact with real-time

3DVEs. The oliginal aim has since shifted slightly to accommodate a richer, more meaningful

understanding of the case studies that form the core of this thesis. In the following paragraphs

I will revisit the original aim and describe how and why this shift was necessary.

5.0.2 Revisiting the Original Aim

In summary, the literature review tends to promote the argument that, based on the various

scholarly studies of the parallel rise of perspective and the scientific method since the ltalian

Renaissance, perspective has had a pervasive influence on the manner in which the world is

viewed in the West (see Chapter 2 for a more detailed overview). Viewed in perspective, the

world is thought of in terms of a collection of objects in a 3-axes spatial coordinate system2s.

'Where 
the combined perspective and its undellying scientific veracity find their greatest

explession was in the nineteenth-century photograph. This has only recently been reconfirmed

in the algorithmic constructions of perspective in 3D computer graphics programs. What is

more pertinent to this thesis, however, is the way the day-to-day practice of the architect, and

architecture pedagogy, is permeated by perspective, its geometric formulations, and

incumbent ideologies. To understand how this came about, I included in the literature review

a historical overviel of the rise ofperspective and its role in architecture, architecture

pedagogy, and investigations into how architecture students interact with and navigate 3D

'5 Vy'hile this Cartesian spatialisation scheme came after the mathematical ref,rnement of perspectiv e per se.

Desca¡tes' coordinate system built on this earliel work.
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virtual environments. 'What the historical overview did was to establish the grounds for the

objectifying ideology central to perspective. This suggests that perspective is not a value-free

method fol leplicating or representing how we see the world. Instead, it imposes a particular

order. Indeed, that the perspective ontology pervades our very existence. What almost all the

authors reviewed agree on is the importance of the rise of perspective and the way it is used to

shape the way the wolld áround us can be articulated. Perspective and its recording techniques

assist the documenting of architectural form and provides a consistent means for

communicating spatial concepts which can be accurately interpreted by a variety of different

people with sirnilar results. The literature review concluded with an oveiview of other

authors' investigations of architecture students' interaction with and navigation of 3DVEs

(real-time perspective media), All the issues raised in the literature review relate to what

perspective is. Hence, the initiai research question seemeci sounri:

Hout do students of architecture interact with and navigate the perspective of a real-

tinte 3DVE?

As such the next section addresses this question as it relates to the case studies directly.

Following this is my rationale for fonnulating a slightly altered research question which yields

more, and more varied, results than is suggested by the initial research question.
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5.1 Perspective Issues

5.1.1 Introduction

According to the main thrust of the literature review, perspectival technologies instil a

particular ideology and framing of how spatial concepts can be conceptualised. As such, I
sought to tease out the issues surrounding the effect and affect of perspective in the 3DVE

component of the various case-study exercises. The following discusses the issues that

emelged and their relevance and impact on communicating spatial concepts by the

participants in my exercises.

5.1.2 Adopting the Other's View

A common, recurring, theme in the literature rerriew was the notion that perspective allows

one to see what the artist intended the viewer to see; that if only the viewer could adopt the

artist's position they would see what the artist saw. This is particularly well articulated in

Wertheim (1999) and Romanyshyn's (1992) notion of a locus of meaning associated with a

perspective's centric point (dramatically demonstrated in de Vries' etching, see figure on page

3). However, what I found in my case study exercises was that participants had trouble

'seeing' what the other participant could see despite this being clearly possible using the

technology available to them. They had even greater trouble trying to communicate these

'visions' using perspective cues.

5.1.2.1The Fallacy of the PrivilegedViewing Position

Perhaps the most significant finding in relation to the perspective ideology espoused by the

literature was the assumption that perspective should allow one to see or experience the same

vision that the creator intended at the time of its conception, by adopting their exact viewing

position (such as standing on Pozzo's yellow dot under his 1690 ceiling fresco in the Church

of St Ignazio, Italy) - literally standing in their place. This is exemplified in de Vries' etching

(see figure on page 3) - one can see the artist has adopted the centric position in their work.

By implication, standing in the same spot, the viewer should see not just what the artist

created but their vision too - as the perspective is promoted as a realisation of that vision.

Attempts by rny participants to use this principle of perspective to communicate their design

visions occuned in all three cases studies, In case study 01, it was the need to establish a

succinct communication code so one partner could 'see' what the other saw. In case study 02,

it was the ability to adopt the same position as the other by moving into it. In case study 03, it

was the realisation of the pre-imagined spaces. However, in all case studies one partner was
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not able to visualise what the othel dicl by simply adopting a eommon location. At least they

were not able to arrive at consensus that they were all seeing the same thing. Instead, design

visions - whethel acted out using the physical or virtual blocks in case study 01, part of a

spatial experience of a boundary condition in case study 02, or a shared design move in case

study 03, such that each partner could manipulate their view to match the other's - tended to

be highly pelsonal, and neithel easily captured by the other, nor communicated textually, by

simply occupying the same viewing location.

5.1.2.2 A Personal Visiott

In case study 03 Sally was clearly convinced she could not slmre her partner's vision by

sirnply adopting the sarne location. Fol er-ample, in chat ex-ceryt 3-8, ". . . was it impoltant to be

able to "see" anothet avatar/petson in the scene?" Sally replied, I "think so.... Then, you will

know what the person is up to. . .. Kinda speculate. . ., or see what the person is actually doing,

or 'looking' [at]". She merely 'speculated' on what her partner was seeing. This is despite the

very feature of the 3DVE, its perspective view, and the ability to control the viewpoint, being

a key tenet of the power of perspective and central to the notion of a universal order, defined

by lules and laws. In othel words, if the same rules are applied then the same solution should

be anived at. Instead, Sally's allusion to speculation highlights the very personal nature of the

mental constructs - not the certainty of the perspective view - used to make sense of the

spaces depicted. Even the raw, minirnalist perspectival nature of the VRMI- scenes - sirnple

orthogonal shapes sans shadows or any other realism cues other than perspectival geometry -
was often interpreied in more than one way when a design vision was being communicated.

For example, in chat exceryt 1.3 and I.4b, " .. . did you do the H one?"; and, "So are you

talking about the l-l rnodel and about filling the gaps so it should be like l=l?" Instead of seeing

the same thing when presented from the same location, they seemed to be interpreting the

spaces, in a Gestalt-like sense - the mapping of their prior expeliences and understandings of

the shapes presented - and used this to form their impressions ol judgements of what their

partner could see or visualise. It was clearly difficult for the participants to communicate these

irnpressions to each other using text, or within the 3DVE itself. This begs the question

whether or not perspective is an efficient mode of communicating spatial concepts at all?

5.1.3 Is Perspective the Designer's Spatial Lingua Francø?

Once participants discovered the view fi'om above they tended to use this mode extensively. It

rnade it easier for thern to communicate design actions. They seemed to be communicating in
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a mode that negated the benefits of the three-dimensional spaces below them. It was the most

effective method for them to communicate their essentially two-dimensional moves,

5 , 1 .3 . 1 The View from Above as Flattened P erspective

Unlike the supposed universality of perspective to communicate design visions, design visions

tended instead to be a personal affair not easily communicated to others using perspective

principles alone, Many methods of communicating their visions were used which did not

include perspective cues. Most prominent were planar expressions such as in chat excerpt 1.5,

"...now I'm going to use the square on the left and the rectangular lblock] on the right to

create an l-shape". These seemed to have been derived from their extensive use of the view

from above.

The participants' use of planar expressions derived from the above view to communicate

design decisions raises the question: was this because they put more faith into their training in

established architectural drawing conventions to communicate visual or spatial meanings, or

because perspective is not the linguafi"anca, touted by many authors on the subject, for

communicating three-dimensional concepts? From my observations, I suggest it was a

combination of both; that, for these design students, 2D,planar, iconic, symbolic,

lepresentations were just more effective than the real-time perspective of the 3DVE for

communicating design moves. This meant they were constantly trying to enforce their pre-

known spatial conventions (such as markings on a plan) onto the perspectival spaces they

encountered, which limited them to acting in a particular way (viewing from above). Their

mapping of pre-imagined spatial consÍucts (visualisations of a plan) onto the 3DVE were also

rnanifestly contained within the forms of the 3DVE itself, In other words, ftom above, objects

and spaces were simply real-ised objects and spaces 'in plan' - no less symbolic (for design

purposes) than their equivalent markings on a2D plan. What the perspective of the 3DVE did

was to extend the traditional drawn plan by eliminating the imaginative visualisation step

(identified in case study 02) that occurred between viewing a plan and interpreting its code as

a three-dimensional space. However, the basic spatial concepts remain contiguous,

Perspective, in this case, was largely redundant in both the visualisation and communication

of the spaces and objects contained.

l
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5.1.3.2 Contmunícating 3D Mottes Usirtg 2D 'Textual Pictures'.

The clearest manifestation of this apparent visualising in 3D yet acting in 2D was captured in

case study 01. From the comrnunications captured and analysed in case study 01, it appears

little distinction can be made between the efficacy of performing the given task using the

physical ol virtual blocks. Although there was an expressed preference fot the virtual,

participants were able to asselnble grammatical permutations of a typical Fedelation villa

using either physical or virtual blocks with almost similar alacrity. This seelns to have been

due to the nature of their actions. Most actions were performed in two-dimensions only, and

communicated by textually mediated 2D pictures (see chat excerpt 1.3, also discussed earlier)

As such, thìs raises the question of the role of perspective in their actions.

In other words, did their acculturation to perspectival technologies tend to conflate the viltual

with the physical when engaged in tasks requiring similar outcomes using eithor type of

object, or perhaps design students ale so immersed in perspectival virtual (CAD) technologies

that they mix real and viltual-wolld metaphors when communicating design moves? Either

way, part of this apparent hybridisation of physical and virtual world desctiptions rnay be

attributed to the objectifying nature of the underlying pelspectival technologies (espoused by

Elkin's (1994) descliption of the fundamental object-to-object relationship of a perspective

irnage). More particularly, the very nature of the virtual environments used in these exercises

were object-oriented. In other words, perhaps it was the technology itself - 3D objects

plojected onto a screen, text plojected onto the same screen, and their perceived need to

describe the manipulations in a 2-axes plane - that guided the entire process.

As the 'space of design' tended to be flattened (the plane upon which most actions were

perforrned), this suggests the third axis of the perspective image, on the screen or in the

physical world, was largely redundant. The 3-axes system of the virtual blocks simply

confounded attempts to communicate what was seen. Tl-re view fi'om above seemed to

alleviate some of this confusion. Most operations were performed in the picture plane and the

plane of motion of objects, At least tliis is how moves were communicated for both the virtual

and physical blocks. Although much communication was given over to aesthetic descriptions

of three-dimensional fotms, when focussed on the task-oriented descriptions theil design

lroves were flattened. Hence, there occuned a visual switch between 'pleasing architectural

fonh' in 3D, and 2D plagrnatic rnanipulations of the actual architectonic elements. This does

not imply that they did not 'seo' depth in the images of their irnaginations, but rather that the

depth infolrnation was largely redundant, suppressed, or subconscious.
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5.1.3.3 An htnate, Ratlrcr tlmn Perspectival, Depth

The participants seemed to be using images embedded in the wording of the texts to describe

the manipulations they wanted their partner to perform (see chat excerpt 1.5, also discussed

earlier). These embedded 'textual images' tended to be planar rather than topological.

Following the main thrust of the literature review findings one would expect to find depth

features embedded in the wording of these textual images. However, I did not find anything

that resembled a depth feature one would normally associate with perspectival notions of

depth. To understand this, first I needed to revisit traditional perspective construction.

A traditional perspective is constructed with a horizon (HII) and a station line (Lúz)

anywhere along which can be located a station point (,SP), The picture plane can thus be

divided into four quadrants as indicated in figure 34a.The relationship between the station

Iine (LtLù and the sight point (S) on the horizon could be thought of as, what I will call, a

'depth wedge'. It desclibes a wedge-shaped plane (L¡SLù as illustrated in figure 34b. This

depth wedge marks out the depth relationship between the station line and the sight point.

Fieure 34. Traditional perspective constluction.
S= sielrt point. IlIl = sieht line. LtLt = sfation line, SP = station point

s

L

H

H H
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L.
SP
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When one looks at the objects in a perspectively constructed picture they do not progressively

get further away but simply smaller. The relationShip is one of the self in relation to the

pictule as a whole. It is only when the self is removed and the space is entirely objectified,

geometrised, or Euclidean (such as that produced by a computer algorithm, or the need to

describe this phenomena such as in the oblique-view version of traditional perspective

construction depicted in figure 34b), that an axis coming out of the picture plane towards the

viewer (a z-axis) is required, to conceptualise an abstract 3-dintensional space.ln other

words, one is not ordinarlly conscious of a third axis, only the intenelationships between the
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objects depicted, the picture plane, and a complete 'image' (see Kubovy's (1989) argument on

this concept in chapter 2) - all contained within the 2D plane of the picture. Although depth

rnay be detected or experienced in a perspective picture, it is only when we begin to describe

the space depicted within the picture that a third axis is needed. As Lefebvre (1991) claims:

"...it is only when we use discourse on space that we give it dimensions etc,.." (see chapter 2

for a more detailed explanation). Hence, one must abstract the third axis from the information

contained in the picture for it to be understood as a thild axis, otherwise it is not cognised as

such - ordinarily we see the picture as a whole. Following this thesis then, the pal'ticipants in

my exercises may have seen or visualised in 3D but they communicated their 3D

visualisations as flattened2D renderings within the picture plane in what they said.I describe

tlrese flattened2D renderings as 2D 'textual pictures'. They are congluent with the plane of
--L:-,-- -l-- f- -rl-- I rl 1 Iauuull$ alsu. lll ur.Ilgr wurus, rng prauc wlrgrg ugslgn Inoves oggufs ls also tne aosu_.ac[eo

picture plane they used to textually describe what they saw. This goes some way towards

accounting for why I could not detect any perspectival depth features in their textual

descriptions.

5.1.4 Effects and Affect of the Core Perspectival Technology used

Visualising in 3D, communicating in 2D, most pronounced in case study 01, was made

explicit in case study 02. In case study 02, participants initially visualised real and irnplied

boundaries from a plan. When they tlansfened this knowledge into the 3DVE interesting

anomalies were thrown up. For example, elements ignored in plan were given different

significance in the 3DVE: where columns were considered not to constitute a significant

boundary of sorts, they appeared to do so in the 3DVE version of the plan; similarly, 'roof

over', ignored in plan, was identified in the 3DVE as a significant boundar!; and, stairs,

treated as a whole in plan, were identified individually in the 3DVE, such as in chat excerpt

2.2, " .. .i could feel the jerk whel i clirnb[ed] up or down the steps."

At filst it seems the perspectival nature of the 3DVE revealed intenelationships not obvious in

plan, such as the rnissing columns, roof over, or the stairs (treated as a whole) in plan, and re-

evaluated as irnpottant in the 3DVE; that the apparent improved clarity of the perspectival

irnagery over the plan prompted a reassessment of what constituted a significant boundary

condition. However, when the participants came to communicate some of these features they

seemed to confuse the planar feature of the plan element with its corollary in depth in the

perspectival scene. For exarnple, in chat excerpt 2.6, "...for me the boundaries are the

horizontal planes, . . . The roof and the floor." Perhaps, just as Alberti warned against trusting
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the (then) new perspective style in the sixteenth-century - that the artisan should instead put

their faith in plans, elevations, and sections alone - here too, the illusion of perspective

interfered with the participants' ability to make clear judgments about the actual significance

of the objects depicted.

On the other hand, the perspectival nature of the 3DVE did seem to facilitate more, and

different, imaginative visualisation modes than the plan could provide alone. For example, the

ability to control the view (a central feature of perspective technology) facilitated notions of

presence and the self in the 3DVE which were not present in the plan as such (other than in

the imaginative spaces that the plan might invoke). For example, in chat excerpt 2.8 Bob

claimed, ". ..if you come over to the corner where i am. . . you can see the column lines up

with the end window,... Do you think the way they line up creates a corridor?" Moreover, the

notion of the 'self in lelation to' the space and objects in it reflected Panofsky's (1991)

subject-object dichotomy discussed in Chapter 2 and reinforced the perspectivist

epistemological argument about the commodification of space (as espoused by Lefebvre

(1991) and Perez-Gomez and Pelletier (1997)) by recognising it as consisting of objects in a

void - spaces contained; the reference to the privileged viewing position - the ability to stand

where others stood - also reified the perspectivist epistemological position; and, the hide-and-

seek game in case study 02 introduced yet another point-of-view within the 3DVE - where

one did not want to be seen. To achieve this, one had to imagine the various ways they could

be seen. In a sense, in all of these one was inside the picture, much like the semi-obscured

figure in Brunelleschi's demonstrations. This is also something Damisch (1994) discusses in

relation to the Ulbino panels - the notion of the self within the perspective scene, and Piaget

and Inhelder (1956) discuss as the infant emerging from a purely haptic topological landscape

to experience themselves by imaging they can see themselves from other points of view - a

precursor to experiencing space as projective, Euclidean, or three-dimensional.

All these experiences hinged on the perspectival technology which supported them. However,

whether the participants had to be pre-acculturated to its norms is not clear. Although, as all

the participants wele design students, it is reasonable to assume they were already thoroughly

accustomed to viewing lepresentations of 3D pelspectival spaces. What was revealed were the

many different types of spatial visualisation modes or spatial realities they experienced. How

they might be contingent on the perspective spaces encountered was only one for-m of spatial

reality uncovered.
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5'1'5 Enunrerating the Participant,s various spatial Realities
Many shifts in spatial realities were experienced by the participants in these case studies. casestudy 02 gave the strongest examples' From case study 02 notes nine can be identified as:1. working at the two_dimensional level of the plan;

Z. experiencing the ,space, 
of the 3DVE;

3. a descriptive or experiential (or lived) space;
4' flip-flopping between two-dimensional and three-dimensional visualisation;5. presence in the 3DVE;
6. a visionary space not easily communicated in the 3DVE;7. the social dimension;

8. a contracted spatial reality when in hiding; and,L feeiings of omniscience or anguish in the 3DVE.

5.1.5.1 Working at rlze Two_Ditnensiotzal Level of the plan.
Pa.ticipants visualised the spaces contained in the pran. This occuned in a Gestart-rike,internalised' mental reconsh'uction of the abstract markings as extruded three-dimensionalspaces' These mentally visualised spaces did not arways translate in a one-to-one isomorphierelationship to their cor'erating space in the 3DVE. This was despite most participants,obvious attempts to rnake them relate directly.

5.1.5.2 Experiencing the ,Space, 
of tlrc 3DVE

once participants had sun'endered their visuar sense of disberief about the depictions of theBarcelona Pavition in the 3DvE, they began to experience a new spatiar rearity _ that of the3DVE space itserf' This was possibre because, in James Gibson,s (rg7g)terms, there weresimilar affordances to be found i' the depiction of objects and their. spatiar rerationships in the3DvE and ltow the pa'ticipants rnight expect to find them in the physicar worrd. on occasion,

:ffi]'n:Ï:::"::"**'tc 
actions such as rhe burnping or jerking action associated with

5.1.5.3 A Descriptit,e or Exper.iential (or Livect)Space
Two clear types of space were explicitly cor¡municated by the participants in the chat logs -descriptive and experiential (or lived in Lefebvre's (1gg1)terrns). There were arso a range ofspaees in between these two extremes' At one end, trre participants, spatiar rearity was stirl
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firmly in the physical world, whele the frame of reference was the monitor's screen. In this

descriptive space, individual objects were identified by type - walls, windows, columns, and

so on. At the other extreme, the space was a more immersive, spatial, experience. Here,

objects and spaces were referred to in terms of how they were experienced, evocative of

physical-wolld experiential space - corridors, rooms, gaps, and so on

5.1.5.4 Flip-Flopping between Two-Dimensional and Three-Dimetlsional Visualisation

There were early attempts to map the schematic conventions of the 2D plans onto the 3D

spaces of the 3DVE. This required the participant to mentally flip-flop between visualising the

2D spaces of the plan in three-dimensions and 'seeing' the 3D spaces of the 3DVE in terms of

a flattened planar 2D version. This proved to be inefficient and was quickly abandoned in

favour of 'giving over' to the 3D spaces of the 3DVE. This surrendering to the illusion of

spatiality is what Kubovy (19S9) describes as the power of the trompe I'oeilln this case, it

was an interactive, real-time, tronxpe l'oeil of the Barcelona Pavilion, albeit without the

chiaroscuro cues.

5.1.5.5 Presence inthe 3DVE

Slater et al (1996) and Knight and Brown (2003) describe presence in a 3DVE as a state of

consciousness with behaviours consistent with what would occur in everyday reality in similar

cilcumstances. While interaction with a 3DVE is hardly consistent with an everyday reality

(yet) a sense of presence was triggered for these participants in this exercise. Their presence

was further extended by their interactions with others in the scene. Their level of presence was

indicated by their expressive positioning, recorded in the chat logs, between the descriptive

and experiential spatial realities (discussed earlier).

5.1.5.6 A VisionarT Space not easily Contmunicated in the 3DVE

Despite the ability to position oneself at the exact geometrical location of another in the

3DVE, it was still not possible to capture the other's 'vision'. This represents a very personal

spatial ieality, not easily communicated by the plan or the 3DVE (described earlier).
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5.L5.7 The Social Dintension

Socialisation was enhanced by the ability to communicate using an online clrat application.

The palticipants' communications via the chat channel in conjunction with their avatar in the

3DVE fostered this social dimension. Though not a spatial reality, it was a social reality. In

turn, feelings of presence were supported and contingent upon this social reality

5.1.5.8 A Contracted Spatial Reality when in Hiding

The expansive spatiality expedenced when navigating the 3DVE was conttasted by the

contracted spatiality experienced whilst hiding in the game of hide-and-seek. This was similar

to the contracted spatial reality associated with visualising the space of the plan or the

critiquing of CAD drawings/models 'over the shoulder'.

5 . I .5.9 Feelings of Ontniscience or Anguish in the 3DVE

Whether feelings of omniscience or anguish can be defined as constituting a spatiaì reality is

not clear. An 'out-of-body' experience clearly is. However, that an emotional reaction could

be manifest in the palticipants' engagernent with the spaces depicted in the 3DVE suggests a

spatial reality of sorts. That these emotions were reported by the same cohort (2003) that

reported an out-of-body experience suggest they may also be linked, If they experienced the

omniscient reality of being in total control in the space, only to be jarred back into the

physical-world reality (invoking anguish), then this indicates the sorts of metaphysical spatial

experiences associated with an out-of-body experience.

5.1.5.10 Oven,iew of SpatkLl Recilities

Frotn these descliptions, two key types of spatial lealities emerged in case study 02: personal

and socially mediated. The personal spatial realities were those that were experienced in the

visualisation of plans and design visions. The socially-mediated spatial realties were those that

involved communicating with others - either via the chat channel or visually (moving objects

or the avatar in the scene). The pelspectival technology used in this exercise plovided an

immersive environment for these spatial realities to emerge. However, in most instances it is

not clear if the perspectiveness of the spaces was actually responsible for tliggering a spatial

reaÌity. More seemed to hinge on planar interpretations than space-with-depth visualisations (a

phenomenon described earlier). This tends to suggest theil interactions with the media was not
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contingent on the perspectiveness of the technology in the evocation of the spatial realities

necessary to complete the various tasks.

5.1.6 The Ontologically Transparent Construct

Whele the pervasiveness of a perspective ideology did make itself apparent in these case

studies was in the assumed ontological certainties that underpin its scientific veracity. This is

also a strong point made in the litelature review by the key protagonists for a perspective

epistemological ontology (see Chapter 2). Interestingly, the pervasiveness of this perspective

ideology did not arise in the case studies as an affirmation of the effectiveness of perspective

to communicate spatial concepts, but rather to expose the failure of the 3DVE media to

impose ordinary notions of in-depth obscuration. ln other words, the irzability to hide one

object behind another, corrfused the sense of depth - in the 3DVE, because of its interactivity,

all spaces could be known. Hidden spaces could be exposed.

This was thrown up as a c'onsequence of the motive for the case study 03 exercise - exploring

notions of privacy in a 3DVE; the idea that physical-world notions of privacy are a nonsense

in a 3DCVE. It highlighted the overall apparent transparency the environment invoked by the

notion of an 'all-seen' ontology. While the 'above view' allowed participants to identify that it

was also impossible to hide (in a digital sense) it also meant that all spaces were visible at

once (even though one could not actually 'see' all the spaces at the same time); that all the

spaces could be known to be seen. This is much like the child who draws in what they know

can be seen, although not strictly in view fi'om the same point.

This ontologically transparent spatial 'all-seen' construct relied on an overview knowledge

and faith in the certitudes of the perspective medium. This was a mental construct that was

more cognised than visualised as such. It is similar to the way one can locate objects in space

after one has closed their eyqs. Olle's spatial memory helps one locate objects in relation to

one's self in space, One can mentally reconstruct the space around oneself by making logical

spatial connections, One can predict the extent of objects they may be familiar with even

though they may not have been in view when one's eyes were open, such as in the obscured

table legs analogy used elsewhere. One ordinarily uses this ability to make sense of one's

visual and topological haptic environments,

In this lnanner, from their overview position in the 3DCVE of case study 03, the participants

could move construction elements around in the spaces below with the confidence that they
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understood the space as a whole and the implications of their moves. This is what makes an

architectural plan so powelful and, in this instance, with the plan signifiers substituted by

props, the 3DCVE so powerful as a planning tool for them (although it was not intended as a

planning tool). Moreover, by having a more holistic knowledge of the spaces it also meant

that all the space could be rnentally re-constructed as 'seen at once' in a Gestalt-like manner

(although this may not be what is actually on the screen at the time). In this sense, the 3DCVE

acted as a substitute for the nonnally irnagined spaces invoked by a plan. Both rely on a

certain faith in tlre conventions used. ln the case of a plan it is line weights and shading, in the

3DCVE's case it was the props with some perspective cues. While the first is well established

for students of architecture, the second is less well established. However, the fact that the

participants showed such facility in this medium suggests that they readily accepted the (in-

-^-^-^^r;"^\ -l^'"-ì-- '-^,{^ ^. i¡rof no .'.1ì,{ ô. ifo 1Tì -.^-. L."-ã ^^rrñfâñarf Tn fo¡f
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as it was easier to confirm and validate by their ability to adopt multiple views (this was

despite Sally's claims that to plan on paper was quicker, see chat excerpt 3.5). However, I

suþgest, contingent on their acceptance of the pelspectival space as a valid method for their

planning explorations, this required their wholesale acceptance of the certitudes of

perspective's epistemological ontology. MoreoveL, that they were empowered to do so was

due also to their thorough prior-acculturation to its norms.

5.1.7 Sunrmary

In summary, when I look at how dilectly pelspective related to my findings, five key features

emerge:

o the fallacy of the privileged viewing position;

o the redundancy of the third axis;

. communicating 3D moves using 2D 'textual pictures';

. Many othel spatial realities were thlown up too. These took the forni of two distinct

natllres: descriptive and experiential; and,

¡ the notion that the medium itself appeared to be transparent.

What tliis tells me is that perspective was not as dominant as that espoused by the literature

review. Rather, many other methods were used for describing the spaces the participants

encountered, despite tlrem interacting directly with a perspective media. What I thought, that

the efficacy of the perspective as a doninant n-ìeans of comrnunication would reveal itself

through the exercises, and in accordance with what the literature review says, and what I

found wer'e two different things. On the one hand, according to the literature, perspective has
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shaped our very understanding of space, how we represent it, describe it, move through it, and

relate to it. On the other, the participants demonstrated that perspective was not so influential

in the way they communicated, interacted with, or how they related to the 3DVE scenes they

encountered. In fact, much of their interactions and communications were reframed as two-

dimensional òperations more closely aligned with the sorts of planning activities one would

expect them to act out with pen and paper. This is discussed in more detail in the next section.
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5.2 Reframinq the Research Ouestion

A number of clearly perspective-related issues were raised by the initial research question, as

reported in the previous section. However, after analysing the case studies it became

increasingly clear that other, perhaps more important, issues could be extracted from these

analyses. The main theme that emerges is that the perspective influence, while present, was

not as dominant as the literature review would suggest. This may have been due to a number

offactors, such as: rny decision to use pedagogical exercises as case studies, the type of

pedagogical exercises used, communication methods, the highly socialised environments

used, and the constructivist methodology employed to make sense of these. Indeed, in the final

section of the literature review (completed after the case studies had begun), on investigations

into the intel'action with and navigation of 3DVEs by architectute students, I noted that neither

the socialising affect of the environments within which thc studics procceded noi ihe coie

perspective technologies used were addressed directly. Commensurate with the constructivist

methodology I chose to use, I felt this was the main gap identified in the literature whicli the

case studies should now address.

Uttlike the conclusions drawn from the literature review about the pervasive influence of

pelspective on spatial conceptualising, what the case studies show is a gteater preference by

my participants fol manipulations and visualisations in two-dimensions which are not

contingent on perspective. Nevertheless, the virtual environments used were explicitly three-

dimensional, hence perspective was still influential, although not to the degree suggested by

the literature review. On the other hand, many different types of spatial realities were

uucovered. These alternate spatial lealities are far more interesting than those mediated by

pelspective alone. Hence, the focus of this thesis shifted slightly to investigating perspective

as only one spatial reality among others. This shift demanded a new research question:

How rJo stu.dents of architecture conlnxurticate spatial concepts whilst nat,igating in

and interactittg witlt tlte perspective of ct real-tinte 3DVE?

The new research question is lnore closely aligned with the method and outcomes of the case

studies while still addlessing the key issues raised in the literature review, albeit with a Íìore

open-minded approach. This is consistent with the constructivist method used which does not

propose to answet hard-and-fast questions, but rather provide for judgernents to be made

based on the rnaterial avaiiable for analysis, to expand understandings in the field. Hence, the

shift in l'esearch question at this stage enriched rather than constricted the possible outcomes

and intelpretations of this research. The following sections thus address this new direction. It
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includes four sections which tease out the emergence of alternative spatial realities derived

directly from the participants' communications: Communication Modes, The Plan Mode,

Socialisation, and Orientation. It concludes with a section on pedagogical outcomes and an

overall summary of the chapter,
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5.3 Comrnunication Modes

5.3.1 Introduction

While the purpose of this study was the investigation of alchitecture students' interaction with

the perspective of a 3DVE, rny choice to use a restricted mode of communication exclusively

- online chat - introduced its own effects on how and what data could be captured. Hence,

communication became an issue in its own right, This was most pronounced in case study 0i.

The following desclibes typical comrnunication modes encountered in case study 01 and what

effect this had on the cole research question.

5.3.2 Online chat as a Spatial-Concept Communicative Mediurn

Tlie original reasoning to use online chat was to force palticipants to textualise their

communications mak-ing it easie.r for me to capture them for later analysis; to a.¡oid the risk of

misinterpreting or just missing subtle but vital face-to-face tacit communications (subtle

inflection, intonation, or accent in voice communication, or gesturing). Moreover, I wanted to,

in Polanyi's (1967) terms, force participants to concretise their thoughts by writing them down

(or, in this case, typing them). However, online chat turned out to be a particularly poor

mediurn for communicating spatial concepts - especially for visually-oriented design students.

Heuce, what the online chat did was to filtel the conversations such that much time was spent

couching directions and responses instead of getting on with the desigr-r tasks as such.

Although it could be argued this is part of Polanyi's coneretising, it was not just about

concretising spatial concepts, but more mundane task-organising issues such as what to do

with the webcam or how to take a screen gab and so on. Nevertheless, the online chat did

serve my prirnary purpose of capturing the comlnunication data in a form which was easily

organised, analysed, and could be refen'ed to when meaning-making triangulation occurred

with the participants.

5.3.3 The Acting Out of Instructions

Most participants calne to tl-re task with some prior experience of using online chat. Although,

this was usually confined to socialising with friends remotely, not communicating spatial

coltcepts per se. Hence, communicating spatial concepts using online chat was a novel

concept for most. Ftom au overview of all three case study analyses, clear 'design move'

communication strategies emerged. The overall process appeared to be mediated by the

textual communication, then visualised mentally, followed by action. Hence, the overall task-
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oriented exercise tended to follow the cyclic process of: fact-finding; resolution; reasoning;

and solution, as illustrated in figure 35,

Fisure 35. The typical desisn move communicatiou cvcle.

Fact-flinding

Solution Resolution

Reasoning

Often this meant considerable delays between segments of conversations due to partners

taking time to frame their query or response to the other partner in using the chat interface.

These delays were not always sequential. In other woLds, while one partner may have come to

a lesolution in their own mind, had communicated this to the other partner, and were ready to

perform the next lnove, the other partner either did not appear to respond or took more time to

respond than was comfortable to maintain a single thread of shared reasoning. This meant,

often there would be more than one communication thread or conversation going on at the

same time. In fact, many cyclic actions were performed simultaneously without apparent

diminution in accuracy or instructiveness. Their ability to support multiply threaded

conversations simultaneously is a legacy of the actions these participants engaged in when

using chat for the more common task of friendly socialising. Indeed, when the participants

were using the online chat interface, that I provided for these exercises, for socialising within

the exercises, this strategy worked well. However, it was not used to communicate multiple

moves (like in a game of chess - moves ahead), Instead, all design move comlnunications

were linear. In other words, a design move needed to be completed before a new one could

start. The gaps in these linear design lnove communications were simply 'filled' with social

banter', such as in the following, "...Lunch Time guys !!!!!!.,,. Where's lunch - in this wolld or

theotherone?....InmeBAG....hahahaaha."(seetheextendedchatinappendix A.41265-

2101).It was as if the pauses were intolerable. Much like in aface-to-face conversation whele

pauses are filled to create the irnpression that an active conversation is going on. This meant

only a few design moves were actually tried out and a lot of conversation was given over to

socialising. This was more pronounced in the 2003 cohort who seemed to dedicate mole timeI

T
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to social chatting than design moves. This may be because, as a larger group they had more

members to socialise with and chat about,

5.3.4 Communicating Design Moves

Delays in design move resolution was most pronounced in case study 01. From the overall

outcomes of case study 01 I am able to identify some typical design move communication

strategies. Participants' 'design move' processes typically involved the following sequence of

events:

o A design is tried by the first partner.

o This is communicated to the second pafiner.

. Colfusion ma)/ be er-perienced by the second partne.r - the tex.tual description

communicated does not match the picture generated in their mind.

o This confusion is communicated back to the first partner.

o The first partner then uses axes to drive a symbolic re-interpretation of their

instructions.

o This is communicated to the second partner.

. The second partnff interprets the symbolic communication successfully.

o The second partner communicates their agreement with the new instructions and

completes the reconsh'uction of the first partner's instluctions.

o The first partner communicates a new design move is to be tried, and the sequence is

repeated.

This is highlighted in figure 36

Figure 36. Typical instruction, construction, clalification and reconstruction cycle between participating
parhìers. Researcher is lal'gely a passive observer.
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5.3.5 Aesthetic Considerations

When design moves were discussed (and despite the apparent pragmatism expressed in my

design moves communication and the task resolution cycle diagrams), most were aesthetic

moves (used to construct something recognisable) rather than purely pragmatic (trying'out all

mathematical permutations). This was borne out by the chats, forums, and interviews which

often tended to be about living in a 'designed' environment. This was one of the unexpected

layers of reality 'thrown up' by the exercises. Participants openly discussed what it would be

like to live in their designs. In fact, aesthetic discussions often took up much of the remaining

time between social conversations and design move instructions, For example, in case study

01 none of the participants arrived at the 'mathematically correct' solution. Yet, the fact that

they were able to identify aesthetic permutations means they understood the 3D spaces well

enough to overcome its limitations and focussed on aesthetic rather than mathematically

'corf'ect' solutions.

As a mathematical problem its various elements can be arranged as in figure 37 Given that

there can be only four rooms sunounding a central conidor and only two types of room

(square or rectangular) and that the rectangular blocks can have at most two orientations then

the solution can be expressed in the formulas that follow.

Figure 37. Mathematicallv orsanised elements of the Fedelation Villa exercise.

sq : scluare block
lecl :l'ectangle block N-S
l'ecz : 1'ectangle block E-\il
rfr : roof blockE-W
rf:: rso¡61o"0 t-t
gbl¡:gable block E-W
gbl2 = gable block N-S
hipl =hip block E-W
hip2 = hip block N-S

sq

Eblr hipt
1'9C1

Eblr
Atp,

1'€C2

43

2 l.fr

rfz

Mathematical solution ;

(sq+rec1 *rec2) x (sq+rec1 *rec2) x (sq+rec1 *rcc2) x (sq+ ree *rec2)

= 81 room pennutations.
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Vy'here sg = square block, recl = rectangular block in N-S orientation, and tec) =

rectangular block in E-W orientation.

Now, there are two orientations for the roof, hence:

(rfr+rfz)x81

= 162 roorn and roof permutations.

Whele rfl = ¡6e¡ block in E-W orientation, and rfz = roof block in N-S orientation,

And, thele are two types of roof extensions (hip and gable) with two orientations and no roof

extension and combined hip and gable each in four possible locations, hence:

((exte+gbl1 +gbl2+hip1 +hip2)x(exts+gbl1 +gbl2+hip1 +hip2)x(ext6+gbl1 +gbl2

+ hipl +hip2) x (ext6 + gbll + gbl2 + hipl +hipz) x 162

= 625 x 162

= 101250 room) roof, and roof extension petmutations.

Whele ext6 - no roof extension block, Bblr - gable extension block in E-W

orientation, Eblz- gable extension block in N-S orientation, hipl = hip extension block

in E-W orientation, and hip2 = hip extension block in N-S orientation.

The wording of the "verandahs...placed where appropriate" in the original task guide for this

exercise means they ale not a part of the calculations. They were not mandatory. As a

mathematical ploblern, there are 101250 possible (although not all aesthetically desirable)

permutations.

5.3.6 Summary

In surnmary, my choice to use an online chat facility to capture the communications between

remote participants both provided me with a usable dataset and influenced the kind of data I

had to analyse. Nevertheless, as this and the hiangulation sessions were my only source oI

information to work with it proved fruitful enough, I was able to conclude what steps unfold

in the process of communicating design moves and what effect they had on the various design

rnoves possible. In the following sections of this chapter, how the textual communications are

tlanslated into revelations about alternate spatial realities is uncovered.
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5.4 The Plan Mode

5.4.1 Introduction

Many of the design activities undertaken in these case study exercises were conducted from a

view-from-above mode - perpendicular to the ground plane (except for case study 02). These

activities were performed and communicated in a planar manner. This tended to reflect the

participants' preference for working at the level of the plan. However, they did not always

visualise in two-dirnensions or choose a two-dimensional representation. The planar

reflections and communications in case study 02 and 03 often tended to be re-visualised as

legitimate spaces with depth while in case study 01 they were explicitly 2D.

5¿4.2The 'View from Above' Planning Mode

Extensive use of the 'view from above' mode in case studies 01 and 03 was part of the

'planning' seen as critical by the participants to designing. It was only used briefly in the

3DVE component of case study 02. This 'planning' mode tends also to support the case for

the 'seeing in 3D working in 2D' identified in case study 01 (discussed earlier). It was the

approach taken by both the virtual-blocks and the physical-blocks partners. This strong desire

to work in 2D, or plan mode, limited their use of the perspectival tool in front of them26. In

case study 02, the only time it was attempted it was quickly abandoned, (For example, when

Bob tried to use the plan in conjunction with the 3DVE version). As it didn't work for Bob in

case study 02, it seems what task is at hand determines which view is adopted. Some tasks

require a floor level approach and others from above. In case study 02 it was clearly the view

at floor level that worked best, whereas the 'thinking in plan', using the view from above,

dominated the case studies 01 and 03. Apalt from the difficulties some participants expressed

about working at the floor level in the case study 03 3DCVE, the main reason planning seems

to have been adopted in these case studies may be due to the participants prior-architectural

training.

5.4.3 Differentiating Between Planning on Paper and in the 3DVE

Despite the 'view from above' or pianning mode only being used briefly in the 3DVE

component of case study 02, planning was an explicit part of the given exercise. It was

confined to the plan drawing component alone. In the plan-drawing component of case study

02 the participants had to imagine they could see into the spaces of the Barcelona plan.

26 That planning was such a strolìg featured use of the tool is counter to argumelìts promoted by much of the
literature that a rnore simple tool is needed for uuderstanding three-dimensioual built envil'onments (see Robelts
(1999) in Chapter 02,2.5.1).
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However, while they may lrave imagined a view of the spaces encoded within the plan, they

did not folget that it was a plan and not an actual space. How this is different from the

physically or virtually constructed spaces is in rvhat can be seen from above. Within the

physical spaces of the actual Barcelona Pavilion it would be difficult to see the overall layout,

for the building materials it contains largely prevents it, A bird's-eye-view could be gained

fi'om a crane, hot air balloon, hill top or other, but then the roof would still prevent one fiom

seeing in. Indeed, the physicality of the roof is an insurmountable obstacle. Not so with the

3DVE velsion. However, the nature of the task meant participants were less inclined to adopt

the view from above. Yet, while starting out from a plan, and having to imagine the spaces,

palticipants were often surprised by what they found when they navigated the 3DVE version

of the spaces (such as the roof and columns as boundaries not detected in the Barcelona plan

bui 're-discoveleci' as significant in the 3DVE, ciiscussed eariicr).

The cole implications that arise frorn the second case-study exercise in relation to planning are

that, while the students wolked at the level of the plan when sketching and analysing it for

boundary elements they were at the same time visualising the spaces coded within it as

'habitable' spaces. Consulting with them as a gloup revealed there was a base assumption that

this cognition of the space as a real habitable space was automatic - it is a part of being an

architeci; that orce one knows the code, one can 'read' ihe plans as habitable 3D spaces. But,

looking at the analysis of the example chat logs given there seems to be little correlation

between what was depicted in plan and how those boundaries were actually 'experienced' by

the palticipar-rts as habitable. In plan they were merely abstract geometrical constructs. In the

3DVE they were abstracted realities. Tliere seemed to be a distinct difference between how

the spaces of the plan were perceived and rnentally visualised, and the same spaces actualised

in the 3DVE. Despite tliis, the participants consistently tried to map their 2D understandings

of the plan onto the 3D spaces they encountered in the 3DVE. This produced mixed results. In

the end, most simply accepted the spaces depicted in the 3DVE as legitimate spaces and did

not try to compare them to their planar corollary. Ove[ the course of the exercise, this

constituted a new spatial reality for them.

5.4.4 The Plan Mode Construct

In contlast to ihe 3DVE component of case study 02 exercise where it was difficult to gain a

useful above view fol planning, in case study 03 the participants could sirnply move the roof

elements to one side to 'peer' in. Moreover, in case study 03, using the view from above

seemed to empower them to work at the level of the plan witlrcut ltat ing to visualise tlrc
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spaces created. They simply knew they would be 'right'. This confidence seems to have come

from the certitudes of the tool itself and a pragmatic acceptance of its inherent veracity. This

plan-mode mentally-constructed spatial reality involved mentally flattening the 3DVE so that

operations could be performed at the planar level. Although it still contained perspective cues

which helped, the screen was flaL Hence, it was essentially a plan view.

In case study 03, how the plan mode construct can be differentiated from the view of the

drawn plan in case study 02 is in the way the 3DCVE of case study 03 provided substitute

spaces or pre-imagined spaces. These were self-contained, realised spaces which actually

existed in the 3DCVE and were verifiable. This is different to the irnagined spaces invoked by

a drawn plan's coded layout which are not verifiable other than by way of yet another coded

metaphor. These pre-imagined substitute spaces and their verifiability rests on the ontological

assumptions of the immutability of the perspective laws. However, paradoxically, while a

perspective's ontology may hold as an abstract concept (in Euclid's terms) it was

deconstructed in the 3DCVE. Tl'ris occurred when its constituent elements (view, objects,

orientation) were dynamically altered in real-time, such as when Julie commented that she

was tempolarily lost when moving objects in the scene. This encapsulated both the notion of

immersion and the appalent deconstructability of the perspective which supported it, Unlike

the immutable static perspective image which can be comprehended as a unified whole,

consistent with the laws of perspective (despite Escher's impossible spaces), the dynamic

perspective of the 3DCVE presented to the participants was not fixed. Unlike in case study

02's Barcelona Pavilion exercise, where all the objects were fixed, in case study 03's exercise

not only did the avatars appear to move about but so did the objects. For Julie, this was

disconcerting. Her sense of perspective spatial unity was momentarily interrupted. Whether

this was because she was not familiar with navigating a shared object multi-user 3DVE or

suffered a genuine sense of disorientation is not clear. Either way, as a mode for design

exploration, the certitudes of perspective were dismantled in this act, It was replaced by the

mole familiar plan mode. This leads me to the conclusion that, in this instance, with this

orthogonal space, and with these participants, the dynamic perspective of the 3DCVE was

treated as a code, like a plan's. However, it lacked a comprehensive or consensual code to

communicate design ideas as succinctly as the well-established plan does.

5.4.5 Summary

While the planning mode clearly dominated most of their actions and communications in the

case studies the participants clearly re-visualised these actions as 3D spaces. In case study 02
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they did not forget they were looking at a plan when they were describing the spaces indicated
as habitable spaces' In case study 03 what they irnagined in 3D seemed to be confir.med by
what they found in the media' In other words, the perspective spaces werc manifestations of
their imaginations' However' this does not mean they were better able to communicate this
directly to others (as discussed earlier, see section on perspective issues). Nevertheless, as a
planning exercise the 3DCVE acted as a codified field for ptaying out their various planning
moves not dissimil ar to a dl.awn plan with its coded elements.

The exercises in the case studies wel'e game-like. They relied as much on individual
tntetpretation as they did on a shared design game of sorts. The social dimension these game-
like exercises threw up is discussed in the next section.
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5.5 Socialisation

5.5.1 Introduction

The case studies highlight the social dimension of interacting with multi-user 3DVE

perspective media that is mostly ignored in the literature. The use of online chat and the

patticipants' prior familiarity with the tool fostered a sense of social cohesion. My ability to

investigate their actions and reactions also hinged on their willingness to use the online chat to

socialise.

The chat environment had previously been used by the participants as a socialising tool. In

case study 01 exercise this was exemplified by the casual language used, In case studies 02

and 03 it was not just the chattiness of the language used but also the combined notion of the

collaborative virtual environments they found themselves in which fostered its own kind of

social interaction. It was through their social interactions in the 3DVE exercises and their

communications that I was able to derive the data analysed in my case studies.

5.5.2 Socialisation in the 3DCVE

The participants' social interaction within the virtual environments they encountered was most

pronounced in case study 03. For the participants in this case study, the shared-object 3DCVE

tool used as a pedagogical exercise, folegrounded shared design outcomes over its use. Their

focus was on results. The three-dimensional shared virtual world, as a legitimate design

mcdium, provided immediate results continuously. Once the tool was nlastered, participants

felt a connection with what they were doing and what they were seeing. They focused on the

results rather than on the process, such as in chat excerpt 3.1 , " .. . up in the air looking down. . .

is good for des[igning]. . ., Better,. , ffor getting] the composition [right].. .. You can imagine

the space you define." A cognitive shift occuned from awareness of the tool's interface to the

results of their intelactions with it and each other.

After having navigated the virtual Barcelona Pavilion exercise some weeks plior in case study

02, in case study 03 it was quite apparent that at first they were thrilled to'see'another'person'

accompany them in a virtual world. This was followed by the expectation that others would

reveal themselves. In case study 03 the apparent random rnovements of their partner's avatar

and their own interaction with objects in a virtual design space could be likened to inviting

someone to 'participate in one's dteam'. Both are identified by Heim's (1998) 'felt quotient of

immersion' due to the presence of others and the ability to share objects in leal-time. Where
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ca-se study 03's exerejse differed in its operation from case study 02's exercise was in its

rnotive for shaling objects in a construction game. As a design exercise, rather than a simple

navigation exercise, tbis led to participants adopting a common viewing protocol, similar to

that used in case study 01 - the god-like view from above (discussed earlier, see section on

above view). In so doing, they agteed to see the spaces in a particular way.

After positioning objects from above (in plan) participants often then moved down into the

scene to experience the spaces created. They either invited their collaborator to descend with

them or an 'unspoken' recognition of the cues caused them to descend in tandem.

Communicating textually, and with the conesponding lnovement of virtual objects, their

design ideas were both realised and experienced. Participants agreed they were sharing a

'lived desigu expeilence', and tlrat tlrrs level of immersion was ciistinct from experiencing

design objects or spaces in isolation, such as with traditional forms of CAD collaboration,

such as that expressed in chat excerpt 2.I5,"...I think that showing someone through your

space virtually is different from just having them look at the screen over your shoulder."

Bob's reference to the 'screen over the shoulder' was about the CAD anangements he was

more accustomed to using for discussing computer-mediated design issues.

From the case study 03 chat logs two key social concepts arose:

¡ the notion that it would make a difference if collaborators did not personally know

their collaborators; and,

o that a 3DCVE is essentially transparent, meaning that notions of visual privacy do not

hold in the strict sense.

It is not clear whether pelsonal knowledge of collaborators assisted ol detracted fi'orn the

ability to reach consensus on design lnoves, hence, this remains problematic. The transpalency

of the 3DVE and the ability to 'see all', or at least be able to detect the presence of others by

extelnal indicators (such as 'ID's' logged on the server, or chat panel), suggested the

prevailing acceptance of a reduced autonomy associated with society's dependence on

electronic rnedia obtains also in this 3DCVE. In other words, both their prior knowledge of

their collaborator and the fact that they were not able to hide from them contributed to a social

openness and willingness to engage in the exercises as a fun social activity. This goes sorne

way towards authenticating my interpretations of their actions as natural and not contrived, as

in the more typical laboratory settings used in the leported outcomes of similar exercises

nncovered in the literature review.
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5.5.3 The 3DVE as a Responsive Environment

In some instances the 3DVE responded in a predictable manner (such as in case study 02

where Mary refened to climbing the stairs as bumpy (see chat excer?t 2.I)). A certain

confidence was derived from the apparent predictability of the virtual environments they

encountered. This was predicated on the spáces they encountered and an expectation about

how the spaces should respond to their interactions with it. So much so that Trevor expressed

his feelings that the spaces could be visualised without having to be in them - an expression

of total control (see chat excelpt 3.15). The tool's apparent predictability was the subject of

some conversations (see chat excerpt 2.2, discussed earlier). Tacit agreement on these points

fed into the overall social atmosphere of the exercises, further supporting the relaxed and

natural settings fostered by the participants' prior knowledge of each other.

5.5.4 Summary

Both the 2002 and the 2003 cohort claim to have enjoyed working with case study 03's

exelcise. Indeed, they claimed they felt a social connection with their designs that they would

not ordinarily have experienced with traditional CAD. This tended to be as much about the

fact they were collaborating on a design exercise as it did about the ability to work in a real-

time interactive virtual environment. This was a type of social designing they had not

previously experienced.

Socialising using the online chat interface and shared interactions in the various 3DVEs used

in the case studies was crucial to establishing the natural, relaxed, friendly environment

necessary for this constructivist study. Its effects largely ignored in the literattÍe27 , the social

dimension provided a richness to the study not possible using quantitative methods alone. It

was within the participants' social banter that critical insights were captured; those

embarrassing moments such as getting stuck in one spot and calling for help; the use of

emoticons and abbreviations to express delight at seeing the other in a scene; or, making

comparisons with the traditional CAD'over the shoulder studio critique'. Socialising also

assisted getting oriented in the spaces. This is discussed in mole detail in the next section.

27 Altlrough, it is worth noting that early design collaboration studies focussed ou socialisation over visualisation
per ser (see Chapter'2,2.5.2).
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5.6 Orientation

5.6.1 Introduction

Getting oriented - knowing where one is, letting others know where one is - in the 3DVEswas clitical for the succinct communication of design moves. The various orientation
sb'ategies adopted ranged from the expìicit in case study 0r, adopting the other,s view in casestudy 02, to sociaily connecting movements with the other,s avatarin case study 03.

5.6.2 Communicating with Text and Objects in the 3DCVE
In case study 03 there were two examples of the exercise in case study 01 being taken to itslogical extension (see chat excerpt 3.r2). casestudy 01 was about communicating designmoves based on a set of rules using either a phvsicai t-r'viriuai kit of parts. This was logicaryextended in case study 03 by sharing the construction erements or props in a murtiuser

navigable clesign space.

The first example where case study 01's exercise was logically extended in case study 03occufs where Julie says, when "you know... [the object was] moved by ,somebody,.,. 
IIcould] see their idea instantly". I took this to rnean, unlike in case study 0l,s exercise, wherethe participants could only communicate their desig' lnoves usrng text, in case study 03,sexercise' design rloves by the other partner could be seen in rear-time, synchronised with theiractions' Hence' the various negotiated design move iterations invorved a similar process tocase siudy 01's exercise' However, in case study 03, orientation seemed to be facilitated bybeing able to see the other.,s avatar and their orientation in r.elation to the objects they weremoving rather than negotiating an explicit orientation strategy based on cartesian coordinates(as was the case in case study 01). where this also differs from and extends case study 01,sexercrse' and to a lessel degree case study 02,s exercise, was in the manner whele one,spartner had to imagine the view from the other partner's position. unrike in case study 01,where this was dìfficult to judge based on textual communication arone, in case study 03 thecues (avatar' object' screen' up, down) were sufficient to negate the need to actua¡y adopt theother's position because the seconda.y t'ajectory reference was the moving object itself. Inother words' with multiple sources of odentation information one partner was able to fo,owthe other's design instructions without having to estabrish either an explicit orientation

strategy (as in case study 01) o. i.o adopt their posirion (as in case study 02).
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5.6.3 The Orientation Construct

The need to get oriented in the various spaces occupied much of the available time for the

exercises and communicating of moves in the chats. This was most pronounced in case

studies 01 and 03. This is not surprising, as case studies 01 and 03 involved design moves

which required the establishmËnt of a strategy for communicating coordinated moves. In case

study 02 this was less critical, as there were no movable elements. In case study 02 the focus

of the exercise was on navigation alone and, when a known avatar was in view, orientation

invariably involved adopting the other's viewing position only (discussed earlier). In case

studies 01 and 03, on the other hand, the need to orient oneself in relation to the scenes

depicted was critical for the clear communication of design moves. In case study 01 this was

entirely textually mediated, as they could not see each other's actual blocks. In case study 03,

movement of both an avatar and the design elements was visible for both partners at the same

time. In this sense, design moves in the case study 03 3DCVE were moments of shared visual

orientation - design moves by one partner could be seen in real-time by the other partner.

These moves were synchronised with their, and their avatar's, actions. One partner could use

the given design elements to 'mark-out' the design space and the other partner could see their

moves in real-time and associate them with their partner's actions and their partner's avatar's

presence in the scene. For example, in chat excerpt 3.14 Julie claimed, "... [when]. . , you. ..

see objects moving around on their own like ghosts... you know actually the ghost [is] moved

by somebody, and you can see the.,. other's instant act." The presence of the other's avatat in

the scene was crucial to 'understanding' the moves. This understanding was a social

understanding: the moves were being made by her partner, and her prior knowledge of her

partner included a social agreement. Hence, the moves were socially mediated. This can be

further translated into a socially mediated orientation construct (the mentally constructed

notion ofusing the other's avatar as a social signifier oftheir presence and location in the

scene). Thus, one was able to orient themselves in relation to the other both as a socially and

visually mediated point of reference.

5.6.4 Framing the Orientation Construct

In case study 03, the socially mediated orientation construct was not only founded on use of

the other's avatar. It included transformed object trajectories (an object moved from one

location to another in a particular direction), and the screen's frame, to establish a unified

coordinate system. To understand the topological relationships of this orientation strategy
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Piaget and Inheldêr's (1956) discussion on the shift from haptic topological to projectional

relationships helps (discussed in more detail in subsequent wolk published by this author).

According to Piaget and Inhelder (1956), a non-egocentric view is necessary to identify

objects in Euclidean space. On the other hand, the pre-perspective condition is where all

objects are viewed in relation to the self, as highlighted in figure 38.

Figure 38. Egocentric topological l'elationships between self and obiects in space.

Hence, for participants to be able to orient themselves in relation to the objects in the scene

required the empirical knowledge of the image on the screen, and their interpreted mental le-

construction of the image depicted on the scleen. This is similar to their interpretation of the

physical-world topological lelationships of proximity and sepalation. However, in the

projective Euclidean space of the screen image, objects were located in relation to each other

and their'positions relative to an ovelall coordinate system. Hence, the perspectively

constructed object on the screen was not viewed in isolation but was considered from a 'point

of view.' The projective interrelationships between the objects presumed the inter-

coordination of the objects separated in space. Within this system, the self was viewed in

relation to the objects depicted as a group of which the viewer was merely yet another object

within the same $oup (the non-egocentric condition). Thus, when they mentally adopted the

view of their partner then the object viewed also had a point of view relative to other objects

around them including themselves. This meant they could 'see' the other's view without

having to adopt their position (discussed earlier, see section on perspective issues).

To relate objects spatially, using a system of projective viewpoints or cooldinates, required a

cognitive shift in the conception of space in general, from topological to projectional. It

required the coordination of the various viewpoints into projective relations. To become

consciously awaie of the relativity of other viewpoints was the opposite of an egocentric view

point. In other words, they were subconsciously aware of thernselves from the point of view of

the objects in the scene, as illustrated in figure 39.
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Figure 39. Non-egocentric topological relationships between selfand objects, between objects, and

between obiects and selfin space.
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Developing a coordinate system for identifying their own position and orientation in space in

relation to the screen required an empirical knowledge of the screen and mentally re-placing

themselves with their partnff to see what theil paltner saw. To do this they had to construct a

physical frame of reference. This was essential to understand the Euclidean spatial concepts

contained. Only then could the intenelationships between themselves and the objects in

relation to themselves parallel the general coordination of a non-egocentric mental viewpoint

construct, the salient feature ofprojective space (Piaget and Inhelder, L956).

For example, in figure 40 there is no requirement for a topological spatial awareness other

than that of the screen. In this scenario, for Julie to understand what Sally could see she had to

imagine herself in the position of Sally (B) (Julie (A')), Julie (A) could then go 'there' to

check. When Sally (B) made a design move, an object moved, and Julie (A) associated the

movement with Sally's àvatar (B), otherwise the movement had no apparent cause or origin.

Thus, the object moved in relation to objects close by, its shape changed in relation to the

screen's frame, and it appeared to be actioned by Sally's avatat (B), because Julie (A) 'knew'

it to be so. This relied on an ontological understanding which was also supported by their

socialisation and textual communications. Nevertheless, as Julie reported earlier, affordances

were disrupted during movement because the focus was on the object not the movel- as Julie

explained, when no avatar was present it did not make sense. Without Sally's avatil present,

Julie could not connect the action with a person. When Sally was present, Julie saw the object

move, assumed Sally (or Sally's avatar) was responsible, and knew the object's position was

relative to the avatar and the other objects in the scene. As the purpose of the movement was

design, Julie mentally visualised what the new design was as seen from Sally's perspective

without lmving to 'go there'.In this sense, and when Julie reported feeling lost when Sally's

avatar v/as not present, the social connection the partners felt when interacting and

comrnunicating with each other assisted their orientation beyond simply the topological

conditions. They genuinely felt each other's moves as a single action.
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Figure 40. Orienting one's owu position in relation to the empirical frame of the image and the objects
within it, and then orienting themselves within it to see what the other sees.
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This was different to how they perceived actions and reactions in the physical world of the
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different spatial awareness of their environment and objects in relation to the self. When an

action occuned, objects were seen to move because their arm came into view and moved it -
simple cause and effect. If their partner was present they would have seen their partner's arm

move the object (see figure 41). When the virtual blocks were projected onto the screen, they

needed to infer their movement actioned by the mouse from empirical knowledge, social

understanding, and an inherent faith in the veracity of the system as a whole.

Figure 41. In the physical world one establishes topological relationships between themselves and
obiects in space. When a move is actioned by another the other's hand gives them away.

A

5.6.5 Summary

The progression from an explicit orientation strategy in case study 01, through semi-social

'standing in for the other' in case study 02, to a socially-mediated orientation construct in case

study 03, demonstrates the increasing importance of socialisation in these exercises. The

connection the participants felt with eacli other thlough the exercises cannot be understated.

The media was essentially hansparent to these social interactions. In this sense, it was neither

affective nor did it act as a lens. Although, it could be argued that the coarseness of the media

filtered out much of the tacit meaning that could be conveyed. Nevertheless, the messages did
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get acloss. In this sense, perspective as a lens for filtering and ordering their social interactions

was not present.
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5.7 Pedagoqiçal Issues

5.7.1 Introduction

From the triangulation process - discussions with the participants, clarifying and re-clarifying
appal'ent meanings (described in more detail in the Methodology chapter) - I got a glimpse of
when the pafticipants' understanding of the media, and of their own interaction with it, was
transformed by the case study exercises. Their transformations occuned while reflecting on
the process - not a pafadigm shift in Kuhn's (1996) terms but a transformation of how the
media could be conceptualised' There were both pedagogicar and conceptual transformations:
pedagogical when the h'ansformation helped thern identify the potential for.the media to be
used in otber pedagogical settings; and, conceptual when the participants came to i'clependent
enriched undelstandings of the fundamental natuie of ihc meciia anci its potential to alter or
generate altet''ate subconscious spatial realities. In other words, they became more aware of
their own spatial realities' This occuned through the process of reflecting on their concretised
thoughts typed into the chat logs and Iater reflecting on these thoughts in the various
organised and informal forums' The following are exemplar transformative outcomes from a¡
three case studies.

5.7.2 Transfornrative Outcomes from Case Study 01

A pedagogical transformation occured in Mary's self revelation of her desire to better
understand virtual technologies, and a conceptual transformation occuned in thinking through
this process' Similarly, on reflection, Bob formed a richer understanding of the fundaments of
the media.

when Mary reflected on her chat about prefe'ing to "work with fthel virtual model
sometime" (even though she had not seen it) she was surprised that her desires wel-e so crear
and irational' although apparently justifiabie. She justified this ,inational, 

desire by clairning
that:

a) she was activery pulsuing a better understanding of virtual technorogies; and,
b) she thought it would be easier to complete the task with the ,virtual 

model, because it
appeared to be easier to communicate moves based on ,,what Bob said [or typed],,
(because he was using the virfual bìocks); that Bob's descdptions helped frame the
'picture' she had created in her rnind of how the task courd proceed.
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Until being involved in this exercise, Mary clairned she had never made any conscious

distinction between how what was depicted as virtual could be described in different terms to

what it might represent in the physical world.

Similarly, for Bob, transformative outcomes came after reflecting on the chats in the organised

forum the day after the exercise had been completed. For example, he was surprised that Mary

had so much trouble understanding his orientation strategy. For him it was quite clear, "all 3D

modelling tools [have the same] axis language", so surely others would see the same as he

did. He did not distinguish between what he could see on his screen and what he thought Mary

should see in her anangements of blocks - that for all intents and purposes "they . . . [were] the

same." That they might not be the same is where Bob's 'click' of recognition (Lather, l99I),

and a more sophisticated understanding of the media, was formed.

5.7.3 Transformative Outcomes from Case Study 02

Bob had a pedagogical transfonnation when he compared CAD with the exercise at hand, and

a conceptual transformation occurred for most of the participants, including Bob, in relation to

the ditTerence between the apparent tîxed nature of a plan and its 3D extruded corollary in a

3DVE which proved to be quite different.

When Bob reflected on his chat about using the plans next to him when navigating the 3DVE,

it was with some small embarrassment that he confessed that he felt he was "cheating" at the

time, I pointed out to him that what was important was not that he had cheated but that he had

actually chosen, of his own volition, not to continue using the plans because they only served

to confuse matters. He expressed surprise that he had not thought of that. This revelation, and

his reflections also on how case study 02's exercise compared to CAD, had "opened his eyes"

to how powerful this medium could be and how it might be used in other design settings.

Most participants in case study 02's exercise expressed varying levels of astonishment that

their notions of what constituted a real and implied boundary could be so different between

the way they had identified the different types - depicted in plan, and finding new ones in the

3DVE. Initially, they had felt very sure that their plans were "correct"; that they would find

exactly the same relationships in the 3DVE. In fact, even after witnessing the differences

emerge, some were still not sure whether the 3DVE or the plan was 'rright". After all, the plan

was "fixed" and objective. The 3DVE, on the other hand, was an "illusion". This in itself is
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interesting and demonstrates a reluctance by these students to transform their prior

understandings to accomrnodate the newly gained knowledge.

5.7.4 Trar¡sfornrative Outcomes from Case Study 03

A pedagogical transformation occuned when Sally wanted to use it in another exercise, and

when Julie wanted to leam how to use the tool more efficiently. A conceptual transformation

occuned when Sally realised the fallacy of visual privacy in a 3DCVE, and was surprised at

the level of suspension of disbelief invoked by the task.

When I explained to Julie how the plane sensor wolked, she gained a deeper understanding of

the tool's functionality prompting her to further enquire how to adjust this feature so it would

work better at floor level. After discussing this and the plan-mode activities with Julie and her

paLtner, Sally, Julie began to change her attitude towards the tool, from being a clumsy

planning tool that took a "lengthy time... compared [to its paper-based counterpart]", to a tool

that offered spatial planning benefits over the "square [room-shapes of a plan]"28. This was

followed by discussions with both of them about the notion of privacy in a virtual world, and

their reluctance to test this by tlying to hide each other. Although the objective of the exercise

was to hide each other, they did not actually act out this scenario. Through this discussion

their vague notions about why they behaved this way were transformed into concl'ete ones. By

reflecting on why tliey chose not to perform the check, they realised the 3DCVE was simply

tl'ansparent to such a concept. Indeed, this fostered a deeper understanding of the nature of

virtual environments in general - not sornething either of them had contemplated or debated at

length before this exercise. Finally, at the point in the exercise where Julie waited for Sally to

appear in her view before making another move she expressed with some embarrassment that,

on leflection, she felt "silly" waiting for an "irnaginary" person (avatar). She surprised herself

that she "believed" Sally was "in the world". Again, she wa-s surprised at the level of

suspension of disbelief invoked by the task and the rnedia.

5.7.5 Transformative Outcomes of the Researcher and Participants Atike.

Pelhaps the greatest transfortnation for the palticipants and researcher alike was the apparent

conceptual transparency of the objects and spaces depicted in the 3DCVE of case study 03.

This was contingent on both the ability to control individual objects in a scene and tbe ability
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for others to control the same objects, Unlike a single-user 3DVE where the user has complete

control of the objects in a scene, in the multiuser 3DCVE of case study 03's exercise these

controls could be overidden by their partner, thus negating any especially private or

inaccessible space. Prior to case study 03's exercise I assumed that most participants involved

in these exercises saw the objects and spaces in the 3DVEs as solid (real) objects and

concepts. That an overview could be formed which meant one could 'see through' the solidity

of the spaces based on its deconstructable abstractness'e was revealed in case study 03's

privacy game.

Part of my motive for using privacy as a concept to be tested in a 3DCVE in case study 03 was

that I wanted to see if the participants would be fooled into hiding behind the props just so I

could expose their folly. It did not occur to me that they would see through this ploy so

quickly. They did not need to check for privacy because they came to the conclusion that the

whole space was essentially transparent. The view from above also suppolted this - they did

not always feel the need to go down and check their design spaces for similar reasons. They

'knew' beforehand what their design spaces from above would look like from below. Their

faith in the technology was implicit and was being acted out explicitly. However, their's was

not an a priori factual knowledge it was a post facto interpretation of the spaces they were

presented with. They thought they could predict the form of the spaces they created before

they created them. Instead, what they appeared to be doing was manipulating the elements and

then mentally interpreted what they saw below them as fully formed spaces. However, these

mentally interpreted spaces were actually present and fully formed by their actions. Hence,

they were not mentally interpreted at all - they were actually formed at the sante time by their

interaction with the tool itself. In other words, the 3DVE was manifesting their pre-imagined

spaces. As a planning exelcise (the extensively used mode of action), these were the ordinarily

irnagined spaces of a plan that did not need to be imagined because there it was in front of

them.

To help understand this phenomenon, the analogy of a movie version of a book comes to

mind. When one reads a book one has to lely on one's imagination to form the spaces

described in it from one's memory. In the movie version, on the other hand, one's imagination

is formed for one in the images on the screen. In fact, one is often surprised and dismayed or

28 Il fact, Sally approached me in the days following to ask if she could use the tool for anotlter project in another
palt of her course which iuvolved working with a l'emote partner in India (unfortunately for a number of
unlelated reasons this did not happen).
2e The ability to readily understand the parameters of the environmeut as interactive perspectival media with clear
and predictabìe rules,
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delighted at how different or similar a movie portrayal may be when compared to one's

imaginations triggered by the reading of the book version. Nevertheless, after having read the

book and then watched the movie version, the scenes depicted appear to be predictable

because one has already formed a mental image of what the scenes might look like. HoweveL,

the predictability of these scenes comes after actually witnessing the movie, therefore they

only appear predictable on reflection or post facto, Similarly, in the 3DCVE the spaces formed

by the participants tended to match and even substitute those they would otherwise have had

to imagine.

5.7.6 Summary

Î'ansfornation occrlrs when one's undersfanding is enlche.d sueh tha-t one ma)1 no longel'

hold a prior notion or concept. A new conceptualisation occurs that means one understands a

particular phenomenon in a new light, This may occur as a 'click' of recognition or as a more

subtle but equally transformative process ovel time, such as unlearning that the square root of

negative one is not undefined after all. While many of the transformations discussed in this

section were not what Kuhn (1996) would describe as paradigm shifts, many were profound

nevertheless.
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5.8 Chapter Summary

This chapter brought together the analyses from the chat logs and organised them, where

possible, into themes rather than by case study alone. This helped consolidate discussion

around important issues raised in the chat log analyses. It did this while addressing a slightly

different research question to bettel capture the richer rneanings possible by widening the

original research question.

Applying the initial research question first, the discussion centred on issues of perspective.

While the pervasiveness of a perspective ideology, promoted by the literature review, was

found, it was not as influential as the literature review would suggest it should have been.

Indeed, it took the form not of framing the communication modes, but rather exposing the

ü'ansparency of the media. The significance of the other tenets of perspective - the privileged

viewing position, perspective as the designer's linguafranca for spatial communication, and

communicating using perspectival depth features - were similarly dismantled in this

discussion.

As a consequence a new research question *u, brou"hed. This addressed a broader

investigation exploring the myriad spatial realities thrown-up by the participants in these case

studies. Although still addressing communication of spatial concepts while interacting with a

perspective technology, the discussions now centred on the various communication modes

present - perspective being only one possibility. Of these, those that stood out were the textual

communication mode itself, the predominant planning mode, socialisation, and orientation.

As these case studies were circumstantially framed by a pedagogical setting a section was

dedicated to discussing their pedagogical outcomes. It was noted that the methodology

employed for this investigation in this setting provided the opportunity to witness

transformative outcomes of both a pedagogical and conceptual nature.

In the next chapter I will address the issues raised in this discussion chapter and try to draw

some conclusions about their significance to what was laised in the literature review, how the

research question needed to be reframed, and what this has captured in the analysis and

subsequent discussions
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6.0Introduction

kr this study I set out to explore how students of design navigate and interact with the

perspective of a 3DVE. I did this by reviewing the relevant literature on perspective and the

use of 3DVE in practice and pedagogical settings, and conducting a series of exercises with

design students engaged in the use of 3DVE perspectival media. It shows not only that

perspective is implicated in the way design students represent the world but also how they

perceive it. The literature promotes the idea that perspective is an all-pervasive and

profoundly influential ideological method for representing, seeing, and 'knowing' the world.

The exercises, on the other hand, tend to show that perspective is less influential in

communicating spatial concepts when designing with 3DVEs. In the genre of Schon's (1983)

'reflective practitioner,' and the constructivist methodology adopted, this research makes its

conclusions based on the researcher and participants' reflections, As such, the following

conclusions aim to enlighten and thus contribute to the field in broad terms within a very

nanow praxis. My conclusions are based on my participation with, and observation of, design

students engaging in collaborative design exercises in a natural setting.

6.1 From the Literature Review

The literature review sets out the case that perspective is an all-pervasive mode of thinking

that affects the way we see and interact with the world - perspective pictures are reflections of

reality or a window on leality3o. With the parallel rise of empiricist objectivism and

perspective came a shift from a concept of space for which humanity was an integral part to an

externalised space where humanity became spectator looking on. This transition to the

externalisation of space can be seen in Brunelleschi's explication of the self in the picture in

his peep-hole minor experiment (the eye reflected in the mirror through the peep hole).

As Lefebvre (1991) discussed in the second chapter of this thesis, two types of space emerged

from the paradigmatic shift to perspectivism: space as represented in perspective and the lived

space of perspective. The first embeds a perspectivist ideology in the image and the second

reflects how this ideology affects our understanding of how we live space. In lived space, the

self gives the world scale. A picture, on the other hand, does not have to, and cannot, conform

to a lived space scale. We judge our environments in relation to ourselves - how far things are

from us, how much of our hand covers the pebble, where the horizon is, and so on. When we

desclibe notions about oul environments we rely on real-world relationships - how many

hands a horse is tall, how many paces between the house and the fence, how many days and
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nights are needed to travel frorn Adelaide to Brisbane by car. The spatial system in a

perspective, on the other hand, is given. There are 3-axes and a centre of projection. Time can

be added to generate an animation or movie, or real-time 3DVE. We use terms like up and

down, left and light, in lived space, but we ralely think of these as conforming to any strict

axial relationship. They are arbitraly orientations which are made to fit many different

situations. Unlike lived space, perspective circumstantially nominates its own coordinates and

spatial system which is divorced from the real world. Many of the authors reviewed in the

literatule review argue that perspective is a natural law - a law that was waiting to be

discovered. Such a law for perspective could be formulated as: field-of-vision is a function of

the distance of the station point from the picture plane. Such spatial formulations make it

easier to communicate everyday spatial experiences, especially if they are applied as
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of design students to verbally or textually describe a box with at least three sides showing

generates an enormous afl'ay of articulations and much confusion. Yet, if asked to illustrate

the same box, many different styles and configurations ale generated but they are most often

more legible than their textual descriptions (see subsequent work published by this author).

The same students would similarly have little trouble in accepting the notion that the box is

separated from them by space. In this sense, perspective guides their notions ofhow space can

be organised (and indeed how it appears to be so, by virtue of tlie way they are able to

illustrate it as such).

This separation of the self from objects in a spatial void is a key feature of the perspective

paradigm. It also underpins the detached observations of the objectivist's scientific empirical

investigations. The latest iteration in a long history of perspective technologies is the real-time

3DVE. In the 3DVE the self is represented by an avatar. As an abstract representation of the

self in a 3DVE, the avatar explicates the notion of the extemalisation of space begun in the

Renaissance - the avatar as metaphol for the self in the void of space.

The paradigmatic shift frorn the Gothic to the Renaissance, froln the thinking of the

internalised self to the extelnalised self, to the projecting of ourselves and our thoughts into

the world, instead of looking inside, looking out, is what perspective does. Its projection

radiates from the person to the wolld. In a Freudian sense this existentialism is not that

different from Sartte's notions of existentialism, or Descartes' cogito ergo stnn - the

embodirnent of the extelnalisation of the world contingent on an internalised thought. Ix this

to Bul- o picture is not a u,indow on the wolld. Whele oue can focus on diffelent pal'ts of one's natural view, iu a
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manner, the avatar can be seen as the reification of the human condition after the paradigmatic

shift from the Gothic to the Renaissance, from the body-soul dimorphism or duality to just the

body. As such, one would expect to find any study of navigation of and interaction with the

perspective of a 3DVE dominated by spatial metaphors reminiscent of the heightened realisms

of trontpe I'oeil-llke illusions and discussion about immersion and presence in the

indistinguishability of virtual environments from their physical-world corollaries, Indeed, as

discussed in the last section of the literature review chapter of this thesis, this is how many

authors report their findings.

6.2 In Anticipation of a Dominant Perspective

As this study investigates how design students navigate and interact with the perspective of a

3DVE, it follows that perspective should play a significant role in my reportable research

outcomes. According to the literature, the reason it is such a strong feature of Western visual

culture is based on the premise that perspective replicates how we see. As such, it should also

be a dominant method for communicating spatial concepts. In communications about

perspective images I should expect my participants to describe 'objects in depth', using

phrases such as "from my view I can see some objects are hidden by others", "things seem to

get smaller as they get further away", and so on. According to Edgerton (1991), perspective is

a universal constant - accessible regardless ofrace, gender or culture. Therefore, design

students should be able to read a perspective. They would generally be either fully immersed

in perspectival visual media or actively seeking new visual understandings. Hence, they would

also most likely hold the common view that perspective is the way they actually, or

physiologically, 'see' the world. Concurring with Kubovy's (1989) investigations, for the

same students, the robustness of perspective relies on its ubiquitous use and their exposure to

it, as well as the ability for one's disembodied eye to adopt the location of the centre of

projection in a perspective. Without this, perspective would not be as robust and hence not

play such a powerful role in the way the world can be represented. Through a lifelong

acculturation to perspectival imager/, these students of design should be so accustomed to

understanding or reading a perspective that it becomes, as Lefebvre (1991) and Romanyshyn

(1992) contend, simply 'second nature'.

Hence, assuming that design students are able to 'read' a perspective, as still and moving

images, it follows then that this is also how they are able to navigate and interact with the

pelspective of a 3DVE. This would require a level of immersion in the perspective, and its
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ability to unify a scene by creating geometric referents to objects in a void. According to

Edgerton (1991), this abstract notion of virtual objects in a void should also affect their

perception ofreal objects, further supporting his other assertion regarding virtual objects as

simply substitutes for theil physical counterparts (although Edgerton was referring to

illustrations and photographs rather than 3DVE objects per se). Thus, in exercises involving

virtual and physical media, I expected my students to demonstrate a common ease in their

ability to rnanipulate either media. This would show a reliance on perspective-as-second-

nature in the navigation of a 3DVE. This conflation in perception of the physical and the

virtual would be due to the way perspective tends to objectify not only their experience of a

3DVE but also of the physical world, thus leading to similar conceptualisations and

approaches to a task requiring manipulation of either media, In other words, this should
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physical objects.

Moreovet, if we accept that perspective and its robustness relies on one's ability to view it

from any angle, and that it tends to objectify one's view of space, then we can begin to

understand how these design students should be able to navigate and interact in a 3DVE. They

would find wliat they expect to find because the prevailing perspectivist paradigm tends to

fulfill their expectations of a reconstructed reality. Panofsky's (1991) 'window on reality'

would prevail such that, at times, they should become so engl'ossed in the task that they

temporalily forget they are in front of a computer monitor in a studio (due also to the

contradictory external stimuli described by Kubovy (1989)). In essence, as a natural law

replicating a physiological fact, I should expect their transition to a virtual reality to be largely

seamless. htdeed, this is how it is described in the literature.

6.3 Instead, Plural Spatialities

My pedagogical case studies were set up to investigate the role of pelspective in navigation of

and interaction with a 3DVE by design students. Following the emphasis in the literature

teview, the role of perspective in this investigation should have been most pronounced in rny

case study findings.

A nutnber of cleat', direct, perspectively-mediated issues wele uncoveled. Most of these

related to the ontological certainty of perspective as a method which not only has its roots in

projective geometry (based on provable mathematical forrnulae) but also appeals to emulate

the physiological condition of seeing depth, Both of these are central to the ar guments of an
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ontological certainty associated with perspective espoused in the literature review, However,

despite this being revealed in the case studies it was not the only schema participants used for

making sense of the spaces they interacted with. Many schemas were used. These alternative

schemas were captured in their communications. Indeed, it became increasingly clear, as the

case study analyses progressed, that issues relating to the effect or affects ofperspective on

how my participants communicated spatial concepts became of less importance to the final

analysis in this thesis than I had anticipated or the literature review would suggest should be

the case.

lnstead of using coÍtmon perspective terms like viewpoint, converging vista, ground and sky,

and so on, they did visualise in 3D but communicated what amounted to two-

dimensionalisations of their visualisations, They could 'see' the fotms on their scleens and

interpreted the images in terms of its perspectival nature - just as one would 'read' another

type of picture - but when they communicated what they saw to their partner they fragmented

the picture into 'things' or elements. They then described these elements and how they relate

to each other rather than the image as a whole. Proportions, scales, and form are what were

important to them, not volumes as such, It was the visual impression that mattered, and this

was at the surface. They did not communicate its three-dimensionality. They visualised and

described parts in isolation - there was no way to describe it all at once. This raises questions

about the apparent unifying nature of a traditional perspective image one would expect to

detect in these discussions.

At tirnes they did attempt to establish an orientation strategy using a Cartesian coordinate

system within the virtual spaces and on the screen, but individual screen orientations were

arbitrary thus largely negating the effectiveness of this approach, Rather than composing

'scenes' I could describe as perspectival vistas, they chose instead to construct complete

assemblages, 
'When describing these assemblages they moved the obscuring parts out of the

way (when they could) and talked about what types of elements or blocks they had placed

around a central feature (the conidor in case study 01, and some other defining element in

case study 03). They often assumed the other person could see what they did, a key tenet in

the power of a perspective to communicate a common view. However, they were confused

and frustrated when others could not see what they did. They thus had to find alternative

strategies for communicating their design visions. The perspectiveness of the 3DVEs did not

seem to support a common view after all.
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What emerged was the way the activities in all three case studies tended to require a two-

dimensional convention of sorts for action to be established before design moves could

proceed. This involved the communication of visualised fragrnents, only coming together as a

perspective on the surface of the screen. They then saw the perspective form at the surface of

the screen as a convincing caricature of their imaginations, They could see their irnaginative

visualisations of virtual objects as real objects in the picture, and they felt, sensed, and

experienced the virtual blocks in the same way they did the physical. This was not framed as

the construction of a picture, but a model.

When trying to communicate these visions, they fragmented the screen pictures. They then

desclibed their experiences of being in the presence of a fragment in the picture. This is

different to interpreting the whole picture as unified. They interpreted experiences of

fragments of the picture rathq than the whole picture. Imaginative visualisations were

leplaced by theit actions and the picture formed on the screen as the fragmented interplay of

individual elements.

As the rtuch vaunted unifying nature of a traditional perspective did not hold up in practice,

the expected use of perspective terrninology to communicate design visions was minimal.

This presented me with a dilemrna. Sirnply pursuing the initial research question would not

yield as tnuch, or be as interesting, as analysing the data that related to their communications

of alternative spatial concepts rnight. Hence, in order to formalise a new approach, I chose to

recast the research question to reflect the greater richness of the information available:

How clo stuclents of arclútecture conulxutxicate spatial concepts whilst tmttigating in

cutd interacting with the perspective of a real-tinrc 3DVE?

Now I was investigating how design students communicated nmny dffirent types of spatial

concepts rather than those generated by perspective alone, althorrgh all were still

circumstantially framed by the perspectival technology at the core of the case study exercises

Once this was established, it was possible to identify five main themes emerging from the

analyses beyond those related to perspective alone: plural communication modes and

extensive use of a planning mode of action; socialisation within the media contributing to

communication modes and orientation; orientation strategies; and, pedagogical issues. The

following outlines my conclusions on the observable outcornes related to each,
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6.3.l Following the Revised Research Question

6.3. 1. 1 Plulal Communication Modes

Rather than finding recognisable perspectively-mediated communications, there were multiple

communication modes. My choice to use an online chat facility captured the communications

between the various palticipants yielding a variety of strategies for communicating spatial

information in text. It also formed a spatial reality of sorts in its own right. That the

participants were mole familiar with online chat as a socialising medium meant it was being

used out of its normal context for them. However, this also meant they were well versed and

quite relaxed in its use facilitating the natural setting I sought in my case study design. More

importantly, they concretised their thoughts by committing them to text revealing patterns of

the types of spatialisation they tried to communicate. Ostensibly, these were discussions about

fragmented operations at the surface of a two-dimensional plane. In action, instead of

perspectively-generated modes of communication dominating the participants' actions, what

emerged was a planning mode more aligned with a two-dimensional design ethos. This can be

attributed to a number of the features of the various exercises themselves: most actions were

only possible in a 2D plane; the ability to 'view all' from above; and, not least, much

architectural design is planning by nature. However, with the almost infinitely variable views

possible in the real-time perspective media available to the participants, and the fact that it

was only after they had 'discovered' the view from above that they then used this viewing and

acting mode extensively, it was surprising that so much of their exploration focussed on this

plan mode. On the other hand, as they were all architecture students, planning was also the

activity they freely admitted they were most comfortable with. This questions the efficacy of

perspective in the environments engaged in these exercises to help fulfil the required tasks

compared with conventional two dimensional views.

6.3.t.2 Socialisation

Contingent upon both actions and their communication, was the prevalence of socialisation in

the case study environments. The fact that I used an online chat facility - ostensibly a

socialising tool - to capture the participants' communications meant that the sorts of

information gathered was always going to be of a socialising nature. Although I had not

intended this initially, it proved to be valuable in creating the relaxed atmosphere necessary to

capture the casual conversations within which were embedded the spatial constructs I sought.

Moreover, it is this social dimension that underpins much of my analysis and is largely

ignored by the literature. Where the literature tends to follow empiricist methods, discounting
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the value of socialisation - seeing socialisation as potentially contaminating the data rather

than contextualising and supporting multiple understandings - in my study, discoveries wele

situated within the network of social interactions captured and recorded in the chat logs.

Indeed, not only did the participants socialise in the online chat but the delight they expressed

in 'seeing' each other and each other's actions played out in the leal-time 3DVEs supported

its own socialisation. This is the basis of most networked computer games and was not lost on

this cohort. That they wele able to socialise at all suggests the tool was largely transparent to

their socialising interactions. Whether this was due to the net effect that perspective is

intuitive (as suggested by the literature review) remains problematic. However, what I can

colrment on is that my research suggests the socialisation took place in an imaginary space

somewhere between the screen and the viewer', somewhat like day-dreaming (this is also the
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narrative, somewhere between the stage and the audience). From their conversations, I caught

glimpses of this third space. This suggests there is still much to be learned from these kinds of

case studies,

6.3.L3 Orientatiou

This rniddle or socialising space also assisted participants in getting spatially oriented. This

was most pronounced in case study 03 where pal'tners oriented themselves in relation to their

counterpatts. Indeed, that on some occasions their ability to stay oriented hinged on the

presence of their partner tends to support the notion of a socially-mediated ot'ientation. Thele

were, of course, other odentation stlategies too. For example, the various orientation

strategies ranged from explicit x y z axes discussions in case study 01, 'come over here and

see what I can see', ordinarily associated with perspectival norms of orientation, to the

socially-rnediated stÍategy described in case study 03. This last orientation strategy, contingent

on socialisation, demonstrates an alternative spatialitv which does not rely on perspective.

6.3.1.4 Pedagogy

These case studies were circumstantially framed by theil inclusion as pedagogical exercises

within an existing curriculum. This also added authenticity to the notion that this study was

conducted in a natural setting. As such, pedagogical issues alising from this pl'ocess are

crucial to a holistic undel'standing of the study undertaken.
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As is the goal with most pedagogical exercises the teacher hopes to transforrn their students'

understanding about a particular topic. In this case I was charged with providing an

educational outcome for rny students as part of a teaching program and this formed the case

study arena for my investigations into how the group of students approached the various

pedagogical tasks. While the pedagogical transformations were embedded in the case study

outcomes, the triangulation process used also created the opportunity for the participants to

transform their understandings of their own involvement with the research, the role they

played in it, and what transpired as a consequence of having participated in the exerçises as

part of a research investigation. I identified two types of transformations: pedagogical and

conceptual - pedagogical as learning outcomes, and conceptual where it triggered recognition

of alternative spatial realities. These transformations were important to the participants, as

they were to me. My understanding of the media, its pedagogical application, and perspective

efficacies, was equally transformed by this research. In short, students and researcheilteacher

alike transformed prior notions of both the role of perspective in navigating and interacting

with 3DVEs and how such environments can be used to generate collaborative design

outcornes.

6.3.1.5 Summary

While my views are still divided as to whether perspective is as influential on critical thought

related to spatial concepts as that espoused by the literature, through these case studies I have

come to an appreciation of the multifarious spatial realities possible and necessary to make

sense of what is otherwise a very straightforward medium - the real-time perspective of a

3DVE. This tends to confilm the necessity to accept plural rather than singular explanations

for spatial organising. My conclusions on this dilemma are discussed in more detail in the

next, and concluding, section.

6.4In Conclusion

The deeply embedded conventional reliance on perspective in the representation of the world,

that can be traced back to Giotto's early explorations in the Italian Renaissance, has been

extended into contemporary physical and digital media and, moLe lecently, 3DVEs. The shift

to a perspectival view in tl-re time of Giotto (which witnessed the transition from a medieval

spiritualisrn to Renaissance materialism in the physical representation of perspective) was

profound. But the shift to digital perspectival media (in the form of static images and their

controlled animation in movies etc,), was perhaps equally profound, as was the more recent

shift to the real-tinte perspectival media of 3DVEs. The significance of this shift to the real-
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time perspectival media of the 3DVE is the emergent notion of virtual space as something that

can be inhabited and explored, It is this latest iteration that this thesis used to address the

notion of perspective as a spatial medium communicated by design students using online clrat.

What arose from this study was a multitude of spatial realties, not all reliant on perspective as

a hinge to their understanding (in Perez-Gomez and Pelletier's terms). Yet, as perspectival

representation of space has become so ubiquitous it has tended to cloud debate on these

alternative spatial reali ties.

The abstract impressionists and expressionists of the late nineteenth and early to mid-

twentieth centuries understood the need to explore alternative spatial realities beyond

perspective. They railed against the formulaic perspective realisms following the advent of the
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representation tends to provide as much information as possible, thus obscuring, or at least

providing rnultiple meanings beyond that intended, abstract representations could instead

purvey a single or minimal message in a succinct manner, often with greater clarity. It should

be remernbered, however, that even abstract expressionism relies on an acculturation to its

viewing conventions to understand this message. Where abstract expressionism 'fits in' to the

reahn of 3DVEs is not clear. What is clear, however, is that the lealm of 3DVEs seems to

suffer from a rcdsoti d'etre beyond the sirnulation and replication of physical environments.

While this is sufficient in computer games, medical research, architecturaliurban visualisation

and so on, it also limits alterrative paths of exploration in its simple quest for greater and

gïeater realism at the expense of meaning. This was highlighted in those exercises (in case

study 02 and 03) which indicated that immersion tended to be as (or in some cases more)

reliant on human-human and human-object interaction than it did on the realism of the scenes

depicted. Indeed, the levels of interaction in these environments provided a dimensional

distraction which allowed participants to 'make-do' with a higher level of abstraction in the

replesentation of the spaces depicted due to what appears to be the cornpeting realities of

perspectival immersion, chat immersion, and their associated social intelactions requiring

processing in a cooperative 'mental space', In other v/ords, it was more the unfolding

naratives of their chats and actions that they were immel'sed in than the perspectival

environments per se.

Clearly they saw in 3D - the plojective geometry of the 3DVEs provided a convenient method

for visualising spatiality because it implies an axial space with dimensional rnarkings and so

on. The known l'ules for these perspectival spaces also lielped tliem make sense of space. But
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they also needed to communicate what they could see. It was in their transcriptions that these

spaces were metaphorically and practically flattened. From this I can speculate that the

perspective was encountered as a physiological visualisation, but communicated as a

convention.

On the other hand, the literature review tells me two types of space should have emerged in

their communications, variously described as: represented and lived, pictorial and sensed,

passive and active, extemal and interral, imagined and experienced. They should have used

terms associated with these two types of space to communicate their perspectival visions. But

this was not the case. Seeing the spaces represented in perspective means they should have

seen the environments as a series of pictures much like Lynch (1960) - the author most often

refered to as providing an analogy for how 3DVEs are encountered as real spaces -describes

how we recognise urban environments. But they did not see the pictures of the spaces they

encountered. Instead, they experienced the spaces as fragments of a whole. They saw real

objects, known things, familiar things - if they were not familiar then they just saw the

shapes. Similarly, they experienced the spaces as imaginative mentally internalised

reconstructions (in a Gestalt sense) rather than the fully immersive experiences reported in the

literature.

What role did perspective play then? Refening to Gibson (1979), they re-cognise things

according to their familiar affordances. In this sense, they did not see in perspective, they saw

things, and when they tried to communicate what they saw they did not describe a perspective

view but the 'things' they found in it. This is a subtle but distinct difference. Perspective

merely facilitated an illusion for them. As an experienced, lived space, like in a reflection,

they saw themselves in the spaces. Their experiences were thus also highly contextualised as

encounters within a socialised environment,

Hence, I can conclude that the perspective environments they encountered were experienced

physiologically but only at a very personal, localised, level. Communicating spatiality was far

more difficult. While most of the participants could, if asked, illustrate spatial concepts with

some facility, this was not an option in these case-study exercises. Instead, they had to

textualise their spatial visualisations. By doing so they revealed a more common planar mode

of communicating spatial relationships. This suggests the rigidity of operating at the level of a

plane offeled more shared control over possible orientations than the infinitely flexible, yet

explicit, rules of the 3DVE perspective. Describing plans, maps, or diagrams textually just
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seerned lnore natural to these participants than trying to interpret or extrapolate the appalent

cornplexities of those plans in a third dimension. As sketching plans was not a part of the

active 3DVE interaction and navigation, this preference for communicating two-

dimensionalisation of thlee-dimensional spaces cannot be due to the ease of drawing plans but

rather because it was the most effective method to conceptualise and communicate the spaces

encountered. Even though they could be 'theLe', in amongst the 3D foLms, they still chose to

abstract a two-dimensional view (in plan) and communicate three-dimensions as if it was two-

dimensional. This interplay of 2D and 3D framings, or the stepping in and out of real, virtual,

and irnaginative environments was mediated by the physicality of the monitor's screen. In this

Íranner, the projecting of a three-dimensional geometry onto a two-dimensional surface was

also consistent with the two-dirnensional images they chose to communicate.

Moreover, they did not engage with the perspective as much as the literature review suggests

they sliould have. The central empoweling feature of the perspective, the ability to see what

others see by occupying the same location, was not afforded by the perspective of the 3DVEs

used in these case studies. Nol did the other perspective cues - depth, occlusion, shading, and

so on - seem to help thern communicate what they could see, what they wanted the othels to

see, ol' their visions (mental view). Instead, they had to devise a communication code of sorts

which was lalgely divorced from direct perspective cues.

The fact that chat is an inherently socialising rnedium meant that the sorts of communications

were imbued with a social subtext, What this meant was that they had to textualise a mental

interpretation of what they could see on their screen, how they thought their partner would

interpret their words as images, and the imagined spatial images themselves, all in a medium

that they were used to using as a socialising tool. This unintended socialising of their

communications, provided for'ilch and verbose tecordings. Within these lelaxed social

exchanges \,vere captured the rneaningful spatialisations at the core of this study. Planning was

the strongest fonn of spatialisation to emerge.

Planning emetged not only as a cole rnedium for spatialising and communicating design

visious, but it appeared to support and in turn was supported by the sorts of socialisation that

occured in the textual chatting. Moreover, according to this study, planning was clearly an

integral part of the design pl'ocess that could not be supplanted by the appalently gïeater

flexibility and expressiveness of the 3D visualisation media, except for capturing palticular

views - and even these did not reveal as much about the spatial chalacteristics as one's
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imaginings of plans did. V/hether this was due to the participants' prior architectural training

or an innate sense of planning is not clear, and a subject for further study. 'What this study

does show is that while planning and diagrammatic sketching may appear to be primitive

forms of spatial representation they tend to be more intuitive than the perspective. This may

also explain why it took so long to formulate the rules for perspective construction we know

from the Renaissance.

6.5 Future directions

This thesis demonstrates the need to address the social issues that contextualises a study of

collaborative design practices using 3DVEs, The processes and outcomes of this study

revolved around social interaction, It yielded its richest insights from the recording of casual

conversations. To this end, the constructivist methodology employed contributed to a greaher

understanding of remote collaboration communication about spatial issues in design practice.

Although not the core purpose, the outcomes of this thesis do provide fertile ground for

further study in the efficacies of communication modes used by various existing remote

design collaborative practices. With this in mind, the sorts of issues raised in this thesis that

wafl'ant further investigation include, among others:

e trying different settings with participants from different backgrounds;

o exploring non-perspectival spatial representation mediums;

. comparing different approaches to the same media;

o exploring the role the avatar plays in creating a spatial and social frame of reference;

and,

o investigating what spatial switches occur when one moves through architectural space

in the physical world.

6,5, 1 Different Settings

Tlying different settings with participants from different backgrounds, would help validate the

work done here. It would expose the nature of perspective as an all-pervasive media

understood by those not actively exploring visual media, unlike the participants in this study.

6.5.2 Non-Perspectival Spatial Representation

Exploring non-perspectival spatial representation mediums, such as abstract expressionism

and alternative non-Western cultural variations, may throw up its own communication modes

which in tuln might prove to be more efficient than the modes uncovered in this thesis.
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6.5.3 Diffelent Approaches to the Sarne Media

Comparing different approaches to the same media, such as those in case study 01, could take

the fonn of comparisons where both paltnels use the same rnedia: physical-physical or virtual-

virtual. To this we could add comparison of the hand drawing and communicating of plans of

the Federation Villa blocks. This would also go some way towards addressing the notion of

planning as a learned or innate skill, by explicitly exploring the role of planning by conducting

comparative studies of the drawing and communicating of hand-drawn plans representative of

three-dimensional forms.

ó.5.4'I'he Socialising Role ot the Avatar

'What role the avatar plays in creating a spatial and social frame of reference could be explored

by seeing how one's avatar in first or third person affects the frame of reference of a

collaborative design exercise.

6.5.5 Spatial Switches in Physical-World Environments

A number of spatial switches were ideritified in this thesis occuning within, between, and

outside the frame of the 3DVE, its physical apparatus, the virtual worlds it depicts, and its

physical-wolld corollary. It would be interesting to explore what spatial switches occur when

one moves through and analyses architectural space in the physical world.

6.6 Epiloeue

Conducting this research raised a number of interesting issues related to teaching and research

alike. The role of research in rny teaching described in this thesis was critical to establishing a

natural setting. i could not have done this without the generous support of staff in the school,

and the students themselves. The students responded to the dual demands of research

embedded in a teaching progam with a genuine interest in their outcomes. They were

involved in the research and pedagogical processes at evel'y stage. This alone suggests this

type of combined resealch and teaching practice may have a place in the curriculum - with

benefits both to pure lesealch and more engaging, relevant, and improved teaching.

Following on from rny earlier research into the use of images to communicate spatial

relationships in planning (see Masters Thesis, 1999), the literature convinced me that 3D
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computer-generated perspective should be an efficient method for communicating spatial

concepts. However, after thoroughly analysing the data from my case studies I found that

when text was relied upon to communicate spatiality, using words to describe what could be

seen, it reduced perspective to a two-dimensional plane. My remote design collaboration

exercises comprising the case studies relied on textual descriptions for the composition,

construction, and reporting of three-dimensional objects and spaces. The reduction of the

three-dimensional spatiality of the scenes encountered to two-dimensions and back again in

the textual transfers suggests two-dimensional planning was a more natural medium for my

participants in describing spatial concepts than perspective. This was captured in the highly

socialised chat logs which formed the core of data analysed - ordinarily discarded by

empiricist research. Hence, this thesis also demonstrated the value in interpreting meaning

from the social interactions of participants. The discoveries described in this thesis are set

against a literature background on the history, application, and ideology ofperspective

practice.

Finally, while in this thesis I have perhaps raised more questions than answers - as should a

consh'uctivist study - it does go some way towards broadening our understanding about the

plurality of spatialisation that occuned in the remote design collaboration exercises described.

Moreover, it provides fertile ground for further research in this topical field. An important

question that is raised for further research is, "what are the implications of the emphasis on

planning revealed here on ongoing lemote design collaboration using 3DCVEs in professional

practice?'l
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Appendix A: Chat Loes

^.t 
(2002)

DMM, 07105/02, 11 :20-13:10

BOB:just enteled this chalrnel
MARY: just enteled this channel
THEODOR: just entered this chaunel
MARY: we lrave to decide how many pelnrutatious ar.e possible with tlle l.ules
BOB: yes

BOB: we kuow
BOB: have you tried with the four of the large t.ooms Mary?
BOB: it is like a letter H
MARY: how did u put the block[s together]?
BOB: big loof and 4 of the hips roofs iu every cor.ner
BOB: along the x axis
MARY: and [whele] do you want to put veraudah?
MARY: but this model seems to[o] rnassive?
TTIEODOR: hey Bob is your H like =l= or l-l ?

THEODOR: and why do you want to r¡ake an H anyway?
BOB: [mirre is] like the second one
MARY: ok then i built a wrong urodel
BOB: and put the varandah covering the holes
BOB: could be an intet'esting place
MARY: i tried again...and this ones l¡uch better
TF{EODOR: any estimates on how maily pennutations are possible yet?
MARY: more thau 75 models
THEODOR: how did you al'ive at this figure Mary? And does Bob agree?
BOB: where did you get that number from Mary?
MARY:just tt'y every block colnbin[ation] with the other block and it could produce many
pennutatiouIs]
MARY: what do u think Bob?
BOB: did you do the H one?
MARY: yup
MARY: but i don't like this model
BOB: did you cover the holes with var.andahs?
BOB: why?
MARY: u didn't say i have to cover the hole[s] with verandah
BOB: yes I did
MARY: all of the hole[s]?
BOB: let's try this one
MARY: ok i covel one hole with verandah
BOB: put tlre lalge oues, on y axis, under.neath x axis
MARY: undelneath x axis?
TTIEODOR: so you ale talking about the l-l model and about filling the gaps so it should be
like l=l?
BOB: ok, upper light colner large one y axis
BOB: theodor', the gaps do not fill completly
BOB: the hips roofs are a bit larger'
MARY: i think it doesn't matter
MARY: u only one velandalr in one comel.?
MARY: how about the othel'cot'ner?
BOB: undelneath, I tnean right down hand x axls
BOB: let's try this
MARY: the x axis is looking at you?
MARY: at your colllputer monitor'?
BOB: let me explain [it to] you
BOB: up light cornel y axis with the large one
BOB: down right cornel x axis with tlre large one
THEoDOR: Bob, you said thar rhe velandah does nor completely fill the gap in the H

construction. Does it uratter'?
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BOB: left down coruer -y axis with the large on

BOB: yes otherwise it is not an H
BOB: the verandah is not big enough to fill the hole

TTIEODOR: is this what you mean Bob? l--
BOB: and left upper corner -x axis with the large one

THEODOR:-l- ?

THEODOR:-l-?
BOB: how do you get the symbols so close

MARY: i aln confused
THEODOR: don't put a space betweqn them

BOB: do an H along the Y axis

BOB: witlt the large rooms
BOB: and put the big roof
MARY:ok
MARYr then

TIIEODOR: oh ok so its like an I ?

BOB: over the holes that conform [to] the H put verandahs

THEODOR: or rather =l=
BOB: and use the hip roofs to extend the roof, they are quite large

BOB: and you will see that rhe verandah is not big enough [for] the hips roofs

THEODOR: but does it matte¡?

MARY: Bob ...[does] y axis mean along the corridor ?

BOB: yes along the corridor
BOB: so the rooms are going to be out of the floor a little bit?

THEODOR: so should it really be lll with the middle pipe being shorter to repleseùt the

comidor?
BOB: yes it is like rhis theodor but the verandah is not big enough to fill the holes completely

THEODOR: yeah that's right Bob, it is just a pretend house afterall

BOB: pretend?
MARY: then...how about the verandah?

THEODOR: really i don't tbink it matters about the verandah

BOB: the rules say that we need [a] verandah

THEODOR: Bob are you trying to put verandahs in front of the rooms which extend out past

the floor. The rooms with the hip roofs over?

MARY: if u want
MARY: it doesn't [say] exactly u have to put [a] verandah

MARY: only if necessary
THEODOR: i don't think you need to put verandahs out past the rooms with hip gable roofs

over
BOB: I mean because the verandah could be a Quite nice cover place without walls so u can

read
BOB: have ail with out feel[ing] the sun bum

MARY: but if we put verandah [thete] ...it means the entrance will [be] cover[ed] up

THEODOR: that is a nice thought Bob. Tell me more

BOB: dont you guys think so?

THEODOR: hey Marydid you take a photo yet?

MARY: yes...but will it look nice if u put [a] verandah in this model?

BOB: ale you guys leady for auother one?

THEODOR: talk to Maryand see if she agrees about the verandah

BOB: Maryate you agree about the veraldah?

THEODOR: Maryi dòn't think it matters much about how the model looks, what is impo|taDt is

lrow you came up with the idea etc

BOBi the valandah does not need to be solid could be like glass!!!!

THEODOR: that's an interesting idea

THEODOR: bave you guys decided on exactly ltow many permutations there ate yet?

BOB: not yet there are as malìy as we want I guess

THEODOR: do you aglee with this statement Mary?

MARY: do u want to try with two different size of blocks?

BOB:ok
BOB: just tell me
MARY: ok
MARY: how about if we put 3 small block with one large block?

BOB: how
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BOB: which axis [is] the large one?
MARY: pur rhe big one up [on the] left side y axis
BOB: x or y?

MARY: y axis
BOB: ok done
BOB: wllich roof?
MARY: put the big roof and [the] gable roof
BOB: and the verandah on tlìe right side?
MARY:yes!!!
MARY: what do you think?
MARY: but i want the small vel'andah with triangle roof for the comer
BOB: what do you tlunk with the cor¡er verandah finishing it [offl
MARYI i think it will look like the house [has a] private verandah
MARY: what do u think?
MARY: Bob....what do u think
BOB: what do you mean private?
MARY: because if we use the other one, it feels [ike] we can add more verandahs as long as

we want
BOB: and it is a problem?
MARY: yes for me
MARY: if iln the owuel of the house l-)
BOB: but if we finish [offl with the eorler veralda-!: it wil! be better if you wa¡t like a

finishing detail
MARY: yes

BOB: ok shift [it]
BOB: i somy!!!
THEODOR: ok guys its now I l:18 and you haven't agreed on how many permutations there

al'e. I thiDk you should decide this before moving on
BOB: how ale we going to decide that?
BOB: thele are a lot of permutationsl!
MARY: the rules are clear'
BOB: so 16 colnbinations?
THEODOR: do you agree with this Mary?
BOB:4*4*4
BOB: I guess?

MARY: more tban 16
MARY: how about if u fi¡rd the combiuation us[ing] 2 square and two rectargular fblocks]
BOB: should we tly another one?
BOB: ok lets do it
MARY: and I['ll] find the combination between 1 squale and tluee rectangular [rooms]
BOB: let's go fol the 2 squares and 2 rectangles
BOB: ready?
MARY:ok
BOB: put the rectangles in the up[per] r'ight corner x axis and the other one left down corner -x

arus

BOB: and tlre squares in the remaining space
MARY: the position of the rectangular þ.ooml, along the x ol.y axis
BOB: x axis
MARY: ok
MARY: how about the roof?
BOB: [use tlre] big one
MARY: then [what]?
BOB: and then covel'the rectangles
MARY: with [a] hip or gabble [roof?]
MARY: gable?
BOB: and put the verandahs in the short sides
MARY:Bob?
BOB: no the hip
MARY:ok
MARY: [for] both of [the] shorr sides?
BOB: yes

MARY:ok
MARY: finished?
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BOB:yes
BOB: take the picture
MARY: wait..,i [will] take a pic of the model f,rrst

BOB: ok?
MARY: finished!
THEODOR: so did you work out how many permutations?

MARY: i think about 256

MARY: do u want try another model?

THEODOR: why do you think it is 256 Mary?
THEODOR: you need to both agree on an exact tlutnberl

MARY: Bob?
BOB: let me see

MARY: Bob...how many permutations?

BOB: should we meet now? or?

MARY: no...we [haven't] finished with the permutatious [yet]
MARY: not yet Bob
MARY: Bob...how about the permutations?

MARY: how many permutations do u think?

BOB: same as you
MARY: ok...how did you find that number?

MARY: i thi¡k becoz we have 4 blockls], 4 position[s] and 4 possible place[sJ for each block

aud two different size[s] ofblock[s]
BOB: it's like the colours of the computer

MARY: it mea¡s every block could [be] put in four different place[s] with four different

model[s] and four position[s]
MARY: and we have four block[s]
MARY: what do you mean with the colours in the computer?

MARY:Bob
BOB: I am not sure there are too much more

MARY: so...what do u think?
MARY: becoz we can't finish this session if we can't agree [with] each other

BOB: 256 because 16 *4 is 64 and that *4is256

BOB: [+]3 is equal [to] 259
BOB: is it 259? what do you think?
BOB: because you have to add the blocks in the fonn as they are now without combination

with each other
BOB: 256 plus 3
MARY: how about this
MARY: we have four place[s]
MARy: with one rectangular lblockl which ca¡ [be] put in two different position[s], along [an]

x azis or [a] y azis

MARY: it means the mathematical method is 1x4x2

BOB: there are inhuite possibilities
MARY: tlren if we have 2 blocks [we] just cottttt2x4xZ

BOB: I do not know the forrnula [for how] to do it, but I know it is without ending

BOB: we have 4 squares and 2 possibilities for each square

BOB: sony rectaugle
BOB: so it is 2*4
MARY: ok
BOB:2*2*4
BOB:.2*2*2*4
BOB.24'2*2*2*4
BOB: plus I
BOB: and sum all
MARY:yup
MARY: so it becomes 121

THEODOR: do you [both] agree to a nurnber?

BOB: it is 113

THEODOR: i think Bob is having trouble adding up? ! ! !

BOB: sotry
MARY: l2l
BOB 122
THEODOR: now that you have agleed to a number calì you answer the next questiolì please?
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BOB: yes

MARY: which rnodel Bob?
TFIEODOR: Bob i want you to desclibe your experiencc of wolking witll the viltual model aiid

how this nright compale to that of rnary's work with the physical model
THEODOR: and Maty i want you to descl'ibe your expelieuce of working with the physical

model and how this might compare to Bob's work with the virtual model.
BOB: [I can be both] interactive with the computer and with Mary
BOB: so it is simultaneous [interaction]
BOB: but it [would be] better to have a code first to comurunicate [oul ideas such as] the axis

[we ale working on]
MARY: it is leally nice working with the physical rnodel, but [tlre] first time was difficult for

lne to ulìderstand Bob's command with the axis
MARY: i agree with Bob, [ìt would have been better ifl we had [the] sarne perception about
[an] axis code [before starting]
THEODOR: so you both think there needs to be some common convention on how to

cornlnunicate the orientation of the models?
MARY: yes

BOB: [however,] the predefined gtammal'makes the cornlnunication and the combinatious
easy
TIIEODOR: Bob stat'ted to use tlte tel'm axis in relation to xyz etc but this got confusing
BOB: it is not confusing!
MARY: ves fit is Bob] becoz you didn't mention it the firsr firne, about the y a_x-is

MARY: is it along the corlidol or not
TtIEoDoR: the axis systern was not confusing for Bob. was it confusirrg for you Mary?
MARY: yes! BOB: you call see the axes iri tlre vnnl screen
THEODOR: what axis call you see in the vrml screen Bob
MARY: but you have to imagine i didn't wol'k with vrml scl.een!
TFIEODOR: well put Mary
BOB: it is clear that this is a 3d modelling tool [and] all 3d modelling tools wolk undel [tbe

same] axis language
BOB: and moleovel i like it because it was a real time auimation or modelling
MARY: but if we wolk in form z (a different, non-real-time, modelling package), it has

different axes

BOB: [no] they are the same
BOB: but io rnake [it] easier we should be able to se¡rd some pics or images
BOB: to each other
BOB: so we can develop [a] better [understanding of what each other sees]
THEoDOR: Bob how do you think you would bave seen thirtgs differently if you were
working with the physical model instead of the vi¡tual rnodel?
BOB: or be clear with the language that we are golng to use
BOB: but this is mot'e personal i guess

TFIEODOR: attd Mary do you think you would have seen different thiugs if you worked with
the virtual model instead of the plrysical model?
TFIEODOR: i think youl ideas for setìding each other images is a good onel
BOB: I think so because I cau see in my screen all the elelnents so this make [it] easier.to
'picture' what I want
BOB: and lrow I want it
MARY: ok
BOB: Yes and if sketches could be sent too
THEODOR: Bob did you navigate down into vour model to 'sed' it from on the ground?
THEODOR: Mary did you get down atrd look at the rnodel to see what it looks like up close?
BOB: that is riglrt I have lnole views with out rnoving myself
BOB: I saw the model froln rnany views
MARY: yes

TFIEODOR: can you elabotate please Maly
BOB: K
BOB: ok
MARY: how?
TFIEODOR: tell me how you'expelienced'the physical model
MARY: it is nice and easily to uldelstand but can i tly work[ing] with virtual lnodel

sometinre?
BOB: ok I have to go now
THEODOR; ok Bob thank you fol all your u,ork today!
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THEODOR: i will now go down aud see Bob befo¡e coming up to my office to see you P

MARY: ok
BOB:just logged off.
MARY:just logged off.
THEODOR: just logged off.
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4.2 (2003)

DMM, 16i05/03, 1l:30 - l3:50

SDFG just entered this channel
SDFG:sdfg
SDFG: ef
SDFG just logged off
Trevorjust entered this channel
Helen just entet'ed tlús cbaunel
Helen: halo
Helen: halo
Helen: Tl'evor????
Tl'evor: hi
Helen: testing
Trevor: ok u getting this?
Helen: yup
Trevor: one configuration take pic!
Heleu: do i have to take the pic?
Helen: how to do it?
Trevor: use vrml print sct'een???
Helen: ooo ok
Trevor: two
Helen: weird
Trevor:
theodorjust entered this channel
theodor: bello Trevol'and Helen
Heleu: theo, do i have to take the pic??
Helen: through plint screen?
theodor: yes Helelì that would be good
theodor: simply press the printscr.eeu button
Helen: and tben save it???
theodor: save the images to the desktop
Helen: where to put it?
Helen: oh oke
theodor: call them HelenOl, HelenO2 ect
Helen: oke
theodor: etc
Trevor: three
theodor: ale you able to determine the maximum perrnutations?
Helen: hmmln
theodor: what do you mean 3 Trevor?
Helen: how do i suppose to do after press print screen??? :D
Trevor: thild config, tlroe
Trevor: theo
theodor: hi Heleu: if you open the paint plogl.am from the stal.t bar the¡ accessol.ies
Helen: i got it
theodol': once the 'paint'progr.am is open go edit paste
theodor: then save as to the desktop with your narne and a nulnber etc
Trevor: fourth
theodor: does it make sense Heleu?
theodor: what do you mean fourth Trevor?
Helen: i got one :p
theodor: great Helen
tbeodor: are you saying you have determined four pel'mutations so far Trevo¡?
Tlevor: fifth
theodor: can you tell us how you al'e wolking out your per.mutations Trevor?
Trevor': this is eudless
theodor: alld can you let Helen klow so you can see if you are both doing the same t¡ing?
theodor': what about you Helen? what is your startegy fol'determiniug thè peunutations?
Trevor: ok Helen are u followir.rg?
Helen: theo
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Helen: yes???

Helen: sori trouble some here

Trevor: I'm getting'username & password required'prompt on my screen

Trevor: Helen shall I come down to take over your place?

Helen: no it's okay
Helen: the proxy one, just press cancel

Heìen: i got it too
Trevor: can u do this 'design'?

Helen: which design?????

Helen: i cant see yours

Trevor: can u c?

Helen: cært

Helen: there's no webcam here

Trevor: yu theodor joking???

Trevor: then why do I need to use webcam for?

Trevor: it's faster/better to use digital camera

Helen: take the pictureeeee

Helen: :P
Helen: i just print screen it
theodor: how are you communicatilìg your ideas to each other?

theodor: clearly you cannot send images to each other so you have to find auother way

physical?
iheodor: what are the differences between working with the virtual model and the

Helen: for me, it's alot
theodor: and also state how you arrived at this figure!?

theodor: alot is not a number!
Trevor: same here buit can't be sure if we have the same ones

Helen: but it's difficult to move it
theodor: why would they be different Trevor?
theodor: why are they difficult to move Helen?

Helen: dont know
Helen: sometimes i lost them
Helen: so i have to hnd it
Helen: or lnake another one
Trevor: bcos we can't see what the other is doing???

theodor: Helen i noticied you are loking at the model from above

Helen: yes

theodor: does this make it difficult to move the pieces?

Helen: it's easier for me

Helen: really? but i can see all of them

theodor: why do you need to see each other's models Trevor?

theodor: how would seeing each other's models help?

Helen: really?
Helen: i got 5

Helen: in the desktop
Trevor: I have 7

theodor: Tt'evor can you communicate to Helen what your 7 are

Trevor: I can send the pics for her to view check your email, Helen in a minute

theodor: the idea of the exercise is to use the chat channel only
theodor: what is the pulpose of sending images?

Trevor: why?
theodor: the images are ouly for rny records ofwhat you have done

Trevor: why sld we restl'ict ourselves to chat channel only?

theodol.: at this stage you ueed to both agree on the total number of pelmutations !

Helen: ha???

Helen: i got 6

Helen: but i dont know it's the same with Trevor or not

Tlevor: ok, Helen I'll wait for u to complete another sop we'll be equal

Heleu: 7
Helen: i think it can be mo¡e
Helen: than 7

Helen: it depends on the due time
Trevor.: I know but I'm not sul'e if we are suppose to co-ordinate to have the same
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permutations
Helen just logged off
Trevorjust logged off
h'oyjust entered this cbannel
lod just entered this channel
rod just entered this channel
lod: hi troy
rod: hi
rod: theodol u there
rod: hel?

troy: ok i am here
rod: ok lets start
troy: hi theodor u there ??

theodor: do you both understand what you are t.equired to do?
troy: i am not suer??l! !!
lod: ooh?
rod: e of us here
theodor: the idea is to cornmunicate to eaclr othel'how many possible pennutations there are

given the pieces you have each
rod: ok i try 4 permutations
rod: hmm
thcodor: if you have tjme can you take a webcam pic of the models rod
rod: au'ange the blocks in a few trials
theodor: and troy if you can take screen garbs when you have time too
theodor: both ofyou ueed to save these images ou the desktop
rod: see if he accepts it or not
theodor: don't h'y to email them to each other you won't have time!
rod: then we finalise on the best permutations
rod: ok
lod: good idea
theodol': rod how will you cornmunicate your ar.rangement?
rod: ok
rod: send snapshots to tl'oy
rod: can he see rne?
rod: troy can u see me?
h'oy: no i can't see u !!

theodor: you cau't send snapshots to each other.l
theodor: troy does uot have a webcarn!
rod: o ic
tbeodor: the pulpose oftbe exercise is to cornmuDicate only via the chat chaunel
rod: we hav to establish solne rules then
tloy: i see !

theodor: gleat idae rod! !

rod: rule one - roof must fit
h'oy: ok i ag!
l'od: rule no 2 veranda calì go on sides only
l'od: rule no 3 rooms ¡nust stick together
troy: t'oom stick to where i mean rooom to room
rod: rule 4 jack roof must not hang over veranda
troy: can i paly this game base on our'rules now kantl!l??
rod: i tink wat theodol'e wants is for us to work on the sarne rules n comopre the l'esults
rod: compare
ttoy: ok i see so can be not to be the same sampe of house ?

rod: same l'ules but wol'k on differnt medium acr.oss cyber.space
theodor: ok guys how is it going?
theodor: have you detennined tlre rnaximum number of permutations yet?
tloy baisc
h'oy just entered this cha¡rnel
troy: zdfg
tloy: lrey kant theodor u there !!
rod: gdfgh
l'od: yeah

h'oy: how u's going there
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theodor: can you agree on a total number ofpermutations please

rod: i have 5 pelmutations
rod: how aboput u troy?
lod: ok
troy: i have 5

rod: tats good
rod: so wat next?
rod: anyone there?

troy: actarlly i don't know what's going on there

rod: hahaha

rod: was it difficult with vrml?
rod just logged off
Jackjust entered this channel

troyjust logged off
Johnjust entered this channel
John: hello
Jack: hallo John
John: Jack

Jack: yes

Jolm: what ale we going to do?

theodor: ok so have you looked at the rules?

Jack: i will arrange the blocks
John: yes

John: ok
Jack: can you see

John: where?

Jack: on the camera
John: I can't see your camera
theodor: you caunnot see each other from the camera!

theodor: you can only communicate with each other via the chat channel

theodor: only if you have time should you take some pictures

theodor: save them to tbe desktop using your name and a number

John: ok
theodor: John John you will need to use print screen and the windows paint program to do

this ok
Jack: so how am i going to save my permutations

theodor: now you need to communicate with each other how you are going to determine what

the permutaitons are

theodor: you don't need to save your permutations merely'add up how many ther are

Jack: o k
Jack: so i will be doing and John will be saving

John: ok
Jack: yes

Jack: so what's up?

John: I aln checking what the other guys talking
John: rnaybe we should setup solne rules first
Jack: yes

John: can you see the rules ofrod and troy?

John: tell me what you are doing, Jack?

Jack: i have done five permutations

Jack: enjoying doing
John: yep

theodor: what differeuce do you thing there is between working with the virtual model and

the physical model?
Jack: iu physical model you calt feel the change

Jolu: yep

Jolu: it is a little confusing
Jolrn: maybe 5
Jack: yes

Jack: how many can we do?

John: maybe theodor what us to create a larrguage to describe what to model

John: like vocabulary and rules

Jack: o k
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Jack: did he tell you?

John: nope
Jolrn: I think this is about horv to build a relation througlr limit media
John: Jack
John: is it 5?
Jack: i have done 7 options
John: ok
John: 7
Jack: what have you done?
Jack: ate you working on the vertual thing?
John: yep
Jack: a¡e you through?
Jack: finished?
John: yes

John: and you?
Jack: so what did you find?
John: 7 I think
Jack: o k
John: this is a game about how to tlansfel'ilfo tluough different media
Jack: o k
John: we should change the visual info into hurnan language, like text
Jack: yes,but how do we that?
John: it would be better if it is in chinese
Jack: oh yes

Jack: i unde¡stand
Peterjust entered this channel
Peter: l'rey guys im in
Peter: brb
John: I have leloaded the sceue
Jack: what are you doing here?
John: you mean Peter'?

John: I think helen will like this game because she chat a lot
Jack: yes

Jack: sorry
John: hehe

John: solry what?
Jackjust logged off
Annjust entered this channel
Peten yeah John how was it?
John just logged off
Peter: yup lets see whats in store for us
Denisjust enteled this chatuel
Denis: hello there
Denis: hello there
Denis: we're being recorded!l
Peter: hey Ann
Deuis: is allyone there??
theodol': ok guys do you uuderstand what you are meant to do?
Peter: ??

Peter; ??

Petel': ??

Denis: kind of
Peter: hi Denis
A¡rn: hi
Peter': okay
Denis: so we're being recorded, huh??
Peter: theoor calt you brief us fol' what has to be done?
Ann: hello there
theodor: you cannot use the webcarn to send irnages to each other
Peter:

Peter:
Petel':
Peter:
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Peter:

theodor: but if you have time ìt would be good to recol'd some images which i will collect at

the end
Peter: hi
Peter: ok
Peter:
Ann: I think I have to anange blocks to come up with some kind of design

Peter:
Denis: ok now what??

Peter:
theodor: ok now the idea is to communicate to each other how you are going to leach an

agreement on what are the tnaximum number of possible permutàtions

Peter: ok
Peter:
Peter:

Denis: hello????
theodor: whats the idea Peter with all the no-message messages?

Peter: i am geting all these messages very late

Ann: what is my role?
Denis: lol what shud i do??

theodor: Ann and the rest of you need to agree on how to go about the task

Peter: fiue so we have to come up with permutations ! ll
theodor: you all have the same rules

Peter: hey Denis
theodor: you have to agree somehow with each other thats all

Peter: sory i was just trying to type nuthing since the messages scroll up only when i type

sumthing
Ann: I am starting to arrange blocks, guide me the way you guys want it
theodor: how many Permutations can you find Ann?

Peter: ok
theödor: c'mon guys how are you going to do it?

theodor: Peter and Denis how many permutations can you find?

theodor: how do you know ifwhat you are firrding is the same as each other?

Denis: loads
Peter: okay Ann what has to be done

Denis: im using the squares with the bigger roof form
Peter: what should i do ?

Denis: i calì make loads of permutations here

Ann: Ijust found two and I have taken picture ofit
Denis: am i rnissing something?
Pctcr: hcy guys what do i have to do ?

Denis: 2?

Peter: i arn missing everYthig
Denis: why are these two columns there?

Denis: IIELP!
Peter:HELPPPPP
Peter: i cant control this thing

Denis: theodor??
Denis: Ann??
Aun: You have virtual model with you just let me ktlow which model you are placing at

which position
Peter: theo is coming to helP us

theodor: ok whats up?

Peter: yes Anu i have a virtual model hele
Denis: whats the point of that?

theodor: you mot making sense Denis

theodor: i tbink anina means each piece of tlre model

Denis: ok
Peter: theodor i cant delete these things

Ann: yupl!
Denis: i have one block on the riht fi'ont and oue otr the left back

Denis: and im usig the hip-roof
Denis: act'oos the bottom of your screen
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theodor: ok Peter to delete the objects either click on the coüesponding object in the row
theodor: this tums theln on and off
Deuis: Ann?
theodor: alternatively you can sirnple move them out of the way by clickiug on thel¡ once

hold the left mouse button down aud move yoyr mouse
Arn: start with the rectangular blocks first
Denis: square bock
Denis; now irn going to use the square on the left and the rectangular on the right to create alì
l-shape
Ann: yup!! done
Denis: hello?
Ann: I have placed gallery
Ann: next step
Denis: ok now one of the smaller toos goes on tlìe left
Ann: have you used one big roof
Denis: lmm its touglr lnakiu it a pure l-shape
Denis: wait one sec

Denis: yeah now irn getting this
Aun: On tlre right i lrave joined l'ectangles back to back
Denis: theo why ale the two columns thel.e iu the iddle?
Denis: I shape not possible
Denis: vealr but the loof wont it
Denis: hr
Denis: t
Denis: fit
Denis: theres uo roof to support tlre I
Denis: is anyone thele?
Denis; we can use the rectarigular.e bases with the two hip roofs
theodor: Ann whats up?
Ann: I have one big roofand from that lrip can be attachecl
Denis: i dont have a one sided hip
theodor: tlìe two columns are actually chimneys!
Anu: Can Peter tyake rny place I have to pick up my solt before 1 pM
Denis: the square bases al'e smaller theyll fit ith the other smaller roofs
thejodol': Denis you have all possible orientations for hip roofs
Denis: is talrt a question?
Ann: I dont have chinureys
theodor: Peter can you go to my office and log on?
Denis: the big hip roof can actually covel.mol.e thau one slnall base
Auu: I am coming down
Peter: ok
Peter: irn on my way to yul office
theodor: Ann please don't leave my office until Peter gets there!
Denis: permutations can also be made from orienting the roofs differently
Denis: just that in itself will give 4 options for each pair of bases
Denis: front-front
Denis: back-back
Denis: front-side
Helenjust entered this channel
Peterjust logged off
Denis: theres very little communication hr.e

Helen: can ijoin you?
Denis: yeah i guess so

Anu just logged off
Peter just entered.this channel
Peter just entel'ed this channel
Peter: Denis
Peter': i arn lrel'e in place of Ann
Denis: yeah ok
Denis: plac the squat'e blocks
Peter: i shall be makiDg some models here and yu have to tlarìsform it into tlie cvirtual tlring
Denis: oue on left one on right
Peter: wait
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Denis: ok then u tell me instead of teh other wy round

Peter: tell me how much have yu done so that i can oplace my models accordingly
Peter: or shiould bwe start afresh
Peter: Denis yu there?

Denis: yeah

Denis: ok lets start now
Peter: fine
Peter: start by placing the corridor
Denis: u place 4 rooms in combinations and tell me and then ill recreate the here

Peter: place it in the middle of the floor plate

Denis: done

Denis: done

Peter: no place two squal'e on either side of it
Denis: then?

Denis: we're supposed ti have 4 rooms not 2

Peter: done?

Peter: ok i shall add another two
Denis: fine so 4 squares on all 4 coÍrers
Peter: take two rectangular shapes and add them to either side of the corridoor
Peter: yup four squares

Peter: two on either side of the corridoor
Denis: yeh done

Peter: cool
Denis: 4 squares are ready
Peter: now lets put a roofoer these

Denis: now which roof theodor u using
Peter: Iets put the big roof
Denis: ok
Denis: done
Peter: so now is this one possibility ? shall we get on with another one?

Jackjust eutered this channel
Peter: who is supposed to talke the photoglaph?

Jack: hi guys

Denis: yeah lets try another now
theodor: how are we going?
Peter: Jack did u send the mail?
Denis: theres another big roof have u tl'ied that one??

Denis: not bad

Peter: we have one outcome theodor am i supposed to click a pic?
Denis: pretty easy now that tere more comrnutrication
Denis: ive taken a pic
Peter: cool
Peter: shall i take too ?

theodor: have you wrked out whats going on Peter?

Denis: ive put on the second roofPeter
Peter: yes theodor
Peter: cool
theodor: thats gleat guys remember you can't send images to each other
Denis: its the second big one with the diffelent orientation
Peter: ok
theodor: but good ifyou can take some irnages and save them to the desktop!
Denis: have u done that? now lets take pics
Peter: ijust have one big roofhere Denis
theodor: so what is the veldict on how many permutations tbere are?

theodor: Peter you rroof should be able to be rotated
Denis: i think its the same oe in two different orientatious
theodol': however you will llotice that it is not quite square

Denis: so rotate that place it and take a pic
Peter: ok
Denis: that way we wont flunk
theodor: yeah Denis koool
Denis: lets try something else now
Peter: ok now put tlree rectangles and one square on either side of tlre corridoor
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Detlis: theodor how do i remove these things fi'orn theor resent spots without sending them
wandering?
tloy just entel'ed this chaunel
Denis: which side has 3 rectangles and wlich side has one square?
Denis: do we have a roof for that?
Denis: hi tloy
theodor: Denis the little low of shapes acroos the bottorn of your screen are switches
Jack: yes i have lnade one aesthetically pt'onouncing design
theodor: you catì sirnply tum the objects on and off
theodol': Jack can you take a scleen grab
Denis: yeah got tlrat
theodor: do you kuow how to do this?
Denis: Peter??

Peter: yaa Deuis
Denis: gosh thisplace is crowded
Peter: i havbe got another oue lets tnake it\
Denis: tell me

theodor: ok guys how many perrnutations have you all got?
Denis: 2 so far
Pete¡': take two rectallgular looÌns and place them close to eeach other along the longer side
Peter: got it?
Denis: ouch i dint knwo it was time based
theodor: what do you rnean tlre longer side?
Denis: ok done
Peter: now along the sr¡allel sides of the two rectangles add a corridoor
Denis: longer side ive taken in front
Denis: as in frnt to back
Deuis: we'll do both
Peter: now on the vacant side of the col'l'idool add a rectangle aud a square
Peter: add the lìew rectangle such tbat the shorter length touches the corruidoor
Denis: we can only do 4 rooms at one time
Peter: yeah so we have foul here
Denis: so lets stick to the legular 4 cotnbinations
Peter: 3 rectangluar and one sqaule
Denis: squares, rectaugles sideways and rectaltgles fro t to back
Denis: dont try it u wont find a roof for it
Petel': urnm i was tlúnking of adding a few skylights they look giood here
Peter: auyways lets stalt from scratch
Denis: er ok if its possible lets do it
Denis: u tell
Denis: ill folow
Petel': ok
Peter': now i have two squares on one side of the col'ridoor
Denis: quick! !!
Denis: ok
Peter: and then two rectangular blocks on tlle othel.side ofthe corridooor
Peter': the rectangular blocks shud stick to the col'l'idoor along the shor.ter length
Denis: ok done
Peter': done?

Peter: cool;
Peter': now add the big roof
Peter': u will see tlìat a pol'tion of the lectangulaL t'oorns is still out
Denis: uot fitting on the rectangles
Peter: not covered by the loof
Denis: exactly
Deuis: see theodor we're doing good ltere
tloyjust entered this chaunel
Peter': yeah so yu have to pick skylights two of them
Deuis: which olìes are the skylights??
Peter: pick skylights ald place them opn top of the rectangulaL portionns that arelt cover.ed
by the biug loof
Peter: umrn see the blocks that al'e sloping and ale pointed
Peter: poiuted on one side and flat on another
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Denis: not fitting
Peter: no probs lets try again
Denis: lets stick to teh regular shapes for a while
Peter: put one lectangle and a square each on eitber side of the corridoor

Denis: dude cart we do all rectangle first??
Peter: i have only tlree rectangular blocks here with me

Denis: simpler
Denis: i have 4
Denis: ok ok
Denis: then we cant
Peter: oh i guess we need to tell that to theo

Denis: k then ure the boss

Denis: yeah do u hink hes listening??

Peter: we DONT have four lectanglulars here lol
Peter: i dont think he is reading all this

Peter: :P

Denis: anyways start
Peter: ohh actaully the rest ofthe rectangular bloacks and the square ones are supporting the

cam
troy: heyl
Denis: DUDE
Denis: get the rectangular blocks
troy: can i jont it
Denis: jaldi karte hain yaar bore ho gaya

Peter: hey Denis
theodor: hijeremey can you help these guys?

Denis: i'd say 7

Peter: ok lets start with the rectangulars

theodor: so Denis says 7 what about the rest of you?

Denis: seven's my bet
Denis: but Peier lets preceed Pls
Denis:PETER????
Peter: yeah

Denis: i wana change thaf

Denis: its more
Denis: i just got more
Denis: wait ill give au a nutnber quickly
Peter: ok
Peter: tell me

Peter: il place thern here

Denis: ok take rectangles
Denis: fi'ont on
Denis: place little roof on thern

Peter: ok
Denis: 6 will fot in a lot of different combonations

Denis: stalt quick
Peter: done
Denis: k so alculate the o of ways in which u cau lace the small roofs which fir' 6 at a tirne

when u put them on the rectatlcles

Denis: calculate QUICK! ! !

Peter: i think we can do that 7-8 times

Denis: get a specific number itll be more

Denis: theo is there a rule for how the roofs sit next to each other?????

Peter: 7

Denis: shit i got this garne really late wuldve nai;led it by now

Peter: yeah

Deuis; ok now try one rectanle and oue squale each side

Peter: Trevor lrad put two squafes and a rectangle to make the tower to suppol't the carn

Peter: ok
Deuis: what the hell
Peter: fine done

Denis: ok anyways
Denis: now lets o wlrat we calt
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Peter: ok place tlre rectangulars vertically opposite
Denis; put one sq and one rectanglt each side and see how many ways it can be done
Peter: done?
Denis: yes gt me a nurnbel quick
Perer:2
Denis: u keep tryiug it ru'e the o¡le with physical blocks itll be quicker
Denis: ok so we have 7 7 2
Denis: 16

Denis: theo???

Peter: theo ???

Denis: theo??? ???? ??? ?? ?7 ? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ?? ?? ?? ? ? ??? ???? ??? ? /
Peter:

Peter: theooooooo
Denis; is it only permutations or also combinatios????
Denis: lister Peter take 4-5 snps
Peter: i have taken snaps
Denis: theo??? ????????? ??? ???????

Denis: chaen??
Denis: chalen??

Peter: chal
theodor: ok guys I am conring upstairs now do not logoffyet!!
Peter: ok
Peter: haug on Deuis
Denis: yeah ok
Denis: is thoe upstails yet??

Denis: tell lúm about the blocks for calnera tower
Peter: lre is coming
Denis: lol
Denis: anyways
Denis: i think we got it
Peter: so how rnany pel'mutations we have?\16?\
Denis: yeah

Denis: as long as the rectangles bit was right
Peter: think so lol
Peter: hope so rather
Denis just logged off
Peterjust logged off
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A.3 (2002)

DMM, 14105/02, I 1:30-13: 15

I Mary: hi
2 Mary: i'm s5taring at u

3 Mary: let's start
4 Mary: Bob i think the stair is the first boundaries

5 Bobjust entered this chanllel

6 Mary: hi
7 Bob: hi Mary i'm at the bottom of the stairs

8 Mary: u tried to pass me

9 Mary: Bob i think the stair is the first boundaries

l0 Bob: yes

11 Bob: all the edges ofthe stairs are boundaries

12 Mary: ok
13 Bob: and the edge that goes down to the wall
14 Mary: i walk along the pool

15 Mary: is it a bounda¡ie
16 Mary: ?

17 Bob: go there
18 Bob: yes otherwise you can fall off
l9 Mary: ui Tugly
20 Maty: whele theodor u?

2l Bob: so mark the stairs and the edge that goes down to the wall

22 Bob: the pool one
23 Bob: and all the edges of the pool are boundaties as well

24 Bob: what do you think?

25 Mary: yup

26 Mary: i aglee with u
27 Bob: so come uP tP me

28 Bob: and give rne a virtual kiss

29 Mary: ha
30 Mary: whele do u watrt to move now
3l Bob: so come and lets see to tlle spaces under the roof
32 Bob: whele are you now?

33 Maty: i'm inside the roof
34 Bob: but can u see me?

35 Bob: because i can llot see You
36 Mary: yup

3l Maly: i'm iuside now
38 Bob: so the roof obviously make a boundarie

39 Mary: in the end of the buildittg
40 Bob: arn i right?
4l tlreodorjust entered this channel

42 Bob: theodor I can not see Mary why is that?

43 Bob: I see you

44 theodor: hi guys!

45 theodor: don't forget to take sc¡een shots of intelesting stuff

46 Bob: it is very funuy

41 Bob: for me the boundaries al'e the horizontal planes

48 theodor: you rernember how you to use the print screen button and then in photoshop paste

etc?? |

49 Bob: the space flous tlrrough the walls
50 theodor.: Bob Mary is going to logoff and then log back on ok just wait until she returns!

5l Bob: ok
52 Mary: ok
53 Bob: ouch i tried to go tluough the walll
54 theodor: ok so rissma is back after some re-connecting !

55 Bob: so as I say before the horizontal plaues are the priDcipal boudades

56 Bob: what do you think?

51 theodor: son.y Bob i was just showing rissma bow to take screen shots
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59
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6l
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r07

theodor: you haven't moved for a long time Bob
Mary: yes but not only horizoutal
Bob: the loof ald the floo¡
Mary: yes

Bob: should we marked them
Mary: of course
Bob: hey guys if you come over where i am you cau see a colulnn in the middle of a room
Bob: please come and see!

Mary: ok
theodor: hello
Mary: hi nice to meet u
theodor: Bob bumped into a window!!!!!!!!
Mary: hei move
Bob: in yer face!!!!!!
Mary: what theodor u doilg
Bob: now if you corne over to the comer. where r am
Bob: and the putple wall yes?!

Bob: you can see the column lines up with the end window
Bob: you have to be looking the sarne way i arn
Bob: do you think the way tlrey line up creates a con.idor?
Bob: the column is an irnplied boundar.y
Mary: yes

Bob: Mary youl'back is not beautiful and you hair srnell bad
Bob: let me see

Bob: pl;ease
theodor: charming!
Bob: thank you
Mary: but you al'e in theodore's back
Bob: thel'e ale boundaries everywhere
theodor: hey Bob lnove over i can't escape when you are in my space!
Bob: the windows, the columms, etc the inte¡esting think is how they connect to each other
theodor: al'e you taking screen shots Bob?
theodor: what is the connectiolì you are talking about Bob?
Bob: is a boundal'ie bt¡t at tlle same time is related to the other space
Bob: tlre walls yes
theodol': how is it related?
theodor: calì you show me an example?
Bob: yes about the screen shots
theodor: ok good about the screen shots
theodor; you are still blocking me in Bob
Bob: the walls project the space making it flow into tbe other
theodor: what example have you got?
Bob: there is a boundal'ie ever)ruvhere but the boundaries interlap with each other
Maly: can u move the the other side Bob?
Bob: the col'lter in we were
Bob: with the space in the front
Bob: orauge wall window and pur.ple wall
tlreodol: i would like to see that but you are in the way!l!!l
tl.reodor: ya!!!!!!!!!!! i\n free!!!!!!!M !

Bob: with your back to the two glass walls you can see the oralìge wall and the window
beyond
Bob: nice dress
Mary: i bthink Bob falls in luv with u theo
Bob: yes

theodor: do you mean (Bob) that the olange walì seems to be extended beyo¡d its obvious
ends to the other walls
theodor: and that this creates a new space?
theodor: you guys are all the santel
Bob: alld froln the orange space the ole you ale uow aud the other beyound the window ther.e

is boundaries but all of them conected
Bob: and the one in the back
Bob: and the little space between the columus and the blue-pur-ple wall neil the stail.s?
theodol: c¿uì you indicate tlrem on your plan?
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118

119

120
t2l
t22
123
t24
125
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r29
130
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t34
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t36
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t40
r4l
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t43
144
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r49
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r59
160
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r62
163
164
165

166
t67
168

r69
t'70
Lll
112
r13
r74
175
t76
r77
t'78
119
180

Bob: i am nêxt to you at the moment
theodor: let me get out of the waY

Bob: come on

Bob: where are you going?

Mary: yes the wall but not the column
Mary: it wasn't show up at plan

Bob: you need to get really closs the gap

theodor: ok from here

theodor: i am up the other end you do the same at your end

theodor: ok let me move back now you are at my ettd

Mary: sorry i'll block u
theodor: ok Mary you are looking in the right direction now

theodor: where are you going?

theodor: no don't worty about blocking me i want you to see the gap!

Bob: the space i am now
Bob: the other ofthe pool
theodor: please use a red peu to mark your plans

theodor: ok so you have seen the same thing on the other side

theodor: do you want us to come to where you are Bob?

Bob: yes

theodor: ok we are looking now what?

Mary: inside the buildingh
Mary: we can see many boundat'ies

theodor: why do you need to?

Bob: ill came back
Mary: U bump me

Mary: Bob uca¡r't enter that room
Bob: yes

Bob: this is very interesting you feel inside

Bob: this is really a virtual world
Bob: the extension of our consiousness

theodor: it is interseting to note i am in the same room with Mary but we don't talk at all!

Bob: I am on the water at the moment and nothing happen

Mary: i just tried to look surrounding the model
theodor: hey Mary stay still i want to take a foto

theodor: can you face me?

Bob: ok
theodor: just wait
theodor: snap

theodor: thark you

Mary: Bob, why u still standing above the pool

Mary: don't u want to walk alound the model?

Mary: i'm here now
Bob:i'm hiding!!!!
Bob: see if you can find me!l!
theodor: come back
Mary: i show u
Mary: i saw u
Bob: not now!
Mary: gotcha

Mary: gotcha
Bob: sprungl
Bob: yeah yeah!!!

Bob: ok your tum
Bob: i saw you go past the window
Bob; can you corne back to the window so i cau take a foto?

theodor: what is going on with you guys?

Bob: join in theodor!
theodor: i wish i could look over the walls!
Mary: clnon theodor
Mary: it's fun
Bob: i bet you can't find me now!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Bob: i am totally lúden!!!
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Bob: do you give up?
Mary: not yet
Boh: when vou find rne i ¡rrn soins tn take a fnro- o'---Þ -
Bob: theodor is lostl
Bob: nuh nuh uuh you calì't find me!!l
theodor: tìo i am hiding as well
Bob: so close
Mary: i saw u
Mary: i'm win
Bob: cool hiding place huh?
Mary: theodor yu didn't hide
Mary: icould see u

theodor: hello! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Mary: very easy

theodor: corne on dow¡l
theodor: al'e you angry Bob?
Maly: theodor u angry Bob
Mary: u even didn't say hello
Mary: just pass me
theodor: ok guys thats about it fol today
theodor: what did you think of your expereinces?
Mary: it's fun
Mary: like in a real space
theodor: i need you to answer soem questions please
Mary: i could irnagine the space
Mary: vely well
theodor: question l) what is an avatar?
Mary: i think it is represent us in the vir.tual space
Bob: avatar?
theodor: but what does it mean to be represented in virtual space?
theodor: does it matter what you are represented by?
Bob: so avatar is owr pelsou inside
Bob: the cornputer?
Mary: no
theodor: the avatal for Maly is the head and for rne it is the augel
Maly: it is a thiug which leplesents us in the space?
Bob: and for me?
theodor': for you Bob it is a half moou
theodor: you can't see your self
Mary: avatar is impoltant becoz it can show us to others in the vit.tual space
Bob: how?
theodor: we calt t see you though
theodor: the half moou is what you were logged on as

Maly: for example u can see me in the virtual space
Mary: n calì see me as a physically not only wor.d like in chat roorn
Mary: u can identify where i'm moving and where i'rn standing
Bob: did i1àll
Bob: if i watìt to go to Mary i have to go and get the stairs it is right?
Mary: can i use the avatar for another.project ? like last week
Bob: did you activate the option to sink?
theodor: question 2) do you think your expereince in the virtual space changes the way you

see architecture?
theodor: that is a very interesting question Maly
Mary: yes

Bob: of coul'se we carì e time live tlre space that we al.e creatilìg
Bob: I think that showi your space virtually is different fi'om just having

theln look at the screelì
theodor: that u,ill be ilìteresting
theodor: Bob that is a gt'eat idea!
theodor: do you think if you could build the space with someone else this would be

interastiug too?
Bob: with sorne one else?
Maly: yes, becoz we can col:rbine the idea
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Bob:egwithyou?
theodorl you know those example vrml files i showed you last week the model where you can

move things around
theodor: if you could enter the world with someone else and moved stuff around you could

construct a new architecture yes?

Mary: yes

Bob: yes i know but which project and who with?
Mary: theo pretends, if u create a model with someone without physically connected

Bob: yes I understand
Mary: could u capture his or her idea and get the same idea?

Mary: i think it will world
Mary: i think it will work
Mary: if we use this kind of software
Mary: Bob do u want to see yazib and tony presentation

Bob: can we make the model in another software an imported in
Bob: ?

theodor: Bob we can talk about this but yes you can make your model in formz and import it
into this programme ok
Bob: ok
Bob: so it is very flexible
theodor: see you later
Mary: i will leave now
theodor just logged off
Bob: ok
Bob just logged off
Mary: bye
Mary just logged off
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A.4 (2003)

DMM, 07 105/03, I 1 :30- l3: 10

theodor: hi all!
PETER: heyy Helen
Helen: l@#!!@#!#$!@$
PETER: ??

PETER: hi theo

Jack hey John where are you going??

John: follow me

theodor: Jack are you drowning?
Jack blutb blurb
theodor: now c'mon guys we have got some serious stuff to do here too ! ! !

Jack: hey theo u look like frosty the snowman
Lheodor: har ha¡
theodor: can you all start ideutifying the boundaries?
Jack: how do i look like?
theodor: what sort of boundaries do you encounter?
Tanl¿' nh thqrrlr-r¡nrr

Jack: l'rey John why are you standing on water
Helen whispers:
Heler.r: hi
Jack: Helen you look like an angel

Jack hi
Helen: i amau angel
Jack: hey Peter why are u following Helen
PETER: ci is aftel me
PETER: hey guys talk
Jack: helo
Jack:
PETER: we are supposed to chat elue FIELEN what keeps yu from tlre keyboard ;)
PETER: type type
Jack: we theodor supposed to tok aby boundaries
Jack: there theodor no boundaries here

Jack: we theodor like phantoms

[Dean has connected]
Jack: we cannot cross tluogh walls
Dean: Hi all!
Dean: Answer your tasks ! ! !

Jack: wewe can walk on water n not feel anything
Jack: we cannot even walk thru the glazings
Deau: Who has completed the task filst?
theodor: ok guys have you identified the boundaries?
Jack: thhere is no perception of levels
theodor: Jack had a major levelation just now - he was able to see herself! ! l

theodor: what do you rnean by levels Jack?

Jack: tat is bot possible in the l'eal world
theodor': Jack what is not possible in the real world?
Jack: to see oulself
Helen: hi
theodor: oh i see Jack
theodor: hi Helen
tbeodor: Jack what does it mean to see youlselfl
Helen: dean is daucing
theodor: how did you feel when you could see yourself?
Jack: calrange of levels cannot be felt
Helen: theo how about introducing reflections
theodor: wlrere is dean?

Helen: dancing
theodor: Heleu that is an iutelesting idea
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tlreodor: after tlús session i will show you some work i am doing regarding mirrors aud avatars

Helelt: coz if u int¡oduce reflections then the whole idea of the avatar takes a ttew meaning

Helen: i kinda get the conversation yestelday bette¡ now
theodor: are you stuck in the roofdean?
Dean: anyone for a dip in pool?

theodor: koool
theodor: are you coming in.dean?
theodor: i thought the cow was meaut to jump over the moon not the moon jump over tbe angel!

theodor: people need to communicate with each other using the chat

Helen: yup

theodor: you all need to agree what types of boundaries are present in this world ! ! !

theodor: you need to communjcate with each other your ideas about boundaries

theodor: rod made an interesting suggestion that the boundaries in this world are different to the real world
PETER: we can't see the text clearly on the big screen

theodor: can you elaborate on this please rod?

PETER: or maybe I need glasses

theodor: have you moved your screen Peter?

Heleu: hehehe

theodor: what is funny Helen?
Helen: i smile to hou
PETER: move screen?

theodor: it looks a lot to me like you are just fumbling around in the space

theodor: most of the timeis taken to accustom yourselves to the virtual world
PETER: Game over we are trapped in the pool
theodor: learning the controls and so on
theodor: whats up Peter?

PETER: Tell us please theo

theodor: tell you what?
Helen: whene am i???

PETER: We need to get out of the pool
Dean: Where is the treasure and the secret rainbow?
theodor: ok hang on i will go over and have a lok
PETER: We are in the smaller pool on the staircase end of the building, theo

theodor: oh i see you are in the other pool!
Helen: dean is swimminggECECCCCCg

theodor: ok now to get out of the pool you need to look at your controls
PETER: Jotur! come into the pool and play
theodor: see the lever on the left of tl.re panel push it down
theodor: oops sorry push it up

theodor: rìow you can use the four way pointer to pan your viay up or out
PETER: ok that's cheating, but ok
theodor: when the lever is up this ovelrides tlre gravity and collision detection

Dean: Where is the digital horne theatre set?

theodor: cool it dean

Dean: Helen talk to me?!
PETER: Dean u haven't found the cellar yet?

theodor: you can video stream images into these worlds
Jack: dean do u wa¡rt to swim with me?

Dean: No thanx I out of hele!
theodor: Jack you are so provocative

Helen: what are you doing Jack??

Helen: waooo
Jack: thanx
PETER: The snowman has some itnagination
tbeodol': who wants to play hide and seek'?

Helen: :)

theodor: hello Peter
PETER: water is too cold gotta get out of ltele
Helen: Peter, you swirn???

Dean: Where is the attic?
theodor: you will have to ask uries that one dean

Helen: where are you??

IPETER has disconnected
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[Mies has connected
Helen: Peter??
theodor: ok now you can ask Mies your question dean l ! !

Mies: God's in the detail, dean
Dean: the details is in the God!
Jack: theo i cannot go out from lrere
Mies: Thank you, but I can't take all the credits And stop worslúpping me
Mies: Heleu
Mies: use your ring to save Dean from drowning
John: who can get into thr water ?

Dean: Helen has been swallowed by Ho
Helen: Mies??
Helen: we got it
theodor: dearr has a bogus avatar
Dean: theo i fouud u
theodor: oh John you came really closel!!!!!!!l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1
Dean whispers:
theodor: where did you find me?
Jack: please help rne i got stuck//
theodor: what is the problem Jack?
Dean: ah now ure mving to the back room
Helen: where are yorr??

Jack i cauÍìt come out in the air around,,
theodor: did you see the message i sent to Peter about how to get out ofthe pool?
Helen: Jack, can i help you???

theodor: basically Jack push the lever next to your controls up
Mies: The angel is a saviour Helen help Jack to get out of the pool
theodor: or if you click on one of the pre-progranìmed viewpoints this shoudl get you out of trouble
Jack i am still stuckin the pool
John: saurar how did u get in there?
John: sausra ?l!! !??!!?!!!?!?!
Jack: i was just exploring
Jack: please help me theo
Mies: Jack
Mies: HI all
Helen: Jack, look belrind you
Mies: I am God
Jack: why carint we walk tluu the walls,,
Mies: I can see all of you fi'om up here
Jack: yes,,, you are god
Helen: where is everybody???
Helen: just Jack and hou??
l)ean: who is invisible?
Dean: Ho?
Jack why cant we canilot even walk thru glazings do you all aglee??
Jack: we camìot even walk thru glazings do u all agree?
Dean: I arn inside Helen's head - nothing there!
Helen: I tlúnk that is my reflection, dean
Jack: hahahahahahahaah
Helen: i am around the pool
Mies: Helen you have nor reflection either
Jack: try Peter's ngead maybe more
Mies: can u see rne?

[Tony has connected]
Helen: who are you asking to?
Mies: Heleu
Helen: hahaaha
Helenr you are up there???

Jack: dean is ornni-plesent
Heleu: nope
Helen: it's weil'd
theodor: ha ha

Mies: the suownarì is in the pool
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lusi: hahahaha

Tony: hi, I'm tin mar.r 2 - not the hiding one

Helen: hi tony
theodor: hi tinman too
John: yes

John: yes

Tony: I'm practising walking on water

lusi: nopejustkidding
Jack: come tony
theodor: hi dean

Helen: hahaha

Mies: ya

theodor: hey dean do you think there is scope to do prototype gaming in this environment?

[Mies has disconnected]
Tony: wl.rele are you, Jack?

[Peter has connected]
theodor: John what are you up too?

Tony: he's sunounded by tin rnen

theoãor: toly do you thi¡k the boudaries, implied and 'real'are the same for this scene as the physical world?

[Dean has disconnected]
Jack: boo
Jack: boo
Tony: Yes, near enough IfI follow tyou could you show me around, please?

theodor: boo hoo?

theodor: ok follow me
Jack: gotcha
theodor: i will go back to the stails

Jack: ok
Helen: where are you???

Tony: Lost you again, Theodor
Tony: OK can see yopu now
theodor: tinman leading the tinman :)

Tony: I'll follow
theodor: the first thing to uotice is the space between the columns and the wall in front of us

Jack: ok
theodor: Peter i'm just in the middle of a tour right now

Helen: i cant move
Tony: it's hard to know whio's speaking to who

Peter: Let's join the tour
Helen: i am in front of you Jack
Jack: chta server is not good

theodor: tony it is customary to put the ilame of the pelson you al'e speaking to at tlre frotrt of your message

Helen: but i cant move
Jack: fi'ozen angel
Tony: OK Theodor Can you rescue Helen?

theodor: i fi¡d that because the angle of view is 25 degrees it is hard to distinguish boundaries - i will see Helen

now
Helen: whaaaaaaa *crying*

theodor: whats wrong Helen?
Helen: yeeeeeeeeee

Helen: i can move uow
Jack: Helen wats wrong?
Helen: that's weird
Jack: ok
Helen: i aln behind you torty

Tony: Peter it's realìy odd seeing your head bouncing around

Helen: how come there is the two of me??????

Peter: helen am right behind ya

Jack: double identity
theodor: tony if you push the lever up you can roll the world at'ound - the lever to the left of the control panel

Helen: i can see my self here

Tony: I'm going off down the other end of the building I've lost my tour guide again

Jack: i m wating for the tour
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theodor: perhaps if everyone would like a tour they call meet at the top of the stairs??????????/
theodor: the tour starts at the top ofthe stairs!!!!!!!!!!!11
theodor: ok lets go!!!!!!!!!
Tony: OK, Vm waiting
Peter: ok
theodou we need to look at boundaries
theodor: the first i want to discuss is the gap between the row of columns and the mauve wall
theodor: can everone see what i am talking about?
Tony: Ok
Peter: ok
Peter: yes

Helen: yes

theodor: how does the cornbination of the row of columns, how the wall terminates aud the glass screen dived
the sapce?

Tony: I'm surprised how much of a sense of inhabiting a space that we are getting here
theodor: moving from the virtual 3-D space and the chat dialogue is disor.ienting
theodor: why didn't Mies just put the colurnrs in the wall?
Tony: Need to be a touch typist - otherwise people disappeal.while you're talking to t"hem
Tony: Iln following theodor
theodor': thats true - it comes with practice
Peter: Lunch Time guys !!!!!!
Jack: well the wall is just a sct'eelì not stluctural
Tony: Where's lunch - in this world or the other one?
Jack: n i think there is a mistake in ur lnodel
Peter: in me BAG
Helen: hahahaaha
theodor: if we move down into the space between the column/muave-wall and glass screen space what type of

space do we 'feel'?
Jack: the wall does not touch the roof
theodor: the glass wall annouuces a transitiou from the outsied to an interior space
theodor: the row of columns is ahnost a ghostly hint of the muave wall yet iudependent as well
Tony: i was trying to sqeeze between the columns and the wall but I must be too big
theodol': the gap is not big enough to fit tluough
theodor: this scene is to scale aud the avatal's are too!
[Jack has discotnected]
Peter: Jack yur skirt is torn
Peter: bye Jack
Peter':

[Jack has connected]
Tony: A 'good' series of space in the 'real' world also seems to be good in this worlcl - interesting to explol.e
John: yes

John: yeah

John: yes

theodor: i think tht Mies'spatial iutentions can be felt in this virtual space
John: yes

John: h
theodor: though i am less certai¡r about what is missing until i go to the original physical space
John: hi
theodor: welcome back Jack

[John has disconnected]
Peter: Tony is having a swirn
Jack: sorry i cliced a wrong key
Tony: it was getting hot
theodor: tony are you stuck in the pool ?

Peter: yeah im just hungry at the rnolnent !

Tony: rnaybe - its hard to getout
theodor: if people have had enough vve call statt winding up???
Peter: Everyone for Touy's rescue ! l!!!!
theodor: push the lever up and then rotate
Jack: i also got stuck
Jack: again
Helen: hahahaa
Helen: can you see rne tony???
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[John has connected]
Tony: I'm out now scary to get stuck

John: i'm back
Helen: hahaha

Peter: helen
Helen: yes?

Peter: lunch time
Helen: yes

Peter: ;)
Helen: i getheadache here :(

Peter: i gotno head left
John: me too
Helen: where are you John???

John: walking around
John: trying to draw the detail
Helen: is there any toilet here? i need it
Helen: *giggling*

Helen: :O
Helen: what are you doing here?

Helen: Peter and John
Helen: can you see me?

Helen: who is flying around?
Helen: what are you staring at John?

Helen: that's not me

Helen: i dont know'why
Helen: there is the two of me

Jack: yes i could feel the jerk when i climb up or down the steps

Jack: you all can try this,,

[Tony has disconnected]
Helen: i knew it :)
[Peter has disconnected]

fiusi has disconnected]
Jack: so Theo u are in the water,,

[Jack has disconnected]

Uohn has disconnectedl
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A.s (2002)

DMM, 03/07102, 12:30 - 14:00

Julie: hey i think 4 column for 4 roofs
Sally: what is good?
Sally: not decorative?
Sally: aiya
Sally: yes

Sally: let's think how to do the roofs
Julie: the costumes' space too opell
Sally: yes

Julie: how about cross shape
Julie: remernber the filst combination we saw
Julie: that's good
Julie: then we could put the roofs together
Sally: what about this
Julie: not very good
Julie: may you could move first
Sally: we haven't figured out the circulation
Julie: yes

Sally: let's tlúnk
Sally: what about this?
Theodor: just entered this channel
theodor: hi guys
Sally:hi
Julie: welcorne
theodor: it looks like you have come to abit ofa block in your thinking
Julie: yes

Sally: you mean brain?
Julie: do you have any good idea[s?]
theodor: i noticed that you are both up in the air looking down
Julie: yes

Julie: because it is good for des[ign]
Sally: we think it's better to get tlte composition lright]
theodor: Julie why do you think it is bettel.for design?
Julie: usually we design on plan first
theodor: how do you know ifyou have created a private space?
Julie: also you can imagine the space you define
Sally: yes, kinda like [a] bubble, basic form aud composition
Julie; like toilet
theodor: so are you wolkiug as architects now?
Julie: i think so
Sally: yes, but the system is differ[ent]
theodor: early on [I noticed] neither of you knew about or used tlre plan view, instead you navigated at
floor level
Julie: yes i know, just an option
Julie: he i can't see you
Sally: we didn't lalow lrow to [at first]
Julie: that's ok now
theodor: do you think the experience of wolking at floor level was different to what you are doiug now?
Julie: but it is hard for you to control these elernents [at floor. level]
Sally: definitely, especially when you had to start with the basic form from looking at floor level
theodor: wlrat about knowing that someone else was in the scene with you?
sally: that helps, but the system is difficult for the communication to go smooth[ly]
Julie: but i think first we should atr.alìge these elemeut first
theodor: was it important to be able to "see" another avatarlperson in the scene?
Sally: i think so
Sally: what the?

Sally: this is probably a coveled pool
theodor: Sally: can you expaud ou this? in other words why was it importaut?
Sally: yesl
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Sally: theu, you will know what the person is up to, kinda speculate

Julie: hey we haven't finish the combination work
Sally: or see what the person is actually doing, or'looking'
Sally: hey, our pool house is quite nice frour eye level
Sally: try move the level
Julie: it is indeed a different feeling
Sally: i a1n moving the elements from eye level
theodor: do you think you have created the required private spaces?

Sally: we are next to each other
Sally: i thinks so

theodor: how do you know they are truly private?
Julie: if we got two doors, then we could
Julie: can people see you when you changirrg your cloth[es]?
theodor: so are the spaces you created private?

Sally: semi

theodor: what do you mean by semi?

theodor: what are you doing now?
Sally: tlre arralìgement irside of the changing room, i mean the closets can be very plivate, but the other

areas we leave it open
theodor: so what constitutes a private space?

Sally: not be seen fi'orn side ways?, in this context?
theodor': do you agree with this Julie?
Julie: agree what?
Julie: I agree Sally
theodor: so how do you know no-oue can see you from the side in the virtual space?

Sally: yes

Julie: virtual and physical are different
theodor: ok how are they different?
Julie: in virtual space you could see each other eveu in'plivate'space
Julie: but in physical space you can't see

Sally: different but similar i would say
theodor: so what does this mean about privacy in virtual space?

Sally: it is mol'e transparent in virtual world
theodor: can tlrele be such a thing as a private space in virtual space?

Sally: i don't think so

Julie: you can['t] use virtual tool to design space for physical goals

theodor: Sally: why not?
Sally: anything linked to the computer/server, satellite is not private
theodor: that's right Sally!
Julie: yes, i reckon that also

theodor: do you think it matters if you can see other people in the space or not?

Sally: it is good to test whether privacy is leally necessary

Julie: up to different situationS

Julie: like big brother [('Big Brotlrer' was a popular TV programme in 2002)]
Sally: wow
Julie: you ale interested iu watching this programme
Julie: because you don't k¡ow them
theodor: Sally: you say it is good to test but you didn't coordinate the other person to prove it
theodor: Julie: what benefit was theil in having Sally in the scene with you?

Sally: it was tempting (i can comfoltably say it would improve based on the expelience)

Julie: I can see how she moves
Julie: it is great experience
theodor: Sally: I am not being critical of your performance I am merely making observations

Sally: of course
theodor: Julie and Sally: do you tlink it would be easier to do this exercise on your own or with someone

else in the scene?

Sally: what i lneant is, privacy does not mean it is better
Sally: with someone else

Julie: if you cooperate well, it would be

theodor: Sally: why is it easier with someone else in the scene?

Sally: planning is critical in design, and planning is better when u can see face to face
theodor: Julie: how do you guararìtee cooperation?
theodor: Saìly: do you think the planning you did with Julie was face to face in a virtual world?
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Julie: shale ideas

Sally: it is proved hele, we can do the planning / design in a lnatter of l0 mins [(on paper)] as cornpared
Lo lengthy time [in the 3DVE]
Sally: no

Julie: but I found it is a bit difficult to comrnuuicate with each other through online
theodor: Sally: does this mean it was easier to plan in a vi¡tual world than say on paper'?

Sally: absolutely no

theodol': Julie: what did the chat do to stop your comtnuuication?
Sally: viltual collabolation should only colnes in wlren necessaly
theodor: Sally: so you think it is quickel to plan on paper?

Sally: yes

Julie: take time, and hald to explain
Sally: a lot of colnmuuication goes not in wliting, but in body language
theodor: Sally: ifJulie was in china and you in malaysia how can you plan on paper?
Julie: i agree with Sally
tlreodor: Julie: can you sunrrlarise youl colnlnullication ploblems?
Sally: then, i will revelt to this [(is slìe not leady to give up ?)]
Julie: if i cau see rnyself, if more detail in direction
tlieodor: Julie: why do you think i[ is itnportant to see your self?
Sally: nothing can leplace the plrysical ploperties
Julie: i feel i am lost in viltual wol'ld
theodor: Julie and Sally: how did you feel to see obiects movius around on theil'own like ghosts?
Sally: i am llot very confidelìt, thele might be things we rnissed (because of the lack in face to face

discussioll - l0 mins in face to face discussion is probably like 10m hrs of'chatting', I believe)
Sally: inLelesl.irg for rne

Julie: yes intelesting
theodor: Sally: i pl'esurne you al'e saying that the ghostly movement of objects was "ilìteresting" (Can

you elaborate please?)

theodor: Julie: please tell me mol'e
Sally: No, what I meaut is thp 'flexibility of arranging the element
Julie: you klow actually the ghost moved by somebody, and you can see the design idea of theirs

instantly
Sally: yes Julie
theodor: Sally: ar-e you talking about how you carl move objects or how they seem to ¡nove on their own

(that is wherr Julic rroves thenr)
Sally: but paper is bettel', because instantly also you can rnake some points by saying
Julie: But ilì natul'al design, we should spend sornetime oÍì our own desigu first, then discuss each other
Sally: interesting to see other's instant act
Julie: I feel i were lost when I was moving these elements
Sally: but also irnportant to design in 2d
theodor: Julie: in natulal design as you say you have the freedom to think alone (In the exercise we did
today do you tlrink you didn't have time to do your own thinking?)
Julie: yes

theodor: Sally: how does 2-D help when it is for 3-D construction?
Satly: I agree so, because u are pressuÍed to keep up with others
Julie: I also aglee with Sally (and this is the distinction betweeu designers and othels)
Sally: 2d and 3d should go togethet', 2d is importaut in figuring out circulation, etc
theodot: doesn't this just reflect the way you are designing currently? Sharing a CAD file but not

working on it at the same time?
Julie: But this experience today is indeed a very good
Sally: parti and schematic too
Julie: I aln excited about this
Julie: especially when I saw tbe 'blue' Sally
theodor: how do you think this rnethod could be nsed most effectively?
tbeodon Julie: what did you "feel" wheu you saw the blue Sally?
Sally: if tlris can help in the planning stage
Julie: Give cooperatol's rnot'e tilne to think about the tasks
Julie: I feel like I was playing 'garne'with hel
Julie: which attl'act me
theodor: Do you think iL would rnake a difference if you didn't know who the other person was?
Sally: yes

Julie: yes

Sally: i already ktrow how Julie works, so lnany of my suggestion is based on that (If I had not knorvn
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the person, it would have been harder, longer)
theodor: In other words, how would it make a difference if you didn't know the other person?

Julie: it is better you know whom you will work with
Sally: more difficult
Julie: if I worked with a child, and he/she played 'roof as 'ground'
theodor: Sally
Julie: it is more funny
theqdor: Sally: how is it more difficult?
Sally: to firstly understand the persol'r, what she likes, then have to figure out whethe¡ she agrees, a

whole lot of figuring out
theodor: Julie: so you think if you didn't lalow who the other person was it would be more serious?

Sally: not me,

Julie: yes, it would
Julie: I also agree with Sally
theodor: Sally and Julie: thank you both very much for your help today!
Julie: Just now what Sally said, i think it is a part of what 'cooperation' means

Sally: thank you, thanks for sparing time and be patient with us

Julie: thank you, theodor
Sally: just logged off
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4.6 (2003)

DMM, l4105/03, ll:25-12:30

Peterjust entered this channel
Peter: dont move the roof
Jack: ok
Jack: theodor u keeping in mind the privacy issue

Peter: we only have l.ralf an hour
Peter: yes i am
Peter: can i start an'anging
Jack: ok
theodorjust logged off
theodorjust entered this chaurel
theodor: hi again guys
Peter': hi
Jack: hello
Jack: where do we keep the table base plates/floor was intelesteing
theodor': what you were saying about the walls being diffelent sizes to the
theodor: do you want to discuss this with Jack?
Pcfer la¡k.ân rr ñ^\/ê hqnl¿ q hit

Peter: yur avataris is obstructing my vision
Peter: Jack zoom back a bit
Peter: ur avatar is right in front of me
Peter: JACK
Peter: yes better
Peter: THANKS
Jack: no worries
Jack: window panneìs theodor not fitting
Peter: yes

Peter: im trying to sueeze iu
Jack: we need to putr the columns close
Jack: yes

Jack: yes that is fine
Peter; yup
Peter: now back to the changing rooms
Peter: i cant view it from the back
Peter: damlr
Jack: me either
Jack: zoom in a bit
Peter': ok
Jack: just place the yellow wall
Peter: ya
Petel': i am getting it now... cool
Jack: cool
Peter: there is one yellow wall left
Peter: and the suare blocks
Peter: i fixed that
Peter: we caü use them as steps
Jack: square blocks theodor the stepping stones
Peter: ya
Peter: i have done a trick here
Peter: will tell u later
Peter: :P

Jack: o k
Jack: so ifs finished it seerns

Jack: what do u say
theodor: have you isolated two change areas?

theodor: are they plivate?
Jack: yes

Peter: yealr

theodor: what is privacy in a virtual world?
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Peter: look loke
theodor: is there such a thing?
Peter: VERY PRIVATE
theodor: sorry Peter i don't have a copy of the scene on my pc

Peter: i have tried to be quite liberal with the planning thing
Peter: wanted to put a glass pane in between the changing rtooms them later
theodor: take some screen grabs and save them to the desktop so i can see

Jack: so do i come
Jackjust logged off
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A.7 (2003)

DMM, 14105/03, 12:35-13:40

I John just entered this channel
2 John: where al'e you, Denis?
3 Denisjust entered this channel
4 Denis: hi John\ dioganally in the middle
5 Denis: lets place the walles on teh corners... then we can put one wall
6 theodor: ok guys do you undel'stand tlrc task?

7 Denis: kinda
8 John: ok
9 theodor: that sounds like a good idea Denis
10 John: two exits
I I Jolur: now it is one exit
12 Denis: how do u rorate individual element?

13 John: is this the plivate loom
L4 John: maybe it can not be rotate
15 Denis: can we rotate individual element?
16 Denis: the s key is not working properly
17 Denis: all mv elements are becoming singular\
l8 Denis: anyway
19 John: this is not private enough
20 Denis: i kinda like the way its sitting light now
21 Denis: sure it is
22 Denis: what do u tlúnk, theodor?
23 John: you can see the tlrings from the exit
24 John: too open

25 John: we ueed mol'e walls
26 John: I think the rooln is too opeìl
2l John: you can see people changing clothes inside
28 Denis: aww... let them change in the open
29 Jolrn: we don't have enough walls
30 Jolur: so maybe we need to build the room smalle¡
3l Denis: tly it... i personally think this is fine but u can tyry
32 John: how about tlús
33 Johr: but it is small
34 Jollr: just for one person
35 seperate ones for m aud f
36 Denis: well do we need one plivate space or two? i think we'll need
37 Denis: theodor?????
38 John: but not euough walls last design was fine
39 Denis: listên if we need two spaces, one for male a¡d one for female, the
40 John: ok
41 Denis: Jolm decide quickly.., i think lets stick to the previous one
42 Denis: theo has disappeared peobably gone to eat
43 Jolur: ok
44 Jolru: i have changed it
45 John: is it ok?
46 Denis: cool now lets place them colrecctly
4l John: is the blue water elernent represent the pool?
48 Denis: plobably
49 Denis: yeah i guess it is
50 John: rnaybe the glass need to be on the othel side
5l Denis: ya
52 John: the glass not big enough
53 John: good
54 John: doue?

55 Denis: thats it
56 John: how about the othel two roofs?
51 Jolur: do we have to use all the elements?
58 tlreodor: hi i'm back!!! !!
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59 John: we have done
60 Denis: i think were tyru
6l Denis: through
62 Denis: lets take screenshots
63 theodor: have you determined what privacy means in a virtyal world?
64 theodor: screenshots is a good idea
65 John: privacy means you can't see themchanging clotheb?
66 Denis: lol doubt its that easy to determine theo
67 Denis: digital voeuyers
68 John: now you can see them changing clothes from the top
69 John: what happen to the roof?
70 John: why remove the roof?
7l Denis: just discussing
'12 Denis: we dont need the roof
73 Denis: coz u vcan look in anyway
74 Denis: u there???

75 Denis: a firewall is a useful wall in the virtual woirld... these are no good!

76 Delis: i can see you!!!
77 John: i can see you
78 Denis: yeah well im not hiding
79 Denis: im bored
80 John: now i am in private space

81 John: can you see me?

82 Denis: ok ill loiok for u again
83 Denis: i can see you! ! lnin cyberspace!
84 theodor: you may have created a physically viable private space but it is not
85 theodorjust logged off
86 Johnjust logged off
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a.8 (2003)

DMM, t6/05/03, 12:00-1300

Peterjust enteled this channel
rodjust entered this channel
rod: lets j ust play around with the contlols first
Peter: ok what u going here
rod: n try to identify the elements 1st

Peter: ok
theodorjust entered this channel
rod: hi theodore
theodor: ok guys need to chat a lot and let each other know what is going on

theodor: if you have time please take screen grabs

rod: troy can u see the steppiug stones?
lod: i cant see them
tlreodor: start working on a stategy for collabolating on the ploject
theodor: rernember to make private spaces

rod: we theodo¡ identifying the elements 1st

rod: ok
rod: i found all the elements
rod: hav you seen all the elements troy?
Peter: yes

rod: can u save some screen prints?
Peter: we get limited elements!
Peter: let me try to save that!
rod: saved that?

Peter: yes

Peter: i did
l'od: how u do tat
rod: quick tell rne
Peter: screen save I
Peter: what u asking to rnaking ?

rod: press alt n print scrn?
Peter: yes

rod: n where to find the file?
Peter: i saved on this comp- at desktop
l'od: ok
Peter: let go to make this buliding
rod: lets make the pool house lst
lod: u try lst lst
Peter: i think u don't have much ele- so we ueed to think
lod: just paly around lst
l'od: then see lrow
Peter: can u see me
lod: no
Peter': i arn on the top vl
rod: just use 4 walls for the house
Peter: os i can see what is going on plan \
Petel': no for house
Peter: for pool to chang cloths thing
Peter: u understand
theodor: ok I'm back
theodor: if you wart to save screen grabs put thern on the desktop please
Peter: theodore
Peter': i hav clashed!!ll
Peter: not ure i rod
Peter: hey tho!!!!\
Peter: u get rne

Peter': theodor l!! u get rne

Peterjust logged off
Peter just entel'ed this.channel
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rodjust entered this chaunel
lod: troy i mback
rod; lets build the pool house wif these orange walls
theodor: hi guys

rod: helo
theodor: ok back to work
theodor: what i saw looked interesting
theodor: calì you reconstruct it?
Peter: ok i acsn see u tben
theodor: what you had before rod crashed and bulned?
¡od: arrrrrrrh
rod: troy let tlre colurnrs for the pool house

Peter': rod what u think?
rod: troy dun put the columns in the toilest
rod: not enuf structures for the pool house

Peter: hi rod i am at top
rod: i try to go to the top... good idea
Peter: so i can see plan but i can't see section
Peter: do u understand what i am try to say now?
rod: ok
Peter: so let make r'lues

rod: no columns for the toilets
rod: glass for pool house
theodor: i like the idea that you al'e devising some rules!
rod: use solid walls for toilets only!!!!!
Peter: ok i can't see what u doing now ?

Peter: get me some-----\
Peter: heyrod!!!!!!
Peter: tell me what !! !l !! ! !l!???
rod: hi
rod: i m trying to go to the top view
Peter: we don't need

Peter: i am here

theodor: take plenty of screen grabs guys!! !!! !!!!!! !! !

theodor: what happened? no chatting?????
lodjust entered this channel
rod: ok
Peterjust entered this channel
rod: i m back
rod: lets get back
Peter: also me

rod: troy
rod: put the roofs togethel'
rod: yes

rod: put the loofs in one line
rod: i m on the elevation view
rod: u go back to the top view
theodor: howdy
rod: put the roofs in one liue above the toilet
rod: ok
rod: u hav a new idea?
Peter: can u get in loom
Peter: ahve look'l
Peter: have look ?

rod: this is good
rod: why not we move the toilets out of the l'oof
rod: toilet no need roof
Peter': how was it
lod: also pool no need roof
l'od: move the glass to the loof
Peter: we hnshde isnn't it
rod: yeah!l!
theodol': ok guys I will corne up and have a look
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t29

t'od troy
rocl stop
,.^/l.ifc fi,ìiehÞd

Peter': hey how rve golla suppor cloutnns

Peter: rod ?

lod: tose theodol stepping stones!!!!
Peter: we need footing fol'clonnrns
lod: not looting!!!!!
iod: stepping stones!l ! ! ! ! ! !
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,4'.9 (2003)

DMM, 16/05/03, 13:00-14:00

Annjust entered this channel
Helen just entered this channel
Helen: Ann, what are you doing???
Ann: I am disassembling and having a count of elements
Helen: oh oke
Anu: Pick blue water and put in the middle
Ann: and next to that white block for paved aarea
Helen: is that colrect??
Auu: i arn assembling walls and if you are not happy correct when i am done m
Helen: where is the stepping stone??
Ann: I think that table
tedjust entered this channel
Amr: how do you rotate walls
Amr: seems good
ted: hello
Helen: just rotate it
ted: you cannot rotate the walls
Helen: is that you theo???
ted: yes

Helen: oke
Anu: no i cannot find grey stepping stones
Ann: yes

Helen: yes, where is it??
ted: can you describe what you are doing?
Ann: paved alea is stepping stones Helen
Helen: oh oke
Ann: I want to use walls for making private a¡ea and use glass as doors
Helen: the right and left side is the changing room
Aun: how to fix this if cant rotate?
Ann: good
ted: so you guys are talking to each other and then making gestures in the world?
ted: in other words, when Ann says rotate does Helen fix it?
Helen: uope
Helen: cant
Helen: i tried
Ann: changiug room!!
Helen: Ann
Helen: we have to make 2 changing room
Helen: on the left and right side
Helen: got it?
Ann: no cant rotate... Theo said
Helen: yes i know
Heleu: the left side has too rnany walls Ann
Helen: sorry, the light
Ann: ok try but because you cant scale and rotate walls its tricky
Ann: try
Ann: yup!!
Helen: we just cover the room
Helen: so they cant see each other'
Helen: what is the red one for??
Ann: i am not able to see hence iam aPeterusting screen
Heleu: for jurnping to the pool??
ted: its a bit like walking onto site and finding all the pieces but you can't cut or joiu or rotate pieces
Aun: Helen can you fix the screen for me
ted: ifyou can please take screen grabs and save them to the desktop
ted: what do you mean fix the screeu Ann?
Ann: thats a poolside table i suppose!
Heleu: the screen??
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Ann: I cant see all the elements
ted: what scl'een are you talking about?

Helen: me neither
Ann: how to do zootn extent
ted: are you talking about the computer rnoniot or a screen element in the virtual world?

ted: Ann you are thinking like CAD
Ann: yes move it lil back

ted: but you are in a virtual wol'ld
Ann: game scl'een icant see left spaca

Ann: virtual world!!! I switched red button off and then tried but it iis not working

ted: has your screelì frozen?

ted: are you still there Helen?
Ann: did it now it i cau see all the elements

Helen: yes??

Helen: there's extra loof
Helen: Ann
Ann: Iú Helen how ale doing?
Helen: what about the extra roofl?
Helen: at the back
Ann: to cover spaces or may be pool as well
Helen: oh oke
Heleu: where's the other one?

Helen: you cant move that columns Ann
Helen: oh i got it
Helen: that's tlre step

Ann: hey EUREKA!!! found those stepping stone

Helen:
Helen: Ann, what al'e you doing?
Ann: Helen just lil bit we have to do with glass panels

tlreodore just entered this channel
Ann: Watching and figurilg out how to do aPeterust walls and panel

Helen: yup
Ann: Het its done
Helen: we have 4 roof Ann
Heleri: do we have to use all of them?

Ann: move right roomback to get access

theodore: theodor u taking scleen captures?

Ann: uot left right
Ann: NO!!!
Helen: what do you mean?

Helen: did you say to rne, or theo?

Ann: fix the loof over the pool
Helen: the size doesnt match
Auu: Helen make lefy room tlìe way did it right
Ann: i know we cant scale it either
theodore: u shd both be takittg scl'een captures

Ann: Coover that table area with roof and then cover the pool over the walls and then private rooms

Ithink roof problern is solved
Helen: where is the other one?? (rool)
Aun: There were foul'roof?
Helen: yes

Ann: I cant see... as well
Ann: how ?

Helen: no idea
Helen: we lost it
Ann: I know there was TORNADO last night... flew off
Helen: i found it
Helen:
Ann: All liht keep this table portiorì same aird keep it aside

Auu: how to rnake these faces?

Helen: you rnean this??

Ann: play with only l'ooms ot willbe doing g this game for ever and ever

Ann: yeah!!!
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Helen: i tell you later :

Aun: Take snap shots... how?
Ann: Theo?
Helen: i already take plint screen
Ann: Dont touch that table part
Helen: i am still thinking what is the red one for??
Ann: Table!!!!
Helen: and the stepping stones
Helen: yes i know that is the table
Ann: Hey we have two extra wall?
Helen:
Ann: Wow seems good!
Ann: paper says only four we have six
theo is backjust entered this channel
Helen: hahaha

Helen: we buy it
Aun: Theo we have two walls extra... Are we supposed to use all?
Ann: ha

theo is back: use the printscreen button to do screen capture
ted: you can use what ever pieces you want
Helen just logged off
Helen just entered this channel
Helen: did it
Helen: and we can choose not all of them either?
Helen: what are you doing Ann?
Helen: flying wall
Ann: seems completed
Helen: oh you \rr'ant to erase these two walls
Ann: Yeah!Mf you want you can use

Helen: nope, thx
Ann: 'Want to try some more designs?

Helen: have you done your print scleen??
Helen: i did it
Helen: we have to discuss it with theo
Helen: through this chaunel
Ann: Helen we have to tell Théo why do we think it is private?
Ann: yeah!!!
Helen: i took thlee
Helen: but i think only one is private
Helen:
Ann: I rthink we need to sshift that table part other side of the pool. Othelwise if we wre changing in

looms auy clreeky male cau peeptluough the glass

ted: so what is it about your spaces which makes them private?
ted: if one of you hides in the private space can the other see you?
Helen: nope
Helen: because there's a wall
ted: if someone can see you then it is not plivate?
Ann: I presumed glasses are tlanslusient
Helen: i think it is private enouglr
Helen: you calìt see others from your changilg room
Helen: because it's separate with the pool
Helen: and we use walls to cover it (pool elevation)
Ann: But what about the person who is boozing next to table
Helen: theo?

Ann: It seems ah'ight and mo¡e private space. Do you agree Helen? Is it cornpleted
Helen: yes Aun
Helen:
Ann: OK then write yiur cormnents wwhy do you think it is private space?

ted: keep discussing I will come up soorl to look at your work
Helen: it is private because we cant see each othe
Helen: is it right, Ann?
Ann: Yeah!!!
Helen: good
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183 Ann: I too think so!lif we are bboth al'e in diffelent rooms we cant see each otlrer. There is no direct
vishal contact
IJeletr. r¡ec

Arrn: I mean visual contact
Heleu: we have to swiln filst
Aun: I dont know swirnming. I arn scared of water

Helen: Ann
Helen: so there is no privacy in the virtual world
Helen: are you thele Ann??
Ann: Alright we weie designing the space keeping physical world iIl mind but tlìere exists nothing like

PRIVACY in vilttual wolld
Helett: ¡,s5
Helen: that's tlue
Helen: so what is plivacy?
Helen: is there any privacy in the leal world also?

ted: rvhat is plivacy in the physical world?
Anu: Everthing is there in Yeahl!! we can lock our dool's and we have visual balriels
ted: wlren you design as architects you think physical-wolld thoughts

ted: but what about sul'vellance calneras itt the street etc

Helen: we can have plivacy in tlre physical world
Helen: but not all the tirnes

ted: one can escape the physical world sul'veÌlience by ruirning home au hidding in the cupbaord

Ann: Walls, roof and it depends ou the lnaterial
ted: but when you go to the bank and get rnoney out of the ahn the bank kllows whet'e you are

ted: when you nrake a telephone call the l'eceivel kliows what your nunrber is hence where you are

Ann: Ok if we have two plots aPeteracent to each othel and allocated on different m=uames spo it
becomess PRIVATE
ted: what are you talking about Ann?
Ann: We have solne l'ules in Physical world - Tltose rules ale PRIVACY
Helen: but someolle can bleak your rules
ted: thats fight Helen
ted: is there any privacy in cybelspabe?
Ann: I mean we cau control extent of privacy in physical world. May be I couldn't put wltat I wanted

to sây
Helen: cyberspace??

ted: you bave both just spent rnore tharr an hour colstlucting what you thouglrt was a private space

ted: but as it was shown privacy exists only if we aglee to the same rules!
ted: what were you saying about emails Ann?
Ann: No thele is no plivacy. Ernails ale uot plivate as well
Ann: Everyrthing is thele ou yyour server when you ate exchauging any data which can be easily

hacked
Ann: Yeah!!
Helen: so privacy is there, if we aglee to the same rules

Helen: is that right Theo?
Auu: Publish on web can only be plivate if you abide the lules rnade by WWW consotorium
Helen: the key word is RULES
Helen: what do you think Ann?
Alrn: Yes!l! But it is vely lrald for evelybody to lollow lules
Heleu: of course

Helen: because all of thern want to rÌrake their owlt r'ules

Ann: You caunot take it for glanted hence bottom line is in cyberspace thel exists no word like
pnvacy
Helen: yealt
Helen: so

Helen: there's someone here
Helen: i arn afi'aid i arn disturbing hirn
Ann: yeah!!! collecting ideas

Ann: disturbing whorn?

Helen just logged off
Ann just logged off
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4.10 (2003)

DMM, 2ll05/03, I I :00- 12:05

theodorjust entered this channel
TREVOR just entered this channel
TREVOR: ok what are we looking at? can u see?

theodor: hi Trevor
TREVOR:hello
theodor: ok so the first thing is perlraps to look at what elements we lrave to play with?
TREVOR: theodor u the red ball?
theodor: i have never actually played this game myself so it will be interesting
TREVOR: is there a library of elements?
theodor: if you look at the instl'uction sheet you will see tbat the red ball turns the move seusor olì

and offfor moving objcets around in the scene
theodor: i am the red avatar
TREVOR: ok let me explore the tools first, ok?
theodor: this is a WYSilVYG program so the library is in front of you
TREVOR: theodor we able to change the z axis of elements?
theodor: the elements only move in the x,z plane at this moment
theodor: remember that y is up in this world
TREVOR:x,y?
TREVOR: ok
TREVOR: let's start with all elements away, shall we?
theodor: so do you lrave any ideas?
TREVOR: we'll look ät blank space and stare till an idea comes aloug
theodor: i like arranging the different elements to get a feel for what is possible
TREVOR: ok
theodor: have you got any ideas for the floor layout?
TREVOR: we have the change room ready, rite?
theodor: what or whele is the change room
TREVOR: I'm not very good at typing can we have voice, instead?
theodor': have we runout of columns?
theodor: the view is quit nice from down here
theodor: if you come down here have a look at what i can see

theodor: what are you doing up in the sky?
theodor: from up there you are not "experiencing" the space
TREVOR: and I've got the position wrong from up there, huh?
theodor: are you able tojoin me on the ground?
theodor: thats interesting what are you doing with the table?
TREVOR: what do you think of eating/drinking with your feet in the pool?
TREVOR: do we have the private change areas yet?

theodor: i can see why participants spend so much time just playing with the possible spaces its
endless and quite evokative ofjapanese box-like consh'uctiou
theodor: i like the idea!
theodor: are you still up in the sky?
TREVOR: how about making it not so private?
TREVOR: I'rn at eye level. I think you are too low?
theodor: seliously if you come down here you get quite a difelent feeling for the spaces
theodor: well thats interesting. you say i arn too low but i seem to be able to go into the spaces

witbout hitting rny head
TREVOR: I\n ok too
theodor': i saw you drop onto the water this indicates the acrtual ground level
TREVOR: need ploxy authentication
theodor: perhaps this world ueeds a base plate under everything??
theodor': what do you feel when you carl see my avatal'floationg around in the space?
theodor: when you are up in the sky you are wolking in a traditional mauner
theodor: you aÌe assurniug the superior god-like ovel'view
theodor: tlús is how architects read plans
theodol': you have. become so adept at absttacting the space of a plan that you dou't need to be 'in'

the space to know it
theodor: but this can also be a trap
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theodor: space is not'lived'ill its abstracted form
theodor: users of architectutal spaces do so from within them

TREVOR: I think it gets a lot mole clrallenging if objects are not fixed arrd you will have to create

them
theodor: they do not 'see' the spaces tlre way at'chitects 'irnage-ine' them

theodor: otr the contrary with so few elements to play with it is quite challenging to colìstruct

sornething meaningful
TREVOR: I think we can visualise the space without even be ill them

theodor: that is what i am saying but what you image is different to what it is
theodor: how would you have me enter tliis buidling?
TREVOR: I agree, that it could be useful to gauge how the spaces arnìgement, but to have the

limitation is much a constraillt, don't u thiltk?
theodor: oh by the way can you take some scleen grabs at peltinent momnets please?

theodor: in view of the exet'cise at hand if you wele abìe to start with a clean slate artd rnodel

evelytlìing fiom scratch the results would be faitly pledictable?

TREVOR: as tlis is a poolhouse, much like a pavilion, and could be placed in an open space in a

backyard or similar, maybe there should not be a rnal'ked ently poirlt?,

tþeodor: thats a fair cotnment, But what I wanted was for you to guide rne through yout'pool house

TREVOR: u can follow rne

theodor: ok where are you?

TREVOR: in the tea house now
theodôr: calì you desclibe tlre l'ootns as we go through them?

theodor': i'rn having trouble keeping up

theodor: its difficult to understaltd what you ravatar is doing - Rotating oll the spot etc

theodor: i think it would be leally interestillg to reeord this as a movie?

tbeodor': perhaps with the chat as subtitles?

tlreodol just logged off
theodorjust enteled this chalrnel
theodor: back again and Trevor is not wastitrg any time reconsh'uctillg the scene

trevorjust entet'ed this challnel
tlevol': let's do something different,shall we?

theodor: i wasjust going to stlggest that!
theodor': can i have a go at desigiug this time?
trevor: ok, go ahead, I'll supervise
theodol': and perhaps you go down in to the space aud tell me what it feels like
tlevor': it feels disarray now
theodor': i arn up in the sky desginig like an architect

tlevor: u could look fi'om below too, if you like
theodor: ok
tl'evo[: as long as u can 'see' the space above

tl'evor: do can do some firre tunilg at eye level
tl'evol': the x-z co-ordinates at'e differetlt
tìreodor: what do you think Tlevor?
trevor': pretty good
tlevor: for solreoue who design from the sky
theodo¡': yes y is up z is towards you and x is to the right (that is wheu you first enter the world)

tlleodor': ha ha!

theodor: would you like to follow me through the space and i will describe as i go?
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